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STUDY SUMMARY -

WHAT DID THIS STUDY -ET OUT TO DO ANDWHY?

e
This study ,set t to document 'what primary children did when

they wrote. Data ere gathered' overa two year period, following the

same children, in order to show hoW they changed what,therdid,in the

.%

courseof.writing. The,research.task was to be present when the

children wrote in their classrooms, and to'record, describe, identify,

4.

and'seqUence tte-order -og-their-behaviors during the cmposing-pro

cess.

The study was done because children simply haven't been observed

while writing. Most researchabout children's codiposi4, has been

retrospective. Extensive analyses have bedn made of children's

written products, and interviews and have been given to children ask-

ing them to recall how they wrote; but such data only provide partial

information-about what might happen during the writing process.

Worse, school curricula across the country are often based on

suppositions about what children do when they write. Teaching is

an active process where teacher behaviors meet child behaviors, yet

why children behave as they do when composing is'anyonels guess if

4 r.
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there hasn't been systematic observatio;;ie time. Teachers need a

forward and backward perspective when they deal wi h a ghild's

paper; hey need to know where the child will be going and"-where the

child has been developmentally in order to understand the behaviors.

4 of the present moment.

It' would be unheard of in child development research to explain
0

, ..--- child behavior solely on an interventive or retrospective basis.' There,
r

is no substitute for being there, -,for extensive periods of observation

.. to record data wherV children play, interact with parents, materials,

-00
2.0 HOW DID WE GO'ABOUT DOING IT?

a

-Mad their entire environment.

Sixteen children in five different classrooms in'the same, small,

rural-suburban school in New Hampshire were observed for two years.

Eight of the children were observed from age six through seven, and

. eight from age eight through nine. The children werechosen because of

\heir differences along pre-selected criteria of language, composing,,

spelling, and motor.perfoimance. The intent was to have children from

both grade levels with low, middle, and high writing abilities in

order to see if behaviors from one level to another were repeated as

the childreichanged.over two years of writing.

Three researchers were on-site in classrooms four days out of

five for the two year project. Data were gathered through child and

teacher ihterviews, direct observation of children through specific

1
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protocols, ideo recordings of children while composing, conversing

with other ,c ldren, and in conference, as Well as through all of the

children's tten products.

Although case-study data were gathered primarily on the sixteen

°selected children, there were many intervals over the two year period

when these children were not writing. Researchers then collected

data on other children who were writing at that time. There were also

all-class data gathered in punctuation and spe4ing to serve as
o

back-up information to process data from the case studies.

The data were analyzed through a variety of procedures depending
0

on the type of information collected (See Appendix 10.0 for examples).

Video Data: Language and behavior analysis in
'relation to evolving text was done by set

protocol. Charts were made of shifting balandes
over a two year period. _Utterances"were assessed

in context for concept level and change. .

2. 'Child Utterance Data: These came from video-

,
.audio recordings, observations of teacher con-
ferences, and diem-lesions with other children.
Data were analyzed according tr., 26 concepts.
Definitions of condepts came from 'childrens'

utterances. Extensive work with i.iter -rater

reliability was done at several psnts in the
assessment of concepts.

`Direct Observation: Through sp.protoeols, all
sixteen children were observed before, during,
and after composing. Behaviors were charted to

show shifts in:

A. Overttojcovert activity
B. Growth in time and spabe
C. Uses of revision
D. Problem solving

A
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h. Product Data:. All written work from
the children was xeroxed. This included

all copies of drafts. Product data have
been charted to chow changes in ase of:

A. Punctuation
B. Handwriting-
C: Spelling 6.

D. Tbpic
E. Patterns of writing quality
F. Prosodics
G. Person and territory
H. Information

5. Interview- Conference Data: Interventions

along standard, informal ques4ion formats
were asked of the children before, during,
and after 'composing by researchers and

teachers. Questions and responses have
been placed on computer and analyzed for
complexity, sequence, and function along
the 26 concept lines.

Substantial.analysis of the above data is complete, but because

oft4camountgathered, there is.virtually an inexhaustible supply of

new variables yet to he examined,- as well possible interrelationships

between thobe variable already investigated.

3.0 WHAT DID WE FIND?

3.1 Theitriting.j2nrigAL

1N1writing process in this study wasdefined as a series of

operatipns leading to the solution of a problem. The process begins

hen the writer consciously or unconsciously starts a'topip and is /

/

finished when the written piece is published. Many professionals

wuld argue that the process continues to throb even after publication.

Children show us what is involved in the writing process through

t.

O



the many sub-processes that contribute to a finished product. Sig-

nificant sub-processes include topic selection, rehearsing, informa-

tion access, spelling, handwriting, reading, organiziftg, editing, and

revising. These ingredients for writing are such the same for 'six-
.

year-olds.as they are for more advanceoten-year olds. Six-year-olds,

because of overt behaviors, show the-underpinnings of ingredients

before they go underground and become implicit. The following

defines several important ingredients:

1. Topic Choice - There is a process'to topic selec-
tion, again, conscious or unconscious.
Choice can be limited to a topic on
the board given by the teacher, or
it may b4 embedded ii a previoui'
piece. The child may go me search
through- interviewing-other- children,
or roviewing a list in a folder
labeled "future topics". When topics
are self-selected, part of the pro-
cess seems to be "voice-matching" ,
with wilat,feels right today; the
child measures.intentilns against

ri

his audience, which may be his clasp
mates, teacher, or even parents.
Choice may also involve weeks, months,:
or it may be ,a snap judgement based !,

bn a wain. More needs to studied
about topic choice because it prob-
ably has'much.more to do with subsel.'
quent behaviors in writing than we
know (See Appendix 8.1 and 9.8).,

2. Rehearsal Rehearsal refers-to-the conscious or
unconsciouspreparation, writers make
for what.is to follow. It may take
the form of daydreaming, reading,
sketching, working with blocks, journal
entries, or discussion of events. A
discovery draft can be spoken of as a
rehearsal for the next draft (Seg

Appendix 8.1).

ti 0
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3. Composing,- Composingincludes selection of in-
formation'i mechanics,.the part in

'^relcktion topthe:whole. The part

may be letter formationl-solind-symbol
correspondence, the final stage of
Vygotsky's process of symbolization,
or reading for otntation (See.

Appendix 8.1).

. ° .

4. Reading - The function of 'reading the writer's
.own text varies-according-to the
'de*opmental level of the writer and
differs Significantly from the read-
ing of another.person's text. The /.

writer can read to reorient, search
for errors in conventions, and-Check
appiopriateness of information,. or=
ganization, orlanguag -(See Appendi*

8.1).

5. Revision - Revision, or "seeing again ranges
from simple adjustments in spelling,
and letter formation, to ,mayor addi-
tionsl'deletions, and reorganizations
of information. At the lowest level
it could be called proofreading
(See Appendixes 7.13, 7.2", 8.1, 8.7).

There is no set order to the writing process. It cannot be con-
__

strued as simply a matter of topic choice, reheardal, reading, com-

posing, and revising. It is highly ideosyncraticand varies within,

the writer from day to day. A pers n may discOver,a new topic in the

midst of writing another. The end of a piece may be rehearsed while

eating breakfast, especially if the writer knows she will be writing

that day in school: Thus, the unearthing of process ingredients and

their recurrent appearance is an important finding in this study.

O

a
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3.2 velopment of writers

The development of writing abilify-aniong the children appeared

- .,

.to fall .into sequences. These Sequences were useful to trace, but
.. ,

great care had;to-be taken.to View several simultaneously before .

making any decisions bout the'child's writing development. The

following are among the most, signifidaAt sequences used to trace

.chauges in writers' behaviors.

3.21 Time and Space: This was:the mobt.fruitful com-
bination of factors by'whichto assess.thesdevel-'
opment of young,writers. Three factors were viewed
in. relation to each other: (See also Appendix 8.4).

1. ple,Paga: 'At first: children must disbover

o the, use of space; or how to:relate.thein,

/
. bodies and small muscle's to a regular

. sequencing,(time):across the page. Letter
'follows letter, ranging' from indiscriminate

. chains to vertical Sand reverse orders:-/
Later,. when Children see writing as a

. temporaey process, as in a draft, they be-
gin to break down the 5idesl'placing ra

.
, sytbols as direction marker's for the 6.ct

drakt. -
A

1

a

2. The Process: The parametersof pro ess deL
line space, One the eventsfrom st t to
'finish.represent timg markers'filli g that
space. When the proCess parameter are
narrow,. .writinehas a tenuous cone ction!

to precedineeventd; the deciqion to compo se
,may have been spontaneous, but of very short

. duration, perhaps as little as two or three
minutes. In this apse, process resembles'
.spontaneous play. Process bro dens, when the.

writer rehearses when not com osing, con-
templatesNa.piecefor weeks or months, and
composes many drafts prior.to publication.
This writer can transcend the constraints
of the present draft;.he can move -back and
forth between past, present, and possible
futureprpducts.

-7-
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3. Information: Early information has tenuous logic

40 .
(time) and occupies little space (the subject or

event). The 'simplicity of the choices connects
highly disparate events and fills the subject space

with only a few lines.

3.22 Ekternal to Internal' Writing is a highly external event

in the beginning. Children draw, and talk with other

children. They need to see and hear what they mean.
Later external language becomes inner` language. The

cbild-basTut mechanical conventions (spellings -motor)

_--b-and him. Problem-solving shifts to .topic and informa-
tion and is particularly don'e with the absence of overt
behaviors. (See Appendix 7.14)

3.23 Egoeentricito Sociocentric: Early writing closely re-
,semebles gay., The child writes for the sake of
writing. The opinions of others about the quality of
his wOrkte not heard. He feeli5 his pieces are basic-

. '.day good d he experiments fearlessly. Seldom does the

teacher hear, "I'm stuck:. 'I'dOn't know what to do."

. The child sees little discrepancy between ntention and
performance..

. -

Gradually, however, the child beginsto hear questions an
and concerns of others. Mechanics are placed behind
him and his.own critical reading level is raised.' He .

rperceives discrepantiesbetweep his message and what i.
understood (See Appendix. 8.3). , , . ''

A
,

. . . . ,

3.24 Explicit -to Implicit: When children first write; they
,brjAng their papers to the teacher and before she can -

-read them, they tell herwat the.papers say. The child"
,

, makes.the message explicit through-cohversation and

; also through accompaning drawings. They supply.what

they think may be missing in-print.
4

Intransitidn' from oral to written discourses:Children

. include many oral features (prosodics) in their pieces.
In later stages they put everything into the message
(bed to hed'story) with little s 'ection or valuing'
given to the narrativ

,
, Children eventually ,sate more meaning throuthrough heighten-

ing certain informatThn and excluding others. They

raise the level of reader participation-by,implying
meanings, suspending action, and 'using worcth with greater-

precision and economy.
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3.24 (cont.) At first
i

hen, the pieces were shorter

'T

with logical gaps, then expanded to an overtold
level. As t4riting! became more implicit, the pieces
were contracted to a level of greater. meaning
(SeeesAppendiX 8.3)'.

-9- .5

3:3 The Process of Develop ent and Revision,

o Children show us what they seewheheycharge something. The

child notices a discrepancy between intention and a letter, word, or

sentence, and makes a change depending on what he thinks is important

;in the writing process. Thus Children's writing-development can the

monitored by recording the changes they mei; while composing:
A

In our study, problem -sowing was broken into five categories:

spelling; motor/aesthetic (appearance on the page), convention,

(marking off meaning units wi h spaces, punctuation),'topic/informa-
q

tion,-and revision. Thes1 categories are common.to any act of writing,.

and when the children first. began to write, they functioned in all of

them. The children were nnaware of most of the problems they solved,

especiz ly thoses placed in the "automatic" category. A child who

kw"
fevised xtensively, for instance, was hardly aware of spelling

_ unless he found.a particular word difficult to spell. Problem-solving

became a c scious act when the child spoke outloud of his intention to

make a change in his piece.

The foil wing Figure shoe the sequence of problem-solving categories,

and the relatio ship of unconscious to conscious activity. The

diagonal lines in cate when acategory was dominant, or part of the

Ochild's consciousnes 's. 'The stippled areas show when that activity
, \
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was. "underground" or unconscious. There are no ages assigned to these

,categories because they are irrelevant. There is evidence that some

isx -yew-- olds may.go as far as category V in one year, while, on the

other hand; some writer because of development or teaching emphasis,

may never get beyond the first three cate.gcAes in four years. The

self-diagnosed poor speller or handwriter may go for a lifetime

wrestling with the same difficulties.

FIGURE 1 : THE SEQUENCE OF PROBLEM-SOLVING
DURING THE WRITING PROCESS -

o

. o

The orderof problem-solving follows the above five categories.

Children first changed spelling, almost simultaneously letter formation

and aesthetics, conventions, then topic and information. Problem-

O.
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solving takes on greater significance when in topic and infdrmation.,

One way children show us general trends in development is by where

they place information when adding to a draft. The easiest place to

add information is at the end. It is the most'visible, most recently

completed and there-is room at the bottom of the page. The beginning

of the piece is the next choice. It is a recapping of a personal

narrative and there may also be room at the top of the page. -How a

piece starts is clearer than after it gets underway. The interior of

the narrative,. however, is the most difficult place to add information.

Adding information in the middle demands a strong sense of chronology

and logic.. The-ehild must understand what has come before and after

the- information being inserted into the text. .

Calkins has show usin our. study of revision with eight-year-old

children that revision begins with the addition of information at the

end of a child's piece -(See Appendix 7.13). From this data four categories

f eight-year-old revisors emerged:

I. Writes successive,drafts without looking back
to earlier drafts. 'Does not, reread, or re-.

consider what,has been written and therefore does
not weigh options. Much of the writing is left
unfinished. Nev information can only be added at
the,end.,

'

II. Can refine an early draft but refinement isI
of minor consequence with some changes in I

spelling or punctuation. Content and
structure of piece remain unchanged. Will t

least reread piece and come up with new inf
ation, but cannot insert it into text.



O. ,
4st

., 4
4

- - .

4 ' III - Keeps shifting between refining and aban-
,.doning and beginning new drafts, as in

' . category II. Is extremely restless; read-

ing level leaves the child dissatisfied

. with his text but he seems powerless to.
move to a level of personal,satisfaction.
The child can add information into the
interior of text. This child*is in ,.

transition to category IV.
`.0

IV - Revision results from interaction be-
tween writer'and draft, internalized audit0
ence, and the evoliing Sngject. Does e-

read.to.see what he has said and to, di 0
cover whathe wants to say. There i
constant vying between intended meaning
and discbvered meaning, between the forward
motion of making and the backward motion
of assessing. Can insert any information
into text, make major reorganizations, line
out, use symbols to manipulate informa- ,

tion; and can see information as tempor-
ary, moving toward meaning.

Some advanced ers scarcely revised at all. They had such

-12

a well - developed inner language, luld ipternalized so many thinking
/

schemes, and were so strongly oriented in the process and information

compouents of time and Space, that their revisions occurred' internally.

.How extensive these internal revisions were remains unkngwn. One

eight-year-old,.for example, wrote, "A cheetah would make a sports car

look like a turtle," as her lead to a piece on cheetahs. At the time

of the writing, the researcher could perceive no external language,

drawing, or assistance of any kind, . Later, in the second year of the

study, this same child was advanced enough to articulate some of her

thinking processes to Calkins (See. Appendix 7.14).
Ot

.Further evidence of internalization of the revision process was

seen in the category IV children in the second year of the study. Their
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drafts were fewer, their first drafts were pt', higher quality, and

decidions about changes were made earlier at the point of topic

-13--

selection or lead composition. Ai will'be seen in the concept data,

these same children became much more articulate about their composing

processes. Their ability to explain the writing process increased

As they externalized less in their drafts.

3.4 Concepts

, All of the childrens' utterances over the
0

Period were

classified.by concept with the exception of .029 that were too

ambiguous to classify. Ambiguity was greatly reduced because the

utterances 'fell in the midst of other, data gathered during the

writing process or conferences with teacher or researcher.

. The following concepts were identified:

2, Standard
Process
Information. _ _

. Information selection
Information addition
Information deletion
Experience
Experience verification
Audience

*Audience

Audience
Audience
Audience

*Audience
*Neatness
Mechanics
Drawing
Feelings

interest (self)
interest (others)
- clarify
- clarify - others
- no need to consider

* These concepts did not provide enough information to make statements

across the children. They did, however, provide enough to begin a

concept profile. For exaiple, "no need to consider audiende" was thin
in. data across the children, but polarized at one end of the spectrum
to show that just six and seven-year-olds cited it. .

.4



MotivatiOn
*Action
Action -'sequence of
Actioh - frequency of
Organization

Topic
Language
Length
*Length - needs to be shorter
*Length - needs to be longer

Although many years' work on the concept data'is still needed,

several Catagories of concept research emerged from this study: A 4

1. Definitions of concepts

2. Which concepts are used

3. General orders of concept use

4. Changes in concept density

5. Profile of one concept: topic

6. Interrelationships of concepts

Concept Definitions

. A major fihding was simply the definitions of concepts. Because

of .their slippery nature, six months work went into the defining

phase: ThaHibility of definitibns waa theh checked on several,

inter-rater reliability assessments (See Appendix 10.2).

.Several of the concepts still need to be broken down into other'

Ik

concepts because their-defintions need further delineation.** I particul-

arly refer to therfive concepts used most-frequently and listed below.

** For example, processcould be broken down into concepts of various
phases of the writing process. When does the child use rehearsal,

specific problem-solvingerategies?
o

9



The number in parentheses indicates the percentage of total utterances

which use the concept:
.

Ptobesb - 21% (136)

Standard - 15% (601)

Information - 9% (601)

3,42 What Concepts are Used

Topic.-,7% (445)

-Organization -1 5% (345')

0

d

What concepts the children attended 'to as well as Ignored gaye

an interesting picture of; where they were in:the understanding oftlie .

t

writing process. Susie, age 8-9; made verysoliy statements' about feelings,

standards and orgayizationl,but she made very few about drawing

the need forgreater length. On the other hand, she uses just about

all of the 27 concepts. Six-year-old John talks about information,

-topic, and drawing, but he doesn't make sv statements about audience
ti

or language. Thus, although some generalizations can be made across,

children, the more -signikicant data'iies within children. More

work needs .to be done in this area:. Each conteptneeds to be broken

down into hSirarchies. The higher level ttterance.p will show more

clearly if they are placed in chronolOgical order.

O
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3.43 General Order of'Conceiat Use

It all data on .concepts across six, seven, eight and nine-year.:-

old children are combined, a number of trends are apparent:

1.v .The hdaviest use of drawing, concept is with
six-year-olds and it decreases with each suci-
cessive year, .

'2. Statements about organization increase with .

each year from-six through nine,.

. 3.* Six andgseven-year-clds'usd very few statements
about language. Eight and nine-year-olds,
especially those,into revision, speak about:
language and its.more precise use.

4. .light and niaelyear-olds make many more state-.
ments proportionately about feelings than

six and seven-year-old children. As the charact-

ters become more developed in writing, or as
they reball more details of personal experience,

.

.more feelings are cited.

115. The sequencing of action is much,more important
.to six'and seven-year-olds than eight and nine-

.

?ear-olds. The early development of narrative
would require this, hereas with older children
their pieces have becb e more selective, indeed,
some of the chrdnologie changed by the advanced,

writers.

3.44? Concept Density

Children seldom make.utteranced with only one concept involved.

Those who do are
.

generally six years of age, as in the simple process
. '

. s , _, ,

statement, "I'm going to finish this todAy." A more advanced nine-:
.

year-old writer, on the other hand, will make statements that are

much more dense with'Qriting Concepts as in this. spontaneous
o

statement by Andrea:
t

t).)
4..t
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I thought.the first (lead) was good but I think (SD)

this waa.even better and now I'm going toy keep (SD)

going until I find one I really like and I'Mey

take parts of.eitch one 'but after my Dad takes a (P) (IS)

shower, my mother does and she wears a.floWered (0)

robe - - but I don't know if that is impoitant to (T)

ay story. MI put lots of different things for
how I could put my father on the sofa and after (IS)

I'll, choo6.

Andrea's statement contained the following concepts: standard (SD),

41
information selg-ii-on (IS), organization (0), topic (T), process (P), and

information selection again (IS). 'There is also much overlap; in the

f

same breath, Andrea expressed information selection within the writing

,42 4

prqcess. The more.advanced.chilOren became, the more they expressed

reasons for their choices and the more concepts became embedded in each

other.-iNotice how Brian's concepts changed over two years:

Flupentage_g Concepts ter Utterance
by Semester

Tall '78 Sprin:r'7QL Fall 179. sris...2

n h n
1 concept.or 100

more

2 concepts or ,82

more .

* 3 concepts or 27.

MOTS

4 concepts' or 0
MOTS

5 2 concepts or 0
more

6 concepts or 0
more

7 concepts 0

11-" 100 15 100 76 100 105

9 87 13 88 67 88 92

3 33 5 56 43 67 70

0 20 3 31 24 31 23

0 7 1 1 3 4

0 1 1

0 0 0 1 1 3
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Although Brian was not speaking dearly as much in the first year

of the study, pehaps it is all, the more significant that with a

higher voulme of statements about writing, his percentagee of concept

embeddings increased during the second yeari

3.45 Profile of a Concept - Topic

One of the 27 concepts, topic, was examined.in the context of

utterances to determine a profile of high and low limits of the concept,

and towcome up with categories that differentiated the levels of

concept use. The 445 statements were ordered according to rough criteria

for determinging hierarchies. Ultimately all of the concepts will be'

ordered chronologically as well:at:by leVel, to produce,a clearer profile

ofkfncept use.

The following are characteristic of four levels of topic concepts:
.

I. The topic is the story. The child must relate the

entire story if asked what his piece is about. The

child cannot identify:the topic separate from the

story. "What is your piece aboutrt).A.: "The

Cowboy will climb on his horse and ride the road to

town and . . . "

II. The topic is what the story is about. The child
specifies topic/title and goes on to recite the

story. The child can 'name a topic. "What is

your piece about?" A:: "It's going to be about a

cowboy. He'll climb on his horbe and ride the road
Ii to town and . . ." The topic occurs to the child

and the story follows.

III. The topic controls the story. The child selects
information to.fit the topic. The child uses
concept of topic with one other writing concept.

Q.: "What's your piece going to be about?" A.:

0



(cont.) "It's gqing,to be only about Cowboy Sam and
his riding adventures, not about what he does on

the ranch . . ." Child selects topic, and the story

' follows, but the child expresses beginnings of
options:.

IV. The story controls the topic. The child selects
the topic based on a writing logic. The child in-,

tegrates concept of topic with other writing con-
cepts. .;/: "What are you going to write about?"
A.: "I'm going to write about Cowboy Sam's
riding'adventuresbecause I can put some action
with good details in . . .but part way through I
might find out some n'w stuffand MT' have to
revise things." The topic evolves, twists and
turns as the child is responsive to the dictates
of the information.

3.5 Scaffolding*
-

The term scaffolding was first used by Jerome Bruner to explain

I

c.,

SI!
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temporary structures placed around children's language to assist their

development. Susan Severs, research associate on the NIB tudy team,

took teacher-child conference data and examined them in light of the

following characteristics deemed important in,scaffolding:

1. Response should be predictable.
2. Limit the focus.
3. Allow 'for reversible role relationships?
4. Demonstrate solutions.
5. LiAt aid "make familiar the semantic

domain."
6. Maintain a playful atmosphere.,

I

The conference in our study refers t6 the discussion-review of a

child's paper with the teacher, researcher, or other chill in the room.

From hundreds of conference transcripts, and the printouts of concept

data from linguage interactions, the following hypotheses have been

formulated'aboutsuccessful conferences based on the scaffolding concept:

a
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. Writing conferences follow predictable sequences:
content disCUSsion is 'followed by a discussion of
mechanics. ,Oftea'readers ask the writer for an ,

evaluation of the piece, "Which is, the best part?"
"How does it compare?with, others you have written?"
As part of our data g thering, Childienwere asked
to tellwhat happenedin conference or simulate
the conference with another child. Children of

both'high and low developmental levels from six
through ten were able to relate the basic elements
contained in conference.

o

2. Teachers_limit the focus and -mark critical features

(See page 31) in the conference. It is rare when

more than one skill or. one major aspect of the

child's information are chosen for discusiion.

3. Conferenced.allow for reversible role relationships
obetWeen.speeicer and hearer. Because conference

structures are predictable, the child knows how

to reverse roles. He asks questions of the teacher
an4.makes comments about cont?ht or skills ih
antftipation of teacher practice. Children are
are also,able to conduct `conferences with each

other, independently of the ieacher.(See Appendix

7.8). There are as well instances where children
have with themselves, "Let's

see now, this beginnin deesn't have enough.action

in it. What do I want it to be about

'4. Demonstrate solutions: Through the Oral Conference
With child, teacher and paper present, it was possible
to show within the limited focus how to solie problems.
Most of the teachers waited for the child to encounter
voice or a problem before moving into solution demon-
strationi. Frequently the children were able to in-
vent Solutions without teacher demonstration.

5. Limit and Make Familiar the Semantic Domain. Child-

ren chose about 90% of their owntopi,us making
,it easier for teachers to control the semantic
main.. The langudge of process was introduced sloWly and
within the context of the Child's paper. ThiS'is probably

-20-
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5. (cont.) why th concept-semantic densities of

childrens' st ment:3 about writing changed so

rapidly. ,

Playful atmosphere. A high degree of humor

persists in conferences. The playful, humor-

filled atmosphere prevails because of predict-

ability, role-reversals, limited focus, and the

highly familiar semantic domain.

3.6 Transitions from Oral to Written Discourse

.
Every child and possibly many professional writers, makes the

._ . /-'

transitin at his level from oral to written discourse. Four stages of
.

-

transitionvere apparent in the study and are listed beloW. Transition
, .

factors are closely allied with what writers call "voice", the writer's

individual imprint on the piece.(See Appendixes 8.5 and 7.5).

I - Overt-and Early Manifestations of Speech
3.61

1.Speaking simultaneous to the writing.' For every

° grapheme, children will use.about 20 phonemic units,'

:plus eight other language functions (See Appendix 10.4).

2.'Para-langdage and the paper. Children continue to use

a wide repertoire of kinesics, haptics, and proxemics

in relationoto the paper. These are usually accompanied

by sound effects, particularly with boys.

3. Drawin . The child-supplies visual context (as in

speech through drawing. The child draws before

writing.

4. Letters and words run together. There are fewer breaks

for meaning and thus resembles oral discourse.

5i Prosodies in capitalization and blackened letters mix-

ture of upper and lower case letters. These becomemuch

more sophisticated in Stage II, then are significantly

reduced in Stage II.

3.62 II -.Page Explicit" Transitions

1., Speaking simultaneous to the writing. There is

0
4. %;..)
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far less overtness of-a.sPeaking or sounding
nature as in stage I. Transition factors are
shown in what happens on the page.

4

2. "Drawing. The child may draw after writing. The.;

drawing now is more of an 'illustration than a re-
-hearsal, thus losing the speech transition factor.

3. Prosodies. 'Many more capitalizations for speech
meaning function, use of blackened letters, stress
words written two linei high, sometimes underlined.
Particular use of interjections, exclamation-And
quotation marks. 'The child wants sound to be read
from the page.

4. Para-language., Less overt than Stage I but at times
writes very closely to the-paper .(nose in inch,from
the point of the moving pen). I thinks it is an

unusual use of a proxemic but am not sure yet.

5. Frequent conversations with companions. A'write,
converse, write'rhythm suggestive of switching in
conversation. This is sometimes seen in Stage I
but is partidularly pronounced at this time.

3.63 Stage III - Speech Features Implicit in Text

1. Less overt sound off-the page. Interjections, ex-
clamation marks all but disappear.

2. EArly, drifts contain prosodies. Capitalization pf
important words (hut not those capitalized accord-

,

ing to convention).

3. Use of information now contains a high degree of
seleotivity that makes text flow like speech
selection isq3f high quality,

4. Little conversation with neighbors of a "play-by
play" nature. Conversation is more related to the
writing process itself - "How did you solve that one?"
"tflocyou think this is a good lead?"

5. Use of adjestives and adverbs: Some writers move
through a stage excessive-use ef-adjectives. and
adverbs, a.kind of noun and Verb propping. The noun 0 r

or verb may be poorly chosen or the writer just feels
- that they cannot stand-on their own, or 'that the

4 9 :
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extensive use of adjectives
This is apcharacteri.stic of
but just whereit fits into

know.

3.7 Handwriting

constitutes good writing.
some writers in this stage,
the total scheme I do *iot

-23:

The original study design called for the tracing of handwriting

variables for their influence on'composing. After a short time, this

aspect of the study was abandoned, even though data continued to be

gathered on handwriting itself. ,A more meticulous approach to data

gathering may have unearthed more.

Two children who were diagnosed as writers with handwriting problems

were included Lathe original study deSign.. Both children saw them.:

selves as people with handwriting problems. As soon as the children

,

wrote daily, controlled the choice of their topics, and had specific

responses to the content of their pieces by teachers and other children',

the hindwiiting barrier disappeared. Other than handwriting speed,

-there was little connection that could be made between composing and the

handiiriting variable.

Nevertheless, it was fruitful to observe how children changed in

their use of handwritingl.since it became a very important area to
. - -----,._

.

monitor the writer's use of time and space, views of information and

the Occess itself. Stages of handwriting development could be traced in

;general terms and are reported below:
0

u,/

O.

ti
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1.-GET IT DOWN PHASE. Letters follow each other in

sequence, the ingredients are present as words
(not' necessarily separated) move in columns, circle,

or run together across a page. These are the child's

first explorations of ordering a message.. Letters
zppexcase

. in demination.

-24-

2. FIRST AESTHETICS. Overlaps'a little with "get=it-

down". Soon erasures start, presenting other kinds
of control problems. Childrenare more systematic
in left-to4ight composing, with. more spaces inserted

between words. Less use of upper case letters,
smaller size to letters overall. Pressure is more

"'evenly distributed in letters composed.

3. GROWING CONVENTIONS. More focUs on "the right way" to
shape, layout letters on the page. Concern for con-

ventions in spelling, punctuation also accompanies
the event.' Concerned about appearance of page to

others.

4. STAGE OF BREAKING CONVENTIONS. This stage is quite

dependent on teaching. f,,teachers ask questions that
make children want to add information, then conventions
associated. with "first draft" writing only have to be

broken. Words and sentences are lined out; children

erase very little. Arrows, symbols, appear with inform-
ation written up margins, across top and bottom of the

page.

5. LATER AESTHETICS. Children who, have acquired greater

ownership of'their writing through additional inf9rma-
tion, have written several drafts, can be fussier about

final copy. An interest in calligraphy, appearance
of published piece, can reach a refinement not seen

in earlier stages.

Handwriting speed seems to be an. important variable in the quality

of writing produced. Children who wrote at a speed beyond eight words

per minute had better products. It appeared that they had internalized

more of the process elements (handwriting, spelling, other conventions)

and had a better understanding of part-whole relationships of information.



But there are Many exceptions both on the high and low sid

speed. It is merely one-factor among others to observe.

3:8 Spelling

-25-

of handwriting

q Data on spelling come from two principal sources: early acquisition

of spelling in grade onel'and the use of spelling in drafts t the third

and fourth grade level. Spelling data were probably influen ed by the

:particula methods of instruction and therefore need descript on.

All of the.children in first grade were permitted to use spelling

inventions as a means to composing their pieces. Most of the children

who-had strong' ear for sounds used this method, wf..th the. exce tion of .

afew who already knew how to spell 'vary well. This means tha, the
.'

?children,were allowed to spell words the way that they sounde and

, .

to use words as accurately as they could at the time. During onferences,

.

theteacher would help by focusing on sound-symbol corresponds ces

within the context of the child's piece.
Oe

Preliminary hypotheses on childrens' spelling are listed as

'f011oWs: ..

O

1. Children use very different application of. spelling

under different assessment conditions.

A. Isolated sounds: When tested on knowledge o
consonants in initial, medial; and final

P9sitions,,long and.short vowels, blends

*LadigraphS, the children exhibited 90%

accuracy..

B. Isolated words: When te,ced on ability to

spell 20 isolated words, applying the above

same skills, childien exhibited 50% accuracy'

(See Appendix 9.5).

0
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C. During Composing: When tested undf.er com-

composing conditions, using the same. words,

children exhibited 30% accuracy.

In short, the' more` spelling was assessed in isola-
laiion from the composing process.,. the more accurate
the child spelled. The only true assessment of
spelling, however, is during 'the writing proce
because the child has to attend to many thing simul-.

taneously. The other assessments, A and B; ar se-

ful in that they may show how a child is changing
before spelling words while composing, but studies
of these shifts from A to B to C have not yet been
done.

2. Children who invent may use several speliings-Of the
same .word within the same writiag. Until the word`'

is stabilized in a. set invention., °the child will

continue to. invent.

3. Spelling is in ,a constant.state of. evolution during
the inven' spelling phase. (See AppeAdix 10.1

and 7.2). The spiral, however, is 'toward more and
more accurate shelling with many regressions along
the way When other composing variables take pre-
cedence.

4. Invented spelling relies heavily on "ear for sound",'
consistent use of 1-1 sound-symbol correspondepces.,
As children."complete" fuller spellings of words,
they become more sensitive to the visual memory
elementsbontaining irregular correspondence - e.g.
kiss. Children's reading'of their published material
where their'invented spellings were in traditional
spellings, plus reading of'Other books, contributed
to finalspellIngs.'

5. Children write in order to read their messages at
another time. But early:inventions, either because
of too few cues (bc = book) or words run together
(Ilothsbc = I liked his book) cannot be read back.
It'wbuld'appeir tha.twordslhave'commerCe; when there
are three cues in initial; medial, and final positions,
and the context provides enough hell), (I lct hs

bait), words can be read back.

6. Children who'have difficulty with spelling and who
'draft,, change their spellings from draft to draft
until more accurate spelling's are reached in final
draft form: In thebsse of. Brian, although nine years

-63
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of.age, he used spelling inventions in early drafts,'

then brought in more visual features when arriving

at the final,draft. This is not necessarily a
`developmental phenomenon since the teacher permitted,
even encouraged, an emphasis on content in early
drafts, with surface features to be cared for in

the final draft.

3.9 Punctuation

Punctuation data was gathered from an intervention study between

one claisroom that stressed PUnctuation rules outside of the writing

a
. JIP

process context, and another classroom that emphasized punctuation

.within the context of childreWs pieces (See Appendix 7.7 and 9.3).

The defintions that each group gave are typified in the following

responSes to the question, "What do periods do"?"

Rule Group - "They tell you when the sentence
ends.;'

'Context Group - "They letyou,know where the sen-
.

tence ends, so otherwise one
minute you'd be "sledding down the
hill and the next minute you'd be
inside the house, without even
stopping."

From this data, it was apparent that children's understanding of

punctuation depended on the context in which it was taught. The

use of punctuation, consequently, also varied, as the four-categories

listed below indicate:

1. algumaxrangwlnonanciapixa when children usedpunctlia-.

tion 'forms in context of their own pieces. They used,

such forms as commas,, quotation marks, and colons, with-

out knowing their' names.

a

ro
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2. Nomenclature preceded. usage when taught in isolation

'of the child's paper.

3. Children needed men more unctuation forms when

they are revising.drafts. As information moved

toward clarity, punctuation demands increased in

relation to heightened understandings about ia-

tentions of the text.

4. Punctuation was more difficult to choose when the
writer searched for meaning in an-early draft.

The challenge in assessing punctuation data is-to separate the

teacher variable from the child's own development or order of per-
,

ceitions. One measure, the child's actual performance in relation to

his statements aboUt punCtuation, was not carried out. A major project

remains to be done in monitoring statements in relation to use.

4.0 SEVEN HYPOTHESES ON IMPLICATION OF FINDI'IGS

rite. from child behavior during the writing process together with

data from teacher practices lead to hypotheses about teachers'can do

to help children write.- The seven hypotheses that follow were selected

because they represent broad, fundamental issues in the teaching of

writing. Specifics about day-tozdaypraitices are available in six-

teen chapters of Writing:, Teachers and Children at York, By Donald 'H.

Graves, to be published in 1982 by Heinemann.

4.1, Behaviors of Writers Are Ideosyncratic and 'Highly Variable.

0



The teaching of writing is a response to what a writer. shows

either in oral or written statements,'
Until a child.writea of speaks,

1 4
1

'

difficult .for the teacher to know What'iO do because of thedn....

herent ideosyncracies or variabilities of,each writer. Just as

quarterbacks don't make a move until the defense is read, teachers

don't responduntil the child shows where he is in both information and

process on that particular day.

The purpose of research is to note similarities in order to make

generalizations. Many similarities were seen among the children

When they wrote, but as the study progressed, individual exceptions to

the ,data increaeed'in dominance. In short, every child had behavioral

charaCteriatice in the writing process that applied to that child

alone. ',It is our contention, based on this informhtion, that such

'ariablity demands a waiting, responsive type of teaching.

Calkins data oh stages'of revision highlighted the similarities

and differences issue (See Appendix 7.13). For example, Calkins identified

an Qinteracter" type composer, a child who saw writing as clay -.like

andmanipulWale, the information as temporary and evolving. Children

0 in this category shared this perception, yet functioned, differently in

its application. . Amy made internal revisions, "thinking through"

several drafts without making many changes on the Paper. 'Andrew made

progressively fewer revisions., while Brian wrote more and more drafts.

She ability to sense ideosyncracies will determines the success or

failure of the writing process. One teacher may see. revision as worthy

a
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of a classroom mandate, and remain unaware thatolAmy revises internally.
. . - .

Another teacher may not realize that-although Brian.revises extensively

on'most drafts, today may Ao be si,good day to ask hiia. to .revise.

Teachers who respond, who follow what children say and do, 411 be
so

o able to slevAiffeienees among writers, and be better able to' help

'the individual child write.

.
* bserve Clusters of Behaviors Before Making' Decisions About Writers.

.

Teacher assistance. van nbt be- based on one variable because of

the variable nature of the .writer., A teacher should-therefore look'

at 'a cluster a behaviors during' the writing pkocess - the chiles use

of the page; process, and information - before making a judgement on

how to helps ,Eten thdh, the- teacher shOuld sugpend judgement until she
.

. has listened carefully to 'We child's -intentions.

Case stuaies can help teachei.e; see 'oldsters of behaviors

\\

the full 'context of composing _end discussion is repoited, as
e ,

the discussion of isolated variables. Teacher? can 'then transfer

tauster' information to their own classrooms.

.
because

opposed to

4.3 Sco e and- Se uence Curricula Have Little Relevance to How, Writerst..-

Develop.
-4 ...
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In scope and sequence curricula, all-the skills needed in writing

.

are assigned various leyela at which is to be taught. I 04ggeated
.

in my proposal for this study that this approach was not based on

developmental evidence, and promised to rake inroads on the probleig.

myprosimeNwas a false one. There is evidence for behavior sequenCes

. 4

of skills acquisition, but it is too Closely connectedulththe-
;

context in which it is taught to make specific conclusions For
e
e

..

a fifth of first graders used quotation marks accurately because-th

e =were given the skill when c versation appeexekin their writing.
l'il rte'

..: ..._ ,..e-- it .

SOme first grade children were capable, of mak,ina,several revisions, and .

le,

a
a fewstop fourth grade children revised, a selection over a three leek (

0 period.' Some childien in grade one used colons, cow/min-a series,
-

and question.and exclamation marks..

If scope and sequence sr.: not used becauae of child variability,

then teacher responsibility increases. Teachers_pin provide individual

curricular responses only if they know the writing process and the
.

."deyelopornt of the children who use it. The Curriculum content is

'within -'children, and the teacher who knots the full range of tools can

elk II'.t it manifest. The teacher will know those tools 4.f they are used

her -owns writing. .

.
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4.4 Scaffoldinsz_gsfermaApproach Is the Beet Response to the

- Variable Writer.

qut conference process was the heart of.ihe writing program in

our study. Our data ba. conferences, concept .thatigesr and improvement'

in writing, doCument9theimportance of such an:approach. It is the

best answer to date on dealing with writer variability and ideodyncracies.'

-BecaAise a writer variability, the conference structure should be
.

. ,

highly predictable, almost ritualistic in order and setting. Pre-,

.

.

dictability creates consistency and a comfortable, familiai

meet. Within this setiing, the teacher can introduce appropriate

imbalances - unpredictable statements, and questions - that will

Stimulate child grOwth and learning:,

When conferences go.well, the child does meat of the talking, teach-

about a subject .he knows. The teacher follows the

the information to keep the child on track. She is

ing his teacher

child, riflectd

'observing the child's understanding of the writing process:
.

Conferences do not usually occur at every step of a single paper,

but'over several papers, as various steps surface 4.31 conference d and

0

A

)

V a,

the child discuses different process components. The learning is

atie and the effect remarkable. Study children who had two years

..,'' . .

of conferenct es developed a.noticeable responsibility for their writing.

,
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4.5.Te che a Should Let Their'Writers Write Dail Sustain Selections

12riLonandtPalctTim

Children,do norehearse' their writing when both time and subject

are unpredictable. Observe a-child after a holiday, protracted illness,

or three-day interruption from. school activities, and note the struggle

to find a subject or get back on the track. ;iriting demtands a daily,

ritualistic set time (always at 9:00 a.m. or.\1:00 p.m. etc). There_
,

can be no writing program unless.tiie is provided.

Whenwritihg is regular and at predictable times, the child

controls the.subjett andcan rehearse.: He thinks andplans the .
4 ti

writing when he is not directly on task. The,approach, becomes the

baseline for children to sustain a piece over a longer period of time.

'Children who sustain their pieces over several weeks acquire a different

understanding of theireubject and what it means to know it well. They

have,hadtime to 'read, take notes, listen tcOtheir information, and

plan changes with other children. Teachers can also scaffold a piece

at different ioints.in the writing process.

Completion times are highly variable when writing is sustained

at the child's own ability. Some children could . 'handle two _days

on a piece, while othere worked : their way up to'three weeks of drafts

because they were able tomaintain a clear understanding of information

parts and wholes. In most classrooms, children began their next piece

several minutes after iirtishing another. Learning to use time for
.

,

a



planning, rehearsal,, discovering new

'not, only a clear indication of child

the quality of the piece.

information, or for publishing, was

growth, but a strong predictor of

4.6 heathers Should Let Children Choose About 80% of Their Topics

Because It-Assists Them with 'glace, Heightens Semantic Domain,

Skill of-rarrowing Topic, and Basic Decision - Making.

7,

0

When childreh choose their topics, several other sub -procces are

helped:, The child begins the process of revision, "I won't write

about this topic; I'll write about that one.," They also'learn to match

their voices and, intentions with what: appears in the text. If the

writing program relies on assigned topics, then children tend to

produce voiCes that sound like their, teacher's voice.?

Choosing, a topic, is a learning procebs. InexperienCed choices

are often global,'bizarre, or reflect stereotypes of teacher' chosen0

"good subjects". Teachers who provide little time for writing

-

instinctively try tq avoid these poor choioes by assigning topics.
.

it by making decisions for children they deny vaite, ihtercept re-

vision, and take"awey,ownership (See Appendix 9.6').

Children will choose topics more wisely as their develop.an under-
.

standing of the writing process. ,T4ey will show,a richer semantic

.
,. _

e ,
'e 4

domain in both their pieces and their discussion .of content and process.

,
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Preliminary data on three case studies over a three-year Period suggest-

ed a strong relationship betWeen topic choice, writing quality, and the

emergence of new writing concepts.

4.7 Skills Are Best Tau t /Within the Context of the Child's Own
ting.

%.

The child c better understand a pkill when it is taught within

the context of, the writing process. He can learn quotation marks in
-,../

first ade if there is conversation in his piece.
4.

.,
.

.../ . \
q clarity;-he learns skills are tools to enhance meaning and they

, .

As he struggles

be 'bome his allies. -Fer.this reason, skills should be taught in the
./

midst of the scaffolding process, usually one at a time.

Calkins preliminary data show that children who- received punctua-

ti n in context used over twice as many punctuation forms in their

itleXis as qchildren who received them in isolated eicersises. 'Children

also gave articulate definitions for skills usage by giving examples

from their own:texts. Although the data refer primarily to punctua-

tion, other skills such as use Of leads, following a single.subject,

verifying experience with specifics etc.followed the same pattern in

writing and in descriptions'of what the Children did when they wrote.

Sy,
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t

/ -

Since the completion of this study, these hypotheses have been
t- /
ahared,in many workshops and writing O'ourses around the ountry. igen

, . ,

though the formal. data gathering and work with the Atkinson teachers'

ended in June 1980, the findings continue to.beTeiined and their

validity assessed in classrooas with other children. Far more systematic

study is needed on-both teachers and children within the same setting

to understand tile.chankes of each in relation to the other. Only

then will the interaction of child development with environment be

started (See Appendix 7.11 ). As in any research-study, many more

questions'have been raised than answers provided.

0

1

40
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Dissemination of information was very much on the minds of the

research staff from the beginning. Even though the research had

barely begun, preliminary data,, were shared in order that other

professionals could. challenge our observations about Childrens''com-

posing behaviors. We wantedto be challenged because the right

question. might save us months'of unneeded work. Many comments di4,

come that helped us to see new.possibilities in the data.

. We also wanted the public to know that the study was e9ncerned,

with'what children did in their daily school labors., We tried, as

well, to show the research in the fullest context of child and class-
,

room in order that teachers could transfer information to their own

classrooms. Teacher interest through letters, visits to the research

,site, and in workshops and talks, was immense.

Information about the study has been disseminated in the follow-

ing ways:

1. Publication of research articles,in education

journals (See Appendix 7.0).

2. Mailing of packages of the 20 research articles.
(See Map I for dissemination pattern).

3. Books to be published:
- Graves, Donald. Writing: Teachers and

Children at Work. (Heinemann: Exeter, NH,
London) June 1982.



..

- Lucy._ Lessons from a CHild:

On the Teaching-and-LeanliaugL
Writing. To be finished March 1982:

, - Sowera,,Susan. "Writing Development in

in book to be published by Wiley.

4. Books published:

- "Walshe, R.D. Editor. Children Want to

.
Write. (Primary English Teaching Assoc.
Australia (See Appendix 11:0)

5. Articles written about the study in newspapers

and magazines_.(See_Appendix,11.0)

- Manchester (NH) Union Leader, December 17,

1978.

- Rockingham OpuRty Gazette - January 3, 1979.

- Concord Monitor - April 14, 1979.

- New Hampshire Sunday News - January 13, 1980.

- Time - May 19, 1980

- Sydney (Australia) Morning Herald - September

2, 1980.

- The Age (Australia) September 16', 1980.

The English Magazine (London) November 1981.,

- Education News (Australia) No. 8, 1981.

- Psychology. Today - March 1982.

6. .Radio

- Options in Education, National Public Radio
Network, Washington, D.C. May 1979

7. Television

- "Sunrise Semester," CBS Television Guest Speaker,

ETV, New York City.

Special on study, New Hampshire Network, PBS,,,

Durham, New Hampshire. ei
.c 0
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8. Workshops in public and private schnl systems
(List attached).

9. Workshops and seminars in colleges and univers-

ities (List attach0).

------Temiodar--ErWson-0.-, national and
iateraational meetings. (List attached).

11. Visits by approximately 1,500 professionals to
the Atkinson Acadety research site.

12. Other

Center for Applied Linguistics, Georgetown

UniVersity

National Assessment for Education Progress,

Denver, Colorado.

Southwest Regional Lab, Los Angeles, California.

U



WORKSHOPS IN THE FOLLOWING SCHOOL SYSTEMS

'USA'

-^.......

O

Arizona
Tlicaon

Connecticut
Stamford
OxfOrd
Bridgeport
Hartford

Georgia
Atlanta

Maine
Boothbay Harbor

-Stonington
Portland

Massachusetts
Bernardeton
Dartmouth
Brookline
.Lincoln

So. Hadley
Wayland
Wellesley

Michigan
Flint
Pont

Minnesota
St. Paul

\New Hampshire,
Amhers
Derry

\ Franklin
`Hampton
Hillsboro
Lebanon

1 Portsmouth

Rochester
.1 Seabrook

1 Warner

New Hampshire
Tilton
Laconia

, Boater
'Eeene

Manchester
Meredith
Concord
Atkinson
Nashua
Pittsford

New Jersey
Montclair

New York.
Highland. Pali
Scotia
Scarsdale
Buffalo
Bronx
Brooklyn
Guilderland
Hamburg
West Point
New York City
Woodbury
Hartsdale.
Money
Rochester
Little Neck

Ohio :-

Cincinatti

Pennsylvania
Harrisburg
Exton
Malvern .

Philadelphia
Lancaster .

South Carolina
Greenville

el

Vermont

Barre
Springfield
South Londonderry

Virginia
Fairfax
Alexandria

West Virginia'
Decatur

FOREIGN \

Australia
Footscrae, Victoria
Woolongong,.New

South Wales
Newcastle, N.S.W.
Sydney, N.S.W.
Adelaide, S.W.

Melbourne, Victoria--__

Canada
Toronto
London
Windsor
East York-Scarborough
Montreal
Kingston
York
EtoW.coke

United Kingdom
London
Edinburgh

0



WORKSHOPS IN THE FOLLOWING COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Northeastern University, Boston, MA
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA
University of Vermont, Burlington, VT
Sta:e University of New York, Buffalo, NY
George Mason, Virginia (

University of California, Berkeley, _CA
UniverSity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.
Ratgers University, New Brunswick, NJ
Tougaloo College, Jackson, Miss.
University of Arizona, Tucson, AR
New York University,- New York, NY
University of Michigan; Ann Arbor, MI
Oakland University, Oakland, MI
Georgia State UniversityeAtlanta, 41A.
Boston University, Bbston, MA
University of Denver, Denver,
Hofstra University, NewYork
State University of New York, Fredonia; NY
Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI
University of Virginia, Charlottsvire, "T
Pennsylvania State University
University of North Carolina, Charlotte, N.C.
University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH

FOBEIGN

Australia

Coburg College of Advanced Education, MelbburneiVictoria
Riverina College of Advanced Education, Wagga Wagga, Ne-W-South-Wales
University of South Australia, Adelaide, So, Australia
Sydney University; Sydney, New South Wales

'Canada

University of Ottawa
University of Toronto
University of Western Ontario, London
McGill, Montreal
Ontai.io Institute for Studies in Education, Toronto

United Kingdom,

London-Institute for Education, London
University of Edinburgh, Scotland

A t

O
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United Kingdom (cont.)

Bretton Hatt, Wakefield, No, York, Ontario, Canada
Roehampton Institute, London, England

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL CONFERENCES

National Council of .Teachers of English national meetings at New
York City, San Francisco, ,Cincinatti, Boston, and Hartfoi.d.

International Reading Association national meetings at Atlanta,
Houston, and St. Louis.

New York State Department Of EdUcation Convention on Writing,
Albany, NY, keynote address.

Education Records Bureau, national meeting, New York City, key-
note address.

New England Child Language Association

Westchester County Regional Teachers Convention, Westchester Co:
Pennsylvania.

Center, for Expansion of Language and Thinking, Tucson, Arizona,
annual meeting keynote address.

University of Virginia, regional conference, Charlotteville, Virginia.

International Conference on English, Sydney, Australia.

4 n
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TOTAL NUMBER .OF N.I.E. STUDY PACKAGES.
o

DISTRIBUTED INTERNATIONALLY:

UNITED STATES - 369
AUSTRALIA -.55
CANADA 39
GREAT BRITAIN - 10
NEW .ZEALAND - 7

JAPAN - 1

3()

0

(Hawaii)

MAP I: 'DISTRIBUTION OF PACKAGES OF N.I.E. ARTICLES

51
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MAP III DISTRIBUTION OF WRITING PROCESS WORKSHOPS
MADE POSSIBLE BY NIE GRAfIT

53



ANNOTATED CONTENTS OF'THE APPENDIX
.

:45-

Page in
PART I. - RESEARCH' ARTICLES Appendix

.Graves., Donald H. "Research Doesn't Have to be
g," language Arts, (Jan,..1979) pp. 76-80.

Fi t piece'written to introduce seven subsequent
co s on the.study to teachers. The study
design' and variables to be e amined are discussed.

Graves, Donald H. "What Children Show Us About
Revision," Language Arts, (March 1999) pp. 312-
319. First articles on revision giving Preliminary
data on six and eight year old practices in re-

...

visions Reviiion was already becoming one of the,
most important foci in the study as'it showed,', -

from the start, what children perceivedin the
writing process. . 61

, ..,;,

._ '1i.ALsakins, Lucy M.'Undrea Learns to Make Writing \

1 Hard'," Language Arts (Mat 1979) pp. 569-576.-
:Presents a case study of how one child changes

1 her approaches to revision during the first year'
,%::,koe

69

.

the study. 2 ..

,

.. lie
Sowers,.Susan. "A Six Year-Old's WritingProcess.

The First Half of First Grade," Language Arts,..
(October 1979) pp.829-35. Sarah, one. of the

-- cases'in Grade One, has her'changing writing
processes described during rehearsing, composing,
and adjusting her test. 77

56

Donald H. "Let Children.Show How'tb Help
Them Write," Visible Language (March 1979) pp.

. ;16-28. This article describes how children give
ueclues in their handwriting about their.under-
stnading of the Writing proceis. The child's use 4
of= the page, prosodics, and 'the bieaking of hand-
writing conventions all dfow various aspects of
the writer's development.

Calkins, Lucy H. "Children Learn 'the Writer's Craft,"
. Language Arts'(February 1980) pp. 207-13. Shows

how children move from 1)14 to craft in the
writing process.

ti f.14-

84

97

r
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Page

Calkins, Lucy M. "When Children Want to Punctuate:
Basic Skills Belong inContext;" Language Arts

(May 1980) pp.. 567 -73. This article shows child-
ren's.concepts of punctuation when it is taught
froi a meaningbasewithin the writing process."'
Contrast del given to a'room where. punctuation' is

taught in isolation of writing itself.

lamler, Barbara. "One Child) One TeaCher, One Class-
room': The Story of One Piece of Writing," language
Arts ( September 1980) ply. 680-93. All of the
variables conneated With the. development of one
piece of writing by a. seven year old child over
three seeks time are recorded. Influences of
other Chiidren,'-the teacher,on the child's-

. revisions are reported. °

Graves,. Donald H. and Murray, Donald M. "Revision:
In the Writer's Workshop and in the Classroom,"
Banton University'journalsof Educationprink'
1980) pp.39-56. Comparisions are.made4between
the writinrproceis of i professional writer and
those of six,to ten.year old children in the'NIE

;study. .

Graveel'Ebnald H. "ANew Look at Writing Research :
Langtage.Arts(Nov./tec. 19803: pp. 913-19. InUight
:of ,what has been discovered thus far in the NIE
New Hampshire Study, an evaluation is given of 25
jeers of research-in writing in the elementary yeais,
reviewing changing methods, topics evaluated, and
the need for studies that consider the context in
whcih they are conducted.

.

Graves, Donald H. "Writing Research for°the Eighties:
What is Needed," lenguageArts (February 1981) pp.
197-206. 'Specific research studies (again in light
of the NIE - New Hampshire study) are suggested in
three areas: the writing process, background in-
formation about other processes.to understanding
writing, and the ethnographig context of children's
composing. Some, suggestions are given for research

designs:-

0.

125

144

151



Graves, Donald H. .."Where Have Al]. the Teachers Gone?"

Language Arts (April 1981) pp. 492-96.
in

plea is
given for teachers to become involved in research
for themselves or at least in collaboration with.

NIE studies: Ekamples of how a teacher in the
Atkinson Study conducted her own research .(See
Appendix 9.5) and how other teachers published .
their findings (Set Appendixes 9.9 and 9.10)
are also provided.

Calkins, Lucy M. "Childrenfs Rewriting Strategies,"
'Ztaearch in the Teaching of &iglish (December 1980)
57357416 Through intetviewa, observation, and
examination of children's products, Calkins 46-
fines four kinds of revisers in young children.

v
,

Graves, :Donald H._"patterns of Child. Control of the
Writing Process," in Children Want to Write:
Donald Graves in Australia, Primary English
Teaching Aesociation, Australia (March 1981).
An overview of the Atkinson study with more
information on the transitions children make
from oral to written discourses and on children's
revisions. As, address given to the Third
International Conference on the Teaching of

English, Sydney, Australia.

Sowers, Susan. "Young Writers' Preference for
,Non-n ative Modes of Composition," (To be

publi ed in Research in the Teaching of En lish).
Silo ow children change from non-narrative to

nar ive writing during the first year of school.
A number of pre-narrative forms are discussed.

Rule, Rebecca. "The Spelling Process: A Look at
'Strategies," (To be published in Language Arts, ,

Spring 1982). Rule takes an older writer with
spelling problems and shows how spelling changes
from draft to draft.

Graves, Donald H. "The Growth and Development of First
Grade Writers," (To be published in a collection of
writings from the Canadian Council of Teachers of
English Annual Meeting, Ottawa, May 1979 by Longmans
in 1982). Written early in the study, 3/4 of the way

I-'

Page

161

166

177

189

207

219
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through the first yearl'composite developmental
profiles are given of three six year old writers
at low, middle, and high levels.

,Calkins, Lucy M. "Case Study of a Nine Year Old
Writer'," unpublished.paper on a detailed study .

of Andrea at the end of the first year. Calkins

reviews research procedures, Andrea's change in
,revision, search for a lead sentence, use of sym-
bols to manipulate material, changes in chronology
and uses of information, and then the' disappearance
of external strategies.viewed.by the researcher.

PART II - BOOK CHAPTERS

Page

219

239

Part II. Of the Appendix contains chapters from a book I am
writing for Heinemann entitled, Writing: Teachers and Children at

Work. Most of the data base for these chapters, with some other
material added, is from the NIE-New Hampshire study. The book,

written for elementary school teachers, has two parts. The first

part is on how children develop as writers, with the second part on
how teachers help children develop. The second half of thabook,
Chapters 13 through 29, is completed., Four chapters remain to be

written in the first part.

Chapter II - "The Writing Process" - Shows elements of
the writing prbcess that must be controlled in order
to write: Children and older writers are shown learn-

. ing to control topic choice, rehearsal, composing,
reading and revision.

Chapter III - "How Do Writers Develop?" - Writers grow
when they lose their balance and regain it again in
the midst of solving problems in the writing process.
A close look at the basic growth unit, problem solv-
ing.

Chapter IV - "On Buying Glasses for a Wolf" - The voice-ego
plunges ahead like a hungry wolf, yet needs vision to
back off, view the writing problem, and change direc-
tion. Decentering and centration, along with forces of
self-centeredness are shown in writers of different ages.

5"

263

278



Chapter V,- "Making Development. Visible" - Writers
grow in three principal time-space dimensions:
the use of the'page, the process and information.
Viewing writers along these dimensions is one of
the most fruitful ways of charting child growth.

Chapter VI - "When Writers Speak'! - How writers make
the transition from speaking to'writing is shown
through four cases ages six, ten, eleven, and
adult.

Chapter VII -."Handwriting is for Writing "' - Four
phases in using handwriting within the context
of composing. are discussed: "Get it Down Phase",
"First Aesthetics", Growing Age of Convention,"
"Breaking Conventions," Later Aesthetics".
Handwriting speed and handwriting disability are
also discussed.

. Chapter X - "Revision" r Shows relation of perception
to revision. Children change what they see. Judt

how perceptions about the writing process change is
described through three areas.

PART III- ARTICLES RELATED TO THE STUDY

-49-

Page

irticles in Part III are not attempting to report resear . On

the other hand, most of the articles contain recommendations for
'classroom practice based on the study.

Sowers, Susan. "The Researcher Who Watches' Children
'Write," in Children Want to Write (Sydney, Primary
English.Association) 1981, pp. 29-35. This article

shows how data were gathered during the "NIE study.

This is a non-technical, human-interest type approach
to showing how Graves and others gathered data at
Atkinson.

Calkins, Lucy M. "The Craft of Writing." Teacher (Nov./Dec.
1980) pp. 41-44. Shows a class engaged in the writing

process. Specific suggestions made to teachers about
how to help children take ownership of their pieces,
with special focus on learning how to revise.

(po

313

326

341

357

364



Calkins, Lucy M. "Punctuate? Puntuate. Punctuate!"
Learning (February 1980) pp. 86-88. A first cousin
of Calkins' other articles in research section on
punctuation. This piece gives more specific re-

, -commendations for what teachers ought to to help
children within the context of their own composing.

Calkins, Lucy M. "One School's Writing Prbgram."
National Elements Princi al Vol 59, No.2 (June
19 0 pp. . Calkins4.describes the overall.
writing program at Atkinson Academy, the.building
in which the NIE study was conducted. 'Examples of
the teaching. of writing from grade one through five
are given with further specifics of child and
teacher cases. Recommendations for teaching,, msed

on the NIE data are given,

Giacobbe, Mary Ellen. "Kids Can Write the First Week
of School." Learning (September 1981) pp. 131.132.
Giacobbe, first grade teacher in the study, des-
cribes her approach to helping children write their
first week of school. Giacobbe also shares a spel-
ling assessment given to the children to help her
understand their abilities. This article has been
reprinted by the New Zealand,Council of Teachers,
as well as the Primary English Teaching Association
in Australia.

0.

Paige

368

Sowers, Susan. "Kds Cn Rit." Learning (October 1980)
pp. 14-15. Sowers shows how teachers, in particular,
Giacobbe, works with young children's invented
spelling to help them become better writers. Back-
ground to work in invented spelling from Chomsky,
Bissex, and Montesorri is given.

Egan, Judith. "After All, They Have Writing in
Commoi." To be published by University of North
Dakota. Egan, second grade teacher in the study,
describes how she integrates literature into her
writing program. Because children write, they see
common elements between their writing and the writing
of professionals. Their critical levels of reading
the work of others is raised.

5q
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377

379

381



Graves, Donald H. "Break the Welfare Cycle: Let
Writers Choose Their Topics." To be published
in fforum, University of Michigan, Winter, 1982.
Students dependency on teacher topics are des-
cribed, with r? commendations from NIE data given
on ways. to help students take more respdnsibility

for their writing.

Graves, Donald H. and Giacobbe, Mary Ellen.
"Questions for TeacherS Who Wonder if Their

Writers Change." To bepublished in Language

Arts (May 1982). 'An-article nixt connected
directly with, the study but based on questions
raised;by the study 'at Atkinson. Study was done

as afollow-up to the first, under Lucy Calkins

grant from NCTE. Giacobbe was a,teacher involved

in the NIE study.

Caroselli, Marion. "Romance Precedes Precision:
Recommended Classroom Teaching Practices." in
Perspectives on Writing in Grades 1-8 pp. 60-67.
In this chapter on recommended teaching practices,
four of the Atkinson teachers practices in the
teaching of writing have been chosen for publica-
tion in this NCTE book on the teaching of writing
in the U.S. Brackets, axe placed around the material

written by.the Atkinson teachers.

PART IV - DATA EXAMPLES

Materials in this section are included to show different protocols,

approaches to portraying, data, and definitions of some of the data

. sectors.
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Page

388

395

1+13

Spelling evolutions:
Susan Sowers built a spelling lexicon showing the

evolution of each of the words during the children's

first year in school., Two pages from her records shown

here on the two children, Toni and Sarah.

P11

419
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Concept descriptions: Page
Rebecca Rule's definitions of the concepts used
in this study. These are the final definitions.
used in the inter-rater reliability checks. 421

Computer Printouts of ChildLanguage
All of the children's utterances during writing,
conferences with teachers or responding to
researcher questi.ms were classified by concept
,and.date and placed on the computer. Codes in
brackets indicate the-concept embedded in a
question or statement fiom the other party. For
example, on the first printout (700002) Greg
was asked a question with proCess-standard
embedded in the request. The 700002 code refers
to the notebook containing the full context of
the utterance. Other codes represented here
are defined in the concept definiticn section of
thisAppendix. 427

Sound-grapheme relationship in composing:
Samples are shown of protocols used in showing
the relationship between recordings of child
sound and placing letters on the page. Two dif-
ferent types of children are shown.

Writer variability:
All writing by two writers over a two year
period was independently rated for quality. A

graph was then constructed to show the relation-
ship between time and quality within the same
iter. The writer is only being compared with
mself.

Susie: Was already a top writer when the study
started. She peaks in December of
each year, and has a slump in January,
with a climb at the end of the year that
never reaches the December peak. There
is only a slight advance in relation to
self over the two years.

Birger: Has practically no plateaus in his
writing. There are no high or low troughs,
yet he continues to climb and greatly im-
prove his writing over the two year period.

6,1

1+31
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The weakness of.'the graphs is that they do
no.tahow us how much better thetop is than
the bottom. The graph accentuates differences
between high and low because of the ranking
appraoch. The next review will be through
independent quality ratings.

Evaluation Scale:
The scale used to evaluate the writing of
Susie and Birger over the two year period is
attached. 'Three basic factors, the writers
use of information, organization and lan-
guage toward, meaning along high, middle and
low levels, wereassessed.

Observation protocol:
A large amount of observationi,independent of
the video tapes, was'donethroUgh direction
observations. This type of observation was used
for children in grades one and two, with some
use when children first entered grade three.
After that children-made large reorganizations,
line-outs, writings in margins and extensive
sophisticated conferences which could not be
done in this manner. As the Child wrote the
observer sat next to him putting down fiords or
letters an they seemed to fall into operations,
putting wach operation over a number in the
left column. When a behavior was observed, a
number, corresponding to the operation in\the
left column was recorded in the right and the
behavior noted. The center column was used
to place symbols classifying the behavior for
later charting.

Observation classification protocol:
One way of portraying the recurring process of
behavior is shown for this six year old child.
Note how the child moves between rereading,
changing, composing aloud, writing and drawing,
from step 1 through step 78 on December 14th.

Classification of revisions:
When older writers get into extensive revisions,
the important thing.is to note how drafts evolve
and the behaViors that go with those revisions.
Attached is the story of one paper from first to last

draft.
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PART V - DISSEMINATION

Manchester Union Leader

"How Kids Learn to Write." December 17,.
1978. Early coverage of the study in

'state newspaper. -

The Rockingham Gazette

"Atkinson Students Teach University
of New.Hampshire Professors." January
3, 19'?9 Early coverage in county

newspaper.

Concord Monitor

"Chiidrens' Writing: A Need to Say
'I Am'." April 14, 1979., Coverage
of the Atkinson study instate news-
paper.

New Hampshire Sunday News

Two Year Study Focuses on How
Children Write." January 13, 1980.
Coverage in statewide paper.

Time

"The Righting of Writing." May 19,
1960.. A review of status of writing in
the U.S. with the Atkinson study in the
lead.

The Sydney (Australia) Morning Herald

"Easing the Pain of Writing." September
2; 1980. Interview and coverage of speech
given to the Primary English Teachers
Association of Australia/ The paper covers

New South Wales.

The Age

"Children 'Turned off' Writing." September
16, 1980. Article from interview with
reporter on work and teaching in Melbourne

area. Paper covers state of Victoria.
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Children Want to Write

April 1981. Attached le of contents

from-the...book on Donald vi sit to
.Page

Australia in 1980. The-bliok--is7about--the _

NIE study along with reprints from the study.
7
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The English Magazine

"Renter and Ownera:Donald Graves on Writing."

November 1981 An interview with
Donald Graves on the study in the national

journal ori.teaching Eaglish in the 4Jnited

Kingdom. .463,

Education News

",Donald Graves - The Professional Nudist."
No. 8, 1981. Article written on the
study for the national education publication
in Australia. 469

Psychology Today

"Writing Readiness." March'1982.
Article written on the VIE study with
emphasis.on grade one, revision, and the

backgroundof Donald Graves. 473
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RESEARCH UPDATE
Research Doesn't Have
to Be Boring

Donald H. Graves
for the Committee on Research
National Council of Teachers
of English

r. 76
0

"How can you stand to do research?"
The way the question leaped at me in the
teacher's Mom, you could tell it had been
brewing for some time. "I mean, isn't it
boring?' she continued. "All those piles of
stuff, columns of figures, and charts. It
would wear me out. Besides, who will
read about it after it's all done?"

Others joined in. Their tone suggested
research is dry in texture, smells of musty
bookcases and crusty language. The con-
cerned tipped their heads in pity.

Research doesq't have to be that way.
Researchers willing to be close to chil-
dren, especially through case-study and
direct observatidn, are continually re-
warded by the children, themselves. As
Cheryl picks up a pen to experiment with
her limited knowledge of ten letters, the
researcher suspects new ground will be
broken.
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From the oink, of thrust lips and tapping.
torquer series of 'Ti" tumbles into the air
as the pen in Cheryl's hand seeks to felt
low on paper what longue and teeth knew
together. The step is so crude and repeti-
tive, the researcher can almost see the'

journey back and
forth betWeen confidenfiand-hest---3FRoverittng./
tant hand. The researcher records the in-

formation.
The details of new steps like 'Cheryl's

need to be shared more often.. We need
the data as well as the dranie of their
emergence. For this reason "Research .
Update" will cover the story of a single re-
search project on the writing process dur-
ing. this and subsequent issues. The
studr...-Wnded by the National! Institute of
Education for two years...is:one' we, will
conduct and report ourselves. Why, tell
such a story? Isn't research usually' re-
ported after it is completed? Tnte; but why
not tell a story as it unfolds; artdiel9t from,
the insides In this way readers.Willte ac-
quainted with study problems and ,deci-
sions as well as specific changes in chi -
dren.

la
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activity, use cd overtimmillangUageedeilAterPtompo
reading habits. use of resources. themes in

,uneesighed writing, use of territory in content
'xaress. semantic and Syntactic issues. use of

WOW/. we of adverbs, verbs and verb tense.
/2) SO tirg: Approach to invented spelling. use of

.* resources for spelling, concept of spelling.
child's reading m relation to words used in wrip
Mg. description of how he/she spells.

:-ti se-ofthum bjnd forefinger. writing
. continua's'. *tow Position andrstrength--___________L

use of Waco on paper. directional language. use
of writing instruments.' composing surfaces. into-
tionof set !arms. concept of handwnting.

The Study

We want to know how children change
when they write. Fortwo years a research
team will observe children in classrooms
and describe how they change in the wait-
ing process. The study will follow eight
children from grade one through grade
two, and eight children from grade three
through grade four in five different class-
rooms. Since, the case study method will
be used, readers can expect detailed ob-
servations when children write. play, or
compose in any area that might affect
what a child does in the writing process.
Thirty-three questions make up the core of
study inquiry. We will note how children
change in the following areas:

1) Composing Concept of composing. composing

Research Update

What Problems Does
%he Study Address?

Time with children is essential to gbod
tteaching. Yet teachers are aware that con-
ttact time with; 11ildren has eroded over
tthe last twenty- y rs. Nowhere is contact
ttime, particularly the one-to-one variety,
rmoie. important th n in the teaching of
writing through conf ences.

A teacher who con acts a writing con -
ference'with each seco d"rade child in a
class of thirty cannot affor to misuse the
time. Teaching needs to include observa-
tions based-on a knowledge of the proc-
ess of writing and how young writers de-

41310p.
Thiistudy will provide information for

':teachers that shows where children
are---to make conference time count! Data
(from two other studies (Graves 11971--
1X97) have already shown the'yalue-.61 in-
formation that sketches-in-the develop-
rental sequences of young writers. For

'ref(ample, a review of seven - year-old's
proofreading habits shows children mov-
ling farther afield than the immediate word
as they grow older. At first children proof-
read at the word unit level. That is the
word the child composes at the moment
might be changed three to four times.
There is no evidence of proofreading other
words within the phrase. In short, proof-
reading moves back in space and time
from the composing of the immediate
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.
word. Until the child goes back to proof-
read from the beginning of the selection.
redrafting seldom appears in the child's

----cohception of the writing process. For this
relibk-development along space-time
roots it one of itii-richestAcurces of in-
formation in writing process research.__

Most curricular materials stress grade
level skills in the language arts. "In the
second grade children will be taught
capitalization, the period and the question
mark, and in the fifth, how to combine sen-
tences." Grade level skills ignore orders

of development. Some award grade chil-
drendren are capable of combining sentences

ict_ride children are
struggling with sentence rtifta
dren give us information in the ways they

write, solve problems, and conceive of the

writing process. This information falls in
an order that tells us where and how to
teach.

This-study will provide information for
teachers to "read 'buil° from child be-
haviors to teaching action, rather than in-
fusing methods into the teaching of writing
whether the chit& is ready or not. We.

speak of letting the child lead for effective
learning to take place, but data are not
available to help teachers read the mean-
ing of the child's responses.

-SS
be sequenced in such a way that next
stages can be predicted across children.

New areaeof study will be identified. Al-

though the answers to fhirty-three major
questions will be sought in this study. one

of, the purposes of case study investiga-

. tion is the discovery of new ilueetiene we
don't -even know exist. In two previous

case studyinvestigattons I hays found that

about sixty pereerit-ortheovont_involved
following new leads. Since this

two years of observation. the per
msy be Wen higher.

New reletionshiptamong language arts
components will be established. For

example. when a,,child changes the posi-
tion_of his paper. or increases in her
knoWledgira-sound-symbol. WAIT s h pa,

some effectS may be seen in wri
speed, ideas, or spelling accuracy. When

a change. occurs in any one of the thirty-
three question areas. we will be observing

effects in the other thirty-two.

What New Information
WM Be Uncovered?

Although there is preliminary informa-
tion on developmental sequences, wide

gaps exist. Two years observation will
do much to fill in these gaps. In some in-
stances. study questions will be found to
be invalid and therefore removed from
consideration. The more important com-
ponents of the study will be developmen-
tally consistent from child to child. As in

Piaget's studies of logical development in
the child. the emergence of betiairiors can
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Now Are the Children Chosen?

It took three weeks to choose the sixteen

children. This is because the choice of
children for case study work is the oppo-

site of a random sampling. Children are
chosen with specific intervals of de-
velOpment in mind. The children will
range, from those who can barely hold a
writing instrument to those who are able to

revise their drafts.
Last September children in specific

,writing categories were observed. This in-

sured that there will be good intervals be-
tween children in the study. The intervals

are necessary since the study is a map-
ping operation in,which sequences of
growth are charted within and across the

children. For example, one factor ob- ,
served was the, children's concept of
what good writers need to know. Their
responses fell at different points on the
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following continuum (from A,. the most
elemental concept, to D, . the most
developed):.

A. Stresses MOW end space factors ("Ye gotta
write on the line.")

B. Stresses combination of motor and spelling lac*
tots.

C Stresses tide, mechanics.; and organization.
0 Stressed rewriting, character development, sad-

cntitism. some use's of mechanics.

The children selected for the study rep-
---'---:-resent.Most of the above levels. Other fac-

tors Oblinied_-__. vere: actual writing prac-
tice, motor control and spelling.

Ho.r-Wll1tt! Be Gathered?

' Inforination gathers d on the
writing process. Therefore, children are
obssrved befoie, ,during and after they
write. This _hi done because writing is
'viewed as.more than just the mere writing
down of words at one point in time, and
more than an ,examination of the child's
product. Rather, writing process research
views process as beginning with a child's
first finding >i topic: The research may fol-

. low a child's rehearsal of the topic through
drawinzlhe 'marry problems solved while
composing, to the child's examination of
the product after writing. Finally, addi-
tional information is gathered through
child interviews and Atli analysis of their
products. k

Each day two full-time observers will be
in class with the sixteen children during
the entire two years. of the study. Since
most information is gathered only when
children chooie to enter me writing proc-
ess. many extra hours are spent observing
children doing other things. Foy example.
informatiori is gathered when children de-
sign structures, draw, or paint, since all

Involve composing and problem solving.
WW1 a child edits content in a drawing it
is often a preaMble to editing in writing.

59 -
The general concept of editing has been
established..

Information is gathered through hand
and video recording of child activity in the
classroom. Hand recording is done when
the observer notes the child is ready .to
compose. The researcher then moves to
where the child is ready to work. As the
child draws or writes, the researcher re-
cords the order of activity, types of prob-
lems solved and the statements the child
makes in relation to the work. Video" re-
cordings are made throtigh a special sta-
tion in the, child's classroom. These re-

---b-ordings-are made when children choose
to work at a table-on which a video cam-
era records all sound and activity. This
station gives such information as semantic

arid-syntactic- decisions, rewriting, motor
speed, soundings for inventedspelling:
language decisiOns, and sound effects.

Other information is gathered through
interviews with the child, teachers and
'parents. Writing folder interviews, con-
ducted tii-weekly, are used to find the
chiles views of best papers, reasons' for
choices, and concepts of good writing.
These approaches help us to understand
the child's grr.mirig concept of what is in-
cluded in the writing process.

Children's papers are also analyzed.
These analyses. show how' - children,
change in their use of person, territorystf
topic, syntax, semantics, revision, spelling
and motor control. .

*hat Have We Done Thus Far?

Formal work with children began in Sep-
imber 1978. 'This was preceded by an
entire year's preparation In the fall of
1977 a proposal for research was submit-
ted to the National Instiltiie of Education.
'Acknowledgement if funding came in
Spring 1978. At this point another impor-
tant phase of work began:
. The choice .of a study .site had to bg

(b
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made. Interviews with principals, teachers
and ,other educators, 'as well aeon-site
visits. were made-in five different com-
munities. Since this is a study of children
and their development, socioeconomic
factors were not Major criteria in making
the community choice. Choice of the
school was based on:

il.idrool Principal: Length of time in community.
knowtedge of cutriculum. child growth and de;,
velopment. ability to work with staff and

Teachers: Provision of writing 'opportunities for
,,chi!dren, breadth of expression in many media
forms, general provision for good seeming.

3) Receptivity So Us: Mir the proposal was
explained, how receptive Was the staff and ad-

.: ministration to being involved?

Even when the'school site in a small
New England community was choien,
many more meetings were held to discuss

. details of teacher concerns and the nature
of researcher involvement- ih their class-
rooms. When researchers are on-site in a
classroom for as many as 400 hours in a
year's time, teachers need to know their
intentions:

Other preparations include budget
negotiations, staff hiring (there are four
full-time persons working on the project),
ordering of equipment, travel, and data
processing arrangements.

By the end of September teachers and
children had 'been' chosen. During this
period a "getting acquainted" phase,was
begun Which-really_rievek ends. Teabhers
wonder what researchirTthink-OLtheir
teaching. The host wants to know what the
guest thinks of the home. If the research-
ers share information about children, con-
sult with teachers and respOnd to teacher

80

concerns on a regular basis, 'a needed
team is builtresearcher and teacher.
Without this team the research flounders.

Children need to know what researchers
do. They are direct with their inquiries.
When a researcher starts to record they
often say, 'What are you doing that for'?" I
usually. show them my notes and state,
"You are doing many interesting things
and I write them down here; Once chil-
dren know what an observer1s doing, it is
a rare child who does not like to be ob-
served.

All parents of the sixteen children cho-
sen for case study are-visited in their
homes. The study is explained, parent
questions answered, , and permission is
requested for child participation. These
meetings stress

1) Parents may remove their children from the study
at any time.

2) Not to discuss involvement in the study with their
child.

3) The need for parent help in explaining childreii's
writing backgrounds and other insights about the
child's development.

4) Questions about study content will be sharedwith
the parent.

The Future

Future columns will report changes in
the children and the study itself. Se-
quences in the development of children's
writing, stories of change in individual
children, new research procedures, and
the interrelationships of study components
will be shared.
Stotiespf.children and how they change
help bath other children-and-teachers.
And 'he research isn't boring, simply be-
cause children are not boring.

Language Arts



RESEARCH UPDATE
What Children Show
Us about Revision

Donald H. GraVes
For the Committee on Research
National Council of Teachers
of English

312

Sarah stops, and with furrowed brow.
looks agairi at the word, jut (jewel) she
has just written erases it, and over the
same thin, blackened spot of lined news-
print paper she sounds and rewrites.
juwut. Sarah sensed that something4as
Missing when she first wrotending it
through again confirmed,that a w was
needed. Six-year-olh has been writ-
ing for a week: is her first act of revi-
sion.

ps. I goofed. I don't want that:. says
Brian. Brian. an eight year old. writes a
story about a rescue. He erases came to
and writes in reached for the sentence..
"Jay's father reached out to save me and
Pulled me up." The meaning didn't fit: a
new word was needed. Most of the
changes Brian makes are still in the spell-
ing adjustment category and are made
wren he first composes He has just
begun to change words because he wants
more precise meaning.

n)... 1 Si
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Eight-year-old Andrea drafts and re-
drafts. First drafts are easily identified in
her writing folder because the' writing is
large and hastily written. Jagged lines are
through whole sentences and parts of
others, later to be recombined into new
organizations in the second draft. Arrows
are drawn from the bottom of the page to
the top. New words are written in, others
crossed out. There are no erasures.
Andrea knows that drafts are temporary
and lead only to more drafts.

Sarah, Brian and Andrea are three of
sixteen children involved in an NIE funded
study to document howand in ghat
orderprimary children changecompos-
ing, spelling, and motor behaviors during
thewriting process. This research, done in
an elementary school in New Hampshire,
will identify, describe, and sequence the
order in which behaviors related to the
writing process emerge over a two year
Period. This is the second (see Language
Arts, January 1979) in a series of articles
reporting data,as they unfold in the study.
This column is devoted to early data and

well as the im--
plications of these data for the teaching of
writing.

When Sarah, Brian and Andrea revise
they show us what is important to them in
the writing process. Sarah may be chang-
ing her paper because her teacher feels
spelling is important. Nevertheless, it is at
least a demonstration of what standard
Sarah has adopted at the moment. Brian's
change of reached for came to is concrete
evidence of an intelligent 'unrest with

-words and ideas. When Andreddraws ar-
rows and crosses out words after stating,
"How am I going to change this?", there is
visible evidence of what problems con-
front her and how she solves them.

In this study. revision refers to the act of
changing something already composed. It
may be as simple as adjusting the shape
Of the letter s written seconds before or as

Research Update
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complex as removing a, second paragraph
of an article and rewriting a fifth to move
up to replace the second.

Sarah

Six-year-old Sarah revised before she
began to write. Sarah adjusted blocks in
her make-believe house to fit the need-for
an enlarged bedroom. Wings were
sketched in on birds drawn the day be-
fore. Yam was pulled out of a burlap pat-
tern to start again because it did not
follow the path she wanted. The tool of re-
vision was part of her learning style; it
merely' continued when she began to
write.

Although Sarah is just beginning to
write, within two weeks she demonstrates
behaviors that will serve her well in future
writing.. She rereads, adds words, proof-
reads earlier in her selectionall traits or
tools that will be useful later on. They are
traits that account for her rapid advance-
ment as a writer. Sarah experiments, re-
gresses, experiments, yet moves in the
upward spiral- where .her script gains -pre-

-cision;-and-words-more-closely-resembl
exact spellings.

Unlike most beginning writers, Sarah
did not rehearse through drawing or other
practice constructions. Rather, she wrote
in an impressionistic style, putting down
spelling inventions and "feels" of mes-
sages. If Sarah was asked, "What will you
write next?", she responded, "I don't
'know." Early in November Sarah wrote:

I wa Z love Able ANd I win rod I loved
her the vaat hell I loved her

When Sarah added fourteen words to.
another story after she had finished writ-
ing, the words were feeling-type words, I
love you,. beautiful, pretty, nice. Other
children frequently said to Sarah, "We
don't get this." Sarah merely shrugged her,
shoulders and said. "That's the way I do
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.On November 30th Sarah showed signs
of changing. For the first time Sarah
shared an advanced impression of what
.would be in her writing. She stated, "And

'On this page l will say, and this one ..."
The new step, however, affected Sarah's

writing when she wrote:

Woody is cot.
He tok a wrom.
Woody did.
Woody welt.
Woody good.
Woody mit

(Woody is cute.)
(He took a worm.)
(Woody died.)
(Woody wake.)
(WoodY good.) -
(Woody nice.) _

Unlike other writingkepisodes Sarah could
not sit still during the composing of this
simple message.. For each ,two- to four-
word sentence, she left her seat at least
twice to visit other parts of the- room. The

message is unusual for Sarah because for

the first time it has space-time boundaries

and follows a - teedsequence
. W real feeling sentences in other writing

were dashed down in six to seven word
units at six per minute, now the units are
shorter and at three words per minute.
Sarah did not do any revision during this
new approach to writing. Getting the mes-

sage down was enough; such behavior as
rereading," proofing or revising were not

present.
The next day, December 1st, Sarah's

message had more coherence, and fol-
lowed a more typical story line. She did

not move about or display the tension be-
haviors of the day before., Sarah wrote:

Ragebee Ann Ragedee Anndy

Oenc a men a tame
Tare was soon dolts
Taer naems aer Ann

and Anndy
The valin is faetig

on Ann,from hrteg
cuz Ann is a Tel

Ha ha ha ha Ann is cot
she is said Anndy

Taea aer good said the
valin
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Once upon a time
There was some dolls
Their names are Ann

and Andy
The villain is fighting

on Ann from hunting
because Ann is a girl

"Ha. ha. ha Ann-is cute
"She is said Andy

They are good." said the
villain

1.3
Several changes are noted from the day
before: sentences are more developed.
Once upon a time makes its appearance.
rereadings and revisions increase, and

the logical construction because is intro-
duced. The use of the word because, an

attempt to explain central action, leads to

a sentence with the "sound" of logic but a

confused meaning.
Other children liked the story but could

not understand her sentence, "The villain

is fighting on Ann fiqm hunting because
Ann is a girl." And Sarah could not re-
spond to their queries. Again, the- new

step will not be revised in this stage of

,along with the child. The stage of de-
velopment for each,' the child and the

Sarah's 'development. ,.
Most revision is at the word unit level.

and involves, the adjustments of spellings.
Words go through stages of development

word, determine if thT3reiviirbe a revision.

For Sarah and other children who invent
spellings, words are written and revised in

the following categories:

1. Sight words. These words have reached the
stage of final. correct spelling. For Sarah such words

as good, she. is. said and from are in this category.
The words are known, stable and will be revised if
she spots an error in them.

2. Stable inventions: These words are spelled the

same way each time even though they are inven-
tions. Such words are Vella - villain, nets - nice.
Since these words have leeched a point of stability.
differences in these words will be noted and revised,

3. Words in transition: These words are invented.

have appeared only several times in the child's writ-
ing. When these words appear, the child sounds
them through as they are written. An example of this
type of word for Sarah is wuz, wsas in her earlier writ-

ing. The word is now in the sight category. Words in
this category are not revised as often as sight words
and stable inventions since they are 'instable

4. First inventions: These are new words invented
for the first time as in botafff prnssas - beautiful
princess Of all words spelled. these are the least
likely to be revised If these words are revised at all it

is during the composing of the word itself

In summary. Sarah's revision patterns

are shaped by a variety of circumstances.
Word stab,;ity, the newness of a proce-
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dure, audience response, the purpose of
the Writing,. are all factors affecting
Sarah's revising habits. it is the intent of
this study to observe these same factors in
the writing processes of the other sixteen
children.

Brian

from September through November
eight;year-old Brian wrote easily. He
composed at an average speed of five
words per minute. Misspelled words pro,
duced a mild dissatisfaction. Like many
otner children his age, the ma' ttoTor
and spelling problems overcome in
the first two

Brian's writing was fiction
racing cars, a circus, a rescue. Two were
stories about his father and grandfather.
All five, however, followed a retelling of a
story already rehearsed by Brian when he
told it to family members or classmates.
For this reason, Brian had a strong, ad-
vanced concept of what happened next.
Such queries as, "Tell me what will hap-
pen next." or "What: will this be about?"
brought two to three paragraph responses.
When Brian wrote, he seemed to fill in the
blanks of his advance story concept. The
actual writing followed pre-stated para-
graphs closeli/. If Brian did revise, it in-
volved spelling adjustments when he first
composed the word.

During the last week of November, Brian
changed the way he wrote and revised.
Brian's teacher was responsible ,for the
change. Noting Brian's level of fluency,
yet lack of revision, she stressed two new
approaches to the writing process. One
required Brian to write, about a personal
experience. the othe. to write three leads
before beginning to write the main paper.

Brian's teacher believed that revision is
easiest when it relates to writing about
personal experience. It is easter to con-
firm the truth of personal experience than

- (A
the stories of fantasies. "That was the way
I felt; noi I didn't feel that way; it must have
been this way."

Brian's.teacher aided the concept of re-
vision at two different points in the prewrit-
ing. Brian wrestled through a listing of four
different experiences before deciding on
the one he wished to write about. The in-
clusion and exclusion of topics is a proc-
ess of revision. "This is suitable; that is
not suitable."

Three leads' were written to rt. his
personal acct ing his breath in

grade. Brian wrote-

I have a problem with my ribs. If I get hurt bad on my
left side I can't breathe!
Once when I was in second grade. I was on the see-
saw and I fell off! I can't breathe!
I couldn't talk! I was trying to say I can't breathe!

Unlike. other children who had not
grasped the concept of multiple starts.
Brian's second and third leads were not
the second and third sentences of a three
sentence story. Each lead was a partial
revision of the other. E-th had the phrase,
"I can't breathe," with different begin-
nings. With each draft the language be-
came more direct until Brian simply wrote,
"I couldn't talk!"

A week later Brian wrote three leads for
another personal experience. In the midst
of the second lead, he said, "Oh, no, this
isn't what I want." smiled, and crossed out
the unwanted phrase. Up to this time Brian
erased all errors.

Once crossing out enters the picture for
Brian or other children, the units of revi-
sion expand. To erase an entire line or
even a phrase is a large task and usually
quite messy. The draft now takes on an
important. temporary quality_ Words can
be written in others excluded The section
may be written rrornthree to four tidies be-
fore the words are true to the meaning of
the personal experience Furthermore. the
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child realizes print is not indelible, does
not have to be correct the first time, is a
means toward a more permanent end.

Onde children like Brian feel control of
the writing process from the choice of the
topic, selecting the best lead to the
clarification of experience through several
drafts, a Copernican revolution has taken
place. The center of control is more in the
child's hands than the teacher's. Output
doubles, revision increases ten-fold, sen-
tences am crossed out, paragraphs rear-
ranged. Wog, unit revision is practiced
only as a touch -up process in .the final
draft.

is case study of children's writing it
'is somet difficult' to know where de-
velopment en s instruction begins.
The dilemma is not un e heredity -
environment issue. Environment rtes
the genetic potential, just as the teach'
environment interacts with the child to ac-
tivate development. We still maintain our
belief that a teacher cannot draw upon
non-existent schemas but can lead the
child to juxtapose already ,existing
schemes to produce a third. A child with
al experience, the words to recall it, and
the reading power to disengage from his
own written text, can be led to revise.

-45

she did minor revising through the "proof-
ing" of words as she wrote. She revised as
she wrote since only one writing draft was
involved. The revisions were low level

s in letter shapes, a missing vowel
o make a correct spelling.
\Andrea's first content revision came on'

Ocher 2nd when reading for spelling er-
rors in\her selection. She noticed a prob-
lem in the logical outcome of an incident.
She reachedior her pen but hesitated, not
knowing how to adjust the problem.

'Andreas' yi dilemma of how to revise once
she knew a revision was necessary raised
many questions that must be observed as
part of this study. Andrea might have
asked:

1. If this first draft is due how can I
make this change and not have to do
the entire paper over?

2. Where 'do I write the change in; all
the words are close together and the
lines are too?

3. n't the teacher the only one to make
ch nges on the paper?

4. If I id pass the paper in with the
chang wouldn't it look messy?

Visibly Andre was concerned with space
and aesthetic\issues, "How can I fit it in
and make it look neat?"

Up until, the middle of October all of
Andrea's writings were imaginary stories.
Her final story in the genre was on an as-
signed Halloween topic. Andrea started
by drawing; as the drawing evolved she
'stated, "I know what it is going to be ab-
out. Ghosts go to meetings and plan how
to scare people." But Andrea drew since
she has little opportunity for rehearsal.
Andrea wrote an imaginative, adequate
story but when it was completed the re-
searcher asked. if you were to improve
the story. what would you der' Andrea did
not know how she could improve the story

Andrea had the potential to revise but
did not She had already expressed an
interest in adjusting a logical problem in

Andrea

In September eight-year-old Andrea
wrote at a speed of 15.5 words per minute,
an unusually high speed for children her
age. The handwriting was legible with
most words spelled correctly, the familiar
plateau reached by Brian and children
who have mastered the motor and sound-
symbol components of writing. The stage
is not unlike that reached by readers who
are proficient decoders yet who need to
use reading as a tool for personal de-
velopment.

Andrea wrote as many as 500 words in
a sitting but did not revise In September
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content. Her stories Were well developed
with good characters and complex se-
quences of action. Furthermore, she was a
good critical reader of other writings. Still;
Andrea's development as a writer had
reached a plateau. On October 12th
Andreas leacher provided the appoint-
ment to release her potential as an effec-
tive, revising writer;

Like Brian's teacher, Andrea's a
children to write about a pe topic,
something- that had ed to them.
Prewriting was at children intei-
viewed sac er about their experi-
ences. then practiced leads before
Wf g. It is important to note that each of
these emphases carries its own built-in
opportUnities for revision.

-64-
Nola that each is a revision
of the other. not a new inci-
dent

Andrea wrote: -

Lead One: Once when i was very little I got a
hank-to fly. so I tried jumping off/ across.
flings and tried to float up and.,

1. Choose a topic, a
topic that has
happened to you.

2. Ask a friend to
interview you
about your topic.

3. Don't start to write
until you have
tried three leads.

Andrea thought, and re-
called an incident when she
tried to fly.
The interview began with a
discussion of a bird nest
and ended up with Andrea
telling about an incident
when she tried to fly with
some wings her father had
made.
Andrea wrote three leads
with each lead an improve-
ment over the one before.

Lead Two:,

Lead Threw:

I always wanted to fly. but whenever
I tried it I always fell Kaboom on the
ground.

Kaboom! That hurt/ Why cant I fly?
The birds do. Even with these wings,
nothing happened.

Each lead was more immediate. Fur-
thermore, Andrea knew it since she chose
the third as her best because, "It's hap-
pening now."

Andrea's handwriting changed during
the writing of the three leads. Whereas be-
fore the -writing was smaller, neater and
erased when errors were made, now the
writing is in a large scrawl suggesting the
temporary nature of draft writing. Note how
this view changed when Andrea wrote her
first lead.,Ely the start of the second sen-
tence, Andrea kneW the writing was tem-
porary.

107112.
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Now it is December and Andrea revises
her 500-700 word' papers three to five
times each. Her revisions involve such
advanced characteristics as:

paragraph deletions
reordering sentences and paragraphs
insertions of new information

She continually reads drafts to child and
teacher audiences, listens, and revises
again. Andrea is even more advanced
than Brian in the length of time a selection
will evolve. Whereas Brian's selection
evolves over a week's time, Andrea will
maintain her revision and interest over a
three-week period. As long as children
continue to control the information and
sense the continued improvement' of the
paper, the writing carries on. For some
eight- year -old children, one to two days.is
the present limit, for others like Andrea;
three weeks.

Summary of Preliminary
Findings: on Revision

Early data already show some trends
useful to the teaching of writing. Although
only three cases are reported in this arti-
cle on revision, data from other child
play a part in adding weight to these early
findings.. Some of these Vends may 7.

change, yet other professionals will find it
useful to test these early findings for
themselves. The research team would
welcome an exchange of views, with
others who have observed children's prac-
tices in writing.
1. Children revise in other media forms

such as block building, drawing and
painting before they revise in writing.
Children who demonstrate an overall
learning stance toward revision in one
area are more likely to demonstrate it

in another such as writing.
2. When children try a new approach to

writing. other areas in which they

-
have been competent may stiffer tem-
porarily. \\

3. Beginning writers do not revise. Get-
ting the new step down is enough.
(When Sarah introduced a logical
construction, she did,not revise it
even though it did not make sense to
her.)

4.

.5.

6.
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8.

9.

Early writing is often impressionistics
Children put words down for a certain,,
feeling. Feelings are revised only if\
the'child senses the feeling is not ac-
curate. (Sarah "sprinkles" in "It is
good. I love you." after her work is
completed.)
Invented spellings go through stages
Of development along with the child.
They fall into different classifica-
tionsfirst inventions, words in transi-
tion, stable inventions, sight words.
Words that are more stable, as in sta-
ble inventions and sight words, are
more likely to be revised.
Toward the end of the primary years
many children reach a point of
equilibrium when handwriting and
spelling problems are behind them
and messages flow easily onto the
paper. Children do not revise these
messages.
Eight-year-old children find it easier
to revise topics about personal ex-
periences than the experiences of
others. They find it 'easier to recall
their own experiencps than the ex-
periences of others.
Revision begins when children
choose their own topics. Children
who quickly arrive at a number of top-
ics, learn to exclude some topics and
write or others, are learning to 'revise.
Children who can quickly list per-
sonal topics for writing, and write a
series of leads about the same sub-
ject, demonstrate a strong capacity
for revision.

Language Arts



10. Peer audiences have an effect on
children's revision and their use of
new approaches to the writing proc-
ess.

11. Teachers can play a significant role in
releasing a child's potential for, revi-
sion. (Note procedures used by
Brian's and Andrea's teachers.)

12. When children no longer erase, but
cross out, draw lines and arrows for
new information arrangements, or
change their handwriting to a scrawl,
they indicate a changed view toward
words. Words, for these Children, are.

-68-
now temporary, malleable, or clay-
like. The words can be changed until'
they evolve toward the right meaning
for these children.

13. Children who write rapidly are more
likely to revise in larger units and sus-
tain a single composition for a longer
period of time than those who write
slowly. (Andrea writes at.fifteen words
per minute, does three or four drafts
over a three-week period, whereas
Brian writes at five-six words per min-
Lite. does Oro drafts over a one week 6

period.)

IA

.SCitttAYTM 6MA MO A PENCIL UT CAN WRIT
I

pencil's the Menace ri cartoon courtesy of Hank Ketcham and z Field

Enterprises Inc.
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RESEARCH UPDATE
Andrea Learns to Make

I Writing Hard

I.

Donald A. Graves
for the Committee on %searCh

National Council of Teachers
of English
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' "I'm glad this classroom has lots of
paper," Andrea said as she spread four
clean white sheets onto her desktop. The

eight year old slid Per chair closer to the
desk, "I'm going to write on this page."

she explained. "Then if it's not perfect. I'll
use the other pages to make it better,"

Andrea bent over her desk. Her dark
pixie hair. covered her eyes. She wrote..
then pulled back to see what she Mad

said. Her light-blue eyes' scouted We
page. turning each section over in her
mind. Now, with pencil poised. she works
her way slowly down the page A phrase

is underlined "a detail, added Soon her
page is filled with jagged lines. starred
sections. and scrunced-in additions.

t ,

This third atticle in a series on the writing process

. was preoared by Lucy McCormick Catkins associate

of Donald H Graves at the University of New Hama-

srire Writing Process Laboratory
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Over the next week. ore page grew into

four. On soparate bits/of paper, Andrea
tried different descriptkre paragraphs, eic-
perimented' with sevel endings,. and
listed possible titles.

Three months ago writing was effortless
for Andrea. She rarely read and reread a
sentence, Chewed the pencil, or Wrestled
with a word choice. Her words flowed eas-
ily Onto the paper at the unusual rate of
15.5 words a minute. Often she wrote 400
words in a sitting.

It was as if there were no decisiok to
be made. "To be a good writer," Andrea
said in early September, "you have to re- .

ally know what you are ,writing about."
That was her only criterion. The subject
predetermined the words. All she had to
do was put thongs:town.

Andrea's words were not onirpre-
determined. They were final. She did not
revise. Occasionally Andrea corrected the
word at her pencil point; adding a missing
vowel, changing the shape of a crooked
letter: But she:made no content revisions.
And eves: proofing changes were made

-only if the words were still being written.
Qnce a word was finished, it was final.

October, November and December
have been breakthrough months -for
Andrea. Over these three months, she has
come to see print as unfinished, and to
see writing as selection. She has de-
veloped a very different understanding of
the writing process.

Andrea's changes have been obseried
and documented day by day through an
N.I.E.-44ndect study of how children,
change in the composing process. Each
morning, when Andrea lays out her clean
sheets of pager and slides her Chair up to
her desk, a researcher watches and lise
tens. Soon both writer and watcher have
felled theiOages. 3elow are notes taken
from a feW minutes of observing Andrea
while writing and a photocopy of Andrea's
writing once tte episode was over

570

-70
eFirst Dna

,PAy tether gambed on the brakes for there on the
edge of the road was a young doe doe14416 laid
weede-eoul4suelwey could not believe it It did not
stem scared or frightened.,

Notes

1. begins without pausing
2. arrows this up to after "young doe"
3. begins to reread piece, pencil in hand, dotting is
4. as she rereads. says "I daft think I need this" and

scratches it out

This is the third (see Language Arts,
January, March 1979) in a series of arti-
cles repotting on the changes in the writ-
ing behaviors of twenty children in a New
Hampshire elementary school. Andrea is
developmentgly the most advanced third
grader in thirproject. This issue presents
the sequence of problems Andrea deals
with as she changes her approach to revi-
sion.

Early Revision

Andrea's first content revision came on
October 2. When Andrea finished writing
page nineteen of her book -about a
homesick Chinese girl, the researcher in-
tervened. While Andrea shoolethe writing
cramp from her hand, the researcher
asked, "Andrea, would you try looking
back over this page you.have just written
and lightly circling any words you think
you misspelled." .

The researcher didn't intend to influ-
ence Andrea's writing behavior. The pur-
pose was only to observe whether Andrea
could recognize spelling mistakes. tin,
knowingly, however, the researcher had
prompted Andrea into several new a d
significant writing behaviors. These
clude.

1 she reread her writing, which was rare
for Mdrea at this point

Language Arts



2. she reread with pencil in hand
3. as she reread, she re-examined and-

re-considered her Words
4. she was asked to "mar" the page by

circling misspelled words
Andrea reread page nineteen quickly.

Part way down the page she stopped. She
squinted at the lines; rereading them sev-
eral times, voicing the words; all of which
are behaviors linked to working out new
problems. Her eyes climbed back up the
page. Then they returned to the trouble-
some spot. For the first time this year, writ-
ing presented. a probleM for Andrea. She
was restless, questioning, dissatisfied.

"I did this wrong," Andrea said finally,
"the whole line." In the story, Lin Su's
mother had sent the little girl upstairs ...
but then, two lines later. without explana-
tion, LinSu and her mother were talking
together-in- the .kitchen. "I need to put a
sentence in that explains this," Andrea
said. "But, but, but ..."

A spelling mistake can be neatly
erased.aand new letters written instead.
But adding a whole.line permanently mars
a paper.

When children write only one draft,
there is no room to make content revisions
without winding words Up the paper's
edge, or arrowing in sections, Revision
means messing up a paper. Andrea was
stuck.

Her teacher saw the dilemma "It's ok,
Andrea." she said. "Just draw an arrow
and add the sentence." In this way,
Andrea's teacher gave her permission to
revise.

"In this case study of children's writing,"
Donald H. Graves. director of the research
project has written, "it is sometimes dif-
ficult to know where development ends
and instruction begins. The dilemma is
not unlike the heredity-environment issue.
.Environment activates the genetic poten-
tial. just as the teaching environment
interacts v419h2/ the child to activate de-

V-
velopment" ("What Children Show Us

- About Revision," Language Arts, March
1979).

Andrea has had the potential to revise
but has not done it. The premium she
places on neatnesscombined with her
understanding of writing as a one-step
processhas prevented Andrea from ac-
tualizing her potential. Permission from
her teacher to draw arrows and insert ,sen-
tences is an important and early step to-
wards becoming a critical and deliberate
writer.

Andrea still wrote without pausing to
consider her choices. Day after day, she
added more pages onto her LinSu book.
The story seemed to write itself; Andrea
knew her general plot, and each- day she
carried the words farther into the story.
She returned to neither reread nor revise
her words.

On October 9, Andrea's teacher inter-
vened. "Andrea," she said. "I'd like you to
work on your book at home, and try some
shorter pieces while you are at school."
The child smiled. She slid the book into
her desk without finishing the sentence
?he was writing. She never brought the
book home.

Soon Andrea was preparing to write a
shorter piece; a Halfoween Story. "Why
don't you draw it first," the teacher said,
"That way you can think about what you
are going to write."

Since school began in September.'
Andrea had never drawn a story before
writing it, or discussed her ideas before
printing them. Prewriting, until now,
seemed to take only a minute or two. It

meant deciding what to write about. .

"All I know is it will be a scary night with
a witch, and bhosts.",she said as she
picked up her pencil. Andrea sketched
lightly. erasing often. She drew and re-
drew her ghost. working hard to show
spookiness. Her story dtVeloped and
changed as she'drew it "I know more of
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what it is going to be about," she said
after awhile. "Ghosts go to meetings and
plan how to scare people." In the center of
the meeting she drew a candle, then
pulled beck, reconsidered, and changed
her candle into -a skull. Through drawing,
she shaped, the mood and plot of her Hal-
loween story.

By the time Andrea began to write.
she'd already revised the content of her
story. Like many children, Andrea did ex-
Unitive revision in other media forms such
as &awing before she revised in per writ-
ing. It is not unusual that Andrea did not
carry her revision process into her writing.
She makes only one.change as she writes
her Halloween story, and this isat the very
beginning of her story. She writes "Once
upon a," then reconsiders, erases it, and
begins more specifically with, "On Hallo-
ween night in the town of Lilyport ..."

Andrei erased the word Once. She did
not scratch it out. She still tries to be neat.
and.expects her words to be final.

Nevertheless, Andrea's teacher has
given Andrea the opportunity to revise.
and Andrea has made significant steps in
revision.

Teacher

1 tells her to reread 1

paper and circle
spelling mistakes

2. says its ok to mar 2.

Palm
3. tell* her to write 3.

shcrtei pieces

4 encourages her to'
plan and draw topic
before writing

4

fee

rea rereads and
finds 'logic problec.

An draws arrow..
inserts line.
Andrea begins a
piece' more often.
and with oactrbogin-
ning faces obvious
decisionstopic:
plot. beginning.
Extensive revision
occurs within prewrit-
ing pan of the writing
process

Andrea Begins to Take Charge
of Revision

The next time Andrea began to write.
she again revised before she put her pen-
co onto the paper This time the revision
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was oral. Andrea brought a bird's nest to
school, intending to write about it. Her
teacher suggested that a friend interview
her about the bird's nest, "to find your
story."

The interview began with questions
about the bird's nest "Where did you find
it?" "Did you see any feathers near it?"
"Did you see it being made?" Each ques-
tion dead-ended. No: Andrea hadn't
climbed the-tree to get it No, she hadn't
seen it being made. or found feathers near
it

Eventually Diane found a question
which worked. 'Why did you bring'the
nest in?" she asked. Soon Andrea was
telling her about her long-standing inter-
est in birds, and about how she'd always
wanted to fly when she was little.

Andrea wrote the beginning of her
piece. She started writing neatly, care-
fully; intending,.as' always, this to be her

only draft.

Once when I was little I got a hank to fly So I tried
jumping off things and tried to float up and across I
tried and tried until my father made me and my sister
cardboard wings

Andrea was interrupted. A line was drawn
under her beginning. "See if you can say
it differently."

Soon Andrea had written three different
leads, each one more immediate than the
one before it.

load 1: Once when I was lithe I got a hank to fly. So I
tried jumping off things and tried to float up
and across ...

lead 2: I always wanted to fly, but whenever I tried. I
always fell Kaboornl on the ground .

lead 3. Kabooml That hurt! Why can't I fly/ Birds do
Whenever I try it. nothing happens

Andrea chose her third lead. "It's hap-
pening now." She liked the active.
present-tense voice she'd achieved
through writing and rewriting her lead. As

she continued to write. however. size hest

tated often "How do I get my father to
come Inl" she asked She read and re-
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read isshe wrote: The present tense was
problematic for her. Alwayi before,
Andrea's writing began in he put tense
and proceeded chronologically. Now she
doesn't knoW4how to sequence her piece
because she has put the middle event
first. Writing is haid forher.

Handwriting just can't niatter yet. In this

paper. Ahdrea'siuSual deers square letters

become a' too*, loopy scrawl. This hap-

pens for most children: when a child tries
a new approach to writing, other areas suf-
fer temporarily. (see Sarah's "Woody"
story, as. described by Graves in "What
Children Show Us. About Revision, Lan-

g** Arts,,March .197)9),

"I'll copy it ovekliater." Andrea says.
This is the first .timOodrea regards her

. paper as a draft. It isn't final. She plans to

copy it over.
. Andrea does not view the second draft

as a revision of her find "Plying" paper. it
is a copy. The motivation to do it again is
neatness. Nevertheless, it is significant to
see that neatness is being relegated to a
later stage in the writing process. Andrea

has independently decided to make two
copies. She can't be concerned with neat-

ness untit'she.has put her content onto the

page.
Andrea's new concern with content

perhaps comes from these' factors:

1. For the first time thiti year, Andrea's
writing topic comes froM-personal ex-
perience. Retire, StilisitiS always writ-

ten imaginary stbries. When children
write about something real and impor-
tant to them, they care about "getting it

right" on paper.
2. Andrea has pre-written her pier.'

thcough an interview witt), biane. She
w'fites with a great,dear orinformation
which was brought out through pre-
writing. She has a lot to say.

3 From the beginning. when Andrea
bro.ight her bird's nest to school. she

art audience for her "Flying"
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piece. Her other pieces this year were
written in isolation. Children care more

about their writing if t" _.y know it coat-.
rixinicates with an audience.

Although Andrea 'planned to just copy
over her "Flying" story to make it neat, she

does not, in fact, copy. She intends to, but

once she begins writing she quickly stops
looking between dralts.-.Her second draft

is written without careful reference to the

first draft. It is.different, but the changes

are not deliberate.
Children who revise often reach this

stage of -revision and plateau here. If they

write a piece more than once, the ;1:salva-

tion is usually neatness or. correctness.
Yet in the process of doing the draft more

than once. 'other changes are made unl
consciously. When questioned why some

of her phrases were different in the final

copy, Andrea shrugged her. shoulders.
She hadn't meant to change things. yet
sortie sentences were smoother for having
been written twice, and some transitions

were less.cumbersome.
It is significant to note that Andrea has

begtin to take a great many steps in revi-

sion without much teacher intervention.
Previously, there was a 1:1.correlation be-

twen instruction and Andrea's steps for-
ward.? The locus of control has changed.

Andrea is now less dependent upon
intervention.

ratchet Andrea

1 Teacher prompts
Andrea to wnte three
leads.

r

1. Each lead is more Lc-
tive, immediate.

2. Andes selects her
beginning from a
number of choices.

3 Andrea writes in a dd.
Went voice. with dd.
ferent. more abstract
sequence.

4 Andrea is troubled by
how to fit things in.
She rereads often
Writing is hard

5 Andrea decides to
relegate hasidwrittng
to a second copy
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and not to worry
about words and
copy during the first
draft.

6. When Andrea copies.
she makes uncoh-
SCJOUS fe.yiStorS

Andrea has taken revision into her own
hands. She Writes in order to make her,
meaning clear to herself. When this hap-
pens. revision takes'Off.

Revision Nooses Deliberate

Within a' week. Andrea's unconscious
changes become conscious and-overt.
Andrea soon 'circles awkward transitions
in her rough copy; and deliberatelyties to
Smooth them out' as she, copies it over.
What is one day unconscious and covert.
become. coesscious, only later,tO become
unconscious'and covert again.

A week later. when Andrea was copying
over anothei piece for the second time,
she again came to a halt. Just as three
weeks eirlier..she'd uncovered a logical,
'mistake' in .Linku, she again finds a
troublesome passage, "I put this in the
*rong_plaee." Andrea said. "Shouldn't I
ha. vel put it 'Up ahead where i was writing
about playing baseball with smY sister?"

This time kis a Paragraph instead of a
entence which -needs to- be moved.

Again, 'spatial' probleips 'Overwhelm
Andrea. 'What do ,t do -lhe asks anx-
iously. Andrea' faces several. dilemmas,

1. Still. She hesitate* 10 mess lf hat Paw. This -"
time the effect would liven as it

is a whole paragraph ides ;
2 Mooing a passage Wdrewing arrow re-

qui/nine writer to re-locales the pas-et

Sage.

= Andre a the. paragraph orr
a separate sheet dar;er, and, used stare:
to show its position in the,paper; For SeV-'
eral minutes she struggled tcr reorient
herself. She reacthe whole piece several
times. voicing it to herself, with hei finger
following her words.

574 a

One change led to another. Andrea
found a second section which now
seemed misplaced. She 'considered add-
ing it into several different sections of the
draft. None a them seemed to fit. Finally
she eliminated the paragraph.

For the first.tirrie Andrea's draft begins
to resemble the working manuscript of a
writer. One paragiaph has been moved.
another has beeneliminated.

Now Andrea rereads her paper, this
time, as pnidieted. deliberately examining
her language. She rereads her beginning.

aim to bekbeceume the tat of the ball on the bat
miss me feel proud the Man hit it. And one reson I
like baltingjs because its something thatican't
'clo.crqiiiit.first try.

As she rereads., she underlines the word
feel, as if questioning it. She circles the
pronouns, you and yOur.

This time when Andrea writes a second
draft, she 'closely follows the first paper.
Changes are sometimes. put first on the
working draft as if it is a trial runand
then 'transferred to the final copy. These
are her changes: k

First Draft

1 like to bat, beers. the 'feel of the ball on the bat
makes me feel proud that 1-Zin hit it. And one reson I
like batting ie-beeetmerte-erirnellung y2u can't dd on
your first try...,

Notes'

1. period. new sentence
2. eliminate because
3. underlines fee, rewrite as sound
4. scratches out
5. Instead of "one reson" says "another reason." Has

sense for the cumulative record
6. changes to first perton.

Second Draft'

I Melo bat The so rd of the ball on the bat makes
me feel prot-d that f can hit it And another reason
like batting is that! can t do it on my first try

Words have taken on a malleable. clay -
like property. Andrea. puts language on
paper in ordeho sculpt and shape It On

Language Arts
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November 11, Ahdrea independently
wrote seven leads before beginning her
story, "My Dog's Pill." These are some of
her leads: .

1. Even/time I come home from school I have to give
my dog her heartwonn pill and it is VERY VERY

hard.
2 New today will you pleas* eat it :lust once for me.

the one that feeds you ail the time.
3. Whenever I say 'eat' my dog goes wild. But when I

say 'eat' and try to slip Abe pill in her mouth it
doesn't work. So I4rylo' hide it in'sorne-food but
somehow she manages to spit it out.

When AndOs finished the leads, she
"I like writing kis& because I can really
find which is best instead' of just starting
on one and having 'it be not good Uhtil I
get one right I keep writing leads. Usually
the last one is best because. I take dif-
ferent parts *Om different ones and, keep
moving them about."

At first Andrea spent more time molding
and shaping leads than any other section
of the paper, By mid-December, however.
she was using the same process several
times during a paper. Andrea's revision
work travels in a seqUence which appears
to be typical for children who revise:

1.- she revises only what is at her pencil
tip, changing words which are still.in-
process.

2. she looks back and makes small
proof-reading revisions on words
which are already written.

3. she revises the beginning and end of a
piece.

4., she revises middle sections of a piece.

Revision Goes Underground
\

On December 13, ,Andrea reread her
second draft of "The Big Fish." She'd al-
ready revised her lead six times, and was
pleased with it. "Now I want to make the

next section shorter,' Andrea said. She
took a bit of paper .from her desk, and
began to write possible ways to describe
the feeling of having a fish on her line.

Research Update

1. Dad, help me, I've got one! One what?
A

Then Andrea looked back at her draft, and
scratched the line out. "It's not good," she
said;Sheihought for a few minutes, star -,
ing at her pencil. "I might try thinking
back to fishing and remember what I re-
ally did,", She paused: "I think (just
shouted, 'Dad, help me! I've got one.'"
She grabbed her scrap paper and quickly
put her words into print

2. Dadll Help me! I've got one!

'The hard part is trying to decide what
little part to put down," Andrea says. "I
could write a big book, but I just want to
put down a tiny bit" She thinks for a min-
ute. "That's why Ifiave to work a long,
long time on a little section; to.get it right."

Andrea wrote "3", on her paper and cir-
cled it. She was ready to try again. For a
few minutes her Pencil was still, then she
brought it to the paper, heldit-there, ready
to write. She pulled it away.

"What'd you almoSt write?" the re-
searcher asked. Andrea blushed. was

going to say,-'Just then a quick jerk
awakened me and I looked and saw my
pole bending." she said, "But it was way
too long."

Again she was quiet, her pencil ready.
Her eyes imoved to an earlier draft, then
she shook her head slightly. 'What'd you
just think?" the researcher questioned.
"For a minute I wondered if I should stay
with the sentence I have to start with,"
Andrea said. "But I decidep not to."

More and more, Andrea revises inter-
nally now. What was once not existent be-
came unconscious, then conscious and
cried. Now it moves underground, and be-

comes covert.
Andrea writes more slowly now She re-

reads as she writes and squints at her
page She often averages only six or eight
words a minu(e and writes only one
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hundred words in a sitting. And when she
begins to write, she only takes out one
piece of paper.

76
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What new territory will Andrea lead us to
when she'again spreads four clean white
pieces of paper onto her desk?
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RESEARCH UPDATE
A Six-Year-Ofd's Writing
Process: The First Half
of First Grade

Donald H. Graves

for Nis Committee on Research
Nations! Coma of Teachers
oangliett

When I arrive at Sarah's first grade
classroom, she sometimes greets me with
a request: "Let's go somewhere and
write." or "Will you copy me?" I can never
predict what Sarah will write, although I
know the general chiracteristics of her
writing. I don't know whether she will write
playful nonsense, a non-sequential collec-
tion of events, or a conventional story with
a beginning, middle, and end. And neither
does Sarah.

This fourth article in a series on' the writing process
was prepared by Susan Sowers. associate of Donald
H Graves at the Universty of New Hampshire Wnt-
mg Process Laboratory.

Ga
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Sarah is one of sixteen children chosen
for their diversity from the first and third
grades at Atkinson Academy, the public
school for Atkinson, New Hampshire.
Donald Graves, Lucy Calkins and I will
observe the children for two years to learn
how they change in their writing process-
es. We look for changes not only in what
they write but in how they write. Graves
chose the case study method because
"Writing process research is virgin terri-
tory; we are only beginning to identify and
understand some of the significant vari-
ables." Through a single caseSarah'
we observe in depth and over time in the
classroom before we fonSulate hypoth-
eses. Sarah, more than most children,
dramatiies the pleasure and Uncertainty
beginning Writers experience as they
create writing problems to solve and at-
tempt to solve them.

Sarah and her classmates began writing
in September when their teacher, Mary
Ellen Giacobbe, taught them to write as
most first tirade teachers do. She posted
lists of correctly spelled words and thus
.determined the topic andcontent of their
'lilting. They wrote on large pieces of
paper, experience paper, about eleven by
eighteen inches,, with a blank space
across the top for drawing and lines below
for writing. Restricted by ;nexperience, the
word list, and the desire to write correctly,
the children wrote nearly identical com-
positions.

On October 22, Sarah wrote:

the leaves tel in the fall so beautiful red
orange green brown
rakkon aer kiMi the food lo the nasal then
the 'rotator comes ,

Sarah used the teacher-made resources in

the first part os her composition. In the
second, she relied on her own. Invented
spelling appeared in this early indepen-
dent ,writing. Here is the translation of
Sarah's invented spelling: "Raccoons are
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collecting the food to the nest. Then the
winter comes." A few days later Sarah
wrote a Halloween story from a different
I ist:

At midnight I seed a skeleton
spider and a bat.

In late October, Giacobbe visited a first
grade classroom where children wrote
every day. They were inventive speilers
and did not use a teacher's worrilist. They
wrote breach other and their teacher. She

selected books for classroom publication
and edited and converted the spel ling. But

first draft spelling warmly as accurate as
the writers could spell on their own.

Mrs. Giacobbe showed their books to
her class.

"That's cinchy. We can do that!" said
Sarah and her classmates. They have
been writers and inventive spellers since
then. At Christmas time, Mrs. Giacobbe.
brought a word list her students had used
in previous years. "They ignored my list,"
she said with a laugh.

Sarah,wrote in six-page books already
assembled for the young writers. She

chose from lined or unlined paper in two
sizes, eight and one half by eleven inches

or half that size. Mrs. Giacobbe told the
children they had a responsibility to write

every day. The children chose their own
topics and in most cases their own time to
write. They took their completed books to
Mrs. Giacobbe for a conference in which
she first responded to the content and
then to one problem in the writing. The
lesson in the conference might have been
leaving spaces between'words, hearing a
sound and writing-it, or an aspect of punc-.
tuation for those who were ready. The
children read their completed books to.the
entice class in a meeting after lunch and
left them in the class :ibrary for anyone to
read. After writing five books, the student
,could choose one tb be published in a
hard cover.

830 Language Arts
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Few of the changes in Sarah's compos-
ing process have been as easy to identify
as her use of words in a series when lists
of resource words were Signs of
mature writing appeared early in Sarah's
writing. Since late October. Sarah has
used subordinate clauses, adverbs, time
markers (one day, then), sequences of ac-
tions, a variety of verbs (eighty-three dif-
ferent verbs in forty-one writing episodes);
and revision (on November 8, she added
fourteen words to her original thirty-five).

, Although Sarah is a six-year-old begin-
ning writer, her writing process follows the
same stages as the writing processes of
older children, adults, and professional
writers.

All writers go through a prewriting
phase before they put, words on paper.
Sarah is no different. Her favOria prewrit-
ing activities are talking and drawing. The
source of her writing topics is her daily
lifefear of the dark or strange noises at
night, the weather, play with her brother or
friends set in familiar surroundings of her
house and bedroom.. Woody Owl and
other toy animals came to life in Sarah's
stories. Their adventures with Sarah and
each other occupy over° half of her books.

Before Sarah writes, she drews a scene
and explains it to the researcher or
another young writer who is usually draw-
ing and talking. Iba Thai she writesabout

the scene she dtilielirsriihifhirifies the
page and begins thifiaffki sequence for
her next episode, Wheel' she finishes a
six-page book, she draws an elaborate
"The End" and takes it to her teacher for c
conterence. Sometimes she reads 'it to
another child or an adult before the con-
ference. She may discover an omission or
an inconsistency while she rereads her
story, either in the drawing or the writing:
She revises immediately when she finds a
problem without waiting to be told. Some-
times Sarah writes a nonsense book or a
sentence with mixed-up syntax If the
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meaning is clear to her but unclear to
others, Sarah sees no need to revise.
"That's a silly book, Sarah," or "1 don't get
it," the other children are likely to say. "I
don't care," Sarah replies to their objeG-
tions. "It's all right. I can do it any way I
want to." When Mrs. Giacobbe demands
explanations of her nonsense, Sarah
makes up reasons for writing her confus-
ing sentences and stories. Sarah is still
too egOcentric to let her audience spoil
her play.

Sarah w. ate two kinds of stories, and
her writing behavior for each° was as dif-
ferent as the stories thenuilves. An ob-
server watching Sarah from a distance
would know the kind of slow she is vgriting

by the number of times she levies her
writing to go to the library, to talk to a
friend across the room, to eat her snack,
or to collect pieces of paper around the
room. When Sarah is restless, she is writ-
ing a story with action and a sequence of
events. When she it content to remain at
the-writing table, she is writing a quick,
simple book which lists as many of the
hero's good qualities as Sarah can think of
before she fills the six pages.

Sarah has written both kinds of books
since she began to write. On October 23,

Sarah wrote this quick, simple book of
praisean attribute book. The content
highly affective as she lists the good qual-,
ities of the sun:

I Ms the sun.
It feels good.
The sun looks i4cs.
It looks fun.
I like the fun.
It feels good

Although Sarah wrote proportionately
fewer attribute books as time passed, she
didn't stop writing them. Here is an exam-
ple of an attribute book written on January
23, near the end of the first half of first
grade:

Research Update A S,x-Year.01, hriting 13,;t1$3 Tr'e F rat Half of First Grade °7'
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Me and Chipper
Me and Chipper have lots of fun.
We have fua.

love Chipper so much.
I won't stip loving Chipper.
It's so much fun.
It is fun.

Sarah's attribute books require little
planning. They are affective rather than
cognitive in content A few verbsliki,
love, feel, and forms of to befill the verb
slot. Adjectives are central to arah's at-
tribute books, and she has some favorites.
She used nice in eight of her forty-one
stories, good in seven, fun in five stories
(not counting use as a noun), and pret-
ty, beautiful; little, and happy each in four
stories. When Sarah finds that writing a
story in chronological'order will net fill her
book, she adds a page or two of attribute
sentences to fill the gap. Since no order is
required in an attribute book, she does not
have to solve many problems when she
writes in this genre.

When Sarah wrote ye and Chipper,"
she spent twice as much time on drawing
as on writing, eight minutes to draw the
six pictures and four minutes to write the
six sentences.

Sarah wrote a second kind of book, the
action-sequence book. This book places
more demands on Sarah as she writes it
Before I judged a book an action-
sequence book, it must All a story in a
sequence of at least three event!.

Sarah wrote action-sequence books
from the beginning, and she wrote propor-
tionately more of them throughout the
year. Here is an example from October 24
with two words in Sarah's. invented spell-
ing that cannot be decoded:

When we went for a walk in the sun. we saw a piece
Of (salveigna) so we did bring it home. When we got
home we put it in a bthtle of water and we (met) it in
the bottle of water

Here is a later example of an action-
sequence book Sarah wrote in early
January:

832
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Oscar Oat opens_ Oysters
OWN %vie** b the river every dsy.
He catches 0y11111,11.
He eats them.
He brings them home to eat.
He watches tv knit
He sets them second.

On November 30, Sarah wrote "Woody
Owl," an action-sequence book. First,
Sarah outlined what she would write
about. "Woody's going to eat a poison
eggno, a poison worm, and he't going to
die. Poor Woody." Pointing to the secrnd
page of her book she said, "He's geing to
eat the worm here," and .pointing to the
third, "He's going to die here."

While Sarah illustrated her second
page, Chris walked by and Sarah said,
"Guess what's going to happen to Woody?
He's going to diehe's going to eat a
poison worm -and he's going to come to
life again." She had planned another step.
After giving the most detailed and coher-
ent plan for a book -of the year so far,
Sarah wrote: f

Woody is cuts.
He look a wonn.
Woody deed.
Woody lake.
Woody wed.
Woody nice.

This is the most telegraphic book Sarah
or any of her classmates has written.
Perhaps she. felt no further need to write a,
story that she had bld twice.

As Sarah drew the pictures of Woody
Ovii, -she began composing aloud:
"Woody ...' What should I say? 'Woody
1s . ..!" Two pages later she composed
aloud again: "Poor Woodr Woody died.
She did not compose aloud again until
January 8. Then she drew, spoke, and
wrote what she said, and followed the
procedure again. Not until March did
Sarah make composing aloud part of her
Writing process.

Sarah put a series of three actions into
her book. Her new. 'mature behaviors-

Language Arts



planning ahead and composing aloud
seemed to place an unaccustomed strain
on her writing process. Sarah stopped
writing :'Woody Owl" to grit unneeded
pieces of paper in other parts of the class-
room, read two books to the researcher,
eat her snack, and have three conversa-
tions with other children. She took off at a
run the Moment she finished to find still
another audience for her book.

Sarah's behavior is like that of any writer
who is trying to solve a new problem. Both
Sarah and an adult writer devise a system
of escapes from the piece of writing, and
both may be trying to achieve distance.
With distance, the writer can view the
piece with more objectivity_ in order to in-
corporate unfamiliar material into an un-
familiar form. The adult may drink coffee,
pace across the mom, clean the typewriter
keys, or call a friend to postpone the dif-
ficult task. Sarah has developed -similar
strategies to give herself distance from a
new tasktelling her story in chronologi-
cal order.

Usually Sarah does not know what the
will write about until °she draws. She must
write and draw to discover the story. When
asked, "What will happen next?" Sarah
usually says, "Wait and see," or "I don't
know yet. I have to think." She has inter-
nalized the question to such a degree that
in e Jani.rary writing episode, Sarah asked
the researcher, "Now, what do you think
will happen next?'

Sarah draws to discover what will hap-
pen. On January 11, Sarah wrote in a book
she had begun a month earlier with this
first page already written:

The pretty little girl
Her name is Knstin.

Sarah drew a girl in her room She had a
flower in her hand a doll in her canopy
bed. a refrigerator, door, window. and
night light Sarah wrote'

-el
She 100.110 ION& fle tea
She heles school the worst

On the next page Sarah drew .2a similar
scene but added a new face with sharp
teeth: Sarah seemed startled. She said,
"Now wait a doggone minute! A bad guy.
He's come to kidnap her."

Sarah composed these sentences aloud
before writing.

She jumped up.
She *les sewed.
She sew the vein.

Then Sarah said, "Wait, the bulb fell out,"
referring to the night light.

She turned the page -and composed
aloud before drawing, "She punched him
out."

The researcher asked about an object in
the drawing, "What's that?"

"A night light falling," she said. "It.
broke. He's sorry. She punched him."

Sarah wrote:

She punched him.

Sarah composed her last two sentences
aloud before writing: "She's so glad," and
"She's asleep."

The little girl's victory over the villain is
Sarah's victory over her fear of the dark. In
the fall as the days grew shorter and the
nights longer, she wrote, "I hate night. I

love morning." Night is- creepy, scary,
filled with strange sounds, and dark. She
likes sunshine and fills her books with it.
Sarah arranged a confrontation between
good and bad. darkness and sunshine. Al-
though the villain broke ner night light. the
little girl won.

Sarah's discovery of her subject while
writing need not be equated with
thoughtlessness or immaturity Sarah's
writing process is a bit like William Faulk-
ner's Faulkner described his writing
process like this:

Research Update A SixYearOld's Writing Process The First Halt of First Graoe
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begirt with a character, usually, pnd once he
sends up an bit and begins to nom, all I do is
Not Wong behind him with a paper and pencil trying
to imp up tog enough to put down whet he .says
and 631111.

Not all of Sarah'i discoveries produce
°such a successful book. The novelist
Rumor GOdden said, ''Of course orie never
knows in draft if ,it is going to turn out,
even with my age and experience."
Sarah's syhtax nearthe third page of
book sometimes suffers when she strains
to "Oki morn than an attribute book Here
are sortie examples:

November 20
Noverribit 27

November 27

December 1

December 15

December 20

"Hs made naughty."
"I was sed.-1 have rolling to cry what
eating the turkey."
"Hs got home- just in time to *etch
his favorite program and lamp."
"The villain is fighting on Mn from
hunting cause Mn is a girl."
"We -are no cafe or love to our
Christmas Pee."
"With Wood its fun but both RP
OW."

When Sarah attempts a new step in writ-
ing, the burden may alter her syntax,
penmanship, spelling, or any recently
lowed feature of her writing. They wilf no
longer be automatic. Graves has said,
"Mien children try a new approach to writ-
ing, other areaa in which they have been
competent may suffer temporarily."

Sarah has ,changed in the prewriting
phase of the writing process by drawing
people in profile as part of her rehearsal.
Before December 1, Sarah drew static pic-
tures with inactive figures facing forward.
Profiles give Saratiti range oichoices for,
showing her characters in action she did
not have before. People can face right or
left, sit or stand,ernove arms and legs, and
chase each other. In October and Novem-
ber, Sarah.seldom drew chaFacters in act
tion and only seven of her twenty-four
books written in those months are action:
sequence books. After December 1 when
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Sarah began drawing profiles to illustrate
her books, eleven of her sylenteen books
viritte,itrOecember .and' January were
;Ojai-sequence books.

Within books, profiles in the illustrations
.,give a clue to the type of book. In "The

Pretty Little Girl," eleven figures were
drawn in profile and only one faced for-
ward. In "Me and Chipper," all fourteen
figures faced forward. Sarah rehearsed, no
action or movement when she drew those
picturei. Although drawing did not cause
the action in Sarah's stories, drawing fig;
urns in motion may heveiveher access
to information through rehearsal. Drawing
may help children control the action in a
story by sequencing and slowing the
events in their stories.

We can generalize some of our prelimi-
nary findings about Sarah's writing pro-
cess to the other first grade children in her
class: .

Writers:- from beginners to profession-
als, seem to follow the sale steps in
composingprewriting, writing, and revi-
sion (although first graders' revise much

less): When a new vehicle for rehearsal
emerged (Sarah drew in profile and com-
posed aloud), the writing product
changed too.

Writers need distance or objectivity. A
new writing problemusually one the
writer creates in order to accommodate
new inbrMationcommands more atten-
tion. Less attention is left to4 solve other
problems. Syntax, spelling, or punctuation
may suffer, and the writer may need more
distance from -a new kind of writing than
from a routine piece of writing.

When choosing topic and form inde-
pendently, Sarah and her classmates
wrote narratives more than other formi as
the year progressed.
0 Writers discover their meaning while
they writeibecause they think and play on
papa,
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irmill9rdrins for Teaching
Mel Grade VhNing*

, . 1. feachtirs must ask children to choose
they own topics for 'writing from the
wealth-of their daily experiences. This
is' painless for most children early in
first grade. Assigned topics 'are un-

. necessary and cheat the child of an
important writing task.

2. Children needlo rehearse before 'they
write. They may need to draw, play: or
-talk before they write.

3. A change or elaboration in rehearsal
such asdrawing in profile, planning a
story, or composing aloud may lead to
a more sophisticated piece or writing.-
or unexpected problems.

4. Children may not always have a clear
idea of whatthey will write about. They

may discover a better story while writ-
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ing than they would have planned
ahead of time. They may write to find
out what their stories,are.

5. When children by to solve a new prob-
lem in writing, their syntax and
mechanics ma of ,meat previous
standardsof Cr-cb)ess or logic.

6. Children need permission to explore,
experiment, a<ii make errors. Rigid
standards of correctriesd_ and neatness

.restrict children to writing about what
they can spell correctly and express
without a struggle: They need to know

they can correct-dais-errors when they
reread their dolts or allow the teacher

to edit. . )
7. Children need a ivrithig 'classroom

where active rehearsal is encouraged.
Writers need breaks from writing to
achieve distance. They will neod to
move in the room, talk, and draw.
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, . Let Children Show Us How Donald FL Craves

to Help Them Write.
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Abstract
Preliminary findings are presented from a current two-year

NIL use study observing the desyloptornt of primary did-
dren's composingopelling, and motor behaviors during the
.ivrinngprocess:Hatidwriting is intluence4 by all phases of

the writing process and prohlons unique to different stages

of the w2ter's development. ( hildren's earliest efforts at

writing resemble their speech habits intibeir lack or organt-

zatton. Later, when children . boost: their on muting topics,

-- the language for expression, and w often format, the 1.1/T. I

positions-hi:come more succt wild. Handwriting Isom , out
pemcni Id w tiring that illustrates the nature of children's `2

Jeusion makin,, professes. I I .) hers attempt togni& the

children's craft to grealer clams in drasing letters, word
order, word swaration, page placement. it'd later, in re-
writing and u'e of prosodic ti.iiimplo.

;

Six-year-old Toni and Jennifer paint side by side as theystand at

their easels. "I'm gain' to fill this one alln with red." saysironi. as

she points to the outline 91 a house with the tip of her brush. !4.,.hen

Toni speaks, she sprays her words in many directions as she paints

and glarices around the room at the same time. She knows that

Jennifer can heai and understand her words without sending them

in a specific direction.
Fifteen minutes later Toni is seated in the writing area. She

writes ("I love super owl and I kis; him").
Words go up, down, or across for beginning writers like Toni.

Toni has been writing for two weeks and does not know yet that

written words, unlike spoken words, must conform to space, have

a set direction, and have specific beginnings and endings.

Toni wants to write about "superowl." Even though she is just
learning how to control thepencil and use space on the paper, it is

the urge to tell that makes her write from zso to Soo words per

week without specific assignment. Toni writes this much because

she controls thelopic, spelling, and the process of discovering how

to get her message down on paper. . ,

4 i6 Visible I .ruguage xlit I

vioa. Lassoes/. am'. I viv. PIIP ill AI
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When we let children like Toni show us their process of writing,

we let them show us how to teach them. Best of all, they show us
the energy source that made them write in the first place. When
children do the pushing, they have control. Child control in this
study is defined aechild initiative: Children choose their topics,
language inventions, discover space on the paper; and teachers
follow, observing, solving problems with them, in order to steer
their craft into greater clarity.'

When children are given control of the writing proCess, teachers
need information to know what they see, to sense the significance
of different child straggles. Children's handwriting is one place
where the struggle shows. But the handwriting is only one com-
ponent of the writing process. Handwriting is more than the mere
formation of letters on a page at one moment in time. It is influ-
enced by all phases of the writing process, children's changes
from speaking to writing, and problems unique to different stages
of a writer's development.

_This paper will take a broad view of handwriting. It will seek to
explain handwriting performance in the midst of child develop-

, ment and the writing, process. The information has come from pre-,
liminary,findings in our studyA Two-Year Case Study Observ-
ing the Development of Primary Children's Composing, Spelling,
and Motor Behaviors During the Writing Process, funded by the
National Institute of Education.

---E-7--Graves Let Children. Show Us How



Through this grant from Nit, we are following twenty children

over a two-year period. Each day three full-time researchers are

with the children, carefully recording data as the children com-

pose. Composing is broadly viewed from the child's drawing,

painting, working with crayons, pens, pencils, to the composing

of lint, second, and third drafts. The dam come from collections

of all forms of composing, direct observation of the child writing,

and video tapes made during the composing process. .

This,in-depth study of children's composing is not a controlled

design. Rather, it is a cast study of twenty children=in grades one

and threewho were chosen because of their differences on a pre-

selected develqpmental composingscale. The study seeks to de-

scribe in detail the "what" of composing in order to explain the

sKeewhy" f child behaviors during the writing process.

Children have a strong urge to write. They like to sec their own

Lratches and marks everywhere: hOrihs: bedroom mouldings,

bathroom walls, moist windowpanes, paper bags, old envelopes,

a sidewalks. They want to be seen and heard.

9prech comes before writing. Since they are both eommunica-

.
tionsand speech comes firstTit is only natural thatwriting

should bear the imprint of speech. Children try to make writing

like speech, but early attempts to make them the same lead to

crude messages and script that is often unintelligible to both writer

and reader. Speech and writing simply are not the same. Only ad-

vanced writers can make writing sound like speech.

Children do not need to be aware ottimnrocess of crossing over

from speech to print. They don't need to be aware of the steps of

learning to write any more than they needed to be aware of learn-

ing to speak: Children are so delightfully self-centered thattheir

high assumptions about message quality provide a natural cloak

of protection for bqth problem solving and experimentation. Re-
'

move this cloak and the child suddenly becomesunnaturally aware

of the rigors and demands of thewriting process. Their urge to

wete is relendess enough for paients and teachers to just let it hap-

pen. Their role is to sense the child's intentions, note what aspects

of transition stand in the way, and then provide help.

The data here show children's changes from speech to print. The

data are reported in four sections starting with drawing, since

drawing and writing are much the same for children: Next come

tS Visible Language xm
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child discoveries of word order, separ4 ion, and page placement.

Then, when redrafting appears, new uses of,space and handwriting

arc reviewed. Finally, thi significance of child use of prosodic: in

speech and print are discussed. In each section, examples of child

behavior have been chosen from a large body-of data to illustrate

common child practices.

Drawing
Toni drew before she wrote, "I love super owl and I kiss him."

When Toni drew, she chose the subject and gained control of the -

information as she sketched in the figure of a flying owl. As Toni

drew she supplied the energy and information for her teacher to

help her with the writing. Drawing is the driving force behind

much of Toni's writing. it serves as a rehearsal for the text as well

as an important bridge from speech to print.. .

Toni needed to draw because the drawing helped her know

what to write. Teachers will see beginning writers like Toni draw

before they write-if they give them the right paper. The right paper

has a large space at the top where children can draw, or at least is

plain, unlined paper with large enough space to permit both draw-

ing ane writing.
Teat as can find out for themselves what drawing does for

writing Ask childrenbefore they draw, "Tell me, what will you

write a/ter you finish drawing?" If drawing is important, they do

not usually know what they will write until they draw. On the

other hand, when the drawing is c mpleted and the teacher says,

"No;4;11 mexhat you will write, c will get a more specific

state t about what the child will w e.
Drawing helps children change fro ech to Print en

John is seated next to Fred in a sandbox p ouncis of sand

with his bulldozer to make a fort, Fred knows whatjohn means

when he says; "This is gonna keep out the bad guys." Fred can see

what John means because the situation tells him. But when JOhn

writes, he must supply words to describe the situation in which

the message will fall. IfJohn can draw before he writes, he creates

the setting for his Prim, thus helping both himself and the child

who will read his paper. _
When children control their subjects, they write more, gain

greater practice in writing, and ultimately care much more about

19 Gmves Let ChildreShow Us How \*.
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the appearance of their letters on the page. For the beginning

writer, drawing is one impoitant means of maintaining that

control.
When Toni first drew figures of people, they were large, turned

on their sides, and occupied different parts of the paper. She was

learning proportion, control of the instrument, and how to use

space contained in the paper. Toni continues to discover space

when she writes. Note again Toni's message about "super owl"

(I love super owl and I kiss. him"):

Loveso,p pro,
Space
In this instance, words flow from left to right (1-4) as well as from

the top down (5-8). Onother occasions, Toni will send_a column

up from the right hand side of the page, just as in this instance,

she came down from the top of the left side. Toni generally under-

stands that words go from left to right as shown in steps I -4. But

she has a dilemma. Step 4 falls in the lower right hand side of the

paper. She has run out of space. It is hard for children to predict

with accuracy where the full message will end: Since there is a

drawing on the page, the message needs to go with the illustration.

She solves the problem by coming down to the line on the left side.

Adults may 'consider this'a major problem. It is not to Toni. She

knows the meaning of the message; at thii point in her develop-

ment she is satisfied with just the placement of message ingredients

zo Visible Langdage )(us



oh the 'paper.,She assumes that if she knows the message, others
will know as well, regardless of a lack of left to right order.

Toni writes as she speaks when words run together in steps
Words run together without spacesin between. When Toni read
this selection, her voice rose and fell just as the word% undulated

across the page. Toni's intention to simulate speech seemed almost
deliberate since her addition of steps 5-8 shows herknowledge of

word units.
Six-year-old John wrote, "Ste fosd," for Steve Austin. John was

trying to tell where one word ended and the other began. For John,
words in speech flow together like "hamaneggs."All children at
some stage in their writing must go through the process of separat-
ing words from speech into discrete units.

Further Adjustments to Space Problems
mation,.1c young C.111 t T

with a lett to right flow rnd spaces betwten °rub, new prorneins
of space arise. The proLems are caused by new information, the
beginning of redrafting. The discovery of new information without
any place to put it can come as early as six years ofiige. Six-year-

°old Chris had just read a book about prehistoric Trials and was
composing one of his own to share with the_children. Orris and his

teacher had this dialogue:

/i

Teacher: I see that you were able to put in the word "may" to
show that "Brontosauruses may travel in families."
[Chris had been able to sandwich in thesmall word
without erasing] But you didn't say why they travl in

families.--
Chris: They travel in families to protect the young.
Teacher: Do you think that is important information?

Chris: Yes, but there isn't any place to put it. (The writing

goes from left to rght over to the right hand margin
at the bottom of the paper. Above this writing is a

picture of a brontosaurus.)
Teacher: Look the paper over and show me where you could

write it in.
Chris: There isn't any (voke rising].

Craves Let Children Shiny Ifs How



Teacher: Look the entire paper over and put your hand on any
space where there isn't writing or drawing. [The're is
space above the drawing.]

Chris: Well, l could put it up here [motions to top of the
paper] but it would look stupid. The other part is
down here.

Teacher: How could you show they were connected?
Chris: I could put an arrow down herepointing to the part

thatN at the top.
Teacher: Good,,but you'll need to connect the arrow with the

top. This is what writers do when they are getting their
booksready fOr the publisher.

Chris knew additional information would create a mess. His
usual approach was to erase words to put new ones in. Now his

teacher had shown him,how to
there is a\problem of space. She had also shown him that this dratt
is temporary, that d rewriting is necessary. Young writers need to
learn a whole repertoire for messing up their paper to deal with
new information, organizations, and adjustments. This also adds
to the importance of crafting the letteri in the final draft. If chil-
dren have controlled the process, know their information is good,
the quality of their hand%% mproves.

Just as children learn the appropriate use of language wiihin the
family, the playground, or school, they need to learn the context of
various kinds of handwriting and different uses of space. Most
handwriting texts do not deal with the appropriateness of hand-
writing in context. Rough draft handwriting is not the same as
handwriting in final draft form. Children who are preoccupied
with:word shape or correct spelling in an early draft lose control
of the draft and their information suffers.

Childieshow us in their handwriting when they take on the

draft concept. Eight-year-old Andrea, like many writers, hoped
her first draft would be her last. About the sixth word into this
selection, her handwriting shows that she decided another draft
would follow:

22 V./Si/4e I anguag xm
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Later, Andrea went on to draw arrows, cross out lines, until the

message was shaped to her liking. Handwriting, in final draft,
properly dealt with the aesthetics and etiquette necessary for good

communication.

Prosodic Features Show Us.Children Are in Control
Eight-yen-old Scott did not like to write. He wrote at four Words

per minute with no spacing and over 45 percent of his words were

misspelled. Letters were of various sizes. ran together, and were

poorly formed. In October Scott's writing looked like. this:

fittlak lit the Sac( (*-4110i.ctS

to CciASc ficiShinq ahlyth5:07;.Shineatibtz,

fhem&fltumedolietyWartrrao!e4

Q z

J

Since October Scott has been required to write but with this

diffeience: he controls the topic, information, and language. He

also gets help from two audiences: the teacher and other-children.

Help comes principally at the point of clarifying Scott's under-

standing of the information and the appropriateness of the mean-

ing he wants. Help comes in early drafts, then Scott rewrites for

final copy. Two months later Scott's writing looked like this:

Scott showed that he had re-entered the writing process on his

own terms through speech features marked in the written text.

Children try to "speak" through their texts when they feel they

have control. The elements that show this kind of involvement are

called, prosodic features. The use of these featured put sound,

stress, pause, and intonation back into writing. Toni showed her

use of prosodic features when she made important wordslarge
and her words undulated across the page as in the rise and fall of

speech patterns. Scott, along with other children striving for

"sound," show early voice throul;h:

2.4 Visible Language mit
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Use of capitals. Important words, especially nouns that carry
major meaning, are written in capital letters
Other words may have a single capital,letter ac
the beginning.

Rewritten words. Words or letters that mark key points'will be

run over several times with the pen or pencil.
Words blackened more thanbthers show
points of emphasis from speech.

Exclamation points and interjections also put sound back into

written language. When children tiest discover them, their delight

in simulating sound leads to the excessive useof these prosodic
features. For example, sentences of minor importance receive one

exclamation point, whereas those of greater importance receive
frOm two to four. The loudest and breathiest of all receives a large,.
blackened exclamation point that takes' tip two lines on the

vertical.
Six-year-old Jenny needs to produce sound as she writes. It is

her method of developing a voice, staying oriented in space, pro-

ducing the right sound and symbol, aswell as in maintaining

control of the writing proass. Through a very sensitive micro-

phone tied in with a video recorder, the data show that Jenny's
writing contains a high ratio of sound to written symbol, thus

marking more dearly how much oral language must accompany

Figure 1. The relationship of sound to written symbol in jenny's message:

"All of the reindeer loved them," written as "Loll ave the reindrei love

em."

LINE.

Track I: I all, all, of, all of the, the, the, all of the reindeer

(sounded) s
Track 11: L oll ave
(written)
LINE z:
Track rein, rut, rein loved them, all, of ), them, the, muh: muh

(sounded) S
S S

Track 11: R iendeer love e

(written)

the

2.6 Vi3sbie I anguage xitt
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writing for her to make an effective transition from speech to

print. A sample of the data in Figure I shows a typical ratio for
both Jenny and other writers at this stage of development. Track I
shows Jenny'i sound and Track II shows at what point the letter

was written in relation to the sound on Track I. For example, in

Iine,I, Jenny sounded an "I," said "all" and Wrote an L.

Children hear themselves say what they mean and go on. There-

fore, they speak along with the writing and the speaking is an es-

sential part in the composing. Transcriptions from other beginning

writers show a wide range of voicing types. Thus far we have clas-

sified these voicing patterns:

Type of Language
. Says the message before

it is written.
z. Says the word before it

.) I itit.11.

0 3. Says the word after it
is written.

4. Rereads messageafter
it is written.
Makes sounds of letter
components.

6. Says letter names for spelling
7. Procedural statements:
8. Statements to other

children.

Example
"The boy will go."

,"t;oy"

-boy"

"The boy will go."

"buh, buh, oi, oi"

13_0y,
"I haven't got any more room."
"This boy is goin' to blow
the bad guys up:",

With the exception of statements to other children, voicing is only

intended for the child who is composing. A person standing

nearby is unaware of most of the sounding, since only the sensitive

microphone can pick up these data.

17 Graves Let Children Show Us How
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Summary
Children need to control their own writing. But they can't.fio it
alone. Teachers need to help them maintain control because when
they are successful, children see themselves as important learners
with things to say. Furthermore,' when children control the writing
process, they write far beyond traditional expectations, spell bet-
ter, and take pride in the-criffahiiidwriting.

It isn't easy to help children control their own writing. Teachers
need information to know when and how to help. Preliminary re-
search from this study of children's cqsnposing-shows that hand-
writing is a critical index for showing where to begin to help
children.

When children first write, they treat writing as speech. They
draw to supply context for the subject, run words together, spell
words as they sound, let words run around the sage, speak out
loud when they write. blacken fn letIts. use capitals and exclama-
min points nth:tally.

Redrafting demands a new view of space and aesthetics. Just
when the child his solved early problems of space, new informa-
tion demands different help from the teacher. But this new step is
a boon to good handwriting. When the craft of handwriting fol-
lows the crafting of the child's own information, a greater level of
excellence in final copy is achieved.

Today Toni isn't bothered when her words run together or
down the side of the page. Tomorrow she will be. She will need to s

see another way to handle the problem. Her teacher will need to
know how to help Toni. Good teachers see these disturbances, and
ask timely +legions to show children how to solve problems for
themselves. They ask good questions because they know how
children learn to write.
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RESEARCH UPDATE
Children Learn the
Writer's Craft--LOcy
McCormick Calkins

tr

Donald H. Graves
. for the Committee on Research

National Council of Teachers
of English I-%ow do young children change from

play tb craft in the writing process? As
guest columnist this month, Lucy Calkins
follows changes in children's writing from
the first through fourth grade. Data, from a
study funded by the National Institute of
Education, are shared in this- sixth in a
series of research articles on young writ-
ers. An earlier Calkins article, "Andrea
Learns to Make Writing Hard" (Language
Arts. May 1979) is a part of the same
study.
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"Look out!" the six-Isar-old cried. "The
enemy is comin'." Alex penciled a
wobbley spaceship onto the corner of his
paper. "Boom! &loin! Pkeeeoow!" The
first grader beside Alex glanced up in
time to see giant swirls of pencil flames

o spread over Alex's paper. Soon Alex had
destroyed his careful spaceships. Only a
scribbleremained.

Now Alex writes, "The whole world was
destroyed."'

THE HL WO WZ DSO

He mutters to himself, "Destroyed.
ISeeeee-stroyed. E. I heat an E." With his
thick red penCil, Alex piles a dark Eon top
of ttfe letters DSD. "Destroyed." Again he
sounds the word. "Deee-stroy-ttt." A t is
.added on lop of Alex's already illegible
smudge of letters. "There, I spelled that
one good, I did," Alex announced proudly
to himself.

Alex doesn't care that his marks, are il-
legible. He rarely looks back.to notice
how letters look, and he never volunteers
to show his finished papers to a reader.
Alex writes, spells, and represents for the
sheer fun Of it. There is no goal beyond
the doing. Process is everything. Writing,
for Aiex, is play.
o When nine-year-dld- Amy writes, she
shifts between fast, impulsive composing
and close, careful tinkering. For a few
minutes she may spill bold print onto the
page, writing at the unusual rate of twenty
words a minute. "All of a sudden I think of
an idea 'and I'm writing wicked fast," the
nine-year-old said after one such spurt.
Then her hand stops. Amy pulls into the.
draft and views it with the critical eye of a
reader.

a

"I like this part," Amyinay say as she
traces around one section of the paper.
She begins a second draft, a third. Some
drafts,,spill themselves onto the paper.
Others are carefully crafted. As Amy
writes, she cycles between playful in-

208
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volvement with the process and critical
concern with the product. This is the writ-
er's cycle of craft.

This paper is the story of writing as it
shifts from play to craft: It is the stofy of
Amy and of Alex, and also of fourteen
other children. Donald ,Graves, Susan
Sowers and I are observing these children
in their classrooms. We will folldW them on
a day-to-day basis for two years. We
selected the eight first graders and eight
third graders because they represent a
wide span of developmental levels. Alex
is one of the lowest children on our devel-
opmental scale. At the opposite end of the
spectrum is nine-year-old Amy.

Through video-tapes, observation notes,
and photocopies of their work, we are
documenting and studying their develop-
meht as writers. We are building a tenta-
tive developmental map- of-how-children
change composing, penmanship and
spelling behaviors during the writing
process. This paper will follow changes in
children's writing process in order to illus-
trate how their writing moves from play to
craft.

In his book, The Arts and Human Devel-
opment, Howard Gardner writes:

The play impulse becomes the a* impulse (suppos
ing it is strong enough to survive the play years)
when, .. it becomes conscious of itselfas a power
of shaping semttlancles which shall give value for
other eyes or ears and shall bring recognition and
reknOvnng (1973. p 166)

When Alex piles letters into a smudge
and explodes drawings into a scrawl, he
is' not "shaping semblances which shall
give value for other eyes or ears. . The
six-year-old cannot envision;an eventual
audience or regard his work as a product.
He can't shift into an imagined future. He
can't climb out of his own shoes and be-
come a reader.. He can't view his piece
through the eyes of soother person

Amy shifts between involvement and
distance, between wnter and reader. Her

Language Arty
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perspective on a draft is flexible and con-

trolled. Her time and space framework en-

compasses both the play-like, all-present,
all-personal quality of Alex's writing and

the conscious "shaping of semblances . . .

for other eyes or ears ..." which Gardner
suggests is one distinguishing quality of

art.
Following are the stages and se-

quences between Alex and Amy, between

play and craft.

Writing as Play .

Alex sweats when he writes. Sometimes

he spends several minutes toiling over a

single, word. His fingers cramp from
squeezing the fat red pencil Writing is

hard work.
The playfulness of Alex's writing comes

not because it is easy but because the

time and space dimensions of his writing

are like those of play. There is no plan-

ning. and there is no goal For Alex, writ-
ing. like play. is'present tense. .

When it is time to write, six-year-old

the sounds and textures of language when
she wrote. Writing was messing about in

her medium.
All About Yellow

Yellow is stronger than blue and red I love purple
instead. Orange sits on hat. Yellow sits on cat. Red

sits on mat to cat to hat. Yellow is nice. I love yellow

beg. Hove purple. Red and yellow fight. They won't

stop until they are done. Yellow is a piece of sun.
They have fun so yellow is the best.

Other children would listen to Sarah's
stories and say, "Your book is silly,
Sarah," or "I don't get it." Sarah didn't
care. She wrote for herself. Researcher
Susan Sowers comments, "Sarah (was)

still too egocentric to let her audience
spoil her play" (1979, p. 831).

By February. Sarah's audience was be-

ginning to spoil her play. She wrote less.

Unfinisned books accumulated in her
folder. Nothing satisfied her anymore. Her
increasing sense of audience deadlocked.

her into writer's block.
Sarah's classmate, Annie, also does not

consider a future audience in early first

Alex picks up his pencil and bWris:
There is no delay. If a researcher asks.
"What will your story be about?", Alex is
dumbfounded by the stupidity of the ques-

tion. "How should I know," he says. "I
- haven't written it yet." Then Alex begins to

write. He prints whatever comes to mind,

to pericil point. He doesn't deliberate over
topic choice or the lay-out of his drawing
and words. in his egocentricity, Alex does

notindeed, he cannotgel outside him-
self and consider what topics his readers

might enjoy.
The people in the story all die and have

funerals. Alex shoves the, paper into his

cubby and immediately joins the highway

crew in the block area. Writing ends as

abruptly and as completely as it began.

During the early Oak of first grade.
Sarah. like Alex. was oblivious to the
needs of an audience. She chose her top-

ics easily, and was content to play with

grade. 'Annie reads, "We kept on losing

Hilary."
WEN KAPTON LOSING HELARE

As she turns the page, Annie explains her

meaning to the children around her. "Hil-

ary is only ooe year old so that's why we

kept on losing her. We lost her; under the

tablecloth." .
, i

Annie knows this information is impor-

tant. yet she doesn't put it in her book. She

considers only her present audience, the

people who are alongside-ter ,during the

writing process. She doesn't distance into

the future and imagine her writing as a
product or her readers as separate from

herself.
1 innie's classmates will heal her story

and ask, "Who's Hilary?" Annie will "ex-
plain her writing, and later. as she sits at

the round conference table with her
teacher, she will be encouraged to add in-

formation to her story.

Research Update Chilaren Learn the Writer's Craft
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Before long Annie will consider the

needs of an audiende while she's writing.
Her classmate, Laura, has begun to inter-

nalize her audience. While Laura writes

she holds an internal dialogue with an au-

dience. She writes,

MY FAMILY LIKES PEANUT SATTR

Laura knows the other children will say,
"Why do they like peanut butter? You haye

to tell us why," and so Laura mutters
herself, "I "I already told you why." -When

Laura'writes,

ANO I PLAYED A GAME

she says, "Oh:oh, they're going- to kill
me," and erases game. She writes the
specific- gin*, "Aggravation."

AGOUSHON

Few professional writers share Laura's

constant audience awareness. Most writ-
ers need time to write for the play, of it. We
hope:Laura will re-leam to write for herself

as well as for readers. John Ciardi de-
scribes the writer's craft by saying:

The 4ast act.... . of writing must be.to become ones
own reader. It is. .1 suppose. a schizophitinic proc-

ess. To begin passionately and to end critically, to
begin hot and to end cold; and, more important, to

try to be passion-hot and critic-cold at the same
time.

WrItkig Becomes Less Playful \

The.onset of conventions is often an
early indication, that children regard their
writing as an entity which exists after' the

writing process is finished.
Young children put emphasis into their

writing for the play of it rather than for
communication sake. They may darken
important words or put thwn in capitals. A

young child darkens the pull of a fishing
line. The emphasis is not for an audience,

nor is it deliberate. The memory is excit-
ing and So the child's arm moves in big

strokes..

!

-;/0.0
Later, this child may ask, "What purictu-,

ation _do I use to make them read this
loud?" Punctuation can tell a distant audi-
ence, how -to read a, passage, when to
pause, where to raise their voices, which
-words to emphasize. When children begin
to view writing as, product as well as.
process, they will differentiate the im- '-
mediate expressiie quality of speech end

the more autonomous, distended mode of
'written.teXt. Children will want writing to
bommrinicate to a distant audience. This

may lead to 'a new concern for Conven-

tions and correctness.
The-child's emerging concern with'"the

'Correct way" shows development toward a

broader time frame. Peter spells a word
and then rereads it. He shifts hie perspec-
tiCre from speller, to reader. He straddled

more than One perspective, more than one

time and space frame. He is aware not
only of a distant audience bUt also of -a
distant idealthat is, the right punchia-
tion, the-right spelling, the right cursive
letter.

During this stage of their development,
children try out rules and experiment with "1:,

formalities of print. Seven-year-Old Peter
numbers his pages and pats a period after
each number, "I saW it in a book' that-
way," he explains. Other late first graders__

make two menus for their play, restaurant;

One is in "curlicue" for adults, and one is

in print for thekids.
Six-year-old Ben addss'es through his

story.,
"Hiked the way you put' an s on for taro

rabbits," his teacher said.
"Yup," Ben answers. He glows with

pride. "One s for two rabbits, two s'es for

three rabbits."
The child's concern with being right

does not always lead to the inventiveness
and discovery which Ben shows. Annie's
mother came to school late in the year and

said. "I used to wish Annie would try.to be

neat. Now I want the opposite." The night
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before, \Annie decided to write her Daddyari adventure story," Chris announces.
a letter "Mommy, will you bring me a "The kids like adventure stories." In one
piece of paper?" thiid grade room children select tdpics by

Annie's\mother delivered the paper and listing alternatives and then asking their
Annie bow to shape carefully the letters, classmates to vote. 'Fads spread through

,"Dear Daddy," Her pencirslipped. She third-grade classrooms, where children
scrunched ills paper up.. "Mommy, I need seem especially audience conscious. Dia-
a new,piece." 'Again Annie. carefully logue, sound words (Boom! Ouch!), ex-
began to- to the heading to her letter. clamation marks and favorite topics
Again she dissatisfied., This con- spread like wildfire; Researcher Susan
Untied for half a r. Annie never got Sowers suggests that a sociogram of third

past her greeting. and fourth grade classrooms might ex-
,One day while Donald Graves was plain some of the topics and techniques

video - taping a six-year-old, the child children use. She suggests that asking
began to try cursive for the first time. She children questions such as "What three
worked earnestly at,her curling letterc until children would you choose as readers for
a classmate interrupted they. "You your piece?" mightixate the children in
shouldn't do cursive yet," the child said.to the room who ha strong influence.

the .young writer. "The teacher hasn't The child at this stage/ may show de-

- showed you yet. You might do it wrong." veloping ability to write for an audience,.

The writer's first steps towardcursive were to view work as a product, and to see it

stymied by the rule-conscious orthodoxy through the eyes of a reader through:

of her classmate. Next time this writer may,
not venture into new territory for fear of
being wrong: The ability to look ahead to
an eventual audience can ruin a child's
playful experiments.

Concern with Audience
For Annie, Sarah, and Alex, writing isn't

play anymore. They know they have an
audience, and knowing, this has spoiled
their play. Now when Alex spells his,,

words, he puts hie letters side by side so
they can be read. He keeps his battles lit-
tle. He doesn't want his drawings to ex-
plode into a scrawl. No longer do the

'children write for the sheer play of it. They
write 'to communicate; they *rite to per-
form. . ,

The young child who' once used dark
bold print simply because he, remem-
bered the pull of the fishing line now care-
fully adds exclamation marks and hopes
an audience will read it right. For the sake
of their audience, children try,to Ctoose
exciting story topics. "I'm going to write

=wanting the paper to be I ible
choosing topics based itudience
being concerned with rrectness and conven-

tions .
anticipating audience fesponse

using popular techniqUes
anticipating audience needs
!meting back on the writing

Use of Resou s 0

.

The same ti "e-and space Changes
-which contribut to young writers' sense of
audience and their conservatism and
concern with ess can also lead to
a' new reso rcefulness. The child no
longer writes in a self-contained cocoon.
There is a (rid out/therea world of re-
sources as well as a world of external
judgments; rules and conventions.

Once the child reinvented each word as
if it -never existed before. Now the same
child will say "Chemicals. Chem-i-cals . .,.

I know that word. It's on my book." And the
child darts off to fetch a reading book.

When six-year-old Missy wanted to
paste bits of bright tissue paper onto the.,
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crayoned tree, her plans were blocked by
a shortage' of tissue paper. Missy

ek gathered together magic marker and
4, Kleenex, and ripped and colored the

Kleenex so as to make her own tissue
paper. Missy's invented tissue paper
shows a broadening time and space
framework. She uses distant materials and
she has 'a. sense of controlling time
enough to depart from the immediate task
of pasting leaves- onto her drawing in
order to first make tissue paper.

Fetoing'a spelling word froth Across
room and gathering materials to make

tissue paper are steps toward using refer-
ence, books, listing informatio9, and inter-
viewing experts. Like' a child's early use of
resources, these reference skills require
the writer to postpone the immediate task
of writing in order to tend to a preliminary
task. Both require tentativeness, anticipa-
tipn,, planning and pulling together infor-
mation from disparate perspectives. Read-
ing skills alone do not make children into
researchers. Many third graders will duti-
fully take notes from an encyclopedia and
then ignore the notes as they write what
they already knew. These children may
not have the flexibility and control of time
and space which is needed to integrate
new information with old, note-taking with
reporting.

Ability to Plan Ahead
A child's developing ability to use re-

sources is often accompanied by a grow-
ing- ability to plan' ahead. Both planning
and using resources represent an ability
to view present time and space in light of
a future and a past. Children show their
ability to plan in a number of ways.

The role of drawing often changes as
children become' more able to plan. The
child turns to a clean page and picks up a
pencil. Once the question, "What are you
going to draw?" would have received the
response, "How should I know, I haven't

drawed it yet." Now the child instead dic-
tates the words he or she plans to write.
"My picture is about 'We had snowman
snow,"' the child says, and begins to draw
and write according to plan.

Over-planning a piece can .force the
discover-9 out of writing. Professionai writ:
ers know this and most of them let their
pencil lead to new images. Gabriel Field-
ing says, "Writing to me is a voyage, an
odyssey, a discovery, because I'm never
certain of precisely what I will find."
Faulkner describes his writing process
this way:

It begins with a character, usuilly, and once he
stands up on his feet and begins to move. all I do is
trot along behind him with.a paper and pencil trying
to keep up long enough to put down what he says
and does.

It is not -Surprising that when children
first develop the ability to plan, they often,
over-plan. Seven-year-old Scott is con-
vinced that planning everything improves
what he has to say.

In an interview at the end of first grade.
Scott announced that the first books he'd
written aren't as good as his more recent
ones: "I hardly didn't have anything in my
head," he says about his early books. I
got to the center of the book and thought
of all the information I had to go." After
Scott wrote his early books, he'd think
about them at home, come back and cross
things out. Now at the end of first grade,
Scott is scornful of this prOcessnot
realizing it is the process most profes-
sional writers experience.

Scott claims that lately he thinks about
his books beforehand and doesn't have to
change them. "I think about the title. If I

start thinking and get the title, then I think
of other things. Once I know everything I'm
going to write, the next day I can start writ-
ing."
'Eventually there will be room for dis-

covery as well as for planning in Scott's
writing process. For now, Scott is right to
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celebrate his new ability/to plan. It marks
an important step in the progression from
play towards craft

I
Is This the Writer's Craft?

For many children, tie era of explora-
tion and spontaneity is r' plaaed by one of
deliberateness, socia consciousness.
and conformity: Instead messing about
with words, children 'practice techniques
and follow rules. Instead of letting their
penciis ledd to new images, children'
carefully preplaii their yr1 riting, Instead of
reinventing a new sun each time they
paint, children learn to make a spiked
round sun in the cente of their sky. In-
stead of reliving the fiat] on their line,
children question how t convey excite-
ment to their audience. C ildren no longer
write solely for themselv s. Writing is no
longer all-process, al-present, all-
personal. Children are concerned with
product and with audien e. Writing has
-become conscious of itse f as a power of
.shaping ,eemblances whi h shall give
value for other eyes or ears... ." (dirdner
1973. p. 166). Yet, in doing o, writing has
lost its playfulness..

Writing Becomes Craft
The play impulse becomes thetimpulse (suppos-
ing it is strong enough to survive the play years)
when .,.. it becomes conscious of itself as a power
of shaping semblances which shall give value for
other eyes or ears and shall bring recognition and
reicnowing. (Gardner 1973, P. 166)

Play becomes art if the playful impulse
"s strong enough to survive. Playfulness is
art of craft. TO experience the cycle of

c aft, children need a flexible and con-
t lied time and space framework. They
n d to shift between writing for the sheer
pla 'of it and rewriting for audience, cor-
rect ss: and clarity.

Ni -year-old Amy expects to write
many ploratory drafts. "When I'm on my
way to a end, I rush on,- Amy explains. "I
leave thin s out. I pretend I'm writing the

- /03
whole story but then I stop and sometimes--
throw it out and sometimes change it."
Amy's perspective and 'her process are
flexible. Amy knows she can cycle back to
a draft and view it from new perspectives,
changing what is on the paper.

When Amy wants'to become her own
readei, she changes her posture and
mannerisms. She'll sit. up tall, hold the
paper away from her face, and mouth
each word as she reads it. "I don't really
read it silent or aloud," she says. "I read it
aloud in my mind." It's not an abstract
process for.. Amy to become her own
reader. It's more like playing dress-up.

Amy says, "First you write down how
you know it. Then you'read it over and you
think 'Can other people understand
this?'" As' she rereads_ her draft, she un-
covers new memories and images. Amy
takes up her pencil and begins to write
"like wildfire." .Reader becomes writer.
Critic becomes participant. And, for
awhile, Amy rediscovers the power of ex-
plosidns that end in a scrawl.

Summary

Mastery of conventions and concern
with audience and final product are part of
the proCess of play becoming craft. But
only when the child rediscovers the play-
ful aspects of writing does composing be-
come like the professional writer's. The
all-process. all-personal, all- present
framework of the young child is part of the
writer's cycle of craft. Once rule-
conscious, audience-aware children re-
discover their playful roots, their writing
process becomes qualitatively similar to
the process most professional writers ex-
perience.
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RESEARCH UPDATE
When, Children Want to
Punctuate: Basic7Skills
Belong in Context.-
Lucy kilCCormick Calkins

Donald H.,Gravei
-kr the Committee on Research
National Counci of Teachers
of English

L +.;.;.10e 3:: . 5" Vo 5 t'fay 1980

So often punctuation is both taught and
studied in isolation from the writing proc-
ess. What do children actually do with
punctuation in the midst of writing' As
guest columnist this month. Lucy McCor-
mick Calkins reports children's un-
derstandings and uses of punctuation as
well as presents data contrasting a room
that teaches punotiration in context vs. a
room that teaches it in isolation. Data from

this study. funded by the National Institute
of Education, are shared in this seventh in
a series of research articles about young
writers.
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The recent national concern with writing
comes at a bad time. 'Teachers are
stretched too thin. They've already
squeezed courses on health, computers,
drug abuse and careers into 'their cur-
riculum. "We've become adept at multi-
plication and addition," Donald Graves
says, "and we've forgotten all about sub-
traction and division." It's no wonder
teachers are asking, "Where am I to get
the timeand the energyto teach writ-
ing?'

. .

What teachers don't realize is that writ-
ing 'bringstenergy into the curriculum. The
urge to tell leads children to struggle with
punctuation and language,mechanics. "I
want to publish my mini-bike report. Will
you help me make it perfect?' "How can
make the wicked robot grban and yell?"
When children write, they reach for the
skill's they need.

When children ask the questions and
raise the dilemmas, skills are steamed in
context. But this requires a pace which is
qualitatively different from most of Amerk
can education. "I like working on my
pieces and making them better and bet-
ter," nine-year-old Andrea says, "But I
need to have all the time I want. If a
teachersays, 'You have to get this done in
a week,' you write fast and don't want to
see mistakes or try new things. You're
afraid to find that it's not good, not what
you wanted."

Young writers need time to run into their
own problems,' to ask their own questions.,
Only then can Skills be teamed in con-
textfor the context is not the subject-mat-
ter, but the child's question, the child's
need.*

Writing takes time. And that time has to
come from somewhere else in the cur-
riculum. At Atkinson Academy, a public
school in rural New Hampshire, teachers
at every grade level take time from formal
language instruction and give it to Writing.

"Letting go of the drills and workbook
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exercises felt like a gamble," Ms. ,Beth
Hoban says. "I was scared my third grad-
ers wouldn't, Seam mechanics." But Ms.
Hoban believed the only way to find what
writing could do was to give it timelots
of time. '.'We wrote for an hour a day, three
days a week," she says.

Ms. Westthe teacher across the
halldidn't take the writing gamble. She
continued to,teach language mechanics
through daily drills and workbook exer-
ci3es. "I start at the very beginning, teach-
ing them simple sentences, periods, capi-
tals," she explains. "Everything that is in
the book, I do a whole lesson on it." Ms.
West writes sentences on the chalkboard
and asks her children to insert missing
punctuation. She makes dittos on question
marks and gives pre-tests and post-tests
on periods. Her children 'rarely write.

. Both teachers say, "I begin at the very
beginning." For Ms. West; the beginning
is the declarative sentence and the rules
-of using periods. For Beth Hoban, the be-
ginning is the child's information, the
child's desire to be seen and heard. Both
teachers believe in basic skills. One
teaches them in isolation, the other
teaches them in context.

Ms. Hoban's gamble paid off. Because
her children invented and used punctua-
tion,foilheir own purposes, they learned it
more effectively than if they were doing
drills, workbook exercises,,and language
lessons.

Researcher Lucy catkins documented
this. Fora year, she observed Hoban's -

children each day-while they wrote. She
also. interviewed all the- children in Ms. ,

- Hoban's and Ms. West's classrooms.
"Do you like punctuation?" "What's it

good for?" Calkins 'asked children from
both rooms. Then she showed each child
fourteen different kinds of punctuation.
"What's this for?" she asked as she drew a
semi-colon, an apostrophe.

The third grade "writers" who had not

13.1
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had formal instruction in punctuation
could define/explain an average of 8:68
kinds 'of punctuation. The children who
had Studied. punctuation through
classwork, drilla and tests, but had rarely
written,- were only able to define/explain
3.85 kinds of punctuation.

Writers Need Punctuation:
Their Audience

you read my fishing piece," Alan
says to his friend. "I want to put tin a
book." They pull,their chairs up to a desk
in the back of the room. Jennie falters as
she begins to read the story. "Read it bet-
ter," Alan says. °"Come on,. .'. when they
talk, read it out, like conversation." But
Jennie can't, ',not without punctuation. So
they find a red pencil and put commas
and quotation marks into the draft.

Later, Alan sends a copy of his fishing
story to the school paper, and he puts the
final draft on disPle,, along with his fish-

. ing gear. Children in Beth Hoban's class-
room know their writing will be read by
classmates, and they want it to be clear.
"If you want your story to make sense, you
can't write without punctuation," Alan says
now. "Punctuation tells people things

_like if the sentence is asking, or if some-
,

one is talking, or if you should yell it out."
Chip agrees.. Readers need punctua-

tion. "It lets you know where the sentence
ends, so otherwise one minute you'd be
sledding down the, hill and the next minute
you're inside the house without even.
stopping."

In the first grade at Atkinson, where
children also write and write for each
other, it is often. their sense, of audience
which prompts them to use punctuation.
For young children, writing usually begins
as a kind of egocentric play. They write for
the sheer fuof it, with no thought to an
eventual audience. Children at this stage
aren't much interested 'in punctuation.
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Later, as they become aware of their audi-
ence., they begin to look over their print,
asking, "Will they be able to read this?'
Six-year-old Becky watched two boys peer
down at her page,

"What's this say ?", they asked.
Becky had run her words together, with-

out leaving spaCes between them. Now
she adds dashes to separate words. Of-
tentimes young writers use punctuation for
unorthodox reasons. No one corrected
Becky's use of the dash. Adult mistakes
are often a child's step. Becky's teacher
encourages children to experiment with
punctuation, to solve their own problems.
Later, if Becky doesn't stop separating
words with dashes, her teacher will
suggest she leave .spaces instead of
dashes.

Third `graders, like younger children,
often misuse punctuation when they first
use it. "I never take points off for it," Beth
Hoban says. "I want them to try new
things, to solve their own problems."

Children in the writing classrooms con-
nect punctuation with writing and with
reading each other's writing. And they like
it.

Fewer than twenty-five percent of the
children in the "mechanics"- classroom
like punctuation. "Punctuation is embar-
rassing," one nine-year-old in this class
says. "I'd like it if I were good at it, but
not," a classmate adds.. "YoU forget what
it's ior," a third says.

Writers don't forget what punctuation is
for. It is for their audience, and it is ,for

Writers Need Punctuation: Their Voice

Print is a silent language. Children want
to give voice to their stories. They want
their print to speak out loud. Very young
children often put expression into their
print by darkening important syllables or
capitalizing some words for emphasis.
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When six-year-old 'Brad put the word pull
in -his story, he went back to the word and
carefulldarkaned each of the letters.

4 "Why did you' do that?", Don Graves
asked.

Brad looked up, at him. "Beaus. I want
them to know to really PULL!"

But young children soon find that
patches and strings of big and small,
loopy and tight letters do not translate into
the lilt of a reader's voice. Amy's friend
squints and struggles-over Amy's dinoiare
story. Amy sees this, and heats her falter-
ing version of the tale. Wow can she make
her friend's voice hang, expectantly, be-

` fore a list of dinosaur names? How can
she direct the voice to erash?.How can
she make it soften and grow harsh?

Step by step, Amy begins to learn con-

/0 7. --

Exclamations also spread quickly .
throughout the first grade at Atkinson. One
six-year-old,says, "They mean you are
happy, like it's your birthday." Other first
graders called them a "surprised mark,"
"a excited mark." $ix-year-old Sharon con-
fessed, "I don't use them much because.
my books aren't exciting."

Quotation marks, like exclamations, are
p9pular with writers. They, too, give voice
to print . EVen first graders want their
characters to talk like real. people. One
six-year-old put comic strip balloons
wound spoken sections in her stories until
her teacher taught her the conventional
way to show quotations.

A curriculum guide does not tell Ms.
Gerry when her first graders are ready for
punctuation. Instead-she-follows-thiChil-

ventional markers which communicate-thedren-.--"Whe- rirheir characters begin to talk,
inflection_and-pace'orher voice. Now she I show the children qUotatibne" she says.

--says, "Punctuation sounds good. I mean, Third grade writers, use quotations eas-
it doesn't have a sound like a letter has a DT, "You use quotations to tell it in a dif-
sound, but it makes all the letters sound ferent voice," Wendy says. "And quota-
better. If writing had no punctuation,- t tions make it shorter. Usually if you want
would sound dull." to tell something is being said, it is quick-

Tracey adds, "Punctuation can show est and shortest to just put it into quotes."
your feelings. You can show feelings with More than half of Ms. Hoban's class
punctuation, or with words, or with both." used the sound of their writing to explain
Tracey uses exclamation marks to show periods. Chip says, "As you read along in
!poorness and excitement. She learned what you've written, you listen to your
them from he classmate, Peter: Exclama- voice and when it gets lower, that's where
tions traveled like wildfire throughout Ho- you put,the period in."
ban's class. One child broUght them Pony-seven percent of the explanations
and soon most of the children were using writers gave for punctuation referred to the
them..At last they had a substitute for the way it affects, the pace and inflection of
tall heavy letters' they had, used as first language. Only 'nine percent of the non-
graders to shbw important words. writers' definitions referred to this.

These are some of the children's expla-
nations for exclamation marks:

° Writers Go Beyond Titles

Wendy Use them when you want it expressed out.
They tell you were surpnsed.

Shawn It makes a louder sound. It is like a de-
mand, an order

Diane It changes the way people read the words.
They read them faster It's like an action
word Run' Quick'
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When children write, they care less
about the official rules and names for
Punctuation marks than about how they
are used. When six-year-old Jennice used
quotation marks. a researcher asked her.
"What's that?"
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"Urn, ah, oh, that thing, you know ..."
was her response.,

"Well,-when do you use them?" she was
asked.: . ,

Jennice had a ready answer. "When
they talk," she said. "You know, when they
say things."

The non-writers rarely gave, operational
definitions, Instead,*they described punc-
tuation by t ing to remember the rules
they had bee taught. Ms. West's class
knevi periods ome at the end of a sen-
tence. But n the researcher asked
them where to d a sentence, they didn't
know. "You can tell where to end it by the
period," was all r could-sayrOnebby-
had-rnastere4the tricks of the trade. He
suggested that you look to see if a capital
letter comes next, and if so, insert the
period. The boy will do well on third grade
achievement tests. Probably ,many of his
classmates will, as well. But drills on
missing punctuation have little carry-over
into writing.

Jack learned commas are for lists of
peopleJoe, Frank, Peter. "Anywhere
else?", the researcher asked. "Sometinies
when you paint," Jack said. "Different
colorspurple, green, blue." Then he
added, "But, nowhere else." Many of the
"mechanics" students defined commas by
referring to one specific use only. "Put it in
between fruit."4:Cominas separate states."

The writers, didn't refer to rules, but to
their writing. Amy explains commas this
way:

If you hews a long sentence and you want to keep it
all there, you put a comma in to take a breath. If you
were to make a new sentence, you'd change it up.
One example is my flying piece of writing. I said.
'We got a little lower and over the beach, I saw tiny
colored dots."
Beftire and aRor the commas. they we both pens of
the same sentence. like the first half of the sentence
is one paragraph. and the other half is the second
paragraph .. like two edges of the same idea.

Amy has learned punctuation in context.
She has learned more than rules. She is
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developing an intuitive sense for the
nuances of punctuation.

Why Writers Need Ptirsetustion:
They Write Wei

In September, Beth Hoban's students
only needed an average of 2.22 different
kinds of punctuation to correctly punc-.
tuate a piece of writing, and they used an
average of 1.25 different kinds, They wrote
mostly ,simple sentences, without dia-
logue, sound effects, supportive informa-
tion, or exclamations.

Since then, the Children hive learned to
Maketheir-writing-mure colorful, more var-
kid. They include special effects in their
writing. "I keep witting in new kinds of
punctuation," eight-year-old Andrea says, .

"because F need, them. Like sound ef-
fectsit takes wierd Punctuation to put
thud-thud or Ole onto my paper."

Steven tried several kinds of punctua-
tion to accompany the ring of his alarm
.clock. First he wrote Aim! He erased it.
"That sounds too sudden, like 'it ends too
quickly," he explained. Steven's final draft
reads, "Rrrrr the alarm Wasted on and
on in my room." Since then Steven has
used three dots several times. "To me it
means one, two; three minutes went by.'

By February, Ms. Hoban's children
needed an average of 5.62 different kinds*
of punctuation in order for their writing to
be correctly punctuated, and they used an
average of five different kinds in one
piece.

Why Writers PunctSate: They ROSIN
Ms. Hoban's children 'use carets, as-

terisks, and dashes to move words about
on the page. Like professional writers,
they use their drafts as working manu-
scripts. They put words on the paper in
order, to get their hands on them.

When nine-year-old Susie finishes her
two-page story about finding a skunk in
the garbage can, she says. "Now I'll fix it

e
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uptake out some parts and add." For a
few minutes, she rereads her draft. "I think
I'll fix the whole story up," she says, "not
just parts." This time when Susie rereads,
the circles sections which, especially
need work. 'She -circles this section, her
beginning: t
Last night 1 accompanied my sister to empty the gar-
bage. She started emptying the garbage while I was
Playing on the lawn. AS of a sudden she shrieked.
"skunk." My sister ran by. I starts* running too.

Susie retraces the pencil circle. "On my
next draft I'll really fix that up," she 'says.
"I'll put in more detail." This is Susie's
next draft:

The sky was full of stars. so I decided to join my sis-
ter while she emptied the garbage. When I got out on
the grass I started playing around, I Was doing
cartwheels and summersaults. i heard a shriek.
"Skunk!" Jill yelled. All of a sudden the night
seemed very scary. The dark shadows of big trees
crept onto the yard I did not want to be out there with
a skunk.

This time, Susie rereads with pencil in
hand. Each word is reconsidered, recho-
sen. "After I de the big stuff, I do each'
word," Susie explains. With a caret, she
'inserts her sister's name into the first sen-
ience. SZle reads it out loud.

.. I decided to join my sister. Jill. while she
e mptied the garbage. _

"Now I can just use her name, later oh.".
Susie says. She reads the next line out-
leud.

... When I got on the grass I started playing wound.
I was doing cartwheels and iummersaults.

Her pencil paused over the phrase, "I
started playing around." "Do I need this?",.
she whispered to herself. The phrase was
slashed, two sentences became one, and
a comma was.atIded. Now Susie adds a
paragraph sign before "All of a sudden
the night seemed ..."

"I have to work a long. long time on a
little section if I want it to be perfect.", she
says Susie needs punctuation in order to
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consolidate and expand her sentences, to
adjust her words, and to change her se-
quences. She uses asterisks, colons,
carets, parenthesespunctuation marks
that are often not "taught" until the middle
school-years.

These lists show the number of children
from each of the two third grades who cor-
rectly described each type of punctuation:

Writing Class (total = 4

period .5
sr-r-lametion mark
question mark
apowyphe
PrigrflPh sign
dash
ant
quotation marks
comma
colon
parentheses
asterisk
semi-colon

.Y5

Mechanics Class'(total la 16)

18
446

16
14
13
12
11
11

10
8
7
7

1'

period
question mark
exclamation mark
parent ses
Watt -
dish
mamma
quotation marks
semi-colon
asterisk
colon
Cifet

...paragraph
e .4;

Children from both classes prefer ex-
clamation marks, dashes, and apostro-
phes, to commas., Teachers think commas
are a simple, basic kind of punctuation,
but ,writers and non - writers, 'both; find
them elusive.

The order, of the two lists is similar. But
writers know,many more types of punctua-
tion.

13
10-

8
7
4
4

,3
2
0
'0
0
0
0

How Writorstsiin ROMOation
When children need PtACtUatiOn to

order to be seen and heard. they bedome
vacuum cleaners sucking up odd bits
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from books, their classmates' papers,
billboards, and magazines. They find
Pt4nctuation everywhere, and make it their
own

Six-year-old Casey doesn't know his
consonant- blends or all'of his vowel
sounds yet, but he uses exclamation
marks. He brings his paper to his teacher.

THE BAD GI! FOS FVD WS TO SONK!

They read, The bad guys; fOrce field was
too strong." Ms. Gerry is surprised.
"Where did you learn these?", she asks,
pointing to the exclamation ma**.

Casey isn't sure. He thinks he found
them on a friend's paper. "It makes, it
sound more seamier," he says. "You put
them after a word, any word."

Even if writers have never used a mark
of punctuation, they are usually familiar
with it Shawn recognized the colon. "My
Dad uses them in his Writing,"_he says.
"But one thing; I can't read his writing."

Melissa nods at the sight of the ellipsis.
"Those three periods; people use their, at
the end of paragraphs. But I usually just
use one period."

Across ,the hall, the mechanics students
were baffled and amazed at many of the
punctuation marks. "Are those English?",

,they asked, "ltve never seen half of.them."
They hadn't seen them became they had
no use for them:

.Whenchildren need. punctuation they
not only see it, they remember what they
see. On April 9th, first grader, Chris, used
a comma in a seriQs. He wrote:

//0 --
I went through pnckers. over boulders and other
junk.

Later the researcher asked Chris'
teacher when she'd taught him the
comma. "I didn't," she said. and then
looked back over her records to be sure.
She found that on the seventeenth of
January, Chris had been working at the
conference table while she showed two
other children how to use commas. Now,
three monthi later, the seven-year-old had
used what he learned that day through
eavesdropping.

When Ms. Gerry reads Chris' story, she
will respond first to the content. She. will
listen to Chris' description of the trail, and
ask what "other junk" refers to Only 4ater
does she look at punctuation.

She admires Chris' commas. and helps
him with quotations. They find missing
periods and question marks, so'she,sends
him off to reread his paper and'correct it.
"You've got a terrific story here," she says.
-It's worth working on."

Writer becomes editor. Chris reads his
words outloud, listening to his mice. Line
by line, word, by word, he scrutinizes his
page, "Real writers have a boss who tells
them what to do and where to put punctua-
tion," the young writer says: "But I have to
do it myself."

.Chris is glad to go over his page, mak-
ing it perfect. He knows what he has to
say is important. And punctuation is part
of what he has to tell.

Research Update When Children Want to Punctuate Basic Skills Belong r L:Jrte
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r. RESEARCH UPDATE
One Child, One Teacher,
One Classroom: The StnrY of
One Piece of
WritingBarbara Kamler

Donald H. Graves

kr the Committee on Research,
National Council of Teat/rots of
.English

Pr.

What is the full context of one piece of
writing? Seldom do we get the detail of
the many factors having influence on one
child's written selection. Barbara Kamler,

guest columnist this month, is a lecturer'at
RlVerina College of Advanced Education,
Wagga Waggit, New South Wales, Aus-
tralia. She spent one half year observing
children in a second grade classroctm in
Atkinson, Ney Hampshire, the site of our
research .on children's writing funded by
the National Institute of Education. This is
the eighth irra series of research articles

s!abdut young writerI
D. H. G 6
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. JiN was in a slump. She was stuck for a
good topic to writ. about. Her teacher
Judy Egan knew it. The last two topics Jill
chose had not worked. She was not in-.
terested in "The Day I Changed My Room
Around" and she knew nothing about
"Cats." The result two stories lacking in
detail and interest. for both reader and
writer. In the writing conference Jill did
not respond to her teacher's questions
about content She had little information to
add to either piece. At the conclusion of
the conference, the soft-spoken woman
broached-the issue of topic by first em-
Othizing with fill's:problim:

Mrs. E.: It rosily is easier to write if you hen a lot of
, information *nut a logic. I con lel in your

book that you've had alibis bit cm' difficulty
describing things because you don't really
hose a cat *welch. It would be viol 41111Y
forme to twits this book Cats -Mimeo I
htive-a cat and I could welch it ell the time.

Jilt , (mournfully) I can't. ,
Mrs. E.:, That's right, you cant I can tell you'd really

Me SO have aces thougt That's meter obvi-
41JA lo me.

Together, child and teacher biiinsbirned
writing topics: They talked about what had
been happening at home for Jill. They
consulted this inside left cover of Jill's writ-
ing folder for "Some New Ideate to Write
About" and found the following list:

1) Washingion,
2) Florida
3) Hersh., Perk
4)* Ord

When Jill showed 14. most interest in.
talking about her bird, Gus, Egan followed
her lead, exploring the possibilities of the

//Z
topic and stressinglhe potential contribu-
tion to Jill's readers: "How many people in
this room do you think would know what a
cockateil is?" It then came out that Jill al-.
ready had written about this topic in Sep-
tember. Egan proposed that Jill write the
new book' without consulting the old, so
that when she completed it, she could
compare the two to set her improvement.
Jill was excited by the challenge. She
squealed that she could definitely make
thit book better.

Egan :anew her seven-year-old writer
well. She it a sensitive observer-of the
twenty -one children in her second grade
classroom at Atkinson Academy, a public
school in rural New Hampshire. Egan
watches to learn how these children
change over time 'in their writing proc-
esses:, Bicause. she observes, she is
responsive. I entered this responsive erIVi
ronment in January 900 to study chil-
dren's writing morasses. This paper de-'

'scribes the full context in which one child
drieloped one piece of writing; more ac-
curately, it follows the teaming and teach-
ing processes that allowed, one piece of
writing to evolve.

I had observed Jill for a week before her
continence about her cocicalsil. I was as
excited as Jill and anticipated the growth I
would see in her as a writer. I wont to the
master tile where Egan maintains a collec-
tion of all the children's writing and drafts
fran entryson Via first (tarot school to the
end of the yaw; and found Jill's five-page
illustrated September edition of her bird
book.

'JILL'S TEXT

Ear Bride AY Me& Anivesire
1) We got a bird for my moms and Tom anivrsire. it

ditnt curs. my fist/ ratty have a hooe. and i rater hay*
a tape

2) ear bird wacs me up, he *mil to mich

EdAiYS TRANSCRIPTION*.

Oirr Bird on Ay aloesses Anniversary

We got a bird for my mom's and Tom's anniver-
sary. It is all diftrent colds". My sister would
rattier nave a Wu. I'd rather have a puppy

Our bird wake!, me up. He whistles too much

'The child's words are copied into adult spelling to help Egan remember the exact message

Research Update. One Child, One Teacher. One Classroom'
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3) we pelmet to It he la a ale. You rave hear thel

4) He Mese on WO the dor or he Was on hes cap

. 5) Abou the author
it is a chro store I like to ace
I like scri his norm is Gus

-JJ3-
We gra used to it He is a *ideas& You know
how they ens.

He slays on lop of the door or he stsys on his

About The haw
This is a bue story. Jill likes to ski and she likes
school.
Jilrs bites nem le Gut.

That was September. It was now March.
Jill had her topic, chose het writing mate-
rials and began her new book on March 6,
completing it the .moming of March 7.
Dark head resting on loot elbow, nose two
inches from the page, shoo wrote in rapid
bursts, with frequent stops in between.
She held her pencil loosely: it sesinerl to
float across the page. She made two trips
into the hall and continually shuffled the
papers in her writing folder. I observed no
Sign of concentratim She paid Mlle at-
tention to spelling and handwriting, much

.attention to interruptions. TWenty minutes
after she had begun, this brawn-eyed, elf-
ish child stood abruptly. She closed the
cover of her unlined book. returned her
pencil to the orange caddy that held all
writing implements, wont to the window
sill and placed her book in an orange
bucket labelled "Ready for a Conference."
She then placed her writing folder in the
orange bucket marked 'Writing Folders."
She returned to the work board and

4 paused. She considered going into either
the pretend area to work on the maple
syitip project or the art area to comp
her kite, but finally decided on the I
ing area. She mood her name tag from
"Writing" to "Listening," and settled into a
Robert McCloskey tape of Blueberries, for
Sal.

I was stunned. Was that it? The *Ater I
had just obterved seemed careless and
disinterested, scribbling wbrds quickly in
order to be dOne with it. I needed to check
My perception against her draft. I took her
book,fromrihe cohference bucket and read

4the following story:

J682 . .
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DRAFT I March 7

My F..; on My Mom's and Tom's Minsk,

Page 1) My aide is a cakial He eberps all day. Chip
(y tint is a cocktail. He ghirps, all day.air

.2) A crieal is fumy looking They look a libt 7/4
e like

(A codas* i o tunny looleng. They :00k a
Bela bit Ras . .)

3) I mode a rnselske on Pacg the 2
(1 made a mistake on this page 2.)

4) My seas mho have o haws insted.
(4kiislor would rather have a horse in-
tend)

5) I love my bird

6) My arid side b says good ay.
(My WO said b say. "Goodbye)

7) The
n
d

It did not look practising, Thera was no
detail, nothing of" interest about -the bird.PI--
looked at the September version_Whicli
was certainly more legible and coherent --
it contained more information_ ant the
handwriting was more -Controlhot.- "Dis-
couraged, 1 was reduced to- Po-tinting
wordsfifty-seven words in -_,March,_
eighty-eight words irrSepteMber. Words
like lazy and carelese came to mind
skimpy and general. I was negative and
could only see what the story was not and
What the child had not done,. e

Judy Egan, on the other hand, did not
treat the piece as a firm! product. She was
as unimpressed as I * the content and
aware that the book had not been reread
or checked so that it was ready for a con-

'I have transcribed Jill's text for ease of reading
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*roe. But she was root. negative. The JO bird book was the third of her cur-
book in ;the conference buck* was not rent publishing cycke, and one she even-
there to -be revaluated and Marked. It was Wally chose to publish. During the pub-
there -to. be .confeninced,. listened to, de lishing cycle that I observed, Jill wrote
veloped. Egan's, process of teaching and revised four books and two poems,
makes room for each child's process Of she participated in eight writing confer=
writing. She provides' a structure fOr the encesAnd shared two published boOks
young leamer's efforts, ,yet-leavos room fo:, with thewholo classiThe time table below
the individual's style and pace. °- indicates only the chronology of proc-

The whole classroom is structured to esses directly related to her bird' book-
this end. The room is divided into inde-
pendent learning areaslistening, writ- Mwch e 941* ccinP36.ing MY Bird On MY mm's-
ing, reading, pretend, blocks. science, and tans Annworaary.

Mat Egan spends time introducing and Mr" Cwilats" ,.04118

famillariiing the children with the self- .um:1111 Cm."'" valh"Nab* PO* "se
Dolt 11 revision

directed activities in each of the 811188:
Through conference and share sessions -41'0" 7441"."""ill 414 hishse Dfaft

IM
re'

she helps child= learn how to use the mireil was cans carom with fin. Makes Draft
learning material; wisely and responsibly. iv revisions.
There is 8 depth of activityfor children to mama 21 - Group Conference. flakes Draft V mei -
be involved in, an organization which ea:, stook

courage: independent choice. She is a March 24 - Illuabilas book Binds book.

Witcher who believes in responsible elan* 25 - Shorn book with whole class. Book el-

choice and responsible action. timeless library.

Consistent-with this external structure,
there is'a writing process structure Which On Match 11, Jill was one of six chil-
is part Of. the internal organization of the dren scheduled for a writing conference:-

- classroom: When children complete a The morning began as usual with all the
piece of writing,, they are scheduled for .children planning their morning activities
individual- writing conferences. In a con- on the rug. Some went to the pretend'
femme, ma wow listens to a child read corner. to work on their puppet show,
and together they work on the content ands= others to the library and reading area, and
skills. The teacher keeps a lOg of the con- a third group to the writing table. At
krone*. When four stories have. been Egen's direction, Jill and the other con-
completed and conferented, the child tames Want to the language table. Egan
chooses one for tptiblication. In a Small had requested that Jill first spend time, _
group conference,, child Writers react to with seven- year-old Debbie going over the
oneanother's chosen piece and thenWork bode( to-be sure-it was ready for a confer-
on the final revision of their aim Piece: once. Debbie and Jill were friends and
After the book is typed, by a parent volun- knew each other well. Egan hoped this
tear,.- the, child completes. the publishing peer conference, like the three others
cycle by illustrating each page, binding going on at the same, time .in the room,
the wallpapered cardboard book cover would helpJiii add more information and
and sharing the published book with the provide groundwork for the teacher-child
whole class. The.book is then added lo conference to follow.
the collection of stories inlbe classroom The girls were confident and seemed to
library. know how to proceed;, certainly they had

Reiearch Update. One Child, One Teacher. One Claismorn 683
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had excellent, consistent modeling from
their teacher. Jill began by reading each
'page aloud to Debbie. Remo liedirom.tbe
piece for four days, Jill'a eyes became
more critical. She had trouble decipluring
some of her content and later confided to
Egan, "Me and Debbie couldn't even un-
derstand it!", to whiCh her non-judgmental
teacher replied, "You're kidding! You
wrote it and you couldn't understand it!
That halving."

As Jill listened to her own -words, she
mad. changes on.lxiges 1. Z and 3 with-
out any prompting or comment tin Deb-
bie,

b3

, and on pages 4, 5, and 8 in direct
sponse questions Debbie asked. The

d ft below foauses on the relationship be-
tween the content of this writing confer-
ence and Jill's 'subsequent activity in.
changing the draft. In every case through-
out the process, Jill made all changes on

the original March 7 draft she never re-.
copied the whole story. I have shOwn all
changes from Draft Itiy. writing them in by
hand. ,

At the conclusion of this half hour con-
ference, Jill had made six content
changes which affected the overall mean-
ing of the piece. She had deleted informa-
tion which;:mtde no sense or which she
could not support; she added information
to clarify or explain. Debbie's presence
was crucial to the content revisions of the
drat. Her physical presence forced Jill to
reread the book * first time since
composing; Debbie siemed`to make the
concept of audience visible for ,Jill. Jill
also needed an active reader to ask ques-
tions. Debbie was attentive arid encourag-
ing; when Jill showed her .the page-four
revisions, Debbie giggled and made
quick little claps for her friend. Jill was

MR ii March 11

My Bird on My Aforn's and Tom's MIMI"

JILL'S TEXT AFTER CONFERENCE CONFERENCE. QUESTIONS AND BEHAVIORS

Pao, I) My bide is a :mkt*/
re chops all day Chipchip

2.) colds, is funny looking
They look nefhiej like tlyi

3) 4.madrwsstakeoPar*thel2-
4) My sot, lathy have a hOws insktd

bGis +heo bit taps wc11
we. 4.ft. ,

5) 44,..aryaitit.

,

6) My brill side b says good 8y.

'7) The .

n
d

8) A ob +ke. -k. r-
My bird.. is no..rne.. u

has no.ane.. s role
3 S

684

Debbie deal not comment or ask quastions. Jill
makes those change, as she goal along read-
ing sachlaago.

D: My slater rather hawa hose.
Why Is lhat Mare

Bemuse rho bird ethos while we're watch-
ing tv.

0: Why, do you low your bird?
J: Because I don't know why / love my bird.

(Crosses out sentence.)

0: Are you going to put about Me author? (The'
last page of each book contains a statement
about the author Mat is written by the child.)
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open to her suggestions, never defensive.
She was in controlchoorring to respond to
some of Debbie's questions, to ignore
others. She shared some of het problems
in'writing the book "1 had pictures hut I
sctibbled them out because they're
awful"and tried to keep the focus on her
own work-7"Come on, Debbie, we're sup-
posed to be doing mine."

Four days earlier, Jill had dumped the
story in the conference bucket without
looking back: Now she seemed to be re7
claiming responsibility for the piece.
When she had compleTed the content
changes, she attended to her proofread-
ing duties. "I have to check everything on
my-folder," she told Debbie as she: con-
sulted the list of "Things Jill Can Do." The
list was compiled in conferences by Jill
and her teacher when both noted that a
particular skill was used successfully:

1) Put ties on folder
2) Put tide on book
3) Put do*
4) Pti fiat and tut name
5) Number pews
6) Use period;
7) Use 4
I) Use Po andt 1 aPot II
9) Use "too"

10)1Jeo "or like in brothst

She went through her story systernati-
cally checking each page against the list
on her folder. She saw no further changes'
to make and announced loudly: "Ready
for a Conference!" It was Jill speaking, but
I heard the now internalized voice of her
teacher, patiently asking each child at the
beginning of each conference: "Are you
ready for, a conference? Have you
checked the back of your folder to be sure
you are ready?"

Out tier story in the teacher's confer-
ence log and placed it on the comer of
Egan's child-sized cirference table,
especially ordered tecaOse it is small,
private and conducive to focusing atten-
tion. Jill went to her cubby for a piece of

cake, then to the window where she and
Debbie shared 'the cake, talking, laugh-
ing, arms around each other. Then Debbie,
claimed ter time: "O.K, Jill, you help me
now!" They reversed roles, returned to the
language table to work on Debbie's book,
Ice Follies, until Mrs. Egan was ready to
see Jill twenty minutes later. ,

Jiliwas proud to report the'resUlts of her
conference with Debbie, "I had six things
to change and she had four." With one
arm resting 'on the back of Jill's chair,
Egan shared the child's enthusiasm:
"Wass! Six Ih[ngsl rd like to see what they
are! Read it to me and tell me about the
changes you've made." This was Jill's
second writing conference that morning,
her teacher's fourth. Egan began posi-
tively, as always, accepting the child' and
her piece of work as something valuable,
something she had worked hard on, some-
thing worth listening to. She affirmed what
the child could do, then shifted to areas of
weakness.

The problem: a skiMpy story about a
bird named Gus. The focus: how to get the
child to add information. The result: a
thirty-minute conference. Egan didn't know
the conference would last this long when
she began. She did know that Jill was in a
slump and that time spent on developing
content would be worthwhile; she did
know her room, at this time of year, was
capable of running itself. When she saw
the fruits of the conference, she IcneW from
previous experience that the time spent
was justified, the effects for Jill long last-
ing.

Egan began the conference by inten-
sively probidg the content with Jill. She
was at first very directive: Egan asked

'many questions about the bird's physical
appearance. his habitat, his diet. For ten
minutes she controlled the discussion,
pushing Jill to talk about her bird Gus.
She took the role of naive reader, one who
knew nothing about the ;bird, when in fact

Research Update! One Child, One Teacher, One Classroom 685



Egan did know about the. bird and 'Jill
knew it. This was a conscious decision on
her part She believes Jill enjoys the back
and forth bantering, the parlay. Jill's re-
plies were abbreviated; if anything, Egan
did more talking. The interchange was
quick, punctuatedby laughter, high spirits
and Jill's occasional exasperation.

Mrs. E: Mane 63 You keep a.cockateil?
Jill: Ina cage!
Mrs. E: tike Munchkin? (resident OWNS pig)
Jill: No. A bird cage.
Mit E: Ohl A bid cage!
Jill: You know that! (exasperated)
Mrs. E: Out if I were a person who didn't know what a

cockaMil wore, I might be confused by thig.
Jill Mrnmm. (tolerant)
Mrs. E: Think now, Jill. about Gus. Does he always

stay in the cage?
Jill: No.
Mrs E: No?
Jill: Of eyrie not! He got bit by the dog!
Mrit. E: You're kidding! The dog bit him?
Jill: Yeah! He all one of the feathers and then

threw utI. (voice becoming higher and more
animated)

Mrs. E: Oh. no! So Gus gets out of the cage on pur-
pose. Do you let him out? Or is it a mistake?

Jill: Nol The dog comes in the den, and now he
knows not to come in When the bird's on the
floor.

Mrs. E: Now kW me get this straight. The bird comes
$ - out of the cage because you went it to come

out of the cage. Yoti open the door?

Jill: Ns has a choice.
Mrs, E: You mean he Wawa how to open the door?
Jill: No. In °Pah the doort
Mm. E: Akight. You ask Gus if he wants to come dy

and if he does he comes out of the door,
Jill: No. It's his choice.
Mrs. E: So you just laws the door open and he ...
Jill: (not letting her finish) YEAH!

For ten minutes 'they disc issed details
of the bird in this manner. Thyn it was time
for Jill to decide what information to add
to the book. Egan did not decide. She
guided Jill's 'selection process. The direc-
tive teacher began to move back from her
position of control so that'she could return
responsibility for the writing to the child.
At the end-of the morning Jill had made
extensive content additions and devel-
oped her story further. ,

Once again, I have shown all changes
from Draft II by writing them in by hand.
The relationship between the content of
this conference and the charigeo Jill made
in her book is more complcx than the rela-
tionship described in the peer conference..
Excerpts from the conference that.are re-
lated to Draft Ill changes are posted in the
right-hand column. Note how Egan gradu-
ally transfers 'responsibility to the child in
the conference:

DRAFT III March 11

My Bird on My Mom's and Tom's Anivssiro

JILL'S TEXT AFTER CONFERENCE

Page 1) My bide is a coktsl He chirps all day "Chip
Chip."

(My bird is a cockatsil. He chirps all day.
"Chirp Chirp.")

2)' A coital is fury looking

Tleattieokaakiwe-likathie

bc i # hc., ha) -fetirs
+tkin* up and. uu;A' hc. is
an s is
f to in his olar

hip "Fea.s

RELATED CONFERENCE DIALOGUE

Mrs. E: I know quite a few mews why this is a
funny looking bird. What are some of
those reasons?

Teacher initiates summing up. Unto( n°1711-
nates physical appearance of bird as topic, but
asks child to recall detail; No prompting.
Teschur asks child to make additions to page 2
at conference table. After child rereads addi-
tions aloud, teacher asks: "Do you want to leave
this sentence, "The bird looks nothing like
thier
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(A Cod Mail is km, looking beMsnefita has-
*Ahem sticidng up and when haie yming Ms
Arcs is grey and when he's older hisloos goes

yellow.)

2a) 14,4 bird hade s Mrs. E:

vidmins in his uodr*
+1.1 ink 11- is Panne

don '+ ye> V ? h i s

-Poo& s s sun4104.Jr se s
and so.; I and. pita- ti
secs
(My bird has vitamins in Ms water. I think it is
funny
seeds en gre?a

n
seeds)

sunflower

Jill:
Mrs. E:

-118-

Alright Jill, nee think of some of the
other things we've talked about just
now about your occluded.
Food.
Food. MI right Were would be a good
place talk it in?

Teacher initiates more general revision gum-
Alan. Child nominates food as topic. Teacher
dose not ask child to recall relevant details.
Teacher directs attention to probiemi of se-

t, quince and 016101 space. Teacher Saks child
to make additions at conlanince table.

3). Own Pon r i h 4-h e.

Prou out -Po
den a.nd, doi

b; +he. bird. avid. the
bird. 'ci;n1+ d.id. bat

j-ke. do3 Q.+ one CrP
+h e. bed.s -Peters
and he. *h up.

(One fine night the bird flee out the den and
the coo bit the bird and the bird didn'tdie but
the dog ale one of the bird's, feathers and he
threw up.)

4) My sestg NOM' have a tons Jowled bcis

the bid aloe wee we are *chino tv.

(My teeter rather have a horse instead because
the bird chirps whit* we am watching tv.)

sir hive d- locus
he i s nice +0 me.
love my bird because he is nice to me ;

Mm. E: Ara there any other places you think
you need to work on? ,

Jill: Hove my bird. I crossed ifist out be-
cause I don't Is why I love him.

Ma. E: Think about that fir a minute ... You
would be upset if you didn't ham your,
bird

Jilt: I blow. I know whoa I could add!.
Mrs. E: Mat?
Jill: When the dog jumped and BIT the

bird!
Teacher's open.ended question asks child to
take mom reeponsibility. Chad decided topic
and content detail. She temporarily Ignores
teacher's question to initiate her own content
addition. Child is gaining control. Teacher di-
rects child to language table to make additions
independently. Chiid Mums to reread after she

completed changes.

Child initiates change. RIM* page 2 addi-
dons aloud and procisime:
Jill: I put an "sr."
Mrs. E: I was glad lo see you used "sr" in

"Whet" How about on "sister?"

Although teacher directs focus to word "sister."
unlikely change would have been made at this.
time if child had not initiated: .

Refer to conference dialogue for page 3 above

Research Update ''One Child, One Teacher, One Classroom
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61 leg brid aids to awe good ey

(Met bird said b say. "Goodbye.")

7) The
n
d

8) Aobt me Ater

My bird is name Gus has name is rale Agstis

(About the Author. My bird is nomad Gus. His
name is really Augustus.)

Throughout this interchange, Jill de-
pended on Egah es audience to putih and
help develop the content of the book. As
the conference proceeded, she gradually
took the initiative, selecting which infor-
mation she would add. JiW seemed
charged by the conference. She proudly
.shoaled Debbie her-new content'additions
.4811d then returned to the conference table
to wait for her teacher, who had been
helping Sean and Andy with dinosaur rea
search in the science corner. Jill's be-
havior loudly, proclaimed that she felt in
control. She wrote a quick poem, put it in,
her writing folder and said: "Another one.
Now I'm moldy for publiihing.'

'She was on top, but at every step of the
way`., her teacher helped her gain that
sense of control through skillful conterenc-
ing. Egan has high expectations: she asks
her children to beyesponsible for their ac-
tions and their writing. She alwaYs begins
with the positive, affirming what the chil-
dren can do, rather than dwelling on what

they can't. She always consults; she asks
rather than tells. In this way she guides;
children to maintain control of their writing
and live up to their responsibilities as
writers.

The next morning, Judy Egan scheduled
a second conference with Jill on the bird
book so that she could work with her on
some skills in conteict....till began by read-
ing her freshly revised book aloud to her

teacher and concluded: "It's better than
the first copy because I added More." She

688
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made the following corrections/additions
at this time:

DRAFT IV March 13
Any Bird on My Mont's and Tom's Minsk*

Pepe 1) My bide is a =Mel He chirps all day
viihipchi:-
On 4.61., door-

2) oldr -+ alder
2a) widr - wider '

surely sunflower
6) side - said

added to goodbye

The conference lasted eighteen min-
utes. Miring that time, Jill made only four
spelling corrections. The bulk of the -c-on:
ference was devoted to teaching, to revis-
ing and reinforcing skills. Egan gave her
student time. She sat close to Jill and
treated all snore positively: "Look at the
word said. That's a word you use quite a
bit now that you're using qilioCation marks.
You've got many of the letters that are in
Said right here in your word. It does have
four letters. Can 'you hear what comes at
the beginning? As Jill has used contrac-
tions, apostrophes and question marks
correctly in her book, Egan started there;

' she spent a lot of time asking Jill to apply,
her knowledge of contractions to new con-
texts. Egan's entry into Jill's conference
log book that day gives a better sense of
what transpired than the changes in the
actual draft:
3-13 My Bird.

Reinforced er on water. sunflower, older
Used er on rather feather, sister
Sp -aid

12.8
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Used look conictpSedn't on spelling See
Used on dont. Applied ' to dont
Used ?

The fait -five minutes of the conference
were very exciting for Jill. Egan took Jill's
September bird. book from the master file.
The challenge Jill tad accepted a week
earlier was to make her March bird book
better. Now the time* comparison was
here. Jill read her earlier work aloud to her
teacher; Her reactions to the text made

, several aspects of her growth and expec-
tations as a writer visible to me.

First she had gnat trouble reading the
book. particularly dociPhOrifig her own
spelling. On more than one octosion the
abandoned her own words and road her
teacher's transcription instead.. Amazed,
she-said; HI-don't- believe- this page
don't believe I spelled got that way." Her
spelling had changed. So too had her ex-
pectations about a book's content. On
reading the last page, she turned the book

over, said. "Huh?" and looked for another
page of information. She was surprised
them was no more. She thought the book
was short and that tftrhezhould have been
more content, even her first draft of

the current bird book contained less in-
formation than the September version. Her

concept of writing had changed. Noir she
.treated the initial composing as a first
,daft; as a flume to hold the barest outline

of ideas. She had learned that the confer-

ence process would help her fill out that
outline and move beyoncilhe bare essen-

tials.
Another look-at her September book

showedme that Jill had not made content
revisions and that her writing watneater,
more controlled. Her March book was, by
contrast, anything but neat Jill was very
impressed with the messiness of her book.

On several occasions she proudly com-

pared it to an earlier book, Earrings, which

was a breakthrough for Jill in revising.
when messy became a positive term as-

/2G -4

00Cialed with chime: when how the book
looked became less important than what

was said.- Aettrat point, her words began
to flow, her content trepan to improve.

Holding both books in her hand, the re-
turned to the language table at the peak of
control over her writing. When she asked
Katy to compare the two books and re-
ceived an unsatisfactory answer, she pro-
claithed knowingly: "It has more informa-
tion. I don't like it. It's not my best. It might
have been my besithen, but it isn't now."
She completed her changes on the book,
chocked them with Egan, wrote a note to
her teacher asking that she assign her to
the writing area the following morning,
took stock of her writing folder and put' a
big "NO" on the cover of Cats, thus ruling

--it- out -for publication. Although she had
worked steadily for over an hour, Jill look
a new 'booklet to the writing table and
began, writing a special publication on au-
thor Shel SilversIsin.

Eight days later, on March 21, Jill mat
with Tracey, Andy, and Mrs. Egan for a
group Publishing conference. Jill had not
been idle during the intervening,week.
She had finished writing another book and
participated in one large group confer-
ence. one peer conference, and two
teacher conferences. Now she and Tracey
and Andy were meeting with Mrs. Egan to
make their nominated book better. Quality
was important;' making things better was
,part of the 'publishing process. The chil-
dren were familiar with the structure. They
would be asked to tell why their book was

the best and why they had chosen it. They
would read their books to one another, lis-

tening to the feedback they received so
they could later decide what final changes
ta.,rnake. In turn, they would be expected
to be good listeners; to ask questions of

one another, to seek clarification where
necessary.

Jill was a very active'Iistener in this con-
terenbe She questioned Andy and Tracey
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about their sloris in a demanding and
straightforward manner. Like her model,
Judy Egan, she did' not settle for general.
responses: she wanted specifics. Wheh

she was disSatisfied with art answer frorri
Andy, she was demanding of hihr "NO. I
want to know why he's happy, not why he
looks happy." Asa recipient of feedback,
Jill was more defensive. She firmly de-
fended her text when she felt her informa-
tion was correct:

f s b s . Egan: T r a c e y , d o y o u think in " A b o ut the kr

? Z )

s l o e is the b e s t p l a c e f o r to have that
information abOut Gus' none?

Treat: No.
Mrs. Egan: Are you happy with that information

being in "About the Mawr," Jill?
Jill: Yes.
Mrs. Egan: Why did you "put it there instead of Out...

ting it in Itic actual slay?
Jill: Because I usually do that because it's

going lo wreck the book if I say, "My bird.
is named Augustus but his nests .." so
I put It in "About )he Addax"

. Tracey: You could say why you call him Gus now
and Augustus later.

Jill: I went it in the author)

Although not always open to questions or
comments from Tracey or Andy, Jill did
Osten when she, felt a proposed change
might add to her book. At the conclusion
of the conference, she made these midi-
Weil content changes:

Jill seemed tired at the and of the con-
ference, perhaps the cumulative exhaus-
tion of adding so much information to her
story. She chose alowered book cover for
the book and wandered around the class-
room ter ten minutes With it tucked under
her arm. Then she returned 10 the window
sill, rejected the dower cover and chose
instead a more modest gold fleck pattern.
She placed her book inside the cover and
placed the whole in the orange bucket
marked, "Ready for Publishing."

A parentvolunteer typed the book over
the weekend. On Monday morning, March
24, Judy Egan proudly returned the book
to her tardworking writer; Jill looked un-
settled. She did not want to illustrate the
book. She wanted to-go to art to start a
new art project. She looked dissatisfied as
she reread her book on the rug. She
claimed there was i typinb error on page
six. When Mrs. Egan offered to have the
page retyped; Jill declined.

She moved into the hallway to a long
rectangular cable who're she joined
Tommy illustrating She! Silverstein, Kim il-
lustrating My Brother's Scary Attempt For
an Accident, and Hilary writing My Doll
Collection. I did not expect Jill to take
much time with her illustrations. She had
used only the barest line drawings on her

DRAFT V March 21
My did on M y Mom's and Tom's Anitesirr,

Page 3) own ton mks the brid frou out So the den and MO dog bit the Arid and the brid dint did but the dog at

one of the beds filers and he th up. The dock side
"Grrr crrrer" at . +he bet- r d .

(One fine night the bird fieW out of thir den and the dog bit the bird and the bird didn't die but the
dog ate one of the bird's feathers and he threw up. The dog said, "Grnmrrer" at the bird.)

8) Aobt the Ater My bird is name Gus Sas name is role Agstis

morn s ce.nni.drside

bard.,
(About the Author My bird is named Gus His name is really Augustus On my mom's anniversary we

got a bird )

tat 3 ort a.
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first .draft, and on a number (hf occasions
during the cycle I had heard her complain
about her lack of ability at drawing. The
care and detail she gave to her illustra-
tions astounded.me. She carefully colored,
each word in. her title with a different col-
ored marker. Her attention to detail on
page 1 was meticulous. She portrayed not
only. he interior of her den with the bird
sitting on the door, but also showed. the
sky, bushes, trees, clouds, sun, and dog

"house visible through the glass door in the
den.

When she stopped to prepare for. lunch,
she had taken fifty-five minutes to illustrate
only the first two pages. The patience she
showed in her drawing contrasteridirectly
with' her Verbal behavior toward the other
children at the table. She was Ogres-sive,
at times offensive. She called Michael, "Fat
Face," because he was using the marker
she wanted, to which he replied: "No won-
der your sister doesn't let you play with her
friends." When Kim accidentally knocked
Jill's hand, Jill slammed her hand on the
table yelling, "Kim! Kim!," in her most rep-
rimanding tone.

The illustrating was demanding. She
began in marker, then wanted to change
to colored pencil: "I want to do' colored
pencils, not markers, 'cause I stink at
birds and I stink at couches." But she per-
ceived the change as a problem. She
Sought counsel from Hilary: "Hilary,. do
you think if I did this page in marker I
could do the rest in colored pencil ?," .and
finally, seemed consoled by Hilary's re-
sponse: "Yeah, it's o.k. I've seen real pub-
lished books go from pen and ink to
watercolor."

Until then, I had observed Jill glorifying
mess, never neatness. Now I observed her
concentrating, doing careful, detailed
work. She was capable of both and knew
when each was appropriate for her pur-
poses. But the concentrating seemed to
take its toll. I wondered if it had anything

to do with her irritability. She completed
-her illustretions that afternoon.

On March 25 Jill shared her book with
the, whole.cliss. Her fifty-seven-word first
draft of March 7 had grown to 169 Words..I
have number coded and divided the final
typed version of Jill's story to indicate at
which point in the writing process Jill
added the information (seir following
Me).

Jill had worked hard. As I,thought back
over the extensive, additions she had
madesin four conferences, I felt a sense of
accomplishment. I was surprised at her
behavior when she shared her published
book With the whole group. I had expeCted
to hear the lively, squeaky voice, the ex-
pressive reader I had heard at all stages
of the publishing cycle. Instead, she read
softly, mumbled words, lost her place, and
dropped the Wok Oft the floor. This, ac-
dirding to Egan, was typical of her be-
havior at all stages of the process earlier
in the year. Now it seemed confined to the
large group situation.

Exposing herself before this group was
like asking, "Well, what do you think of it?
What do you think of me?" Earlier' in the
publishing cycle, she had relied on her
audience as part ofthe process. She en-
joyed the banter and joking, the chal-
lenges and changing. She was excited,
responsive, in control. Yet when she
placed the book in the publishing bucket,
the process seemed to end for her.; she
lost control. The book became final and
separate. She experienced her audience
on a different level: before, as challenger
and prober, now, as critic and judge. De-
spite the positive nature of the sharing
Jill chose the people she wanted to com-
ment on her book; everyone knew they
must share what they liked about ,it:Jill
.retreated. She was flushed and ember.,
rasseci: Jill was a child of process. not
product. The information she offered to the
group during the sharing confirmed this
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AN Sird on Mt Man's and Toes, Anniversary

Page 1) ei* bird le a Cocksbettile
0 He chirps all day I on domr. I
.2) My bird has vitamins in his wales.

I think it is funny. don't you?
His food is sunflower seeds and gravel
and parrot &ids.

03) A cockaleil is funny looking I because
he has feathers sticking up and when he's young,
his face is gray and when he's older: his
We is yellow.

4) One Me night the bird flew out of the den
and the dog bit the bird and the bird didn't
die but the dog pulled out some of the birds
Where and he threw tip. 11%ww--
.Grarrmlee M the bird.

05) My sister would rather have a home instead 0
because the bird chirps while we are watching
tv.

06) I love wry bled I became he le niceto me. I
7) Ati bird Said to say **Goodbye". RD

a) The End. tatr

9) About the
My bird is meted Gus.
His name is rely Augustus
One my om s annwersiwy, we Hof

fri) Initial composing. Draft I
Conference with Debbie. Draft II Revisions.
Conference with Egan. Draft HI Revisions.
Confenince with Egan. Draft N Retisions.
Group Conference. Draft V Revisions.

perception. She made sure to tell the
class she had spent the "whole morning"
illustrating page one; she went to the mas-
ter file for her draft ,copy so she could
show the class all the changes she had
made and the resulting messiness of her
draft: process news.

Jill's published product entered the
class library on March 25 where it joined

. over a hundred other published works by
the child writers .of Egan's second grade
class. The title was entered on the Rock-
well Publishing Company chart of pub-
lished works, posted outside the 000r of

692

9...

March 7
March if
March 11

March 13
March 21

the. clgssrocm. The books listed beside
Jill's name now read as follows:

1) Squeaky and Me
2) A Trip
3) Socha
4) &Wrings
5) my PgyPY
6) My on My Aloes and TOM'S Anniversaryd

As I looked again at Jill's published
book, I was-not 'overly impressed. The
book was interesting but ordinary. It was
certainly not the best published piece Jill
had done that year. She had written it at a
time when she was stuck for topics and

Language Arts
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just coming out of her slump. The bOOk

was a book; the child, a child. No mira-
cles. No child prodigy. The product told
little. The extraordinary thing was the
process. 'a process that gave Jill room to
pull herself out of I rut; a process that
helped her develop an inadequate 'begin-
ning into a competent end; a Process that
allowed her to emerge from the comple-
tion of one publishing cycle, recharged for
the next.

Egan's classtbom environment *Hawed
Jill to experience he own writing process
and develop as a writer. Jilt remained in
control because Egan allowed her to do
so. Jilt chose her writing materials, her

. paper and pencil, hey topic for writing. Jill
determined the time spent composing, the
number of interruptions she would allow or
encourage. Guided through an extensive
conference process, Jill* decided what
changes would be made. Jill chose the
bOok she would publish, the cover the
book would be bound in; she controlled

the illuatration process.. She worked with a
teacher who put the responsibility on the
child 'writer.

In such an environment. Jill had no illu-
sions about the ditIiculty of writing. She
Mew it took time and' iard work. She knew
that everythinctihe wrote would not be her
best, that expectations of perfeeion dur-
ing the early stages were unrealistica-She
was learning to value revision. Her be-
havior during the publishing cycle indi-
cated that she had come to value process
over produCt.

On Tuesday, March 5, Jill concluded
her publishing cycle. On Match 26 her
writing folder was empty. On March 27,
she had a morning conference with Egan
about poetry and wrote a poem, "Pus -
sywillows," which was published and dis-
played that afternoon. The same day, she
shared her Shel Silverstein book with the
whole class and began a new book. She
chose tattle, At Hume Is Fun, scribbled
some ideas. She was ready to write.

CALL FOR RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS

Measures for Research and Evaluatabn al the English Language Arts was published by

NCTE in 1975 as a means of rhaldng available toresiarchers those instruments in the
English-LangUage Arts area that had been.devised as part of graduate or other research.

Plans have now been approved to produce a second volume of simile/ instruments that

have been devised in the last no years. The success of this project depends on securing

as many such valuable instruments as possible.

Request.the Guidelinefor submission from:

TRIP
% Bernard O'Donnell
ERIC/RCS, NCTE
1111 Kenyon Rd.
Urbana. IL S1801
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY

REVISION: II*THE WRITER'S WORKS-IOP. AND
IN THE ',CLASSROOM

Donald. H. Gravei
Donald M. Murray
Umverssty. of New Hampshire

INTRODUCTION
A

Irian attempt to explore the revision process, the Journal of Educa-
tion invited a writer, who is also a researcher into the writing process, to
keep a journal while he was revising a novel and several pieces of non-.
fiction. We also invited a reseucher into the writing process, who is also
a writer, to comment on the writer's "Taal and to point, out the class-
room implications of the writer's testimony.

The writer is Donald Murray, a Professetof English at the Univetsiti
of New Hampshire. During the period when he kept this journal
September 19, 1979 to December 8,. 1979 he revised a novel of more
than 30Q manuscript pages'and revised four pieces of nonfiction. Donald
Graves, the researcher, is Associate Professor of Edurition st thouniver-*
sity of New Hampshire and Director of the Writing Process 'Laboratory.
He is'now working full time on an NIE-funded study of the writing
processes of six-, 'seven-, eight-, and nine-year-old children. Through the
direct obsedation of children with video and Und recordings, he and his
two research associates, Susan Sowers and Lucy, Calkins, are complePing
the second year of daily observation of sixteen children as they write, and-

collecting large group' data het children in nine different classrooms in
the same two year period.

Murray -
Yesterday Aviva,called and, apolo-

getically, asked me to cut my chapter
on "The Feel of Writiz;" from sixteen
pages to twelve. She was surprised at
my delight. Given no choice but to cut
become the surgeon. It would go fast,

and I knew the piece would be better
for the surgery.

\

Step:4 pointed out in my draft of a
chapter for the Donovan-McClelland
book that I incorrectly used "for" in
the mood paragraph. She suggested
"beCiuse.' My reaction wiis'normal;

Graves

Rebellion is not the exclusive property
of the professional writer I find it a
healthy slag when children rehel in
order to maintain control of their odor-
mation or language. The child May be

P4
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rejected her suggestion, as I would re-'
feet any editor's suggestion. I over--
reacted and rewrote the whole para-
graph. When I receive criticism, I not-
orally put the draft aside and start a
nevione. It is probably the way I re-
established control over my territory. .

Childish. But tbeperagreph was better,
aloe became "itho."

The gincipel-changes in the chap-
ter for Donovan and McClellaid were
inserts which -developed.. important, .
points toward the end of the piece or
which wove concepts from the early
part of the piece through the rest of it.

----'-L----The-early-pagerwererewritten many,
many times. The changes were rein-
forcements of what was discovered
through the early' rewri,ing of the

0

.
Yesterday I drafted a tentative new

beginning of the novel; revising be-
coming rehearsing. I know what has
to happen in' the new beginning. In
addition to all the usual things, such
as introducing the .stoty, the main
characters, setting the scene, eitablish-
ing the .voice, I have to allow Ian to
discover the murder Of Lucinda's chil-
dren, which he didn't know in the last
draft until the middle of the novel.
Sometime this summer, I realized he
had to know from the beginning add
that knowledge would give a necessari
energy to the beginning of the novel. I
recalled William Gibson's advice in
Shakespeare's Game. "A play begins
when a world in some state of equi-
poise, always uneasy, is broken by a
happening "

I don't think while.writing; i see I

watched him find the old newspaper
clippings, saw, felt his reaction to the
news I do not think what lan should
do; I watch him and record what he

3!

"wroni," but the greater issue in the
long run will be the child's sense of
control of the writing rocas. We are
experts .it stealing children's writing
voices

Our data show that children is young
as eight yens of age are arable of writ-
ing to find out what they mean. Poe
such children, six to tea unassigned
drafts are not unusual.

Murray has a different pace .than that
permitted in most school situations
He waits, listens, suspends judgement
He is surprised by his characters and
informihon. The waiting is the best
aid to redrafting. "Oh, this is missing.
I forgot to say why he was upset."

Papers due within the same class
period, or even in the-sheet space of a
few days, do not aid listening or that
important sense of ownership of the
writing.
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does. And yet the technical problem
has been thougIst out before. Planted.
Was the scene I witched what grew
from that seed?

-To cut sixteen pages to twelve for
Aviv'. I councils hats on a page
twasty-seven estimate where edi-
torial changes have added lines, and
come up with, total: one hundred nine
lines to est.

I have observed sutgeoos. I cut fast, .

clans spokes, no hesitation, and sub-
tract each line hes the total.

Theo misuses, and I ant at the end
asg hove cut one hundred seventeen
Noe, eight over: I cut eight bundled
twisty -seven words and added sixty-
sem I have *bylines to use to dui-

.fy. testae, or develop if necessary.
Now I go through and look at the notes
hi the smiles of copies I have given
ailleagnes, am I have cut on instinct.

As I walked home from school to-,
day I Messed yesterflay's idea. !could
start thi novel without a new first
choler, weaving the new material
through the old.

A

IlevSion of one article I ins doing is
not revision by my definition. There
are no new visions or insights, just
siespie editing for clarification. It is a
balk snide. It needs no work, has no
possibilities bidden between its
words:

,When I reread a draft and disgust
cramps my boviels, I've !tamed to
back off. It's taken me a long time to

0 1SC.iblUp1 UNI V LKS1 1 Y

Starting with first grade, children have
to become proficient in the time -space
dimensions of writing on paper. "This
will be a two page piper; oh, I'm stuck,
where will I put this long word?..

4'

When children write regularly, they
rehearse while watching TV, riding on
buses, in ell sorts of places. just know-
ing they will write every day enables
them to think about writing, when
they are not actually writing. Profess
sionsl:writers "rabic" at the 'thought
of Wing one day's writing, simply
-because. it ruins thinking in between
writing sessions. Picking up the cold
trail for amateur or pro is a dishearten-
ing talk. Children who compose as
few as two to three times a week, lose
out on the -important thinking that
goes on between, writing episodes.

p
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realize that I can't force a,solution to a
writing probleth. What do I =do when
I'm stuck? I quit,-

t a

It has taken meyears to realize that
quitting doesn't make you a quitter.
The football coach still yells in my ear.
I keep coming,back to the writing desk
and keep quitting without guilt

(without Om much guilt)
- 0

._

I ant =prised how calm I am at the
Slow start of the revision of the novel.
I feel it is perking, somewhere. I have
identified a technical problem in the

.first chapter the dialogue on the
telephone and I have a rough se-
quence of action. I have to-get' to the
typewriter and that's not easy with the
teaching schedule I've established for
myself. I resent this dependence on the
typewriter to get this revision going.
Usually I revise by pen, but' this par-
ticular Olympia Electric is necessary
on these pages 'in some way I can't
understand. Perhaps I have to make
the writing real by seeing it in type.
That may make it an object that I can,
study.

Beginnings ate terrifying. You have
"to capture the reader instantly, and
there is so much exposition and de-
scription that has to be wound into the
narrative, so it can rapidly uncoil in
the reader's mind.

I have to make sure that'the,new
beginning is itn the voice of the novt.;
Each piece of work has its own vosii
If that voice is stronand I can hear it
then I can easily return and confident
ly revise after interruptions If the

,

The "can "I have another piece of
paper" syndrome is in many class-
rooms, especially where there are good
readers who write -infrequently Their
writing tools lag well behind their
ability to read They are painfully
aware of the discrepancy between their
written text and what they wish-they '
could say.

Children erase, make brushing move
ments as if to make the paper crisp and
clean. Som,et'anes they need to recopy,
just, to sec it lined tip, or 111%t to simu
late What final copy'might he like Un
fortUnately, too many children are
intolerant of crossouts and mampula
tions needed to make the text "messy
in order to make it clear" (Calkins,
1979)

Six-year-olds are not terrified in the
least. But with each passing year. as a
sense of options, fear or failure, or
groWing sense of audience appea.s, the
terror of the blank page becomes more
real. This fear occurs with the best of
teaching lifiagine the terror of -the
blank page when the teacher is punt
tt ve
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voice isn t dear, then I don't have a
piece of ming, and there's .no point-
in revisit..;

I rare refer to the" notes I make
about a work in process during the
writing

I have been working on the novel in
my head; bur I am being drawn into
the drafting by a force like gravity

.

Chapter one lust took off, and I'm
running atter it ag fast as I can

1 was outside the `novel and then,
by ,..iveitinx, I was inside it i have no
longer inconscious consideration of
technical matters. The novel has be-

' grn to toil me's,oat to do

I waited patiently, and now the
story is working. I have three pages of
draft without consciously selecting
from the dozens of strategic choices in

. my journal and in my head.

Three pages in thirty-five minutes.
I'm itching to start the next novel. The
better one piece of ;writing is going, the
more insistently the other pieces de-
mand writing There is an explosion of
possibility I want to do poems, cut-

'. rtes, articles; plays to prune, to
paint

When children receive more time ,for
writing, and on a regular basis, they
learn to wait more effectively. When
children wait, they may confer, with
the teacher, or with other children, or
lust sit and read what they have al-
ready written. This gives distance to
the text and greatly aids the act of
revision.

And waiting is the preludcto the crea-
tive burst. It is rare, whether the
writer be child or professional, that the
high quality burst is not preceded by
effective listening and waiting. Such
activity has great carry-over to other
curricular areas, simply because the
child is in touch with himself or her-
self as a learner, Listening does, that
As educators, I think we have to ask'
ourselves if we provide such high
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am aware, when I am writing as
fast as I was this morning, that I am
weaving threads, but I am not con-
scious of picking up the threads and
using them any more than' ansexperi-
enced weaver is conscious of the
learned act of weaving. I simply sense
the need for action, referring back to a
'previous action, for setting up the be-
ginning of a new pattern, of drawing
together, knotting, loosening up, s,
busy, busy; busy, at my clattering
loom, but not thinking. Doing. That's
the best thing, about craft you can
get beyond thinking.

Is it the vocation of the artist to
celebrate life by showing the moments
of order within disorder? The greater
the art, the more temporary these
orders? Or the more the artist makes
us aware of the forces threatening the
temporary order, the more moving the
work?

It .is one of those rare mornings
when the desk is clear, my took arc at
hand, Mozart is on the radio, and the
'autumn sun pours through the yellow,
haring trees. I feel happy and i have a
slight headache, a bit of cramp in the
bowels, fear that the work will not go

or go well. Rut the timer is on I

l30

-quality, listening time for children
with our over-inflated curricula and
time slots that Must be filled.

Regular writing helps chil to put
the spelling and mechanical aspects of
writing behind them. Only then can
children give greater attention to the
information. Regular daily writing,
with effective challenge and response
to the writing, aids the writer in re-
flecting on the craft itself.

139
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must type up what is written to get to
the point where I can weld the new be-
ginning to the previous draft.

The draft is It is develop-
wis. increasing, growing full with addi-
tional information, revelations, con-
auctions. I follow it as it speaks; and
then when it is really going well, I am
armpelled to 'step back, to go to the
tan, heat another cup of coffee, put a
word on the phonograph, stand back,
get distance, see if it is really going as
well as Iihought.

,

l'am happiest when making imagi-
nary worlds; I am still the only child
whose playmates live in the walls.

This writing must be like skiing
Tuckennant hurtling down, almost
out of control, the skis not quite
touching the snow, faster, faster.

If I typed my own draft a hundred
times, I would write a hundred differ-
ent novels, for this imagined world is
to real and has so many dimensions it
cacti be seen a hundred different ways.

Fitting, joining, cutting, shaping,
smoothing the busy cabinetmaker
in his shop.

Is there enough? Too much? Again
and again, line by line, paragraph by
paragraph, page by page, I must ask
these same questions And answering
them by writing, ask them again of the
new lines.

Murray mentions that he is compelled
to step back from his writing During
the high point of an episode, I have
seen children get up to sharpen pen-
cils, wander around the room (where
permitted) or talk to another child.
This is particularly true if the child is
trying something new,.? logical transi-
tion not tried before, or a new descrip-
tion. The intensity of engagement
actually demands disengagement

"How long should it be? Arc there
enough pages?" The concept "it is
good if it is long" begins at age six and
continues on through advanced doc-
toral degrees. Small wonder that the
idea of cutting rarely enters into the
teaching of writing. Through effective
questions, teachers can elicit informs-

14f)
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It' is easy to move chunks of writ-
ing' around, oc to fit new chunks in.
There is neva one way, but 'many
ways:

Reading your uwn prose is an act of
faith. It takes courage to leave in, not
to cut, not t,.; change.

I am suspicious when it works the
way I want it to work.

0,

Writing without thought. Just writ-.
ing. No thinking about writing and
then writing, but writing/thinking,
writing that is 'thought.

There comes a time when you have
to,admit that the work can't be per-
fect. It will never match the vision.

a

Lion needed to heighten one- section
and thereby make other steams seem
unnecessary. Such questions as "Tell
me in one sentence what this is
about." can be a be:lp with cutting.

The use of carets, wide margins, scis-
sors and pest* for reorganizing an
early draft is useful for young writes.
With daily writing and good teacher
conferences, there is a chums( eight-
year-olds who are reedy for tha kind of
activity. Too many children ass writ-
ing, particularly their own, as Axed,

- immovable. They need 'to see bow it
can be moved around, and with profit.
U teachers model 'these tools of re-
organiutiai with their own writing,
children can see bow the space -time
issues of writing are solved in revision.
We can live a lifetime and neva ass
aaftpersons revising their work.

Teachers who sense that an impossible
toad of perfection is defeating a writer
need to help the writer to end the
selection. They can even model an
ending to their own writing. "It isn't
perfect. I feel it isn't where I want it to
be, but I as going to end the piece just
the same." Children need to sae' their
teachers write, not to copy but to sense
their involvement in the task of
writing.

41



Put soesethliti in on one side of the
theft an something-pops out on the
other.

Mem is letter I wrote to another
write) "I've gotten the first draft of
the Ike Ann of the novel revised
aml typed nod moved ahead to those
ireedlui, awful, terrible chapters',
knosaltisty ohm the first chapter. (the'
flat dad of the swell. I knew that
,they weal reed like shit, but I blew
dist VI moll grit any teeth I could face
thews and light -v e,1° through. I
WWI them* then in a matter of
ham and I sew the the piece of writ-

. log had deardel the new beginning I
themeht no =kcal. To put it different.
kr, I theme* I would have to make a
he of chin* to justify the new be-

made before
fthe t

anew be'n.'"w
0

k took me from spring to autumn
, w ewe the new beginning of the

wed. To put it differently, it took me
mardis to hen what the novel had to
tell me about its story. 111 had listened

the** it would have told me how
losin she novel. It did tell' me.

when I hood the right beginning there
vibes no make changes to be made in
de tent. The novel was, waiting to be
lops that way.

I ea completely within the text. I
sort se add a sentence, and it is al.
seedy thee, written last January, lust
the way I wank' write it now. It must
he the right sentence.

wonder if eitensive rewriting is
am mostly a failure of prewriting, or
Amin adequate time for rehearsal, a
ewer of plucking the fruit before it is

0

ISM LON UN1V CKSt 1 Y

When the beginning is right the rest
follows, and more quickly. As young
writes develop,. they learn to make
decision -about the content of their
writing at an earlier time. Pot exam-
ple, some children 40 effective deci-
sion making at the point of topic
choice. One topic is chosen, two ez-
cluded. Indeed, this can be an effective
moment of. revision. Then there, are
those who will try three to five leads.
The more advanied the writer, the
more they realize the importance of
early decisions.
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But you have to bite the fruit tto
know it is really ripe.

-

Much of the reordering in the test
is making sure that the most japer-
tent material is at the point of capita;
no in the perapaph, is the sentence,
in the lease. Wiwi se the points of
emphasis? At the and audit the begin-

. sing. The important information must
be 'those points.

It's so heed to go back and face your
copy. it is a minor. It does not show
the paean you hoped to bebut the per-
son you ate.

This page explodes with poesi -.
bility. I must control it. I see a thou.-
sand stories at once, each superim-
posed on the other.

Ileac myself say in my head what I
read on the page seconds later.

The biggest problem in revising
this morning is my itchy nose. I must
be allergic to my own prose.

I have to keep stowing back, read a
few pages of something else, keep my
distance, or I'll be drawn into the
story.

Sometimes I am drawls into my
story. This ii the reality, and I look
back at the writer, at the desk, won-

This is the same location of attention
with the young writer beginnings
and endings. For the young writer this
is the easiest !ocelots to help them
with revision

Children who find that their selection
is about two or three subjects, not one,
should not be dismayed. When they
keep a list of future topics, or roller-
tions of discarded material cut out of
other drafts, they already have a start
on another selection. No extra writing
is ever wasted. They are merely shards
of rehearsal for another selection

Students need help with the process
of gaining distance. Teachers help
through the writing conference
"What did you have in mind here!
Underline the one line that says more
than any other what, this selection is

about."

Stand back and watch an eniiirt group
of children in the process of writing
Some compose with 'their noses on the

1 '434
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denng who he is, why is he bent over,
his nose almoit it.. tong his knuckles,

- making marks on paper, muttering to
himself.

The story makes jagged unexpected
moves. Haugh in surprise and chase
after it.

03 .

Alter revising, I am much more
observant when I walk to school,
noticing the way women stalk in
bOots, how the three North African
students gesture to each other. I sec a
man turn from a woman and Make up
reasons, whole movies in my mind.

3

In revision, we are constantly ad-
lusting distance, the distance between
writer and experience; writer and
meaning, writer and the writing,

. writer and reader, language and sub-
teen text and reader.

-

I have only one reader while I am
revising myself I am trying to make
this page come clear. That's all.'

,
e.,

The writer has split Wain
cree:or and critic as competing
forces '--- freedom mod discipllae

0

paper; .others put, their cheeks on the
paper and look across at their pens
writing; others squirm and jump in
their chairs; place knees on the desk,
whereas others lean far back, almost to
the poiht of retreat.

'V.

Children do extensive reading when
they reread and revise their own text's.
Just how much reading is involved in
the writing process is just beginning to
dawn on our research team. Large
amounts of time have been taken from
formal reading instruction and 'given
over to time for writing . in rooms
where the study is being conducted.
Surprisingly, reading scores did not go
down; they went up, and significantly.
Since writing is the making of reading,
children may. decode for ideas differ-
ently than if they had never written at
all.

114
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There is' no right or wrong, just
what works within this situation.

Every changein.the text affects the
text fore and aft, sets off a chain re-
action of new meanings.

'

The mad weaver keeps dozens of
threads in his mind, weaving so hard
he is only rarely aware rittheweaving,

. and %routed when be becomes awareof it. His .weaving should appear
natural, not contrived. He contrives to
be natural.

How do you know what works! By
the satisfying sound it makes when it
clicks into place.

Why is it so hard to get working
when it is so gdod to be Idat within the
experience, to lose all sense of time
until there is a sadden coming to, and I
stretch. My legs, arms,. back are stiff,
as if I bad been asleep or in a trance.

0

I think I have made no changes
within s page, but I count two hundred
thirteen words put in and taken out.

What do ; do when I revise? I read
to add What is needed to be there, cut
what isn't needed, roomier what most
be moved.

Or, as one teacher in Scotland told we,
"I don't speak of the iaper as right or
wrong. It is only finished or wain:
ished. That's the way it is %I/WOW."

-
At about the age of eight, witbeffec-
five conferences, there is a growing
group of advanced Anita' wbo recog-
nize the effect that one change can
have on fni entire selection, Ricers
sizing the relationship of parts and
wholes is an important developmental
phenomenon.

0

Without knowing it, Murray has just
listed the developmental order in
which children learn to revise: 1) add
material, 2) cut, 3) reorder

'f,
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I hear my writing as loud as tt I
speak it. Sometimes I do speak it. The
final test is always, "How does it
sound?"

Yesterday I read some of the novel
is Becky's class. It in helpful to read
before an audience I heard Frank's
voice in my voice, clearer than I had
ever heard it when ( mote it,

Each day I /earn to write. No, each
day I learn to see. If I can see clearly
the writing will be easy.

Revision, or perhaps rehearsal for
revision, goes nn all the time, while I
am in the car, walking' to class, wait-
* for a meeting to start, eatinl, going
Se sleep, watching television. I con-
tely revise in my bead, fitting
things together to see if they work. I
ma convinced that what I know of this'
eadvity is only a small proportion of
whet goes on while I am awake and
we I am asleep. My bead.is con-
seemly writing.

The satisfaction of rearranging
weeds is a physical satisfaction. Once,
yen have the order right, you can
&mop a sentence the way a trucker
dumps tires. The sentence will give
cif a satisfying sound.

7

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

How does it sound? Does it smnd
exciting, beautiful, funny? Chip- a
strive to put the sounds of speech.. ,ck
into .their writing through prosodic
markers (darkened letters, capitals for
points of emphasis), the use of ex-
clamation points, ova-use of inter-
jections, or conversation. Children are
bothered by the silence of their words
on the page. They like "noisy" pages.

Tft

Rehearsal is an important act for all
writers. Children are no exception.
Rehearsal begins with drawing (when
children need to us what they mean)
just prior to the act of writing.
Gradually, children rehearse farther
from the actual act of writing. Or, the
first draft becomes a rehearsal for the
second. Rehearsals become more fre-
quent and tentative. Daily writing
leads to an increase in effective re-
hearsal. The most difficult writing of
all is that writing Where rehearsal
begins simultaneously with the assign-
ment. When children , write infre-
quently, this is precisely 'what hap-
pens, and is one of the major reasons
why writing is the hated act. Indeed,
unfamiliarity breeds contempt.

F6
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The quality of the writing often
comes from detail.

The piece of writing detaches itself
from the writer. The writer can look at
it as if it were a diestga the
daughter who comes to visit with a
new husband. She and the draft is
familiar and strange at the same time.

I like to revise by hard so that I can
enter into the test the way a surgeon
plunges his hands down into a body
and messes around.

I hear the'wonis as k use them. Re-
vising is an act of talking to myself.
sothd out the words, testing them by
my ear, listening to haw they sound in
relation to each other.

Revision requires a special kind of
reading. The reader /welter must keep
all the 'stands of the pest writing in
mind, and yet maintain vision of
what may come, Of whit is coming
dear through the writing.

Writing is a puzzle with no one
solution. There are always many right
solutions. Any one you choose sets up
new puzzles.

4

38

This is the same person who; dumps
one sentence, yet sees the odium the
whole. But this person bee if diffeemst
pace, is a student of listening to the
test. The teacher provides fee this
stance with a muds' slava, pea he
written selections as wdl is by asking
listening type questions in the writing
conference. Teachers who provide a
slower pace do not lower demands or
eziectatiotn. Actually,, it is a much
higher level of demand because the
student must learn to listen to his /bee
voice rather than that of the teacher.

I
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'ere is no such thing as free writ.
ing The work takes ever and estab-
lishes its own tits*. Time The piece of
writing has momentum, energy a
riser in flood Learning to be a writer is
learning to go with the flood.

6

I knead language, pound it, stretch
it. shape it, work it; I am up to my
elbows in. language.

' ,)

Reading what isn't yet on the
page is a special skill only distantly
related to reading whit is printed on
the page

.
a

Revising is, in part, a matter of
making up reasons for what worked by
accident, or at least what wasn't made
Lonsi.wusly It is the rational end of an
irrational process The intent often
comes after the act.

The surprise during writing of read-
ing what you have written. You
thought you knew what you were go-
ing trrwrite, you thought you knew

... what you were writing, now you find
out what you have written. .

Through ref icing, you let the
team* in the writing escape.

i
What usually appears most von.

aneuus, most natural, most casual in
writer's style comes in the final

doing

The cxperici 4, 4 If writing is so
-acme that this is a real question to
is it s person whigines he is insane.

f

a

..

The work can take over when the
teacher consciously works for students
to find their own voices and to be
responsive to the effect of voice on
information. Students must teach
teachers about their subjects, whether
it be grade one or a dissertation.

s,

The intent can come later if the audi-
ence is not introduced too soon into
the writing Foam. Too much store is
pot in knowing an audience before the
writer begins. It may be that inter*
and audience are both discovered in
the later stages of revision. To be re-
sponsive to oneself, my own voice, the
information before me, demands the
suspension of both intent and
audience.

14'
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to write about an insane person, does
he actually hicome insane? (If c writer
is insane and writes about a sane per-
ion, does he become sand)

My dreams and my fantasies, the
stories I have written in my heath are
my reality. What I write, I have lived,
and I no longer know for sure what is
dreamt, fantasised, written, or lived.

,
It is simple to revise: lust add, cut,

and rearrange simultaneotisly.

The goal of revision' is clanty,
which . does . not mean, simplicity.
which would not allow complexity to
he made clear

,

There is the voice of the writer, the
volLes of the characters, and the voice
of the piece of writing itself.

.

As I revise the novel, I am again
within the story, within the livei of
tht. character. I can't remember how
this scene works Out. I Am worried

nit them and surprised when.' come
to the solution on my page which I do
not remember making up. I didn't
make at up I experienced it and wrote
down what I saw and felt

0

Too much store has been placed in
"mature" %syntax, increased subordi-
nations, and large vocabularies with
too -little focus on choice and revision
The "t"- unit has tended to dominate
as an exercise of "good" writing. The
jump from "mature" to "good" was
inevitable and too easily made. The
act of simple choice is a highly corn-

.
plex ICt. Yesterday one nine-year-old
childsaid to another, "Your fingers are
slipping from the branch sad you are
looking foi a place to put your feet."
This came as a summary of her com-
panion's attempt to end her draft.
Among hundreds of options, the eco-
nomy of her language is impressive.
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Revision has less to do with lan-
guage than we think To find the right
language we do not look at the lan-
guage, but through the language to the
situation.

1 do not feel differently revising
fiction and nonfiction. I feel no dif-
ference in the process, and I can move
from one to the other in the same
morning without any conscious ad-
nistments. '

p )

Is the work all written within the
bras or within the paper and it merely
has so be found, not made?

The work itself takes control of the
writer. He is never in control of a suc-
cessful piece of work, the work is in
control of him

Reading these entries over, I feel
they are islands which are the peaks of
tier ismienvater mountain range. Most
of what happened during these months
of ',vision remains unseen anclunex-
pissed.

Tbe entries, however, reveal an
astisude toward work .which is typical
for many writers and alien to many
classrooms. Writers respect evolving
writing and look' in to the draft, not
out from the draft, to rulebook, pub-
lished model of editor/teacher to see
how the draft will solve its own prob-
lems with the assistance ofthe listen-
ing,'watching: waiting writer

I hope, reading this over, that my
Foy at being within the work is appar-
ent It was a good time, a produdtive
pcnod of work, and I am grateful. to the
drafts that produted interesting prob.
!ems I learned a great deal about writ-
ing and shout the subiret of the writ-

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

WIG

Murray shows so clearly that there is
no difference between "creative writ-
ing" and other writing. All writing is
an ace ol creation. Work in one genre,
aids other *enres. The implications for .

wiiting.o.ross the curriculum, treating
all writing as process and-creation, are
important.

O

Although out NIE study is a study of
young writers and how they develop,
the day-by-day monitoring of their
problem solving provides us with an
excellent opportunity to view the
effects of teaching practice. We are
fortunate to be gathering data where
teachers have provided an entirely dif-
ferent place and pace for writing in the
curriculum.

When teachers understand di; writing
process,' practice ize:themselves, and
respond intelligently to whit children
know, children write and write well
They revise as an internal dictate, nut
because the teacher has assigned it.
They revise, because they see their
work as unfinished, not because they
arc in error.

This careful monitoring of children's
',mimic has shown us that ',hes, must

1 5
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ing in observing how those problems
resolved themselves under my pen.

ti

deal with many of the same problems
as Murray and other professional
writers. Indeed, the intensive monitor-
ing and study of writers, amateur or
professional, can be of ben* to both.
We are lust beginning to understand,
what is involved in the writing process
and the potential of the children in our
classrooms.

Below are two examples of revision in process:

t
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RA the bed news. Only 158 studies on
'writing in the elementary grades, or an
eiverage.of six annualty. have been dons
in the United Stales in the last twenty -five
years.''Writing research was in such low
esteem from 1955-1972 that egterfour
percent of all studies were done by dieser-
tation.alone. It wasn't important enough for
most doctoral advisors to consider writing
research for themselves. Rather, it was an
exercise for students to apply courses in
statistics to their dissertations. Eighty-one
percent of all dissertation research in this
period involved experimental designs
seeking to find "good methods': in the
teaching of writing.

These sad figures came at a time in
American education when most school
money was spent on developing chil-
dren's reading skills. For every $3000
spent on children's ability to receive in-
formation 81.00 was spent on their power
to send it in writing.* The funds for writing
research came to less than one-tenth of
one percent of all research funds for edu-
cation.

From 1955-1972. WY-eight percent of
all research was concerned with what the
teacher was doing in the classroom. We
were so preoccupied with ourselves. as
leachers the only twelve percent of the
studies were concerned with s look at
what children did when they wale.

,The .research conducted on best
methods for, teachers was of the worst
type. We took the science model of re-
smirch and attempted to remove certain
variables from their context to explain two
omits, teaching and writing, by dismissing

.M.
'Studies were reviewed through ERIC, ROSOIVC.11 in

he Teaching al English. Elementary English. Lan-
'ups Distortaban Absbacts.

'Thaw data were taken from the Ford study. Sal-
.ncis the Basics. La Thom Write, Donald H.
inwee, and from surveys of pubic school spending
in textbooks. personnel. and materials related to
setting and writing.

environments through statistical means.
We tried to explain complex wholes and
promises throUgh "hard data" about in-
significant variables removed from con-
text.

We complained that teachers would not
pay attention to research. But so far the
teachers have been rightmost of the re-
search wasn't readable and was of limited
value. It couldn't help them in the class-
room. They could not see their schools,
classrooms, or children in the data. Con-
text had been,ignored.

Context needs to be explained. When
six-year-old Janet writes "reindrer" in the
midst of the sentence, "All of the reindrer
Iovd hire " the word falls in more than the
CX111111.1 7i a written syntactic unit. Janet
sings, speaks rereads, listens to her text
as she composes this selection for the
Christmas holidays. She draws after she
writes, crude with other children about ex-
pectations of Christmas gifts, and inter-
views with the teacher. She writes in a
room that encourages-child publication,
mutual child help, and the importance of
personalvoice and information. Within the
context of Janet's own development, she
has gone through three stages of invented
spelling: first sounding letters, then writ-
in consonants in initial and final posi-
done, and now borrowing from the visual
menu y systems contributed by reading.

In the broader ethnographic context,
Janet's mother writes letters, is college
educated and interested in her child's
progress, and lives in a suburban-rural
town of 8500 in New England. Jinet's
tee her writes for publication., In Janet's
school, the principal speaks, writes, and
listens to teachers. In turn, teachers know
their ideas will be heard. Such contexts
have been ignored in much of the past re-

.search related to writing.
Now for some good news. More than

half of all research on children's writing in
the last twenty-five years was done in the
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last seven, and only forty-two percent of it
by dissertation. Research has broadened
to include advisors of research and other
professionals. Interest in descriptive
studies of children's activity rose from
twelve to forty-eight percent of all studies.
The context of writing is beginning to be
described, though very crudely. Experi-
mental design studies of what teachers do
have dropped to forty percent of the total.

A new kind of research, stimulated -by
Janet Emig's cue study of the "Compos-
ing Processes of Twelfth Grade Students".
(1999). has boadened the wilt al in-
vestigetton Her research and the nosserdi
of Graver (1975), and Grates Catkins.

Sowing (197840). focused on what writers
did during the composing process. De-
scriptions were also 'given of the corneas
in-which the data were gathered Although
this is a new research area in isms of a
'Miley of writing research, there is grow-
ing interest by both researchers and
teachers in the data coming from the
studies. Most case study research is still
being done with older students, notably
the work of Hayes-Flower (1979-80),
Sommer (1980), and Peri (1979). Far more
needs to be done with younger children.
We need more information on child be-
haviors and decisions during the process,
rather than through speculation on child
activity during-writing from written prod-

ucts alone.
Time, money and personnel investments

in writing have changed within the last
three years. Great imbalances in attend-
ing to communication skills still exist. but
there is more interest in the teadhing of
writing. Some of this has come through re-

sponse to state-mandated testing which
has been invoked or ,is on the drawing
boards in almost all of the fifty states.

There is also more interest in writing
because teachers are beginning to get
more help with their own writing process
It is less common now for teachers to be

lectured about the writing process. dis-
cussing the ski/I out of context, unayied
with an involvement with writing itself.
Such programs as the Bay Area Writing
Project and the Valmont Writing Program
have had national effects through attention
to the teacher's own writing. Teacners
have begun to understand the nature and
context of the writing process thrr.Jgh
their own writing. They now can view what
children do within the framework of pac-
ticing thacraft themselves.

Theis efforts have also spurred reater
interest in ?smooth . but research that re-
lalorb teachers' new understandings of
the context of the viviting process. That is,
they now know the meaning of reheaisal
(prevailing), redrafting, the development
of skills for publication. They slant to know

more about reseerch that provides infor-
mation in whichlhey can "see" the stu-
dents and classrooms in which they teach.

Teachers want to become involved in .

research themselves. Those who' write
themselves, who have become interested
in what children do when they write, want
to know how they can participate in
gathering their own information on chil-
dren's writing.

Financial commitments to the improve-
merit of writing are still woefully low. The
National institute of Education allocated
funds for research in writing for the first
time in 1971. Requests for proposals for
research. in writing were also instituted
two years later. We have gone from noth-
ing to barely something in the provision of
research funds. Far more funds have been
expended on the assessment of, writing
achievement Educational Testing Ser-
vice, the National Commission on Educa-
tion in the States. and most State Depart-
ments have allocated funds to fine out
how students are achieving in writing

This is a time of hope and optimis.n for

the 80s Research in writing has such a
short history that it is not yet weighed

Research Update 4 New Look at Writing Research 915



fawn by many of the traditions that plague
noel research in education. Research in
education has attempted to make a sci-
trice of predicting human behavior from
me setting to another through statistically
:ontrolled experiments. From the outset.
:eseach in writing reflected the experi-
rental approach. and only recently has
Legun to break away through process-
observational studies and a broadened
context to include the study of child
growth It is lust beginning to provide in-
formation that teachers in the classroom
can use

A Necessary Patent of Development

We may lament that time has been
wasted on experimental. designs and a
preoccUpat;on with self (what teachers
ought to do), but I believe this pattern of
development was necessary, important,
and unavoidable. Children, teachers, and
researchers develop in similar patterns. I
want through the same process in learning
to teach.

The first day I ever taught I could only
hear the sound of my own voice. I stood
back and listened with terror as I

searched for the right words. My seventh
grade class was an audience that barely
existed. My chief questions at that point
were "Whet do I say? Whet do 1 dor I
could scarcely hew children's responses
to my gumshoe*. Plans mitten days before
determined my actions, regardless of
children's responses. Answers fit my
quevions on a 1-1 basis, or they were not
worthwhile I hardly knew what was com-
ing from the blur of faces in front of me.

In tame the faces became more distinc-
tive. even began to notice what children
did after 1 asked questions, or directed
them to an activity But my main concern
was D crank up the machinery of learning.
set tie children on a course, and hope
they wou 1 reach some worthwhile port of

976
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acquirihg,knowtedge. Like the young
learners in my room, was only concerned
with the beginning and end of learning
Not much existed in between. "How do I
get started' What do I do when the papers
are completed'?"

Children develop along similar lines'
they hear -and write the initial consonants
of words. then final consonants The inte-
rior portions of words hardly exist In read--
ing. information at the end and beginning
of selectiops is the most easily recalled In
Puget s simple directive to children to
draw an the steps showing a pencil falling
from a vertical to horizontal position, the
Children can only draw the initial (vertical)
and final (horizontal) positions, with none
of the intermediate stages sketched in.
When children, adults. researchers, first
initiate activity. there are no middles. only
beginnings and endings. In short. they
have a very limited space-time un-
derstanding of the universe, not unlike my
first days of teaching. Furthermore, they
are so absorbed in the rightness of their
own acts, they find it difficult to empathize
with the points of others.

It wasn't until much later in my teaching
career that I was able to focus on what
children were doing, in order to adjust my
own teaching **Mound that I could not
afford to be without the information that
told me where they were. As a result, I

began to participate in the "middle" of the
process of their learning. For example, I
asked questions while they were in the
middle of observing the travel patterns of
turtles. I responded to their initial observa-
tion notes, asking more questions. And
back they went to add, delete, revise their
earlier observations.

It is encouraging to note similar devel-
opment in research patterns over the past
twenty-five years We have moved from a
preoccupation with self in teaching to
more studies of children, and now the
middle ground. the process of writing it-
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self. The space-time factors of research
have been expanded. Such trends must
continue for the 80s. But we must continue
to be wary of studies that reduce the con-,
text of investigation.

Farther Research ladrigrounds

We look et recent hiitory of research in

writing that we might not repeat past mis;
takes.We review this history to take stock.
learn, and forge on. We have been slow to
take heed of 94 warnings' f significant
researchers. Since the early twenties, one
researcher Aar another has warned of the
danger al fragmentary approechse to re-
search in children's writing. Braddock,
(1918) observes that writing is en organic
process that defies segmentation: .

Ammo wive has reed a considerable portion of the
research in the teaching and turning of English
compositin knows how much it leaves to be de-
sired. MIMI are nosier eurnrairy and albatanalysis
af the nmeesch Lyman (11211) wrote that *a carols
phenomenon out* as composition quality warns to
defy careful analysis into .constituent pads" and
nosed Most the pioneer studies he wooed "Measure
pupil products and assume that by as doing they are
evaluating the manifold intangible processes of the
mind by which those products law* attained.

Meckel (1963), Park (1960) and Braddock
(1963) called for research that focused

more on learners than teachers. They
called for studies on the writing process

that involved longitudinal research. Such

research was difficult, too time consuming
for doctoral students, and certainly defiant

of conventional statistical interventiiibs.

Problems with Experimental Design

Though they purport to give direct help.

persons using experimental designs to
conduct writing research have contributed
least to the classroom teacher They re-

spond to questions teachers ask most.

"How do I get the students to write, What

will stimulate. motivate them into writing
action/ What is the best way to correct
paper0- Typically. the research model

will try three different stimuli to "activate
students into better writing. One group wit
receive "no treatment." If one method
usually the favorite method of tare re
searcher, should receive better marks
that is, show with 95.1 odds or better tha

the good results in student writing from
the chosen method were not due to
chance, then the approach is purported to
be valid for other children and teachers.
This is an attempt to show via sc,..ntifiO
means that in exportable method for
teaching.children to write has been found.
Independent of the philosophical issues,
invoked with this approach to teachirig
writing, the basic issue of context r
(Mini

We have tried to borroW science in
order to spin it to the study of human be-
havior. In the fields of agriculture, chemis-

try, medicine, practitioners cannot afford
to be without the latest findings. Better

. strains. of hybrid corn increase food pro-
duction for millions, miracle drugs are
synthesized and save lives. New pro-
cesses for using chemicals are devel-
oped, saving millions of dollars for indus-
try. Research in science delivers.

Research in education is not a science.

We cannot transfer science procedures to

social events and processes. We are not
speaking of corn, pills, or chemicals-when
we speak of what people do when they
write. Elliott Mishlee, in one of the most
telling articles written on researr:h in con-

text, observes the domination of research

by experimentation in the social sciences:

Despite the Philosophical critique of this tradi-
tional model of science. its application to hunan af-

fairs has remained triumphant Researcher ethods'
based on this model which can be referreo to col
lectively as context-stripping procedures. are taught

to us ',flour graduate- schools and we become prop.'
erlY certified as educational researchers psychOlo-
gists or sociologists when we can demonstrate our
competent uke of them in our dissertations

Research about writing must be suspect
when it ignores context or process I. Mess

Research Update A New Look at Writio Resew cih
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researchers describe in detail the full con-
text of data gathering and the processes
of leaning 'and teaching, the data cannot
be exported from room to room.

Devoid of context, the data become
sterile One of the reasons teachers have
rejected research information for so long
is that they have been unable to transfer
faceless data to the alive. inquiring faces
of the children they teach the next morn-
ing Furthermore. the language used to
convey these data has the same voiceless
tone that goes with the projection of face-
less information. Donald Murray com-
plains. "The research is. not written to be
read." It is written for oilier researchers,
promotions. or dusty archives in a lan-
guage guaranteed for self-extinction.

Writing process research can help the
classroom teacher with writing. It's just
that this research cannot pretend to be
science. This does not mean that research
procedures cease to be rigorous when
describing the full context of human be-
havior and environment. The human faces
do not take away objectivity when the data
are reported. The face emerges from
enormous amounts of time spent in ob-
serving, recording. and analyzing the
data. When the face emerges in the report-,
ing, it comes from tough selection of the
incident that represents a host of incidents
in context.

-Studies that expand the context of writ-
ing' are expensive. Thousands of hours are
required to gather the full data Personnel
costs are high. For this reason, better pro-
cedures need to be developed.

We can never IG.'get that if information
from one study is to be used at another
teaching site, with other children, the most
thorough description of contextual factors
roust be given When the process and
context are described in simple. straight-
forward language, teachers will be ready
consumers of the information

Tiachers who read such information

- /5/9

often want to try informal research projects
of their, own. Since the procedures were
conducted in classrooms, teachers see
themselves in the midst of the data a!ong
with the children. They begin to keep daily
records of skills advancement along with
collected writing of the children Charts of
daily child conferences. reading and writ-
ing growth patterns are observed and re-
corded Much of these data are one step
away from formal research studies
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ResearckUpdate
Writing Research for the
Eighties:
What Is Needed

Donald H. Graves
for the Committee on Research
National Council of Teachers of English

Writing research must involve the fullest
possible contexts in the eighties. We can
no longer have experimental or ret-
rospective studies that move in, wi,h
treatments of short duration, or that
speculate on child growth and behaviors
through a mere examination of written
products alone. Contexts must be
\broadened to include loser and longer
looks at children while they are writing.
These contexts 'must be described in
greater detail.

\ In the first article in this series (Lan-

guitge Arts, November/December 1980),
trends in writing research were pre-

/5-1

4

perimental, descriptive and process,
studies are already beginning to supply
more context. Such trends must be con-
tinued for the sake of quality research
and usefulness for the classroom
teacher.

In this column on research needed for
the eighties, a more detailed description
of context will be given, then a listing of
research questions about children, teach-
ers, and writing environments, followed
by a discussion of new research designs
and procedures.

A researcher's description of context
is given within the confines of print,

sented for the last twenty-five years. which is linear and segmented, word

The weakness of experimental designs following word. Even a careful descrip-

was portrayed as first used, and as the tion of context through words has its

near exclusive approach to research ire limitations, since words cannot portray

writing. But new trends show that ex- the many systems and variables that op-
.,

"%A/flung Research for the Eighties" is the second in a series of three ;aides surveying writing research.

research needed for the eighties. and how research will have influence in the eighties The three articles

are from a chapter in Perspectres in &V.ItIng, k.:1 edited by Shirley Hales .1 ames to be published next

month by NCTE
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orate simultaneously as children write.
For example, as Chad writes we observe
and infer the following simultaneous ac-
tions in a four second.interval.

Voices "shhh - t - n" (shooting).

Hears own voice.

Leans toward page.
Grips pencil betWeen thumb and
forefinger.
Glances at cirawing'at top of paper and
observes pencil operate between lines.,,

Fads Well on of pencil on paper surface.

Holds paper with left .hand with paw
slightly turned to the right of midline. .

Tips shoulder as if to feel action of gun
(inferred;.
May, hear voice over intercom asking
teacher a question.
Produces mental imagery of man shoot-
ing (inferred).
Produces mental imagery of word, shoot-

, ing (infend).
Sits on edge of chair.
Scowls at page.

To describe these events in narrative
form, even with great care, still distorts
the time-space dimensions of the simul-
taneity of events, thus the full reality of

rents.

Another Look at Catitext

The meaning of any situation is con-
tained in the context of the act. A
fourteen-month-old child reaches sev-
eral times for a ball beyond his grasp. In
frustration he utters, "Da." The mother
turns, notices his outstretched hand and
shouts to her husband, "John, Andy just
said, 'Ball,' isn't it Wonderful!" If the
parent had heard the utterance without
observing the context, she would prob-
ably have had a different interpretation
of the sounds. The full understanding of

198 Language Arts
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Andy's act is contained in expanding
the time and space frame of investiga,
tion to reviewing the child's previous
utterances, . uses of language with his
parents, parent responses, the child's
use of symbols, activities in shops, at
grandparents', in clinics, or the broader
communities in which such utterances
develop. Even this brief expansion of
contextual understanding is &simplifica-
tion of many more complex ways of ob-
serving single acts. Studies of the
growth and development of preschool
children's oval language have paid far
more attention to contexts than studies
of children's growth in writing.

The understanding of any single
written word demands similar expan-
sion of the time-space frame of investi-
gation. It is this time-space expansion
that helps us understand the act of writ-
ing, as well ai the designs ind proce-
dures needed to understand written'
acts.

A simplified description of what is
meant by "context" of writing is given
in three 'different contextual categories:
1) The Writing Episode, 2) The Life of
the Child Who Writes, and 3) The
Sociil-Ethnographic Context of the
Episode. Each of these sections will be
discussed through the life of one cam,
Chad. Following each section, questions
will be raised for further study in the
eighties.

The Writing Episode

Chad is a six-year-old first-grade child
who has been writing for only two
weeks. When Chad writes "the grts"
(the good guys), the message is barely
decipherable, yet it contains a major
breakthrough for him, since in this in-
stance it is the first time he is able to
read back his message. This is but a

1 C.1
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small part of Chad's writing episode. A
writing episode is defined here as en-
compassing all that a child does before,
during, 'and,...after a single writing. In
Figure 1, some of Chad's activity is
shown on the firstline.

The first line shows what letter the
child actually wrote in relation to the
second line, the language and sound
generated by the child as he wrote.
Simultaneous to the 'writing, Chad
supplies facial gestures and varying dik
tames to the papers. He also changes
his 'work as he goes. As a beginning
writer he changes mostly at the point of
sound-letter correspondence and the
shapes of letters. He doe's not .yet edit'
for syntactic-semantic fit. Chad also
reads as he writes, another important
contextual feature in the process. And
he listens to what he Mini in reading
out loud to see if he is where he thinks
he ought to be in the message. Writing
for Chad, is more complex than it seems.

The context of Chad's composing is
understood further by going back to
what he was doing just before he started
to write. In this instance he rehearsed
unconsciously for the written act by
drawing warfare 'between the -"good
guys" and the "bad guys" at the top of
his paper. A series of action-reaction
battles in the drawing was fought with
eventual total destruction for everyone
on the papa. When Chad was ,asked,
'Tell me what you are going to write
after you finish the drawing," he re-
plied, "Wait and see." Broadening this
context still further, data show that

1

-/3
Chad answers with more complete in-
formation in the middle of drawing
about what he will write. "Wait and
see,",, is probably a staying action, the
same as, "I don't know."

1

Moving ahead in time from the com-
posing 'act, Chad rushes to the teacher
when. he finishes composing. D to show
from other episodes that rush' to the
teacher if an important sharing ime for
him. Chad stands next to the teacher
who is seated at a round table in the
back of the classroom. His left arm
presses against has as helms, points
to the paper, speaks to her with his face
but eighteen inches from hers as he ex-
plains the episode on the paper. He can
read some of the words, but the crude
spellings of several:have led to an evap-
oration °Cumming. Still, he can at least
get help from the drawing to communi-
cate the main action of his writing.

A simple review of Chad's written
product would have given a very limited-'
explanation of whet had occurred in the
writing episode. The functions of vari-
ous acts, the trials, would not have been
understood in the same way as the di-
rect observation of the composing of the `'
episode itself. 4

More needs to be learned in the com-
ing decade about what occurs within the
writing episode. We are just beginning
to get a sense of the ingredients in the
process, but far more data are needed to
explain how children function. We par-
ticularly need the data to begin to de-
velop a theory of writing as called for by
Martha King (1979). Ten questions are ;

Figure 1

Line 1: Writing the

Line 2: Oral Language the
g r t s

the guh guy gut t the gut guys"
rereads ,
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posed for research investigation in the The Broader Context of One Episode

eighties.

What is the nature and function of oral
language milk accompanies the writing
process? How does this change within
individual cases? Who are the children
who do not use language to accompany
the writing process?

IHQW does rehearsal change as children
grOW older? What is the nature of dif-
ferent rehearsals within i single child,
across many children?

What is the nature of syntactic and
semantic decisions witkis child revi-
sions? How do these decisions change
with subsequent revisions of the same
selection? How, do these decisions
change over a series el years within one
child, awl children of different ages?

How do children use other children or,
the teacher to help them in their writing?
How does this vary with different kinds
of writers and in different environments?

What is the context in the episode in
which children change spellings? When
do spellings become staSilised into a
final form?

Under what circumstances do children
reread their writing? What is the nature
of the reading act in writing, 'especially
the reeding act in relation to revision?

How do children learn to use speae err

their paper when first writing or when
doing advanced revisions? What ire the
changing spatial demands of writing?

Under what circumstances do children
use conventions, change them and grow'
with them over the years? Are there cue
tain ways in which children use informa-
tion that demand a broader repertoire of

conventions?

o What types of hesitation, delay phenom-
ena, are observed that might be con-
nected with a concept of "listening" to
the text?

What types of left-right brain activity are
indicated in the child's functioning in the

writing process'

,200 Language Arts

One writing episode does not explain
Chad's behivior. Other episodes are re-
viewed in relation to the one completed.
The analysis of episodes reveals se-
quences of development overtime.
simple example of 'a sequence is co -
taintd in children's general use of
ing in relation to writing. For most chil-

dren, drawing precedes -writing since
tine child needs to see-and hear meaning
through drawiitg. Later, as children
know better, what they will write, they
illustrate after writing. In time they do
not need to draw at al[. There are excep-
tions based on antra -differences and dif-,
ferent functions for the chairing. ,

Other contextual data are needed
from Chad's own background to better
understand what he does in the writing
episodes. For example, interviews with
Chad's parents and teachers show that
Chad did not speak understandable
messages until he was, approximately
four years of age. For many months after
entering school Chad could not write.
He did not understand the relationship
between sound and symbol. He could
not read his first attempts to write.
There were too few cues to read them
the next daif. Still, his drawings were
filled with information. He spoke at
length with other children about the
content of his drawings.

Other contextual information from

Chad's life, gathered over time, are the
'following: changing concept of good
writing; function of writing, sense and

use of audiences, range and type of top-
ics chosen, use of person, characteriza-
tions, territorial involvement of content,
problem solving strategies in such areas

as blocks. science, mathematics, etc. Se-

quences of develoOment in each of these
informational areas have their own con-

e a -
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text: What came before? 'What will fol-
low? The sequence and interrelationship
of each scheme provides more context
for explaining behaviors in any one a- a
pect of the composing process. Much of
these data come from product analysis,
child, parent and teacher interviews,
and the analysis of writing episodes..

Far mace needs to be done in these
important areas during the eighties. A
child's changing concepts of the writing
process are particularly difficult to
gather from interviews and ultimately
depend on data-from child functioning
within the writing process itself, as well
as from extensive analysis of the writing
product The following questions for re-
search in the eighties are related to
background information needed to un-
dastand.a child's writing process:

What is the relationship between chil-
dren's concepts of the writing process
and what they do during their writing?

What is the relationship between chil-
dien's orzl language and what they do
during the writing process?

What is the relationship betwein chil-
dren's ;processes of reading and how they
read and revise their own texts?

What * the writer's topical range and use
of genre OV,Nr time

How does the child use language to dis-
cuss the writing process? HMV' does this
'change? How is thii related to what the
child,does in the writing proceis?

What is the writer's process of compos-
ing in different content areas?

What is the actual audience range within
the child's classroom, school, home?
How dues this relaie to the child's con-
cept of audience, use of audience?

How much autonomy does the child
exercise in the writing process?

How do children change in making the
tran<mon from oral to written discourse?

What is the relationship between a

tz.

child's influence on the writing of other
chi lien (topic, skill, text, aid) and the
child's own performance within the writ- .

ing process?

The Ethnographic Context

Chad's writing is not done in a vacuum.
He is part of a social context in which
children, teachers, administrators, par-
ents, and a community carry out their
values about writing. These values and
practices affect what Chad does when he
writes. They effect topic choice, interac-
tions with other children, the teacher,

style of solving problems. It is dif-
ficult to know what aspects of the
broader context affect the composing
process, and the child's voice in the
process. This is one of the least explored
areas in writing research.

Examples of ethnographic research.,
conducted in Chad's writing situation
are the following:

Communication Patterns. Examine the
contexts of Chad's writing by collecting
and tracing written and oral communi-
cation along these routes: community,
board of education, superintendent of .

schools, middle management, principal,
teacher, Chad, Chad's parent The con-
tents and values expressed in pattern-)
would be classified and assessed, and
the effects of those messages would be
studied. They would also be assessed
open (answers solicited) vs. dosed (di-
rectives without explanation or answers
expected).

o
Literacy Values. How do adults in the

same levels and routes mentioned above
(Communication Patterns) practice and
value their composing? What is the na-
ture of the composing? What past ex-
perience in teaching has each had with
learning to write? What, in fact, is the
volume and type of tNeir written com-
munications?
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Research Questions for Teachers

The teaching of writing needs major
focus for the eighties. But we can no
longer afford the errors of- the past
when experimental desiglis were used
to study specific teaching meth-
odologies. Our preoccupation with the
conecrstimulus for writing, correcting
and grading final products, or with
exercises to increase sentence complex-
ity need to be abandoned. So much
more is now known about the nature of
the process itself, children's develop-
inent as writers, and the importance of
the context of writing; that a new focus
on the teachers is needed. Though
much-of our past research has focused
on teacher methodologies, we have
never actually studied the process of
teaching writing. 'We have never
studied even one teacher to know what
,ingredients are involved in teaching
writing. Whereas the case study Was,
the gateway to understanding the writ-
ing process, and the ingredients in-
volved in it, the same approach is now

needed for the teaching process.
We are not starting from scratch. Ex-

tensive case study of children now puts
us ahead of where we were with; the
first case studies of children in 1973.
Over the last two years a research team
from the University of New Hampshire
has been observing the daily writing ac-
tivity of young children. Because of the
detailed focus on children through video
and hand recording, there is an entirely.
different view of the i'mportance and
place of teaching. The situation is not
unlike the artist who intently paints a
landscape and becomes more acutely

'aware of the effect of 'weather on the
emerging scene. The detailed observa-
tion of children is the beginning of un-
derstanding teaching, since teacher ef-
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feels are seen more dearly in the context
of child data. These kinds of data are
also more easily reported to teachers
since descriptions of the classroom,'

.teacher activity, and the details of child
activity before, during, and after com-
posing are given.

The emphasis of the New Hampshire
study, 'however, is on the child, with
some data'on teacher activity. The child

_still remains in context. Future studiei
need to focus on the teacher with pe-
ripheral data on the children. Extensive
child data with transcripts of meetings
with teachers. suggest a host of ques-
tions that need to be researched in the
eighties. None of these questions can be
considered without extensive time spent
in the classroom, with data gathered on
both teachers and children and full con-
sideration given to what happens in the
child's .proCess of writing. Since more
context is needed for undersfanding,the
research questions posed related to
teaching, a two column format is pre-
sented in Figure 2 with the research
question in the first column, anddis-
cussion of hypotheses and preliminary
data in the second.

Since so little data have ever been
gathered on any of these questions, or
on the process of teaching writing, they
ought to be considered within the
framework of case studies of competent
teachers, those experienced with teach-
ing writing, those willing to become in-
volved in it for the first time. Detailed
data gathering through video tapes,
audio tapes, direct observations, and
teacher and child interviews needs to be
done. One of the best ways to gather the
teacher case data is to do simultaneous
case studies on children in the same en-
vironment. In this way the basic ingre-
dients in teacher-child transactions can
be examined more closely.
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Figure 2

Question.
Discussion and Background

What do teachers do When they
confer with children about their
writing?

How, do teachers attend to chil-
dren's papers in the writing con-
!train?

What is the number, frequency,
and type of 'conference con-
ducted in the classroom daily,
weekly, monthly, yearly? °

How do teachers change what
they attend to in the writing
conference over a half year, one
year, two years?

How does the teacher help chil-
dren to help each other with
their writing?

How does the teacher change
the organization of the class-
room to aid the writing of chil-
dren?

What types of writing does the
teacher provide for children?

How much time does the teacher
provide for writing'

We need to clecnbe in detail what is contained in the writing con-

ferences of good teachers of writing. Also, teaches who are just

starting to teach writing should be chosen so that their changing

patterns of conferring with children can be recorded over time. We

are speaking of caw studies of specific teachers in a variety of set-

tings.
Research conducted on this question will also respond to a host of

other questions: How specific is the writing conference? How much

did the teacher learn from the child in the conference . . skills, in-

formation? How doss the teacher give responsibility to the child or

take it away during the writing conference? What is the relationship

between the content of the writing catiference and the child's sub-

sequent activity in writing? These questions here been formulated

from at least one to two hundred recorded contemns from the Uni-

versity of tiewHampshire study ..tf the writing prOcesses of young

children.
We have.very little knowledge about the patterns of teacher confer-

ences with children. From our present study, we see conferences of

from thirty seconds to twenty minutes duration. Conference patterns

change, but what are those patterns?

We need to carefully monitor teacher changes with both experienced

and inexperienced teachers (as in question U. Thesechanges need to

be monitored with different kinds of children since some children

are more difficult than others to maintain ownership of the paper

where it Wimp, with the child. This question will make inroads on

issues of match between teaching styles and child learning styles.

Also, it may get at the question of match between teacher and child

composing styles.

Another preliminary finding from the New Hampshire study is that

teaches who enable children to help each other, provide not only an

Unmeant service in immediate child help, but a unique chance to

learn more about writing by helping another person. Children in

this situation are able to use language to talk about writing more

specifically. Children who confer with the teacher in these types of

rooms come to the conference already primed to take more responsi-

bility for their own writing content. The procedures that teachers

me to help children gradually take on more responsibility for self-

help needs systematic study.

There an many ornanizational plans that evolvas teachers gain ex-

perience in helping children to take more responsibility for their

writing. The more choice and flexibility children have during the

time for writing, the more structure and organization is needed. The

process of providing a structurefirst visible,,then more invisible.

needs more systematic study..
Children need; to read the writingof others, and from the standpoint

of their own /authorship. This type of question examines the diet

provided for 'children. The researcher questions: Is the writing the

teacher's own? Other children's? Writer* from children's literature?

Child's own writing?
The amount of time in relation to childrtn's own writing episodes

and patterns needs to be studied. What are the time provisions

daily, weekly monthly. yeaHy'
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How does the teacher use writ-
ing across the curriculum and in
different genre?

How does the teacher provide
for the permanency of writing?

Writing cannot be contained by the personal narrative alone. Since it
exists to clarify meaning, it applies across the curriculum., The
breadth of pore and content needs to be examined in relation to
time provided for writing, conference patterns, different types of
children in the study.

.Much writing should lett . for the sake of the child, other chil-
dren, parents and the teacher. This question seeks to examine ways
in which teachers provide for writing permanency through publica-
tion, collections of writing, writing folders, charts, etc.

Research Designs and Procedures for
the Eighties

Researchers in the eighties need to draw
from many fields if they are to broaden
the contacts of their investigations. Pro-
cedures from linguistics, anthropology,.
and developmental psychology need to
work their way into the territories need-
ing investigation. Educators ought to
acquire more background in these
fields. Similarly, educators need to in-
vite specialists to become more ac-
quainted with the process of education
in public institutions.

Research teams aught to be more in-
terdisciplinary. A review of research of
the last twenty-five years shows how in-
sular writing research has become. In
the past, the only persons to serve on
doctoral committees outside of educa-
tion departments were statisticians and
linguists.

I am not advocating that writing re-
search be turned over to outside
specialists. The locus of research control
must still remain with the educator who
knows the context of the public school
setting.

Design and Procedures

Depth needs to be added through dif-
ferent uses of case, experimerral, and
ethnographic procedures within the same
study. In short, the space-time dimen-
sions of research must be expanded to
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include procedures in the same study
that ..in the past have been used solely
for one typed study alone. An example
of such a study is contained in Figure 3.

In such a design, data are gathered
simultaneously at four. levels of investi-
gation: intensive process data through
direct observation of the child at Levels
1 and 2 over at least a year's time, and
the full context of writing episodes are
gathered from before a child writesuntil
the child has had a response to his or
her product. Tie child in Level 1 is a
writer who gives more than the usual
amount of information, involves a
broader spectrum of development, and
therefore merits more time from the re-
searcher. Level 3 data come from the en-
tire class in which Level 1 and 2 children
reside. Some informal observations are
taken from them but all of their products
are classified or duplicated for examina-
tion.. Finally, product analysis is given
to four classes within the same school
building, but also including each of the
first three levels of the study. In this
way product analyses 3f larger groups
can be further inves:igated for their
process implications in the case study
data. Similarly, case data variables that
appear to be pivotal can be examined
through interventions or product
analyses at Levels 3 and 4. To date, two
studies have been done in this manner,
Graves (1975), Graves, Calkins, Sowers
(1978-80).



Depth must also be added through
more intensive case studies with infra-
differences explained through one case.
One child's behavior is described
within the context of at least one to
three years. In this.way the pattern of
development within one variable or
across variables can be examined and
explained over a muc longer period of
time. Too often rese h contributes to a
lottery philosophy of educating. That is,
we look for similari across children,
ways of generalis' s one child's be-
havior to aid other . There is a
value in this, but there is also a grave,
potential weakness. We will look too
quickly to see why the child before us is
the same as other children rather than
look at how the child is different. Or, if
the difference is located, we seek to ex-
tinguish it in order to integrate the child
into a homogeneous mass for more con-
venient instruction.

In short, we will overlook the one
thing that makes the child before us
unique. We will overlook the voicethe
one experience or knowledge area the
child knows well. Good teachers have
responded to this uniqueness on an in-
tuitive basis for years. Research needs to
document intra-differences of the com-
ponents that make children unique.
Glenda Bissex (1979), in her study of
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Paul over a five-year period, is this type
of study. Also, the child in Level 1 (Fig-
ure 3) is a potential type for study of
intra-differences. Data gathered in such
depth usually point the way to discover-
ing new variables not seen in the larger
data gathering. We cannot afford to be
without such studies.

Final Reflection

. The recommendations for writing re-
search in the-eighties contained in this
column are not meant to be exhaustive.
Rather, they are intended to open ter-
ritories., needing investigation. They are
particularly designed to increase the
context of our knowledge in three major
areas: 1) Children: What do children do
when they write? What does the expan-
sion of data within one life give us?
How can the child's functioning within
the broader ethnographic context be ex-
plained? 2) What do teachers do in rela-
tion to child growth? For too long the
process of teacher change in relation to
Child change has been neglected. How
are these related? 3) What new proce-
dures are demanded for broadening the
context of investigation?

An attempt to' answer such questions
should result in a new emphasis in writ-
ing research in the eighties. The next ar-

Figure 3

Level I

Level 2

Level ')

Level 4

One ChildProcess

Five ChildrenProcess

Class Data-25 Children

Four Classes-100 Children
School Data
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tide on this subject will deal with the
questiOn, "How Will Writing Research
Have Influence in the Eighties" in the
April issue of Language Arts.
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Re'search Update
Where Have All
the Teachers Gone?

Donald H. Graves
for the NCTE Committee on Research

Writing research in the 80s will go
nowhere unless there is a different view
toward teacher involven.ent by re-
searchers. Furthermore, teachers must
be equipped to conduct research of di-

rect benefit to themselves. In the past
teachers have been excluded froth the
process of writing research. Researchers
have too often been in a hurry, tried not

to "bother" teachers, gathered data, and

left as unknowns. If this pattern con-
tinues, then the growth in writing proc-

ess research outlined in the first article
(Language Arts, November/December
1980) will be hampered, and the many
reccimmendanons made for needed re-
search in the 80s (Language Arts, Feb-

ruary 1981) cannot be implemented.
The base of research involvement

must be broadened to include an active

- 161

role by the public schdol teacher. When
teachers become involved in research,
researchers not only gather better data,
but the context a research, the public
school classroom, is enriched by the
study itself. Teachers and researchers;
ought to know each other for the sake of

the research and the children.
We need to dispel the mystique of

research. For too long it has been main-
tained through irrelevant, context-
stripping designs, and a language in-
tended for the closed shop of other
researchers. It is even doubtful if the in-

tended audience of other professionals ,

understands the language any better
than the perplexed classroom teacher.

Teachers need to write. They not
only need to write in order to un-
derstand the process they teach, but

"Where Have All the Teachers Gone?" is the third in a series of three articles surveying writing research,

research needed in the eighties. and how teachers need to be involved in research. The three articles

hai been adapted for Language Arts from a chapter in Perspectives rn WrItrng, K-8, edited by Shirley

Haley -James and published February 1981 by NCTE.
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they also need to put into print their
thoughts about the teaching of writing.
Teachers who do this become different
consumers of research information.

Even with the work of the National
Writing Project where great stress is
placed on the development of the teach-
er's own writing, there is not' enough
opportunity for most teachers to develop
their own skills in the process. People
who tteach a craft must practice i
would be unheard of for a r of
piano to never play, ceramicist to
say to a class, " is the wheel, throw
the clay," ut first .demonstrating
what teacher practices daily. Teach-
e don't need to become professional,
publishing writers, but they do need to
be acquainted with the. craft at a per-
sonal, practical level:

Researchers in ResidenceA Case
Study

In the fall of 1978 three researchers
began to observe children in the
elementary schools of Atkinson, New
Hampshire. They were there to observe
"How and in What Order Children Dr
veloped as Writers." The two-year grant
from the National Institute, of Education
focused on children, not teachers. The
team resisted requests for formal writing
workshops with the staff. The research-
ers would answer teacher questions
about their children or the writing pr6c-

ess.
The researchers had all been teachers

and were published writers. Over cof-
fee, at lunch, at breaks when gym; art
and music were taught, teachers asked
questions about their children and the
relation of the data to their teaching.
The teachers controlled the questions,
when they used the data, and the teach-
ing of writing in their classrooms. The

2-

researchers did not have a writing pro-
gram.

In a short time the mystique of "re-
search and researcher" was removed.
Researchers were just as perplexed as
teachers about certain children. From
the beginning, the-researchers wrote,
shared findings with the teachers, and
pulted:-Teachers could see that they

n knew more about their own chil-
dren than the researchers. Nevertheless,
both teachers and researchers learned
from the children.

Teachers began to write. They de-
manded an in- service courseln bott
writing and the teaching of writing. An
outside consultant worked with the
teachers. Two of the teachers took for-
mal courses in writing at the University.
Gradually most of the staff of fourteen
teachers worked on their own writing.
More importantly, the teachers began to
collect their own information about the
children. Researchers kept charts of data
about the children, and shared them
with the teachers. Teachers, in turn,
began to keep. their own charts, their
own data systenis, and from these' data
to write articles of their own.

Most of the teachers keep extensive
records, the base of good data for their
own research. One teacher records the
contents of each writing conference, the
patterns of spelling as children change
throughout the year; another records the
changing strategies of a child who has
great difficulty in writing. They write
about their information in such a way
that they show other teachers what they
do, as well as the data on which their
judgments are based.

An Example of Teacher Data-Gathering

Children in Mary Ellen Giacobbe's first'
grade classroom used spelling inven-
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tions the second month they were in
school. By the end of the year the chil-
dren had made extensive gains in read-
ing, spelling, and writing. Mrs. Gia-
cobbe had wondered throughout the
year what the children might have done
had she let them write the first month of
school. The next year she decided to
find out what the children could do in
September. Mrs, Giacobbe writes:

During the second week of school I
administered a self-made writing test of
twenty words. In choosing the words I
tried to use as many different initial and
final consonants and long and short vow-
els as possible. Fifteen of the words were
one syllable and five were two syllable
words.

I worked With the children individu-
ally or in pairs. I gave each a piece of
paper eight and one-half by eleven and
one-half inches, sectioned into rectangles
numbered one through twenty. I asked
the children to write the word rag next to
number one. I did not emphasize any
soundsicsaid the word as I would in

e
- i (7 3

normal conversation. I continued with
the rest of the test in the same manner.

.,After ninety minutes of testing she was
surprised by what the children wrote.
Figure 1 shows data on four children for
all twenty words. The four are typical of
the range in the class of twenty-four
children.

Mrs. Giacobbe gave the same twenty
words in January to check progress and
has since given the words to subsequent
classes. Other teachers in her own
building and visitors from schools in
other states now use the words to sense
the patterns of readiness children have
for writing when they first enter school.
Mrs. Giacobbe's work began when` "she
wanted to find out something for her-
self. The work continued when other
teachers found it useful to them. The
data, of course, were very helpful to us
in our study of the composing processes
of first grade children. The data had
immediate use for the classroom and

Figure 1

Spelling Patterns for Twenty Words during the First Week of School

rag buzz lid six game mice doctor view yellow kiss

Jennifer RAG BIS LeD SiCS GAM NIS DOCTR VUW YeLLO KISS

Lisa RAG BAS LED SECS GAM NAIYS DOCTR VYU YLO KES

Bob RAG BSS LD S GMA N Dlr VU CS

Mark iA BS LED SS KM NS DT UO LO KISS

camp zero hill tack five pickle muffin wife Job quick

Jennifer KAP ZARO HAL TAK FIVE PICL MIFN WIF JOB CWC

Lisa KEP SERO HEL TAC FOYV PECL MFEN WAIYF GOB COEC

Bob CAP SiO HLLL TAC FA PCL MAF WAF PP CWC

Mark KP SRO UL TK FF PL MM WAF GB KWK
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long-term use in tracing the develop-
ment of children as writers.

Teachers who collect children's writ-
ing, keep careful records of writing con-
ferences, as many of the teachers do in
Atkinson, have ready-made banks of
data useful to themselves and research-
ers who wish to know more about chil-
dren. Teachers and researchers need
each other, but on equal footing. Bar-
bara Kmiec and Judy Egan are exam-
ples of a researcher-teacher team as
shown in the September 1980 issue of
Language Arts, "One teacher, One
Child, One ClassroomThe Story of
One Piece of Writing."

The status of the Atkinson teachers
has changed. They have become a com-
munity since they have shown through- -to them, they have a different view of
their own writing the nature of that
community. They share stories' about
their own children,.orally and in writ-
ing; they teach each other just as their
children teach them; and they teach
their administrator as well.

In a time when there is a shortage of
teaching energy, these teachers even
find time to Write about it. They can do
this because they have placed the re-
sponsibility for writing where it
belongswith the children. They be-
lieve that it is the child's responsibility
to teach them about w. ) they know:
They help the child th.usigh extensive
listening, confirmation, and questioning
to share personal experiences, stories
eat child wishes to share. When the
c hildren lead, and teachErs listen, not
c my is there a new professionalism with
the child, but the teacher (with the child
speaking and supplying the energy) has
time to write down the information the
children share. When children must as-
sume a greater responsibility for infor-
mation, drafting, and proofing, teachers
in turn have the energy to publish and

to review the data they have from con-
ferences. Once teachers begin this ap-
proach to gathering information, they
soon learn they can not teach without it.

When these teachers listen, gather
data, write about it, share it with other
teachers, travel to other communities to
shire data in workshops, they read re-
1 arch with a different voice. Doers of
research, whether it be .informal data
gathering, small action projects, or year-
long classifications of children's writing
topics, are critical, active consumers of
what happens in the field. They are in-
terested in what- is ttsppening in their
territory since they are part of the terri-
tory. Furthermore, since they observe
children and their own actions in relation

theory. They realize that basic research on
children's writing and development, and
the theories of writing that emanate from
the data are grounded in real children.
They can be of help in their, work with
children, not ten years from now, but to-
morrow. :

.

Not every school system can hay e
full-time researchers in its midst. There
are few grants given by the National In-
stitute of Education. But there is a mid-
dle ground that researchers, teachers,
and administrators can examine to-
gether, that will give a new focus to the
teaching of children and research for the
80s.

Professors of education need to
spend more time in the only true

-laboratories, public school classrooms,
to understand the role of the teacher,
and the processes of learning. Perhaps
the reason we researchers have neg-
lected issues of learning context in our
research for so long, is that we have
spent so little time on the sites where
experimental data have been gathered.
Whether we were doctoral students,
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psychologists, or professors of education
we have gathered research in absentia.

There are several options that local
school systems and universities can con-
sider together. The success of the pro-
posed ventures is dependent on both
professors and teachers learning from
children together,. It is only the informa-
tion they have in common about the
children, the writing they do together,
that will determine the development of a
research community.

1. Professors of education need to take
more sabbaticals on site with teachers
and children. joint research projects
can benefit teachers, professors, and
the locaschool system.

2. Teachers can gather their own data
during writing conferences, or review
data patterns from children's writing.
collections. Many teachers have data
that are very close to full research
studies.

3. Teachers can spell each, other to ob-
serve. children during breaks. These
are breaks that make a professional
difference. They supply a different
kind of energy.

4. School systems can hire resident writ-
ing professionals whose main task will
be to "live in" selected classrooms to
provide data about responding to
children's writing. The resident pro-
fessional must be both writer and re-
searcher. This person will not only
work with the staff on their own writ-
ing, but share data on the writing
processes of children as they aid the
teacher whom they serve.

Fuel Reflection

In the past, research has been done at
too rapid a pace. We can nlonger zoom
in on a tesearch site, emerge like green
berets from a helicopter, beat the bushes
for data, and retire to our ivy-covered
sanctuaries. Sadly, an increasing num-
ber of school systems have marked their
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schools as' off limits" to researchers

' with good reason. Researchers,,like poor
campers, have not left their sites better
than when they arrived. Pre- and post-
test data have been gathered, a six-week
intervention introduced, with the final
data not reported to the school system.
Administrators and boards express their
feelings directly, "We don't want any
researchers experimenting on our kids!"

Research that ignores context tends
to be in a hurry, to avoid the human is-
sues of the persons involved in the
study. Research that broadens the base
of context is automatically slower.
Rarely is the study less than full year.
Although there are interventions in-
cluded in the data gathering, much time
is spent iddescriling children, teachers,
and the research site. Researchers spend
months in advance of data gathering be-
coming acquainted with staff and in
making it possible for the staff to know
them and participate where they are
able. If researchers are to be guests in
the classroom home of the teachers, and
rent free, the teachers had better know
the guests values and habits.

Our experience in the New Hamp-
shire study indiates that the pace of
persistent, thorough, yet slow-paced
data gathering, has influence on the
pace of teaching in the classroom. The
teacher slows down and listens to the
children, responds differently to the
child's written drafts. Full descriptions
of the context of child, family, and
school make them aware of many other
processes operating on the child's be-
half. Finally, teachers are able to focus
far more on what children can do. Re-
searchers and teachers alike share in' the
amazement , of child potential. Perhaps
the focus of research in the 1980s ought
to be: slow down, look at the full context
of writing, involve teachers, and get to
know the fug potential of children and
teachers.
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Notes and Comments
CHILDREN'S REWRITING STRATEGIES

Lucy McCormick Callcini
University of New Hampshire

In a small New Hampshire school, three full-time researchers pull their chain

.close to children as they work at their desks, easels-and block castles. Through

a grant from the National Institute of Eduction, Donald Graves, Susan Sowers

and I wan* sixteen children while they coaqiose with shapes, colors, and most
of all, with words. We will followday -to-day changes in their composing process

for two years., Through observations, video-tapes, interviews and interventions,

we let the children tell the story of their composing.
Researchers need to pull their chairs alongside of children before they can

isolate and investigate critical ficton in writing development. We need to build

a tentative developmental map of how children change as writers before we can

raise questions and form hypotheses. We must identify and describe the whet of
children's writing before we can attempt to avian die why.

In oar case-study re arch project, children continually remind us that con-
stoning a piece of writing is a problem-finding, problem-solving activity. As

we document the writing process of children, we abo document their think-

ing process. Writing is hands-on thinking. Rewriting is manipulating thinking,.

it is thinking abdut thinking. '

These notes describe four different kinds of rewriting used by third graders..

They suggest Neil* reasons for the difference. They are written mid-way. in

our study, and they are art invitation to further research.

Pew:ochre My. focus on a few children led me to ask questions of
all di! drai in one classroom. I observed the composing process

not only of the case study children, but also. of their classmates. My observa-

tions involve 17 of the 20 children in one of the two third grades in which

our research took place.
No studies exist which document young children's rewriting strategies. There-

'ore a significant portion of my task has been to develop procedures for elicit-

ig and recording information on the composing process. The data presented

come from:

1. Cott Study Obtervation: On a day-to-day basis for a year. I observed
four third graders while they wrote: The children were encouraged to
think aloud as they drafted. conferenced and reread their work. I recorded

their comments and hehiviors. noting wh :rc thc occurred within the

process of a draft. The first column, below, comes from xeroxing Amy's

draft and 'then adding numbers which correlate with the notes in column

two.
331
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Twelfth Draft
(1) (2)
I was sitting on the porch

(3)

watching .whee Patches
(4)- \

clean `herself. "Me-ow"
I didn't see -Peaches

(6)
(her) mouth open.

(5)

C

Nous on Twelfth Draft

-40

I.. Amy is still working on her 11th draft. She
abrapdy says, "lids is all it'll have to be
for now."

2. She gets out a new piece of paper and o

begins a 12th draft. She writes more neatly
than usuaL

3. She thinks about Z was sitting' or 1111G,'

Choose 'I was sitting:

t aunts` es she writes, from 'watching
what Patches was doing' in 11th daft, to
'wetchisg Patches clan herself.'
"I thought of this change yesterday when
I was getting ready for recess and I . de-
cided to keep it in my mind until itoday."

5. Amy boob back and forth between drafts
artfully.

6. Goes back sod changes 'Patches' to 'her.'

2. Observation of Sampling Otber Cbildreis I observed all the children in,
the class informally during the year. After studying the folders and simu-
lated rewriting exercise (see *4 and #5) of the class, I selected repre-
sentative children to.observe more closely. I especially observed behaviors

'during rewriting: Thee observations were done on several occasions twit
much les frequendy than observations of the case study children. ,

3 'betook:ea Interviews canned moldy in the =kin of the composing
process. "Why'd you make this change?" "Whet are you *ming to do
nest?" Doting intervals in the writing pecan, I asked more general ques-
,tione."Whst's di fesent about your midi* now?" "Whet does a person
have to do to be s good oaks?" "What's rewriting foe?"

4. Simarimai Rewriting Eisrcisc The children were given a paragraph and
asked ,to copy it into their own wit:* The content of the paragraph
was familiar to all children for t was about their ectual experience iq
writing clam. After the children copied the paragraph, I worked .widi
them in a one-to-one sation.

ard like you to pretend this is a draft you just finished writing," rd .
say. "Pretend you read it to your friends. They wanted you to tell what
your teacher interviewed about," I said, pointing to the line which I was
referring to.

Each time I asked a qcestion, I pointed to the appropriate section in
the draft. Some of my questions solicited information; some of my ques-
tions challenged the information in the paragraph.

My interest was not in their answers,' but in what thete did with the.
ronew information. Did they insert it into the appropriate ction'of their

paper, or merely write it on the end of the piece? 119id they change .the .

pre-existing content in order- to incorporate the new rand sometimes con-
flicting information?

tr
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S. Co &aim of Miaow Charts was made of cumulative collections of
each child's work, In order to aplain the charting procedure, two of
Andrea's pieces have been cheated below.

2 2 3 4 5 6 7

Date Tide rmished # Dfts % New Dft % lac Kept '/. Hash =lit

10/78 Lin su yes 1 0% 100 100%

10/711 Leaning
to Fly yes 4 50% 10% 5%

In the Ps oehoms, the writialpieces have been limed chronologically,
ming as appeoaitiste dale. The snood alma gives ii title for each piece.

Cehana three idea to 'bow the did was a "Seel daft. Doting
writing time, children mint mite, bat they as choose to begin a diem=
piece, or they as condom to week as a previous eon.

Cohn= four cows that Andrea did one draft of "Lin So" and four drafts
of "Learning to Fly." Co m. five shows that two of Andtea's four drafts of
"Learning to Fly" (50% of her total number of drafts) are new. For the pur-
pose of this article, a child writes a 'Stew" draft if the child:

-begios die piece apio, and writes at last 4 lines. (This includes re-
copying the piece.)"

--writes aboard* same topic as the meagre* draft, but doesn't refer
to the esdier draft.

--rewrites the earlier draft, changing some sections and keeping others.

Andrea's first draft of "Leaning to Hy" was a pegs of beginnings (kads).
The leads do not each count as a mina daft because they are under four
lines long. Her second draft is as exact copy of the selected lad. Nothing
"new" was written so the draft does not count as a new draft In the third
draft, Andrea recopies the lead and daa writes forty new lines. The third

draft is called " new ": Andrea's fourth raft is a nearer version of her third
draft Nan of it is new material. Two of het four draft are "new", and so
50% is altered into the fifth tolamerof the chart.

Camel is refers to the percentage of thilist draft which appears in
the find daft. This colons slootesthst Andrea beeps SOY, of "Learning to
Fly" and Gees it se 5% (column seven) of her field draft. Colonist sewn shows

that the kept alexia' is way a amen put of Andrea's longer final draft.

Findings and The children in this classroom write and rewrite. But re-

f:Ns:union writing is a conglomerate term. When children rewritewhen
they make successive draftsthey may be recopying, or they

may be making totally difEesent drafts. Rewriting (drafting) does not necessarily

involve revision (deliberate changes).
The data suggest that the third graders in this study can be grouped accord-

ing -to four kinds of rewriting:

Drafting
write successive drafts without looking hick to earlierThew children

drafts. Becalise they do not reread and reconsider what they have written,
tlcr: is no comparison or weighing of options. Changes between drafts seem
arbitrary. Rev. rituai5 appear) LU 104: a random, undirected process of contin-

ually Irving ots.

1 "I' NO.
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For some children, rewriting mama refining what they have already
ilfritten. These children may copy a piece over and over They may change
spellings, neaten penmanship, add a few lines. But their subject and yak*
are determinedtby the first draft. Rewriting is a backwards motion of refining
a draft leis not. a process of discovery.

Tralnition °
These children move between periods when they refine draftsand periods

when they abandon drafts, continually,beginning new ones. They sometimes
appear to be Random Drafters, but they are closer to being Refiners. I.ilte
Refiners, these, children can look back to sons and refine old drafts, Bac
enlace Refiners; 'they are not content with their earlier drafts. When Trani-
don (*Urea *Imam old drafts and begin new ones, deaf a sodas.
non which any lead diens to beams We:scam
issaffeein.,:. ,

roc
iris

chicken, revision tanks from ineesuction between writer and
draft, batiiiin writer and internenor andiaso4 betweal writer and evolving
subject. Children mead to see whet they have said and to discover what
they want to say. There is a codstant vying between intended meaning and
discovered meaning.between the forward motion of making and the backward
motion of assessing.

Each of thise 'dads of rewriting reflects a different level of tiztse and space
flexibility. For children in the first group; rewriting is an exclusively forward
motion. These children do not have the fletibilty to look back on their writing
proem The next two rewriting groupsthe Refiners and the Transition chil-
drenrewrite by using what can be described as a 'backwards' motion of re-
turning to the draft These children are able to look beck at what they have
done, bin they do not have the Interacters' ability to daft between readet and
writer, between critic and creator.. .The Interacters can not only shift between
looking 'forward and looking backward, they can also view their draft from
several perspectives, and juggle several concera They have a more flexible and
controlled sense of time and space, and this affects their rewriting process.

These are tentative /groupings. They are meant to be a groundwork for
further *march. They/are meant to sharpen our questions as we continue to
.pull our chairs in and let the children surprise us.

In these notes, a representative child froni each rewriting group is described
and then data is presented on 'all the children who share a similar rewriting
prows. Each kind of rewriting is pcesentecl through both a representative case

And through data on all children in the group. After each kind otowriting is
pretested, it is discussed.

Random Drafting. Patti's folder beiges with scraps of unfinished stories, a
paragraph about chasing boys, three leads on Brownies. a wrinkled paper entitl ed
"My New Coat" Her drafts are sometimes well worked over with scratched
Out sections and added paragraphs.

The curiousand significantthing is that even after Patti has reread and
sometimes altered a draft of her writing, the next draft is done as an entirely
new piece. Later drafts are often written on the back of earlier ones. She rarely
looks between them.

Professional writers often write like Patti does when they want to find

s
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their subject or their :nice. The difference is thit these children never stop
randomly drafting, they never mace choices or establish closure.

Sometimes Pattil later drafts are more focused than her earlier ones. She

MayliaVi recalled new details, or herthinleing may have become more organized.

Instead of beginning: "I like rabbits," she begins, "There are three reasons I like

rabbits." But the changes are accidental. Patti does not deliberately learn from

her previous drafts. Each draft is separate.
Patti is one of two children whci fallikto this kind of rewriting. There are

three\ other children in the claw whose_ folders were incomplete and. therefore

they were not part of the study.' I suspect theseehildren, like Patti, are always

moving on to separate drafts and this is why their foldersare incomplete. These

statiotio are for the two who did have complete folders. The figures represent

averages which have been computed from charts of each child's colkaed writing.

6 7

Naas ' % New Digs -% tat Oft Kept % Final Dfr = 1st Dft

Peed 99 10 9

Tracey 100 11 . 11

Both Patti and Tracey continually write 'new' drafts (see definition of 'new'

on page 333). Column five of the dust shoWs that, all of Tracy's drafts over
the year -are ,classified as 'Del' and 99% of Pattis are 'new.' Column six shows

that neither child keeps much of her first draft, using it in the final draft. Patti

keeps onlyian avetige sof 10%, and Tracey, 11 %, of the first draft. For both .

children, thicket* section comprins very little (9-11 ) of the final dnft.

In the simulated'' rewriting eiterciie; Patti and Tracey were asked to add

bits of information into their paragraph. Neither of them reread the original

paragraph in order to insert the inhumation :km the appropriate place. Neither

reconsidered the original sequence of info:Me:ion in light of the new material.

added the information onto the end of thapiecewhere it did not

hind of rewriting these children us draws their time and space frame-

work. Patti and Tracey continually operas in present time. They do not look

back and reconsider what they horn done. -What is finished is over, and they

are continially moving on. When Patti finishes a draft, it is as if she's saying,

"Betel lisother . . . if you don't hlte it, l'li do. more ." She writes one way;

she wino" soother way: There is a randomness to her successive. tries, and a

.vise of on-goingness, of forward motion...Her drafts are open to changeto

arbitrary, `unieleCtive change.<The all-purpose, ,infinx nature of Patti's writing

p aces means she' Willingly incises her paper; scratching out lines, changing

sections. Ye? Patti"s dials more .closely reiemble a child at play, than an adult .

at craft. There is neither comparison nor choice behind Patti's redrafting process.

Patti and Tracey continually , use the present tense, the now. Their time

and Apace framework isn't flexible enough for them to travel backwards in time

and reconsider their eszly decisions. Nor do they look ahead enough to consider

a potential audience's need for sequencing and order.
'Temporal inflexibility becomes spatial inflexibility. Because these children

can't shift back to earlier times and replay their process of writing; they can't

see the links between one draft and another. A different angle on the subject,
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a different amount of detail, a different sequence, meant the piece is entirely new
Patti and May don't view Ipace as flexible enough for a single piece of writing

to exist in many forms.
Puget claims that the ability to reverse an operation is a hallmark of the

developmental sub-period called concrete operations. Between the ages of seven

and eleven, children usually develop the ability to follow a line of reasoning
back to where it started. Reversibility of thought,according to Piaget, is closely
connected with changes in a child's ability to classify things according to several
characteristics, and to relate classes with each other. Piaget also groups the onset
of reventliWoperations with's new ability to assume the viewpoint of °thin.

Patti aid 'Thanes rewriting seems to intricate that neither of them has
obtained the reventlety which Piaget swats as <Ode characterinie oldie sub-
period of concrete operadone Their writing maw suggests the tempted and
spatial rigidity of a pre-operatiocal child who can't replay a in hit mind,
consider several clanificationa.st .Once, or take viewpoints other than hi own.

Refining. Across the table from Paid, Alan works on the fourth= draft of his
!Sasebo!! Cards." It is'thesame as his first draft except his letters are more square,

and he has corrected a spelling, added adetail, and changed a phrase.
Face September, Alan has written an average of 3.9 drafts for a piece of

writing, bat hi content and structure rarely change from draft to theft. He
maims small Chong= in language, but never indepazdtady revises to find a
(Efferent perspective on his subject or to chaise his focus. Only an average
of 48% of Alan's drafts are classified as new'drafts, and over the year an average
of 97% of his first drafts appear in the find draft.

Although Alan often includes more details in later drafts, he doesn't treat
a draft as a working manuscript. He doesn't we arrows or sorted inserts

Seven (41%) of the 17 third graders snidied fit into die Refuting Group.
A child's rewriting process falls into this group when it fits at least three of

four criteria: .

Average % of drafts (wished: 100%
Avenge % of drafts whiebue sew: 4040%
Aura. % of int draft is finalars& 7r4
Average % of Sul draft which i first draft 110%

The children kid baiw sociefr st hest three of the fear' criteria. The
statistics show year iong averages. They do not show the flux along the way.
Nor do they show the fact that most children are moving from less to more
rewriting over the course' of the year.

Name
4

% Finished
5 6

% New Ohs .% tat Dft Kept
7

% Final Dft = 1st Dft

Chip 100 60 83 11

Steve 100 '''''' 66 94
-

$0

Shaira 100 , 56 86 75

Larry 100 50 93 92

Alan 100 49 . .97 77

Jon 75 49 75 86

Mike 57 113 92 99

Jes 70 45 75 86

1ST
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Alan and the other Refiners make differendy than the Random Drafters.
The following chart contrasts Patti (Random Drafting) and Alan (Refining.)

4 5 7

Name % Finished % New Dfts % 1st Igft Kept % Final Oft = lac Dft

Patti
(Random
Drafting) 30 99 10 9
Alan
(Refining) 100 48 97 n

Colurin four shows that Alan writes a final draft for 100% of his early
drafts; In Contraat, Patti completes the writing proms for only 30% of her
drafts. Column five shows that whereas Alan's drafts are 'new' 48% of the tine,
Patti almost always writes 'new' drafts. Column seven shows that 'Patti keeps
an average of 10% of her first draft". Alan, on the other hand, keeps 97% of
his first drafts and adds.onto it to make it into a final draft.

When Refiners were asked to add !pair= information into a given psragraph,
they did look beck. Many reread the paragraph several times. Mast of than
struggled with where and how they could insert the suggested information. An
interview with a child in this category might look like this:

Researcher: Pretend this is your draft. Reed it over and see if there is
writhing which you think should be chord.

Child: rd leas it Oat the way it is.
Reseacker (Points to draft) Up here you say your teacher interviewed in

front of you. What did she interview about?
Child: X-rays. She brought in X-rays.
Researcher: Do you think times important informstion?. Should you pat

k in?
Child: I don't bow. I don't bow where tb put E. (rereads) I seetdi

my, "Writing dass this year began the day our teacher brought
in X-rsys and wrote about than in front of us."

Reanrcher: Olt,. put the its.
Child: Where? On this pogo? (tams new sheet)
Rassercher: Whatever you dusk. Do who, you would do if this were your

draft and you were Taing it up.
(Child writes a new piece on a separate sheet of piper.)

Children from this level showed varying degrees of discomfort over how
to change the draft before they resorted to doing it over. Some of them copied
parts of the original paragraph. Most of them ignored the first draft completely
and *rote the new one without ;ooking back.

Alan's ability to look back and his smuggle over how to insert 'formation
intoto the piece suggest that heand other children in this grouphas \a broader
and more flexible time and space framework than the Random Drafters. Alan
appears more ready to revise than Patti.

Yet children from both groups lack the flexibility and control of time and
space which is needed to deliberately change the content, design or voice of
their pieces. For Patti, the problem was in looking back. Alan, however, can
circle back and think about a piece which is already completed. Bet Alan can't

SI
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use looking back as a means to push ahead. Only Interacters have a flexible and
controlled perspective which allows them to continually shift between assessing

and building, between looking back and looking forward.
Looking back dots not require the ability to shift, gearsthe flexible perspee-

tiveivitich a child needs in order to reconsidei and alter what- he has done.
In orde- to see other options for a piece, a child has to replay the process of
writing it; he has to read what he has written as itthe choices were not rlready
made, as if the ending was not already written. Alan seems unable to do this.

When Alan was told, in the simulated rewriting exercise, to add specific
information into his piece, his rewriting proem still did not involve coinidering
options or making subsomdve alterations in the first drdt.i.Ahm seemed unable
to view his original paragraph of a flexible entity.

Refiners, for the most part, do novae wows to move paragraphs, or coda
( /'x) to insert lines. They rarely cram out sections of their papers. Each draft
is written as if in were final. For these children, print is not a revisable medium.

Do Refiners view print as unrevisable because they do not have the abstract
thinking skills necessary to see ways to alter Their original draft? Do they view
paint as final became they cannot picture that an arrow or a code symbolize; a
different sequence or design for their piece?

On the other hand, the inflexible nature of the Refiners' taedia may in part
be the awe as well sus: the ressit'of their inability to consider other options for
a piece. When print is seen as nonviableas being like magic marker instead
of like claythen children do not have the opportunity to physically lay out
their options. If they can't cut up their page and lay it out in a digerent order,
then they need abstract thinking skills in order to consider other ways to sequence
what they have written. If written words are final, then revision must be abstract

Piaget points out That physical activity can become the grorldwork for
abstract mental c.onc.vta. If Alan built and rebuilt his writing WItn his hands,
would he develop the ability to visealire his piece in many forms? This requires

mote tioa.
Transition.

inveaiga
Rabic fit into the Refining Group until Ouistrun. He finished

filial copy of 86% of tits drafts he began, and an average °V9% of his first
drafts reappeared in his final draft.

After Christmas, how tver. none of his writing seemed good to Roble. `_'It's
all terrible," he said, as he, began one piece afta another. For three months Robie
hasn't done a final piece of writing. fie writes one draft after another and gets
discouraged., This is hir last piece of writing, retrieved from the garbage.

it's boring to write about notitink You think about everything. You say,
"They're boring." I want to write but when I write something, I crumple
it up and throw it away. Then the teacher comes over and says, "Where
ere- your scans?" I say, get than," because I know we're supposed to
save oven the awful stuff. I go to the garbage and get them out. Then I
stare s new piece and tear k to pieces.

Pion, Diane and Kristin, like Robie, have moved between extremes of mak-
ing no major changes after their first draft, and of continually drafting totally
new pieces. This chart shows the wry children in this category move between

atretnea. 1 "
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°/; Finished
-5

3/4 New Dfts
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6 7
`", 1st Dfc Kept 'Y. Final = 1st

Jason
9 -12/78
1-3/79'

87
40

100
100

86
35

86
35

Rqbk
9/12/711 Id 76 79 79

1-3/79 0 100 0 0

Dime
9-11/711 100 55 98 63

11-12/79 20 19 25 17

9-12/71 SO 76 35 35

1-3/79 100 69 77 69

When these children were asked to add information to a paragraph, they

all reread the paragraph and struggled to fit the information in where it belonged.

Two of the transition children eventually rewrote the piece in order to fit

the information in, and other two tried to squid) microscopic letters be-

eween the lines so as to add the information without 'messing' thl piece.

As a Transition child, Robie has reached a stage where be it ate Content to

refine and recopy early drafts. Now he appears at first glance to be a Random

T.:utter. He continually abandons pieces, writing entirely. new drafts. A closer

look, however, shows disc his rewriting process is very different from the Ran-

dom Drafters. Rewriting, for Random Drafters, is a forward process of con-

tinually moving on. For Roble, writing involves the 'backwards' motion of

assessing what he has done. When Random Drafters were asked in the simulated

rewriting exercise to add specific information into their pieces, they did not

reread the original paragraph, and They did not struggle to fit the information

in where it belonged. The Transition chador?, on the other hand, all looked

beck.and found a way to insert information into the apppropriate places.

There seem to be a variety of reasons why Refiners are no longer content

to merely, refine a draft. For Becky, the need to continually try a new draft, a

new piece, coincided with her menu' divorce. For other Transition children,

their new resdesnew seems to result from having developed higher standards

for themselves.
Robie is a good example of the ' .ustration. which Revisers can experience

when they are able to look back and assess ditir work, but are not able to

use their self-criticism towards significantly improving their work. I suspect

many-Revisers will move into this transition group in time. As children develop

high standards for themselves and become more self-critical, they become more

and more! frustrated with what they have done, and more and more unwilling

to reread, recopy and refine what they view as 'lousy' to begiii with. They

will want to throw their writing away, andte begin again (and again, and again.

Or they won't wart to write at all.
Psychologist Howard Gardner (New York Times, Much 23, 1979) writes

Indeed, 1 suspect twAt
Iv tvrior during the year

1 Sa
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preceding adolmcence. The future artist needs to =quip at a rapid
not so that, by adolescence, he is already accomplished in hit craft. if be is,
then he can withstand the rise ith critical powers . . . and sail conclude,

"I'm not drat bed."
loteractiog. "I don't think about titles for my piece until I've written enough

drafts to find out what I'm writing about," nine-year-old Andrea says. Like

Professional writers, Andrea discovers what she has to say by seeing what she

has said. She puts print onto the page in order to get her hands on it "I don't

know if this part's good, but I'll put it down so I can see," Andrea will say.
She reads the section out loud, hearing and looking at her Words as they lie

on the desk in front of her. She may circles line, saying, "This gives me an

idea for something better." The line is rewritten several times. As Andrea

toys with the words at hand, she experiments with the direction and voice of

her whole Piece-
Amy and Gina, Re Andrea, write drafts in order to interact with them.

They do not only rewrite draftsthey revise them. Revision for these children

is a hands-on rethinking .procas. Choicei emerge from tensionbetween writing

for information ind writing for grace, between inclusion and 'focus, between

intended meaning and discovered meaning.
These statistics are taken from colkctiona of all the Interacters' writing

from the whole year, including the first months when °they did little content

revision.
R
44 5 6 7

Name % Finished % New Dfts % 1st Dft Kept % Final Dft = ist Dft

Amy 75 SO 51 ,.;

Andrea 100 $4 60 60

Gina 55 75 44 45

When these children were asked to read the paragraph in the simulated

rewriting exercise, they immediately asked if they could change parts of it.

One change led to another. Arrows, lines, stars and carets were used. Here

is part of the transcript from Andrea's revision of the piece.

Andrea: The beginning is hard to unedrstand.
(She draws an ***ow and rewrites it st
the bottom of the page.)

Andrea: rd explain this part, tell why it was fon.
(At the bottom of the page she draws a line
underneath the first rewritten section and
now rewrites this pat.)

Andrea: I'd explain what we did in groups.
(She does this at bottom of page, and uses a
sumbol to show where it fits into draft)

Andres: Wait, let me see how it is.
(She rerads it with the changes she's made.)

Although Andrea, Ina and Amy are only nine-year-oids, their revision

process is much like we. process professional writers experience. Donald M.

Murray, a Pulitzer Prize winning journalist, describes this process:

While the piece of writing is being drafted, that writing physically removes
itself from the writer, and the writer interacts with it, first to find out what

1 9 I
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the writing has to say, and than to help the writing say is dimly and grace-
fully.

Like Professional writers, when Andrea rereads, she cycles between amassing
and discovering. Sondra Pert (New York University, Education Quarterly, 1979)
describes the back and forth motion of .the compoung process.

It an be thought of es a kind of "retrospective .structuriog;" movement for-
ward occurs only after one has reached beck, which in mm ocean only that
one has a sense of where oos wanes to go. Both aspects, die _reeding back
and the Inning forward, have s clarifying effect. . But constructing simul-
taneously involves discovery.

This shifting of .perspective and intent requires a controlled time and space
framework which neither Refiners nor Random Drafters exhibit in 'their te-
writing., 1:iterates's, however, can sense ahead to see their line or para-
graph may lead" them, and they can sense backwards to reconsider choices
they have made. hueractas are able an control their 'peispecdvi anddirect their
thinking.

The Interecters in this classroom did not always revise hire peofesimal
writers. Early in third grade, Andrea wrote twenty-set ,peges story with ;
out making any content, revisions. Her revision processi.anabled the Refiners,
until her teacher gavi her permission to mar her page, and showed her bow
to use arrows to insert information. This was not a private 'cum.-Ilan, .too,
and all their clasunates, were encouraged to.use drafts as working manuscripts.
But Andrea, unlike Alan, was nadir to bear the lesson. She was ready to move
beyond refining.

Soon Andrea was using arrows, carets, and scratching out to reshape and
refocus her writing. A first, every option she considered was put onto the page.
It was as if she needed the physical act of laying out her choices. Later,
watched Andrea's revision move from overt to 'covert

Teachers and reseuihers need to look closely at Andrea and other Inter-
serer: in order to develop a map of how children change as writers. Haie
other Internam'', like Andrea, first been Refiners? What sequences did they
go through in learning to illtetSCt with their drafts?

Summary All the third graders in this classroont,"draft add redraft
their writing. But they do not all share the same rewriting

process. Some children are Random Drafters; others only Refuse what they
write; others Interact wit*' their drafts in order to and to clarify
what they mean to say. Eachskind of revision seems to hsVolve a different level
of time and spice flexibility,. with Random Drafters as the least flexible because
they do not look back at what they have done as they', redraft Refiners are
a level above this because although they do look back, cannot shift back
and forth between looking back and pushing forward. transition children may
be a level higher, for they seem to be straining to sOstantially improve their
drafts.

These tentative groups offer an invitation to urther research We need
to watch more children as they rewrite, and if -the groupings apply to
than. We need to observe children over a span of/several 'years, and see whether
they move` from one kind otrewriting to an . Above all, we need to con-
tinue to pull our chairs in, and let childral khp us the story of their composhig.
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1. Patterns of Child Control of the
Writing Process*
Donald H. Graves

MIN

CHILDREN WANT TO WRITE. For years we-have underestimated their
urge to make' marks on paper. We have underestimated that urge
because of a lack of understanding of the writing process, and what
children do in order control it. Without realising it we wrest control

away from the children and place road blocks that thwart their
intentions. Then we say, 'They don't want to write. What is a good'

way to motivate them?'
Children show us how they seek to control writing when they-go

about composing. They show us their stumbling blocks and the orders
in which they grow in the writing process. They don'thow with any
One behaviour. nor in an antiseptic laboratory setting. Rather, they
show us .the c-^wth patterns over a long period of time and in the
setting w17,:re they normally function, the classroom. If we are going
to'help children. and not stand in the way of their gaining control of
their own writing, we need to become familiar with what they do
whenthey write. This evening I will report otr two areas of data fioni

our two year study of how children gain control of the writing process.

'Children' Transitions from Oral to Written Discourse' and 'Children's

Development in Revision'

Xiiilres4 to the rhirti IntesnAtional ontervnie on the Teaching of Engle.h S\ tint.

Poto
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Three researchers, Susan Sowers, Lucy Calkins and 1, have just
completed two years observing sixteen children in a small rural school
in new Hampshire, U.S.A. The Sixteen children were chosen because of
their differences in ability: Some hardly knew how to hold a pencil in
first grade whereas some third graders were capable of writing eight
to tenpages of a story. The children were followed in two clusters: (1)
grades one through two and (2) grades three through four. In this way,
we were able to map how children grew in control of the writing
process over the first four years of school.

The sixteen childiin were observed directly in the clearoom. That
is, we, did not gather informationnkm the teacher asked the children
to write or the child chose to write. Information was gathered by hand

recording or video taping child behaviours during the writing pricer.
We also used interviews, structured interventions,. and the analysis of

children's writings. Everything that the children wrote in any subject

area was ,xeroxed during the two years. In the main, the researchers

attempted to gain information with the least interference to the

,children.

Still, we bear no illusions. The presence of the researchers had
greainfluence. It is in4...arlie to have three gueeti in a home for two
years, every day, and not have an effect on the owners or residenti.

We had a specific policy of not conducting workshops with staff, or
consciously seeking to change tekbher direction: We had this policy
because we wanted to be good guats-Ifteachers, administrators, or
parents wanted to ask about what we we were doing, we would be

happy to answer, or share our data on request. My suspicion is, that
because we took this stance, we had many more profeesionaltype
questions than might ordinarily be expected. In a way, we ended up
having more influence on environment than might be expected.

In spite of this influence we did not feel,our objectives would be

lost that is, determining how children would grow in their control
of the writing process. Our theory (and I believe the data holds us rip)
was that if *archers were comfortable with the teaching of.writing,
knew more about it, and responded effectively to the children, a wider
range of development would ensue: In turn, we would gather more
information. Furthirmore, the order of development would not be
changed, the order pf problems solved would be basically unchanged,
even though the rate of solution might be accelerated.

° Since our research was designed to find out 'what' was involyed in
the growth of children's control of the writing proof's, more ,than
'why', we felt secure with this arraqgement. One oc.4er very helpful

outcome of this approach to research was that teachers themselves
became collaborators in the research project. Since they maintained
control of their teaching they became quit, migressive in stating their
opinions about writing and the research, data. Major contnbutions
were made by the teachers. On countless occasions they had
indispensable observations, and records on the children.
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Making the Transition from Speech to Print

There is much for children to learn to control in writing that is very
different than speech. They must supply the context.write in a certain
direction, learn to control the space-time dimensions of writing on a
flat surface, understand !hat the medium of writing can do, know the
relation between sound and symbols, kne how to make the symbols,
learn to put symbols in -a particular order,' and while composing one
operation understand its relation to the entire ordgrof what has been
and will be in the message and compose in a medium where the
audience is not usually present.

When children first write' dug are fearless. Egocentricity has its
own protective cloak. Children are merely concerned with .ettz,te the
marks on the paper and usually getting it down for themselves.
Children are quite pleased with .their own .competence and they
experiment fearlessly with the new medium given a small amount of
encouragement. Although children share workivith others, this work
is usually done "for themselves.. The behaviours displayed during
writing are very similar to other play behaviodrs. Fortunately children
are nokware of all the transition steps they are making from speech to
print. The child is a delightful pragmatist and seems to be saying, 'I
want to get this writing down. l' doing it because I want to and what I
am putting down is not only interesting to me but to others as well'.

Children's sittemPts to control the conventions of writing art
marked by many holdovers from speech. Fri,* example, in speaking, the
context is usually supplied by the parties to .the communication.
Charles and Edward are working in the block area and Charles wants
Edward's curved block. Charles merely points to the curved block and
says, 'Give me that one'. But when Charles writes he must provide the
setting through the words he supplies. chides doesn't know how to
provide the setting, the. context for his writing. Instinctively he does
much of this through drawing before h4 writes. The drawing provides
double duty. On the one hand it provides the setting for the text, on the .

other it serves as a rehearsal for what he will write.
Although speech is directional, ',tapered to the specifiar of letter

following letter gp the printed page: it is non-directional. When
children first write, their messages go in many directions. They may
start in the middle, lower right, or upper left of the page and proceed in
column form or diagonally, depending on the whim of the writer. If the
child is aware of word separation. words may follow in column form
looping diagonals, even in a circle. In either case the child is aware that
letters follow letters. Breaks for words are done by more advanced
writers. again reflecting a written feature, since most -woiiis are run
together in conversation as do most words first write in by the
children.

Teachei-s permit most of the first grade, children in our study to
learn spelling via spelling inventions. That is. the child spells the word
the way it sounds. Thus. from the first day children are able to use
whatever soundsymbol relationships they know to produce messages.
At this point it appears that a child who knows six soundsymbol
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relationships (usually consonants) can begin to write. And they do . This

year on the first day of school Mrs Giacobbe, one of the first grade

teachers, passed out bound, hard-covered books with the child's name

in embossed letters on the outside. She merely said, Write'. Even

though thirty percent of the children had had no preschool, experience

they all wrote in their fashion: Some drew, others wrote their names,

some put down numbers and letters, and about five wrote in sentences.

The important thing is that none of the children believed they couldn't

write.
Spelling inventions make it poesible.for childLn to control tear

mumps front the rust day of school. In addition, our ditta show that

the words evolve from crude spellinp to meter refinement. Susan

Sowers, research associatesnlhe project., has taken all eiords used by

different cases, traced and daW their spelling evolutions during their

first year in the study. The followihg is an example of a word tracing:

Toni.'s Pattern Sarah's Pattern
11/10 LC Like 11/20 FLLA,OWZ flowers

LAT liked .. FLLAWRZ

1218 LOCT liked FLLAWR flower

12119 L like 1/11 FLAWRS

4110 LICT liked 611 FLOWERS

KLIC like
5114 LIKE
5121 LIKE

At rust the children feel little control since they know too few sound-

symbol relationships to provide enough cues to recognise it again.

Tonis 'LC' or 't' above for like may be difficult to read at a later time.

On the other hand `LILT' gives more cues. It is an important moment
when the child is able to compose, and read beck his information from

the page. Iniseveral instances we wereable to be prisent withourvideo

cameras Otkrirthe child Fast realised he had the power to read his own

message. 'I don't know how I do-ed that,' one child ssid.

Putting symbols in order is a difficult task for many children. The

ordering of symbols is quite dependent on the speed with which a

child recognise. sound-symbol relationships from his own speech and

the speed with which the letter is written. Sometimes the process is so

slowed down by the difficulty the child has in retrieving the letter unit

from his own speech that the full context of the message is lost. In

figure 1. notice how Jamie makes sounds to produce the correct sound-

symbol relationship, yet must continually reorient himself to where he

is in the message, Jamie produces the message so slowly that the text

is obliterated by the next sound-symbol he encounters. He,then must

reread from the beginning each time in order to add the new letter in a

word. The first line in figure 1 indicates the point at which the letter

was written in relation to the second line, the sounds pi-oduced by the

child.

Figure I shnws just how much language and sound Jamie must

produce to sequence the letters for his message. 'A tornado went by

here now'. It took him fifteen minutes to write his' unassigned

1 S9
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Figure Jainie's Composing

WRITING LINER rifg
SOUND LINE T T T N- Ae tonaido D D D

erases
COMMENT LINE M- 4. (tornado)

makes an , raa,

-

WRITING LINE .

SOUND LINE D. D Me tonal& Ae oo au Ae To nos do

COMMENT LINE stops to
check letter

. lchart

message.. How easy it is to assume that Jamie struggles because he
must produce a product. Jamie doesn't know he is supposed to be
having difficulty. Jamie had just seen an account of a tornado's
destruction on television and Wanted to write about it. Jamie wrote
this tnessage in December at the bottom of a drawing he had already
composed on tornados. Note how few cues are in this message for
Jamie to read. In fact, he could not read the sentence, only 'tornado'.

Most young writers who make the transition from oral to written
discourse must produce langkage and sound when they write. The
following are some of the different types.recorded thus far from our
video tznnscripts:

1. Sodnding to p be foi soundsymbol relation.
2. Sounding to cl) off' -a phonemic unit from the word under

attack.
3. Rereading language for reorientation in the composing unit. The

child must hear where he is in the text... The difficulty or length of
time spent on the composing operation determines how much the
writer .must reread. ,

4. C6nuersiaians with friends: Thiamonster is going to eat up all the
good guys'.

5. Procedural language: 'Now what am I going to do? No, this isn't
tight. I need to change it' PrOcedural language is a more advanced
form of transition from speech to print.

6. Advanced statement of the text: The child says the text in order to
setse the appropriateness of the current word. 'He cast the line into
the stream. The child is now writing 'cast' but wants to make sure
it fits correctly into the rest of, sentence. This is very different from
Jamie who has to say everything boff:re the current operation. 'A
tornado come by."By. is the word under draft but is determined
syntactically by all that has preceded it, not by what may lie ahead.

-a-
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7. Conversations before and after the composing: Not dilly is the child
speaking during the composing, but language surrounds the entire
written event. Before: Tm going to write about monsters today.
And you know what, the good guys are going to lose.' After: Tm
finished, Mrs Giacobbe, and everybody's killegi T wok at -'em here,
all burned tip. See, this ray gun (pointut to the picture, not the
text) cooked every one of 'em'
In summary, the amount of language a child must produce before,

during and after the written event is paramount. Beginning writers
show through voice alone that writing is much tnore of a speech event
than a writing event. A careful assessment of the naturanf language
the child supplies also gives us a picture of where thy child is in his
control of the writing process. Those are data that make itpossible for
the teacher to help the child gain, and maintain control of his own
writing.

As children gain mnre distance on the writing process they deal
with new issues in making the transition from speech to print.
Children speak less, make fewer vocalisations, and show more
-prosodies in their writing. That is, more speech forms akear in the
writing- 2 Ask the child to read while observe his paper. The child
will show with his voice how he uses prosodic.. Examples'of some of
the prosodies are the following:

. capitalisation of important words 'Jumped'
capitalisation of the entire word 'The fish BHT
blackening in important words, capitalisation
underlining important words.

Childten also place more sound in their text through. the use of
interjections, dialogue, and exclamation marks.,

These features enter texts toward the end of the first grade. They
come at a point when children grow in audience sense, gain skill in
reading, and become interested in conventions. All three of these
factors seem to occur simultaneously. They are accompanied by ch4d
statements that show distance, yet show a disturbance about their
new lack of control in composing: This is stupid. This isn't what I
want. I used to be able to write good, but I caret anymore. I don't like
the sound of this.'

Later as Children gain more control of their information, realise
that the data are strong enough to support themselves without
prosodic markers, theAmarkers 'fade. At this point children have
usually moved into m ' more advanced uses of revision, sustaining a
single selection over aeVeral weeks. New levels of control have been
reached. The child writes to find out more what he means. The
writing. as we shall see in Lucky Calkins data on revision. becomes
day. is malleable. and doesn't need such explicit speech markers.

Summars of Principles. A number of principles emerge in reviewing
how children gain control of making the transition from speaking to
writing:

CJ
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At first children need to hear and see what they mean. They control
their writing through drawing and speaking as they write, and in
discussing the writing with friends and the teacher. Writing is more
speech thee:tilting..
A; children gain distance on th. process of relating sounds to
symbols, and handwriting inues-are put behind them, they become
more dissatisfied.with their text and look for new ways to insert
speech features.
At first writing is a highly egocentric exercise. Later, as the child
gains more distance on the text and other children provide different
ramose, be realins.the menage feeds to be

Children's Devekpment in Revision

When children revise they demonstrate their changing visions of
information, levels of thinking, what problems they are solving, and
their level of control over the writing process. Revision is not only an
important tool in a writer's repertoire, but is one of the best indices of
how children &sage as writers. For this reason, the data on revision
has been one of the most important aspects of our study of children's
writing.

f =latent with transitions from speech to print, children first
revis their drawings because the drawings are more important. If
child n foal their drawing is accurate, the text is seldom changed.
Simp change! in syntactical accuracy, changing words because of the
way they are formed on the peg or the addition of words for the sake
of feeling are typical of first revisions.

At first children write for the'sake of writing. They enjoy putting
marks on paper. Their composing behaviours are play-like. The
decision to write, the cam and completion of a selection may all
occur in the space of ten fifteen minutes.-The child does not look'
back. Attempts to 're completed work with the child are
sometimes met with diffi en of polite participation-The concept of
the work as a message. usa .le at another place and time, is not
necessarily understood by

For this reason it is all the more important for the teacher to
'revisit' the writing through the give and take of an oral mnference.
The conference becomes the bridge between past and present in which
the child gains distance on the content ana the concept of what
writing can do. Furthermore, the conference is an invaluable source of
information for both flip teacher and child. Conferences run froni
three to twenty minutes. Transcripts of hundreds of teacher-child
conferences over the two year period have given us a -valuable profile
of the child's Control of the writing process. Barbara, Kamler of
Riverjna College at Wagga Wagga. who just spent six months with us
'at the research site. has written a very important article for the
September issue of Language Arts (NCTE). in which she document
myriads of influences on one child's written Oleczton its it developed

'The 4rtnie is repeal_ rd on p of the prevent book Ed
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over a two to three week period. Her work closely documents the many
functions of the language conference through actual, transcripts
between teacher and child and the child with other children.

The language conference that focuses on the child's paper is the
cornerstone of children's. revision. As the teacher revisits the child's
paper, listens to the voice of the child as the paper is read, or notices
the child's uneasiness about some information, the seeds of the child's
desire to revise are observed.

Children wish the new information were -in the text when they
have chosen a topic that they feel is an important one in their own
lives, one worth publishing, one containing information of interest to
other children, or one that is of great length. When these first grade
children 'revise', the revision is usually in the form of adding
information at the beginning or end of the selection. Seldom does it
occur in the interior of the text. Disturbing the interior of the text is
much more sophisticated than dealing with initial and final states.

Even though the strength of the topic is a strong determinant in
the child's interest in revision, several other factors are involved.

\ First, the child needs to spell and write comfortably, having enough
speed oo that extra writing does not become a penalty. Second, the

\ child must have help in dealing with some of the effects of his first
experiences with audience. Third, the child gets help in dealing with

tial-sestietic issues of changing the text.
When children have sufficient speed in the motor, sound-symbol

components, and the general ordering of these on the page, the child
can attend more to the text. No longer is the child losing sense of
syntax because of the demands of spelling and letter formation. Now
when. the child is asked, 'And then what will happen?, the child is able
to answer several sentences ahead, whereas before, the child was
unable to think beyond the next word. In short, the child is now
operating in a much broader space-time frame on the text and can
have greater distance on the information.

With distance the child does not find freedom. New problems of
control aiise. The child can usually read well enough now to recognise
the discre cy_between-intentionsand -whatTin-fact,--has-occurred-in

e text. The child does not necessarily like what he sees. Up to this
time egocentricity has provided a protective mask, pushing the child
into playful activity when writing. Audiences may have responded
negatively to what he has done, but the child does not hear. He
believes the audience has major problems. He does not.

At the end of their first formal year of schooling, many children
shed their egocentric masks. When they do, they are not unlike the
butterfly emerging film the chrysalis: weak, floppy, grotesque in
movement. yet full of promise. They begin to hear the comments of
classmates and teachers. They are aware of a discrepancy between
their intentions and what is on the paper. it doesn't sound good: says
the child.. The child wants to change the selection but often doesn't
know how. Children may cease to write, avoid writing, or turn to the
stronger suit of reading. For many young writers this is a highly

-18,71
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vulnerable time, one that calls for an understanding teacher in
conferences, a teacher who has helped the class to become a good
audience. More than ever, a teacher's comments need to be specific,
carefully listening to the child's voice as the paper is discussed.

A 'third element that stands in the way of children's control of
revision at this time' is the spatial-aesthetic issue. Children simply
don't know how to fit in the new information. The teacher may say,
`Show me where you want to put what you have just said. The child
may not be able to locate where the information should go. If the child
can locate it, he may still not know the mechanic of inserting
information. Writing up margins, drawing arrows, Putting in a caret
are not tools that are part of the child's repertoire. Up to this point
most of the children hive erased words or several sentences when
changes were made. But looking through the child's eyes, this question
arises, 'How do you put something in when you don't want to change
what's already there?' Splicing is new territory. The child needs help.

Revision presents an aesthetic barrier. The reason most children
erase is to preserve the appearance of the paper. This occurs even in
rooms where teachers stress lining out, or drawing arrows as a

--revising-procedure,Children-eraie-because_they_want_the-nexClo be
right the first time.

Have you ever observed children during the moment of their first
encounter with a new piece of blank paper? Note how many ernes they
'clean' it before writing on it. They stroke, brush, even blow away

well.
The following wk:ting conference demonstrates a child in

transition and how the teacher helped 'him deal with the spatiiil-
aesthetic issues:
Teacher: I see that you were able to put in the word 'may' to show

that 'Brontosaurus may travel in families'. (Chris had been
able to sandwich in the small word without erasing.) But you
didn't say why they travel in families.

Chris: They travel in families to protect the young.
Teacher: Do you think that is important information?
Chris: Yes, but there isn'tany place to put it (Chris's writing goes

from left to right over to the rani margin at the
bottom-of--the paper. Above this writing is a picture of a
brontosaurus.) -

Teacher: Look the paper over and show me where you could write it
in.

Chris: There isn't any . (voice rising),
Teacher: Look the entire paper over and put your hand on any space

where there isn't writing or drawing. (There is a space above
the drawing.)

Chris: Well, I could put it up here (motions to the top of the paper)
but it would look stupid. The other part is down here.

Teacher: How could you show they were connected?
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Chris: I could put an arrow down here pointing to the part that's at
the top.'

Teacher: Good, but you'll need to connect the arrow with the top. This
is what writers do when they are getting their books ready
for the publisher.

What doesn't show in the dialogue is Chris's concern about drawing
.the line connecting the information from the bottom to the top.
Although he came up with the solution- for the placement of
information, be was not satisfied with the appearance of the roduct.
He was pleased to know what professional writers would do *
wrote, but still may wish to recopy the test. ,

Revision in the Upper Primary Grades. Lucy McCormick Calkins,
research associate on this study, has completed a major work on

_-__resision_practices of third grade children. She ha_sjdentified four
kinds of revisers from observation of chirdlieViiiiours ding writing,
the analysis of their drafts, and data gathered from their attempts to
revise a tat written by Calkins about a common classroom experience.
In the last of these, the children were directed to revise a text filled
with informational inaccuracies. They first told the researcher what
they felt should be changed. Then they changed the text on the page
they had just critiqued.

Calkins has particularly attended to how children change their use
of information when revising. She asks such questions asL'How does
the information change between first and last draftsrMeAschildren
move from one draft to another, how do they use the last draft.when
they compose the new one?. What are the changing strategies that
children use as they advance in the writing process? Her report of this
phase of our study will appear in the fall issue of Research in the
Teaching of English (NOTE).

Calkins found that children's strategies followed lime-space
development in a very consistent way. The degree to which they were
able to control revision was dependent on their ability to use the draft
from one page to the next, their ability to infuse information into the
text, then to manipulate information from one page to another. These
abilities show in the practices of the four types of revisers:
TYPE I These children write successive drafts without looking back
to earlier drafts. Because they do not reread and reconsider what they
have written, there is no comparison or weighing of options. Changes
between drafts seem arbitrary. Rewriting appears to be a random,
undirected process of continually moving on. In their own writing
they have many unfinished writing selections. They learn little from
draft to draft. On the common classroom exercise, they might come up
with new information but could only add it on to the end of selections.

TYPE II These children keep refining earlier work but the
refinement is of minor consequence. The content and structure of
their writing does not change. Some spelling, punctuation, or a word
or two might be changed. but that is ail. On the common classroom
exercise, these children, unlike Type I children, would look back at the

1 ().,y.
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Patterns of Child Control of Process

text and come,up with new information, but could not insert the data
in the text.
TYPE III These children move between periods when they refine
drafts and periods when they are continually abandoning them and
beginning new ones. At times they appear to be like Type I children,
but they are closer to being Type ll children. Moreover, their periods
of restless discontent with their drafts indicate that they are in
transition to the nett level, Type IV. On the common classroom
exercise, they are able to insert the informative convincingly into the
text. Their restlessness seems to come fro, the higher standards they
have set themselves. '
TYPE IV For these children, revision results from interaction
between writer and draft, between writer and internalised audience,
between writer and evolving subject. They reread to 'see what they
have said and to discover what they want to say. There is a constant
vying between intended meaning and discovered meaning, between
the forward motion of making and the backward motion of assessing.
On the common classroom exercise, these children immediately asked
if they could change parts of it. One change led to another. Arrows,
lines, stars and carets were used to change and insert the information.

Most writers seem to go through these four stages of development
in revision. More data will be added, findings of the first year checked
from another entire year of information on revision. Without
extensive review of the data, many children have advanced in stages
of revision. Many of the type IV children from the third grade have
changed drafting habitsthat is, they no longer do as many drafts.
and more information appears in final draft form from the first draft.
They also do more rehearsing of writing wlien they are not in class.
They think about revision strategies when they are with friends or
reading or watching television.

-_Lest_all of _these revision data sound too cut and dried, it is
important to mention one child, Amer, who does not fit this pattern of
development: Amy Was a good writer from the start of the study but
did not revise. She was the kind of child who would sit down to write
and produce the following lead about cheetahs: 'A cheetah would make
a sports car look like a turtle'. Her first drafts were better than most
of the Type IV children who did extensive,revisions. For a year and a
half Amy baffled us both with the quality of her writing and her lack
Of revisions. Amy could tell by our questions that we didn't
understand how she went about composing. think she enjoyed our
perplexity.

In April of this year she informed Lucy Calkins:
I think I know how I write. The other night I was lying in bed and I
couldn't get to lop I tea.: thinking 'I wonder how I will start my fox
piece in the morning It was 9:30 at night and Sidney my cat was next
to me on the bed. I thought and thought and couldn't fig ire how to start

it Finally. about 10:30. nit. :Aster came ;Rime and she tt lied on the hall
light Now my &wy has a round hole where there ought to he a loek A
beam of light came through the hole and struck Sidney in the face
Sidney went"squine Then I knew h6w I would start my fox piece.
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'There wake fox who:lived in a den and over the den was a stump and in
the stump was a crack and a beam of light came through the crack and
struck the fox fUll in the face

/es

Amy is an excellent artist with an eye for detail and the language to go
with what she sees. She does many off-stage rehearsals of what she
will write. From this incident we merely get a glimpse of what she
must do cg she goes her own way in composing. Fortunately she has a
teacher who does not assign revisions just for the sake of revision.

Final Reflection

These data on children's transition from speech to print and on the
process of revision provide a base for observing children as they

\,..change in the writing .pwcess. These data are not cast in concrete.
ey must be 'viewed within the limitation of the setting in which

they were gathered. I think the dati show us what ingredients are
significant in observing childreb's growth as writers.

I am frequently asked, 'What can I do to speed up children's
growth as writers? What can I do as a teacher to move the child froin a
Type I to a Type IV writer? It is natural to want children to progress.
But our anxieties about child growth lead us to take control of the
writing away froM the children. We want to produce materials or
come up with methods that unfortunately convince children that the
source of control of their writing lies outside of themselves. When
children feel in control of their writing their dedication is such that
they violate the child labour laws. We could never assign what they
choose to do.

The teachers at our site have taught me a great deal in these two
years of inservice training for researchers. They have slowed the
process of teaching down in such a way that children have begun to
catch up to what they already know. They listen for children's
intentions to emerge, observe when they are in their Alevelopment,
and then find ways to provide theappointment for the child to control
what he is doing.

Children will continually surprise us if we let them. As in Amy's
case, when everyone seems to fit a pattern, if we look carefully, many
do not. This may seem to lessen the importance of growth patterns
across children. I think it heightens their importance. They are a solid
base from which we can see the important differeices in each child.
And every child has them. As the study has gone on, we have become
more fascinated with the differences in children than in their
similarities. This is what happens when we slow down. listen, and let
the children lead. Th.at is the joy of both research and teacht.ig.

'Jr
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Young Writers' Preference for Non-narrative Modes of Writing

Teachers and textbook publishers often expact a first grads\child's

early writing will take the form of a story or narrative. They okier

blanks to fill, story starters, and lista of correctly' spelled words.

Moffett and Britton, whose rhetorical systems have,developmental compon-
,

ants, support the consensus that narrative precedes other modes of writing.

In classrooms where adults exercise a benevolent control over what child-

ren write, these expectations may be justified. in a classroom where

. first grade.children were given control over their writing, they did not

write narratives at first.

The data came from a two-year case study of sixteen children in gro.e.:.,.s

c

one through four. The study, designed by Professor Donald H. Graves of

the University of New Hampshire and funded by the National Institute, of

Education, is now in its second year. Donald Graves, Lucy Calkins, and

-0,...erve the children as they write in their classrooms at Atkinson

Academy, the public school for Atkinson, New Hampshire. We collect child-

ren's writing products, interview them abOut their, work, and record C....

writing behaviors and conferences on videotape and by hand. I gathered

the data reported here in Nary Ellen Giacobbe's first grade class.

Procedure

Mrs. Giacobbe returned control of their writing to the children when

she removed her lists of correctly spelled words, Which determined the

topic and, content of the writing, and allowed the children to use invented

spelling. Like mature-iwriteri, they no longer worried about correct spelling

)99 .
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on the first draft. She showed her class the books another first grade'

class had written, and she stocked the writing table with different kinds

of paper large and avian., lined and unlined, and empty books with con- .

struction paper covers. Every day a few more children experimented with

L., unassigned writing. Soon she required the children to do some writing
0

every day, often at a time and with a groiip of their choice.

Mrs. Giacobbe provided an audience through a sharing tithe for new

books every day and publication. Each child chose one book in fife for

publication. She edited the invented spelling and typed the text in a

hard cover book. The twenty-two students wrote over one thousand books

and published two hundred seventeen books. In indiVidual conferences,

4

Mrs. Giacobbe responded to he content of one book and instructed the

child in a writing skill she
.

selected, usuallNone skill at each confer-
,

ence. In group conferences, children evaluated their own writing: Mrs.

Giacobbe guided them with questions: "What is your book about?" "What'

did you think of your book?" "Why do yoi want to pUblish this book and

not the others?" "What is the best part of your book?" "Why?" The

children modeled the questions they asked their olassmates on her probes

for information an egocentric author assumed the audience would know.

"You said you played a game. Well, what game did. you play?" "The part

about the fourteen khots on the-rope should go where you talk about

cliaafign the rope, not at the end of the book." The authors usna4ly

acted on their classmates' suggestions for revision immediately.

The data collection procedures repeat Graves' earlier (1975) pro-

cedures. The twenty-two children were heterogeneous in terms of academic
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ability. Of the four case study children, Chris and Sandy represent

superior academic ability; Sarah, averageq ; and Toni, below average.'The

two hundred Seventeen published books for the whole class of twenty -twos

children form a base of product data. The four case study children pro-

vided data about the books each one chose and rejected for publication.

One case study child, Sarah, was the source ofthe writing process data.

Findings
ttr

The Whole Class

.

Of the thirty -six books published in November, twenty-three were

non narratives and thirteen were narratives. The percentage of published

narratives increased over the months: November, 36%; December, 60%;

aanual71_,50%;_F_ebrustrit,--6494;-14archi 785fApri.17-10*-Mariand-a

June), 78%.

I judged any piece of writing that was ordered chronologically to

narrative. If non-narrative elements were mixed in it, then the

piece had to be half or more narrative to fall within that category. Non-

narrative pieces, the favorites early in the year, were typically titled 0 4,

"All About..." and were a collection of attributes of,the topic. Steve's

book, "Whales," published in November, is an example of an early non-narra-

tive book:

Whales are black and some are gray.
Whales are big. They can eat you in one bite.
There are brown whales and there are black whales too..
There are white whales.
There are blue killer whales.

"Whales," like many non-narratives, is an inventory of knowledge the

author might like to be famous for among his or her classmates. Other
,

r)-
(



non - narratives are heaVilyoaffective and clearly self-expressive in func-
Arn4.4

tion. "Like" and "love" are the favorite verbs in this type of book. In

January Jenny wrote and published "Gt..-7.," an example of a girl's highly
,

affective non-narrative:

Guz tiara little caterpillar.
I like Guz very much.

Jessica likes Guz'very,much, too.
Audrey and I like to play with Guz.
Sharon likes Guz very much.

Boys wrote and published affective non-narrativabooks, too, but not

as many as girls. Joshua's book, "My Father's Skimobile," published in

a February, is an example:

My dad's skimobile is fun'when it goes fast.
Sometimes I get to ride my dad's Skimobile.
When I get to ride my father's skimobile, it is fun

when it goes fast.
It is fun when I get to ride my dad's skimobile.
Sometimes ire go to -our Nana's and'GramiWsto go,

skimottil4g;
It4is funyhen .we go skimobiling.

Two of Anna'sbdaks, published in November, show hoa young writer

.might treat the same topic. The first was non-narrative:

"My Dog"

I can't play with my dog until Chr-1.5tnas...

My dog jumped out of the truck and broke his leg.
'I love my dog so, so much.
I do love my dog so, so, so, so much.
I had a friend come over. We watched the dog.
I do love my dog. I hugged the dog.

Anna's second book, "My Bubble and My Dog," was a narrative:

I was blowing a bilbble.
My dog jumped. She bit the bubble.
My dog hit the bubble. It got on her nose.
It got all over the house.

4 My mom was mad!

4

.



Both narrative and non-narrative writing developed, from the beginning
.

to the end of the year, and the fir.st graeers integrated information about ,

events and their feelings later in the year, reducing the need for simple

books of praise.

Katy's growth as a writer tam can narrate events and express emotions

is er'dent in the difference between thee two pieces, the first published

in December and the second in March:

"My Friend and I"
My friend and I are playing.
My friend and I went sliding on my sled.
I fell off the sled and got a bloody nose.
My mom gave me a

"My Uncle's Sheep"

Seven dogs attacked my uncle's sheep.
My Uncle Terry went out back. He saw the sheep.
One of the sheep had no leg.' The dogs tore the leg off.
So my Uncle Terry called my Uncle Craig to tell him what

happened.
My uncle's mom called my mom. My mom said, "I'm going to

come to your house."

0
When I got home from school I said, "I'm home now." Then

my mom said, "I have something sad to tell you." a

She told us what happened. When she told us we were crying.
At supper we told my father that happened.
We went to my uncle's house. We said, "We are so sorrY."
A couple days later my uncle's sheep had a baby lamb. My

uncle was happy.
My grandmother called my mom and she told my mom what happened.
My mom told'us after she got off the phone. We were happy.
The baby sheep died. I felt sad.

Gary's books provide an example of a young author's growth as a writer

of non-narrative books.' His first, published in Noveliber, is called "All

About 'Alligators":
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Alligators eat people.

Alligators live in the water and on land.
Alligators sleep ,Ath their mouths open.
Alligators can open their mouths wide.
Alligators can swim.
They run quite fast on short, souat legs.

"All About Alligators" had thirty-seven words.- In May, Gary wrote
non

"Sailboats," a 339-worA/narrative book:

Sailboats' don't go fast. But if the wind blows hard, they
go faster. The more sails there are, the faster it

Some sailboats are small. And some are bigger than other
ones. Some sailboats can hold a lot of people and
some can't.

-Some sailboats tip over easily. If the wind hits the sail
a different way. it might tip over.

If a lot of people get on a small boat, it might tip over.
Catamaran is a kind of a sailboat. It had four sags.

. It can't hold toosmany people.
Catamarans can go fast because there are a lot of sails on

them. It is a racing boat. Souse other sailboats can
go fasts too.

Catamarans have.a lot of, sails because they are made that ,
way. It is hard to Make the sail go the way of the wind.

The Constitution was.a fighting ship. It had a'lot of.
cannons. My father has a copy of the blueprints of
the Constitution.

The Constitution can hold a lot of people. Sometimes. the
Constitution was called Old tronsides because when-the
cannon balls hit it, they bounced rightoff.'

They bounced 6ff bebause it was made out of wet, wood. If
it was made out of hard wood, it would blow,up. Wet
wood is hard to breals and hard wood is easy to break.

One-of-a-Kind has a lot of sails. And it was the only kind
that was made that way.

I went on the Mount Washington boat. I saw a model of the
old Mount Washigiton boat. _

The Thermopylae was a racing ship. It raced the flying
' Cloud a lot..

Christcpher Columbus went out on the Santa Maria. He thought
that the world was round and some other people thought
it was flat.

But he was right. It was round. The men on the Santa Maria
and the men on the Nina and the Pinta wereafrniA that
the world was flat and that they would`fall right off .

the side of the world.

`40
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Boys and girls published about the same proportion'of narra-

tive and non-narrative boOks: 61% of the boys' books and 65% of

the girls' books were narratives. The girls wrote. more than the

boys, averaging 1.65 books publiihed each month to the boys' 1.25.

Table- shows no major differences between girls' and boys' propor-

tions of narratives and non-narratives except in February.

TABLE 1

,KINDS OF BOOKS BOYS AND GIRLS PUBLISHED

Boys

non-
Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March April May total

narrative 60% 43% 54%' 50% 22% 21% 39%
9 3 7 5 4 0 3 31.

narrative 40% 57% 46% 50% 78% 100% 79% 61%
6 4 6 5 14 3 11 49

Girls

non-
narrative 67% 37.5% 48% 31% 21% 22% 35%

'14 6 11 4 0 4 48

narrative 33% 62.5% 52% 69% 79% 100% 78% 65%
7 10 12 20 15 11" 14 89

Whole Class

non-
narrative 64% 40% 50% 36% 22% 22% 36%

23 9 18 14 8 0 7 79

narrative 36% 60% 50% 64% 78% 100% 78% 64%
13 14 13 25 29 14 25 138
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Four Case Study Children

The four case study children in Mrs. Giacobbe's first grade

class preferred to publish narratives. The graphs in Figure 1 shoir

that in seven months of publication, the fou'r children published a

higher or equal percentage of narratives than they wrote. The three

exceptions, Toni and Sarah in November and Chris in Februmiy, wrote

a higher percentage of narratives than they chose to4mblish in only

one month. Sandy always selected a higher or equal percentage of

narratives for publication.

. Sarah

Sarah, like her classmates, made a switch in her mode of writing

from a strong preference for non-narrative modes in October and;Novem-

ber to an increasing interest in narrative in December and Januiary.

Figure 1 shows that in the second half of first grade, she still enjoyed

writing in non-narrative modes, but she more often chose he narratives

to be published. In October and November, seven of her twenty -nine

pieces, or,24%, were narratives. In December and January, half of

first;
Sarah's twenty -eight pieces were narratives. December/is/a pivotal date

in Sarah's writing development because an important part of her rehearsal,

or prewriting behavior, changed. Sharah began to draw 'figures in profile.

People and owls could run, ride hikes, and chise each other. Within

books written after profiles appeared, figures in action and in profile

often illustrated a narrative. Figures facing forward, static and motion-

less, often illustrated a non-narrative.

208
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On January 23, Sarah wrote "Me and Chippe," a non-narrative, in

twelve minutes7-eight minutes to draw the pictures and four minutes

to write the words. All fourteen figures in her drawings for "Me and

Chipper" face forward. Here is Sarah's book, "Me and Chi-riper:"

Me and Chipper lave lots of fun.
We have fun.

I love Chipper so much,,.
I I won't stop loving Chipper.

It's so much fun.
It is fun.

In "The Pretty Little Girl," a narrative written on January 11,

Sarah rehearsed by drawing eleven figures in profile. Ohly one faces

fcrward.

The pretty little girl. Her name is Kristin.
She loves flowers the best. She hates school the yorst.
She jumped up. She was scared. She saw the villain.
She punched him.
She's so glad. els asleep.

When narrative wasnew to Sarah in the first half of first grade,

her activity level was an index of the kind of book shewas writing.

While she wrote "Me Sand Chipper," she sat. at the writing table talking-

to her friends, drawing, and writing. When Sarah wrote a narrative

with a se uence of events, she was in action. I observed Sarah writing

five compl te narratives in the...first half of first grade. In four,

she interru tad her writing three or more times by getting up for un-

necessary er ds--sharpening already sharp pencils, eating a snack,

getting books o read, hunting for unnecessary scraps of paper. In.

the seven comp] te non-narrative writing episodes I observed, Sarah

sat still or got once or twice.

208



Ftrther evidence of Sarah's need for movement while she wrote

narratives came in January when she wrote on videotape for the second

time: She planned an adventure story: they for gaioline, a

kidnapper pulled her brother out of the car, and Sarah rescued him from

the villain. Then Sarah wanted to get up. I began to unclip the micro-

phone and disentagle her from the wires, but she decided against getting

up. After drawing her first picture, Sarah decided against writing an

adventure. Instead, she trld who in her family liked to go to the beach

and who liked to sleep.

When adults avoid writing by pacing, drinking coffee, and cleaning

the typewriter, we say they are trying to achieve distance. In the face

of difficulties composing n narrative imposed, Sarah needed to move about
a

lhe room. In the second half of first grade, the responsibility of

choosing a topic made Sarah as restless as writing a narrative did in

the first.

Sarah's syntax suffered when she wrote narratives in November and

December. An early November narrative called forth mature writing be-

havior-- rehearsing aloud beforehand and composing aloud--but Sarah wrote

her story in telegraphic form.

"Woody Owl"
Woody is cute.
He took a worm.
Woody dead.
Woody. wake.

Woody good.
Woody nice.

Donald H. Graves (1979) has said,' "When Children try a new approach

to writing, other areas in which they have been competent may suffer

$1,
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temporarily." Sarah's syntax suffered when she attempted narratives

in November and December, just as her spelling of easy, automatic words

suffered in March and April when she first revised drafts.

Discussion

When first grade writers experimented with the new medium of print,

they repeated the early film makers' experiments with film. At first,

they exploited the special qualities of the new medium. Shots of acro-

bats, parades, and onrushing trains gave audiences the novelty of motion

captured on film. For first grade children, print added a dimension of

permanence to their representations that they had not found in block-

buildihg or dramatic play. By the end of the nineteenth century, audi-

ences began to tire of the movies. "What finally saved the movies was

the introduction of narrative,".said knight about the innovations that

began in the first few years of the twentieth cent .7. First grade

writers paralleled the film makers when they turned to narrative and,

with theapproval of their audiences, developed story-telling techniques

equivalent to cutting, editing, and moving the camera in film making.

The source of the children's changing preferences for non-narrative

and narrative writing was not their teacher._ Mpg:. Giacobbe responded

to the content of each piece, pointing out where more information was

necessary for the reader to understand what the author meant. She had

no bias in favor of either mode of wri4"..ng. The children, from middle

* A more thorough discussion of Sarah can be found in Sowers' "A Six-
Year-Old's Writing Process: The First Half of First Grade."
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class homes, knew stories from books and television. Many were familiar

with concept books as well. A concept book, in Huck's classification

of children's literature, is "one that describe the various dimensions

of an abstract idea through the use of comparisons...a young child's infor-

mation book." The children may have imitated concept books, in their early

non-narratives, although they fell short of exploring the dimensions of

an abstract idea. Whatever the source of their form's, the first grade
0

children grew increasingly aware of their peers' responses. They talked

about each other's drafts in group conferences, in whole-class sharineof,

books, and in informal discussions at the writing table and library. The

children wrote to please themselves and their peers according to criteria

that probably remained unarticulated.

Britton's rhetorical system, like Moffett's, has a developmental

component. He predicts first grade children's writing more accurately
0
in

terms of function than in terms of form. In his classification of the

functions of writing, Britton expects children's early writing will be

expressive at first and later become transactional or poetic. Highly

affective non-narratives, such as Jenny's "Guz," Anna's "Mty. Dog," and

Joshua's "It, Father's Skimobile," express the authors' feelings. Infor-

mation books, such as Steve's and Gary's, are intended not so much to

communicate information as to display it and manipulate it for the author's
;

pleasure. Britton, Burgess, Martin, McLeod, and Rosen said, "Probably

the first written forms internalized are those of narrative, since anec-

dotes and stories, spoken or written, are part of a child's experience
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from the very beginning." But the first grade writers either imitated

the form of a concept book or ignored form altogether and took inven-

tory of their knowledge.

Moffett's rhetorical system does not predict an early capacity

for non-narrative writing. Moffett ranks three kinds of thinking and

writing,and he expects narrative to appear before other modes of writ-

ing. Chronologic occupies the bottom rung on the ladder of abstraction,

followed by analogic at the intermediate level. Chronologic demands

the least abstraction from the temporal and spatial order of events,

and analogid demands more inclusion and exclusion for the writer to

assimilate narratives into generalizations. At the highest level,

tautologic, the writer transforms. the general assertions of analogic

thinking into other Verbal,forms. The transformation does not change

the meaning, but the restatement yields richer implications.

Non-narratives, such as Steve's "Whales" and Gary's "All About

Alligators" and "Sailboats," resemble the analogic level in their sub-

ject matter and expository treatment more closely than they resemble

the chronologic. Analogicthinking and writing may be rooted in elab-

orated lists instead of assimilated narratives. Clay observed five-

year-olds writing and noticed, "...they took stock of their own learn-

ing systematically. Their work sometimes"shows how spontaneously they

arrange or order the things they have learned into inventories." Clay

is referring to the letters, numbers, and words the children listed,
4

but the inventor' principle she observed in young writers extends to

facts about a fa orite subject children list. An inventory of facts
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may be the learner's starting point for controlinF and exploring a body

of information. FloWer found that adults! early drafts take the form

of narrative and unplanned juxtaposition. Writer-based prose, her term

for the writer's fii1ure to transform thought for the reader, is useful

because it retrieves reformation in much the same way as a list.

Implications

The failure of'doffett's rhetorical system to predict children's

,early writing preferences has three implications. First, chronologic

might not precede analogic in a hierarch)7 of abstraction. Moffett may

have underestimated the difficulty of writing narrative. Joan Didion,

the novelist and essayist, has observed there is no narrative line to

events. Chronologic may deserve a ladder of'abstraction all its own.

A second implication is that analogic thinking may be rooted in pre.

narrative, elaborated lists. "Third, a mature writer may scale this mod-

ified ladder of abstraction with each new piece of writing. The writing

process may be reformulated. as listing, making inferences, and revising

by means of tautologic thinking.

Research

Young writers' changing preferences in their mode of writing /main

to biconfirmed in another first grade classroom with similar or dissim-

ilar methods of writing instruction. Writing process research must take

into account the effects of mode and changes in mode of writing on the,

writer's behavior during composing. The effects of rehearsal and revi-

sion on flexibility or rigidity in the mode of writing are still unknown.

'9?



Instruction

1. First grade children are capable of writing early in the year

without the assistance of topic assignments,, spelling list's, or exten-

sive supervision. Children may devise more suita'ale writing tasks for

themselves than a teacher can assign.

2. A teacher who assigns a "story" to a first grade writer may

be assigning a more difficult form than the child can write well.

3. When a child creates a new writing problem to solve by exper-

imenting in a new mode, he or she may temporarily become restless, avoid

writing, and make unexpected errors before the problem is finally solved.

4. The best preparation for writing narratives may not be filling

in blanks in commercial or teacher-made materials, but independent

writing through inventedspelling.in a mode the child selects.

5. The best preparation for expository writing may not be writing

narratives, but informal listing.
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r-Beisn's fourth grade teacher, Carolyn Currier, says: I think both

Brian and I realized he had a spelling weakness. ." That weakness

sometimes meant one misspelled word for every five words written. In

October of third grade'Brian misspelled twenty-three percent of the words

in a first draft. By the siring of fourtivgrade, he misspelled only fiv

percent. Clearly, his spelling had improved.

This is the story of how that improvement occurred. I chose Brian

from SMOGS sixteen case-study children for two reasons: (1) his spelling

improved dramatically over the two years of the study and (2) his spelling

strategies--the vehicles for that improvement--are revealed through his

process of frequent and thorough revision.

Brian considers himself a good.striter though an average speller. In

fact, die is a good writer, one of the best in the class in use of specifics

and organization toward meaning. In grade five he said, looking back:

"I think I was an average speller in third and fourth grade; I think I'm

still an average speller." But he does not equate average spelling with

average writing, nor do his teachers. His positive attitude toward

writing, and his pride in his work--a reflection of hilteachers' attitudes- -

allow his to learn to spell through his writing..

Student writers, like Brian, may misspell words itiearly drafts

(Just s they lay omit information, or include a misleadinglead), ut

those.s me writers can produce polished final drafts. To lookt spelling

as a process, as Bart of the writing process, is to:recognize the compe-
,

tent speller as someone who gets the letters right in.the.4.end.
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This article will describe Brian's spelling strategies as he moves

r
from draft to draft. Eight pieces of his work aid selected for analysis,

four each from his third and fourth grade files. Each, piece includes

between two and seven drafts. Brian wrote nearly forty final papers in

third and fourth grade; I chose papers Eor analysis by date and number

of diafts, looking for pipers with many drafts written at different times

in the year. I located first occurrences of spelling errors and followed

those words through tothe-final dr *ft. Defining spelling errors as

mistakes in choice or-arrangement of letters,-I ignore': contraction

errors ("cant" instead of "can't"), parts of speech errors ( "I had fell"

instead of "I had fallen"), spacing errors ( "see saw" instead of "seesaw"),

and capitalization errors. ("denmark" instead of "Denmark").

What Brian Does to Achic7e S llin Success

In the fall of third grade when Brian misspelled twenty-three per-

cent of the words in first drafts, he misspelled Sixteen percent in

final drafts. In the spring of fourth grade he misspelled five percent

in first drafts and less then one percent in final drafts. He'd progressed

in two ways: (1) he alsspelled fewer words in the first place and (2) -

. he was able to correct more of the words he did misspell. He produced

his final drafts "independent4" according to his teacher-working as his

editor, circling the words he Thought were wrong, using the dictionary

- to correct them, asking foihelp when he thought he needed it.

Glenda Bissex' book, GNYS AT WRK: A Child Learns to Read and Write,

helped me understand Brian's spelling process. The book describes the

growth of another young writer, Paul, from inventive to conventional

speller., age five to age nine. Brian's spelling process through several
0
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drafts parallels Pawl's spellings growth over several years. That is,

Brian's correction strategies resemble the stages, Paul pasted through in

learning to spell.

Briefly, Paul's growth in CNTS AT WRK from inventive to conventional

speller goes. like this:

1. He represents sounds and words with letter names--"I"

means "I" (as in me),- "1" means "bee (as in bumble);

2. He learns that letters stand for sounds which usually

are not the same as letter names: He spells phometically--

"haos" -instead of "house," "tomoro",instead ofutomarrow."

3. He learns that a word isn't spelled right until it looks

right. He uses this sight word strategy to check for

corractness,'discovering silent letters, visually correct

letter combinations. "s;

4. He learns that meaning can help spelling. Be uses affixes

correctlruuexcitine instead of the earlier "eksiting."

He distinguishes homonyms--"knead" for "need.",z

Brian's correction process begins to parallel Paul's learning process

at Step 2 as these excerpts from Brian's work will illustrate:

Draft 1-- January 7, 1979

Moir r-o-s, went plain! We speeded up and slowed down then

speedup assn. A copeIe.of minites later toke off. You can't

see'Denmerk! It was a bit of treble geting my ears unpluged!

Draft 4--January 11, 1979

R-o-msr-o-4; went the plane! It speeded up then slowed dawn

-then speeded up again and toke off! A. couple of minutes later

you counIchet 4410 densark! It was a bit of trouble getting my

ears unpluged...

These are two leads to the same story, three drafts and four days

apart. In Draft 1, Briali misspells nine words. In Draft 4 he has corrected

six of those nine. Here's how Brian spells those nine problem words in

drafts one and four.

_

,2104 lj
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Table I
Spellings of Problem Words Across Drafts

Draft 1 Draft 4

plain plane
agars again
copele (copcle) couple
minites minutes
take toke
con't counldn't
truble trouble
geting sitting_
unpluged unpluged

Here are some ways in which Brian's correction strategies parallel

Paul's learning:

Paul's SteP\2 -- Phonetic Spelling

In Draft l Brian spells the following words the way he hears them:

"agan," "copele," " minites," "take," "treble," "geting," "unpluged,"

"con't." He records the sounds on the page as Paul did at his Steps 1

and 2. Bissex says of Paul: "He was not after correctness but rather

phonetic transcription--finding some way of representing for himself the

significant sounds he distinguished in words." (p. 11)

e
-

Pau l's Step 3 -- Sight Word Test

. By draft four, Brian's spellings look more conventional. In "couple"

and "trouble," he finds the "ou" combination. In "minutes," he substi-

tutes "u",for the phonetic "i." He doubles the "t" in "getting." He

-'adds the rift in "again." And in "couldn't," he adds the silent "1."

Paul's Step 4 -- Meaning Helps Spelling

Brian applies meaning to help with spelling. He substitutes the

homonym ''plane" correctly for "plain." He appears to figure out that

"couldn't," which '.te never spells quite right, combines "could" and "not,"

placing the apostyophe correctly between "n" and "t:" These two excerpts

2 2n
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are particularly via is variety of spelling errors sad correction

strattgies. Mors parallels to Paul's Steps 2, 3, and 4, drawn from

Brian's other writint, follow. Parenthesei indicate correct spellings

which Brian did not use. Arrows show BriaS's spelling changes.

Step 2,-- Phonetic Spelling"

exspd emsepet (except)
elafents (elephants)
broth (breathe)
sneer (answer)

delad.(delayed)

Step 3 sloe Word ?eat

addition of silent "h" and "e"

captin --vcaptain -- visual "ii" combination
-- addition of silent "g," substitution of "a"

for phonetic "e"

bake --s beck switch to conventional "dc" order

Ste, 4 -- Manias Belo, Spelling

specar--ospeeker (speaker) -- use of affix "er"

arport airport r use.of "Air" in compound

caped--,cepted---skepted (kept) - attempt to show past tense with

"ed"

hear--is here - use of honours
roder--)rober (robber) --knowledge- of root word "rob" .

The arrows show how Brian moves frou phonetic spellings to closer

approximations of conventional spelling.' Paul, in learning to write, moved

along the same path. As a five year old he communicated with letter names

and phonics; as a nine year old he spelled most of his words conventionally.

Paul, in the early stages of invented spelling, doesn't compere his

renditions,of. words to standard spellings--he can't read. He doesn't

know about the one-spelling-for-one-word rule. According to Carol Chomsky:

"He (the inventive speller) has no preconceptions of how the word ought

to be spelled, nor any expectations that there is a 'right' or a 'wrong'

way to do it."

The
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Brian's preconceptions about spelling complicate matters for him. He

knows about 'right' and 'wrong' spelling, but most suspend his concern for

rightness in order to get on with the writing.

When Paul, in Steps 3 and 4, becomes concerned with conventional

spelling, he writes less. He asks more "how do you spell this" questions.

He loses some of the fluency of his invented spelling days (Blast.., p. 31).

I suspect that fluency is the reason for the phonetic strategy of Brian's

first drafts--he has to get the ideas down quickly before he forgets them.

Like Paul, Brian spells to Communicate. The communication in early

drafts takes precedence over spelling. He suspends his eye for errors

long enough to get the message down. With the suspension of eye, ear

takes over; he spells phonetically.

When asked whet a first draft is for, Brian says: "The first draft is

just writing down the idea of the story. Then you add detail and more

detail. The final draft is when you have all the detail you can get into

the story." Once Brian has recorded "all the detail you can get," then

he can polish the spelling, then he can slow down enough to employ sight

word and meaning strategies to weed out errors. Brian says: "On first

drafts I just print the word out. Later I use the dictionary, usually

only on the next to final diaft."

Brian's spelling pattern parallels Paul's growth in one other way:

spelling experimentation.' Experts (Chomsky, Read, Bissex) agree that the

"misspellings" of the inventive speller do not lead to memorization of

mistakes - -the child reinvents each word, treats each word as a new problem,

knows there is more than one way to spell a word because there's usually

more than one way to represent a sound--for example, "k" or "c" serve

equally well for the initial sound in "cat."

44,
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Brian's swiremess of the oesspellingfor -one-mord rule does not

prevent him from experimenting. Table. I shows that he experimented with

the spelling of couple (copal*, copcle) in Draft 1. A survey of his

writing reveals that he experiments may in early drafts; by the final

draft, one -spelling-for .rone-word prevails. Part of his spelling process

includes establishing consistency: a word appearing five times in the

final draft will be spelled the same way each.time - -even if all the

spellings are wrong. In early draft's, when Brian uses the Phonetic

spelling strategy of inventive spellers, he also imitates their "rein-

vention" technioues as Table It shows.

Table II

Brian's Spelling Experimentation

10/78 (circus)

(horses)

cashiers
cierkiers

hreuses
hrouses

10/79 (mirror) 'servo

marry
merry

11/78 (couldn't) coins
couldn't
counld

1/80 (cousin) cusin
cussin

2/79 (people) pepple
peopple

3/80 (appreciation)
apriseation
apriseation
apretiation
apretieation-
apreteation

What Brian's Teacher Does to Help Him Spell Successfully

In this column in 1977, Donald Graves, citing Leo Cohen's study of

spelling text
effectiveness, had this to say about the teaching of spelling:

"Spelling is for writing. It is not to'develop skills in alphabetizing,

recognizing double consonants, or identifying affixes and inflectional

endings. These activities may contribute to a greater word sense or a

wider vocabulary, but the odds are they do not contribute to greater

power in spelling."
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I, asked Brian's Needier about spelling instruction in fourth grade

apart from his work in writing. She said: "Yes, we use fourth grade

spelling word lists. They were expected to leard twenty words weekly.

The lists did follow a spelling pattern such as vowel sounds, plurals,.

endings and prefixes. Brian usually did well with the weekly tests but

didn't always apply them to personal writing."

Citing the work of Horn (1947) Graves asserted learning to spell lists

of words and learning to spell may be two different processes. Brian

learns the spelling words his teacher assigns but doesn't use them in

his writing. His drafts reveal a separate, successful agenda for learning

to spell wordi he needs to communicate. That agenda parallels Paul's

growth from inventive to conventional speller--and Paul didn't learn to

spell by memorizing lists and rules or doing affix exercises; he, too,

learned to spell by writing.

Brian's third and fourth grade teachers run classes with room for

individual writing (and spelling) processes. They encourage children

to choose their own subjects and revise their work; they arrange group

and individual conferences, value the communications produced. His

teacher, Currier, says: "I don't stress correct spelling on first drafts- -

I feel it interferes with the flow of ideas. I do stress correct spelling

on final drafts..."

Brian's teacher sets high standards for final drafts, but leaves

room for individual writing processes, learning strategies. She believes

in using first drafts for ideas, final drafts for conventions. Her

attitude allows Brian to work out his own solutions to spelling problems.
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And Bria knows shot bets doing; be says, "The first !ism I spell

the wey.I bear them...Whem I write them I don't think about what they

look like, bUi'I don't do this (correcting) while I'm writing but after

I see what they look like."

'Brian edits his work carefully. He circles words which don't look

quite right. He says: "Well, I read it thieugh and it doesn't look

right so I try it again and it doesn't look right, so I try it again..."

He knows hoe. to use the dictionary: "And if I can't find it in one dic-

tionary," he says, "I look in another one."

I asked Brian's teacher what she saw as his strategy for spelling.

She said, "Pride in his final draft,"
adding, "Ability to use a diction-

ary, a teacher who understands spelling difficulties but realizes the

importance of correct spelling." Brian's teacher encouraged him to work

out his own spelling problems in his own way as he moved through the

writing process.

Copies of Brian's papers show an 'increased personal investment in

the information in successive drafts. It is hardly surprising that by

the fourth or fifth unassigned draft he will have a high stake in wanting

4

the spelling to be pleasing to his audience. When asked if spelling

matters, if you have to be a gOod speller to be a good writer, Irian

said, "I don't think spelling matters until the final draft." Implying

a concern for his audience (even though the misspelled words may be

decipherable) he says, "It is nice to have the right spelling, even if

they know what you mean."
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Steve is in 'first grade. At 9:10 a.m. he starts his unaasigned

paper on "Sliding" and doesn't finish until10:20 a.m. Steve is an

average first grade with average first grade abilities.

In the midst of page three of his ten page writing booklet, he

0

turns to a friend and says, "Know when I hit a tree? IA/0 eliding

off. I.go right off the sled and I hit myself on the tree."' On the

first two pages, Steve has written seneral comments about sliding on

ewe% Now on the third page he finds throUgh drawing and writing what

he wanted to write about. He pointy to the drawing and comments to

his teacher, "Right here I hit the tree and I slid down the rest of

the way."

His teacher responds, !IDD.7ou want to tell your reader.: about

that? What happened when you hit the tree?" For the next fifteen

minutes Steve calmly adds information and rewrites the page where he

hits the tree.- Ee.even excludes two other pages in his booklet he

now feels are'unneceasary.

Most manuals and language arts texts for teachers suggest that

Steve won't be ready tocompobe for at least another year. Many

. reason that a thorough knowledge of phonics, as well as a strong sight

vocabulary is necessary for children before they can write. Writing

is an ordeal for most adults. As an act of .kindness they would spare



siryear olds the pain of laboring through sounds and letters at a

speed of less than.one word per - minute. If writing is provided for

first grade children it is reduced to writing,- Captions, copying, plac-

ing words in blanks, or writing the simple sentence.
/

I have long said we underestimate what children can do in the

writing.procesi. . I didn't know what I was talking about. There was

no Way I could anticipate the meaning.of this statement until'I had

tipe and funds necessary to observe childrenliki'Steve in the midst

of their composing. Children have a natural,urgeto express, to make

marks, to "play" with writing, to-experiment boldly1With new ways to

Tut messages on paper,. By denying children the opportunity to write

before seven., we lose out on a stage of development when children can

make some of :the moat rapid and delightful growth in writing of their

entire lives.

Steve and his teacher are.unaware that most shhool.curriculuM
W4

guides suggest the delay in writing. .Ateve writes anyway. When he

writes, writing becomes an adventure that.leada him into a highly

elaborate process of problem solving.

. 0 Steve's teacher does not try to wive him from problems in the

writing process. She does not intrude with a long .list of anticipa-

ted writing problems usually encountered by six year olds. Indeed,. if

Steve knew what they were, he probably would resist any thought of writ-

ing at all. His strong intent to write the details of hitting a tree,

and playful asides about "whopping a big tree and falling off into

230



the mow," carry him through most problems of spelling, space, and

language./

Steve believes others are interested in his message. His play-

ful, a protective cloak for fearless ex-

perimentation. He solves moat probleisimportent to him without the

aid of the teacher. Butswhen help is needed, Steve's teacher waits

until he is stylied by issues that thwart his purpose in writing. She

plays this role elfectively because she knows both the order and impor-

tance of developmental issues Steve needs to solve.

Steve is one of sixteen children involved in a stud funded by

the National Institute of Education to document how - and in what order -

piimary childish change composing, spelling, and motor behaviors during

the writing process.. Eight of the children are in grade one, another

eight are ingrade three. They-will be followed from grade.one through

two, and,three through grade four. Primary emphasis has been placed

on gathering information when children are actually engaged in the act

of writing. In this wiy,.the problem solving activities of children

can be charted from grades one through four.

This etudy of .children's composing is not a controlled design.

Nether, it is a case study-of, sixteen children - in grades one and

three - who were chosen because of their differences on a pre-selected

developmental composing scale. The study seeks to identify and describe

what is involved in composing for young children in order to explain

the "why" of their behaviors during the writing process.
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EaOh day three full-time researchers are with the children in
.

their public school classrooms, carefully recording data as the child-
, .

ran compose. Composing is broadly viewed from the child's painting,

drawing, working with crayons, pens, pencili, to the composing of

second, third, even up to ten drafts of a single selection.. The data

come from collections of all, forms of composing; direct observation

and video recordings of the children while writing

The talk today will focus on what'adme first grade children do

when they compose,othe problems they solve, and our preliminary find-
.

ings on the orders in which they solve, them. Representative cases ..

2
like Steve will be chosen to report data across many children in the

study. Although it may appear that only one case is reported at a

time, the data have support from the practices of other study children

from similar developmental levels.

Teachers want to understand the dimensions of a child's devel0P-P

a

ment in the writing,process in order to respand appropriately to the

child's intentions. How hard it is to respond! The writing process

is.complex,ind childram'shehaviors are legion., Some sectors of dev-

elopment can be chosen for observation over others, however, thus

simplifying the meaning of children's writing, practices. So far the

moat useful sectors to observe are: the childla transition from oral

to written discourse, use of time and space, and change from overt to

covert actions. Let us examine these dimensions.
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Choosing Topics

Abet first grade children operate in a very narrow time frame

when first choosing their topics. Initially the topic is chosen
/

almost as the child picks up the paper. This child has no more dif-

fiaulty;in choosing topics for composing than,in choosing topics for

play. Soon the time frame changes. There is more delay in topic

choice. The delay increases and for a time some children encounter.

major barriers in topic choice. This comes with the child's first

major consciousness of audience. If children are given many oppor-

tunities to write they gradually pats through this phase 'to being

conscious of many writing options. -During'the composing of one

paper,_they are aware of several topics to choose for the Next.

Less than one minute after Eddie sits in the writing center,

he is busy working on his next paper. Eddie does not wrestle with

topic choice since he will continue with the same theme of the last

three weeks, "The Good Guys and the Bad Guys." Eddie,writes as he

playsi.chOosing the same theme until he tires of the subject. With

each paper, the "Good Guys and the Bad Guys" fight all over again'in

both drawing and print with shooting between them until the good guys

finally win.

Just as Eddie is about to draw, the researcher asks, "What will

happen here?" (pointing to the space for drawing)

"I don't aow," Eddie'responds. He rarely knows beyond the next

action couplet in the drawing. The-gun is drawn, the gun shoots, the

461
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gene explodes. Eddie supplies the sound effects to go with each

salvo. The next episode is drawn, and the next, until a whole series

of shots and explosions end in victory for the good guys.

Steie is more advanced than Eddie. He eat inthe writing center

for several minutes mumbling, "I wonder what I should write about?

Let's see now; I can't think of anything. Oh, I know, I'll write

about sliding in the snow." Steve beganlworritink the title on the

cover page "About Slading." Unlike Eddie, Steve writes before he draws.

He can also speak several sentences ahead of what he will write before

he writes it. The illustrations confirm rather than serve as a rehear-

sal for the writing. For six year old children there is a stage when

long delaTs indicate a point of advancement. A rough sequence for

topic choice develOpment is contained in the following:

.1. No delay. Child draws immediately and
then writes.

2. Short delay -
2 minutes.

3. Long delay -
5- 10 minutes;

complete avoid-
ance of writing.

4.. Little delay.

Child writes and then draws.

Child is usually close to seven
and beyond. Audience has effect
on topic choice. Child is much
more self-conscious.

Child is aware of growing reper-
toire of topic choice. Is able
to rehearse topic choice prior.
to act of writing.

Six year old Sarah, represented in the third category above, has

a difficult time choosing a topic. She may label the cover with a title

but the theme simply does not develop. To this point, topic choices

orA4.1 t
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have been easy for.Sarah. She wrote about five books each week (total

220 words) on a mange of famiLiar.,themes. ThemesSollowedrcertain

.9haracters,Noodsy Owl," or "Chipper," for as long as three to five

episodes, disappearedandreappeareOgainifor another series. The

text assigned attributes to Chipper - '!Chipper is nice. Chipper is

beautiful. Chipper is loveable: I love Chipper." Children did not

often understand her affective, subjective stories and told her so.

But Sarah paid little hied to their responses.

It is now April and Sarah's playfulness has ended. It has ended

as traumatically as a child who first thought she was playing with

kittens in green pastures and suddenly discovers that the kittens are

lions and she is imprisoned with them in a cage. Topic and word choices

are hard to manage. She now hears the words of other children when

they say, "What are you writing? That doesn't make sense." Now Sarah

says, "I don't know what to write about; writing is hard; I'd rather

do a workbook."

Sarah has just turned seven. She is an able reader. It is al-

most as if she has just discovered that mother and father are Santa

Claus. The masks have been removed. Conventions, rules, the opinions

of others, now dv.'nate her consciousness. :lay no longer insulates.

The empty page is indeed empty.

Tim has made the transition through the third stage. Audience

became_a gradual part of his writing process. Tim writes on a wide

range of topics from Wild West stories to a trip on his father's tug
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boat. He is'conscious of. audience and steadfastly defends his content

from the challenges of other children. Tim hears their critiques, yet

defends his choices with information. Note Tim's responses during this

conference:

Chris: You should have told what happened after
you got to the Cape Cod canal..

Tim: What do you mean?

Chris: Well, we don't know how you got home. You
left us-stranded at the Cape Cod canal.

Tim: But this isn't about how I got home. Look
at the title; it's about a tug boat ride,
dummy. The tug boat ride was over when we
got to the canal.

In summary, audience does affect topic choice. For some young

writers, choosing a topic to please oneself is an easy choice. It

is as easy as choosing what to play after school. Then there is a

time when choices are difficult. Most children make easy transitions

when many audiences are,provided in the classroom. But for children

like Sarah, it was difficult for her to,leave the strength of her own

self-centeredness. The knowledge of audinnces arrived abruptly.

Change was upsetting. When children make the transition to a grow-

ing sense of audience, topic choices become easier; they are more

secure in defending their content to others.
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When children compose they show us how they make transitions

from speech to print. There are many tracks of development that can

be followed to show how children make the change. Only a few of the

factors have been chosen for review in this talk today: drawing and

rehearsal, use of space, use of speech to accompany writing.

Drawing and Rehearsal

If Eddie doesn't know what he will draw beyon a first step, he

lesurely does not know what he will write before he drawn. Drawing

is an important rehearsal step, not only for the rest of the drawing
.,.

but especially for the writing that follows. Once created, the dritw-

ing becomes an idea bank as Eddie keeps referring to it for the sub-

stance of his writing.

The drawing also helps Eddie change from speech to print. When

Eddie was playing next to Matt in the block area moments before, Matt

knew what Eddie meant when he said, "This is gonna be the secret part

where we keep all the bombs." Matt can see what Eddie means before'

the situation tells him. But when Eddie writes, he must supply words

to describe the situation in which the message will fall. If Eddie

can draw before he writes, he creates the setting for the print, thus

helping both himself and Matt who will read the paper later.

Drawing helps Eddie maintain control of his subject. It aids the

choice and development of his topic. When Eddie can draw and control

21



his subject, he writes more, gains greater practice in writing, as

well as provides the setting for the teacher to help him yith his

paper. Content in the drawings usually exceeds the content in the

writing.

Not all children need to draw before they write. More advanced

childken, like Steve, use drawings after the text has been written to

illustrate a scene selected from the writing below. Still more advan

cried children do not need to illustrate at all, since the drawing takes

time from revisions and more extended work on the text.

Use of Soace

When children first write, they are merely concerned with the

ingredients of the message, not the order or placement of words on

the page. In figure 1, Toni's words rise and fall across the page,

Translation,F I love super owl and I kiss him.

TLoyo \iv
with no spaces to show word separation. Speech runs together like

"hamanegge and rises and falls with pitch, stress, and intonation.

'14
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Note Tonijs message: "I love super owl 'and I kiss hie In this

message Toni ran out of space on the right aide and finished the

lime with a column of words down to the beginning of the line on

the left aide. The ingredients were present. Toni knew the meaning

of the message. She assumed others could solve the problem as well.

When six year old Allison returned from a family wedding in

New York, she wrote in columns, oriental style, with words going

up the page. Direction was not important for Allison, only words

emerging from other words.

Use of Speech to Accompany Writing

Most beginning writers speak as they write. Writing is silent

and abstract and speaking keeps them in touch with the writing process.

Note how Eddie speaks and writes in Figure 2:

Sound line the, guh guy gut gut t the gut guys

Writing line, the g r t

Eddie says "the," then writes it as shown in the writing line. He

sounds "guh," then writes a g. The ratio of sound to speech is in
-

much greater quantity than the symbols written on the page. Although

Eddie sounds at about a 3-1 ratio over print, it is not unusual for

other, more advanced first-grade children, to sound at a 2-1 ratio.

Some barely sound at all.

These data are gathered through a very sensitive microphone placed

on the lapel of the child when the child chooses to write. The micro-

phone is attached to a video system that shows just when the symbol is
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placed on the paper in relation to the sound as in Figure 2. (page 11)

Even when researchers sit next to the child
recording observations of

writing practice by hind, it is impassible to get the murmurings and

voiCings of children in relation to the letters written on the page.

Sound line: are are are are sh is i i is sh sh shootin

Writing line: R A

Eddie has a very difficult time making inner language serve him

in a procesa.as abstract as writing. He sounds:letters, and repeats

them until he hears what is appropriate for what he wants to write.

Indeed, he juggles so many types of sounding that he ends up with "the

good guys are is." The struggle with the sounds of individual letters

and words is so great that the syntax suffers.

When Eddie speaks to his friends, he gets confirming nods or neg-

ative reactions. But writing is silent. It site on the page, Passive,

without sound. He therefore supplies the sound for the page, almost t

making it speak back to him. Occasionally he glances.up at the picture

to get en overall sense of the message, gives a sound effect as in a

shootins sun, and then.. returns to the sounding and speaking of message,

components. It is difficult in this linear process of putting one word

in front of the tether on this page, to portray the many systems - think-

ing, sounding, writing, that are occurring at the same time when Eddie

writes.

Jenny sounds when she writes but her sounding is more advanced

than Eddie's. Jenny has been writing longer than Eddie and draws on a

O



richer oral language base to go with her writing. Jenny writes and

sounds:

line 1,SOUND: 1 *11,0.1, of, all of the, the, the, all of the reindeer .

WRITING: L oil ay. the

line 2 SOUND: rein, ruh, rein loved them, all, of, them, ,the muh, muh

WRITING: R iendrer lov e m

Jenny draws after she writes and even edits."them" to "him" after re-

reading the sentence. Jenny is dealing with a broader message unit

and knotty as far as five or six words ahead what will be written on

the page.

Chris does much speaking when he writes but it is strictly a

confirmation of what is on the page. Chris does not sound out letter

components; he merely says the word he will write, "mechanic," then

spells out loud, "m -e-c-k-a-n-i- c." Chris may murmur

occasionally as he rereads, to feel the message on the tongue - to

sense the aesthetics of sound, but this is all. Language also pro-

vides company for Chris, when he Writes, much as language works for

a mechanic or carpenter in the process of assessing his work. A

large share of Chris' language is procedural, "Where is that fourth

step? Oh, steps twelve and thirteen are dumb; I can skip those. This

is a robot that anyone can make." Note that the procedural comments

are concerned with information, whereas Eddie's language emphasL,es

syntactical orientation and sounding of letter components.

Our analysis of spoken language in relation to written language

2 .11
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is just beginning. Far more analysis is needed to understand the

function of oral discourse when children write. Preliminary analyses

show that most beginning writers use it and that there is probably a

hierarchy of complexity^to its funeiion. Still, there are a few six

year old children who do not use it at all. More work is needed to

explain their writing behaviors.

. In summary, language spoken at the time of'writing seems to fill-

fill the 'following functions:

What do I want to say? The child hears what he
wants to say by speaking.
and then writes it,

Fow can I make it sound Prosodies - stress, pitch
better? (feel better?) intonation patterns, emerge

as the child repeats the message
for the quality of sound.

Did I spell the word
correctly?

How do I keep on track?

What was I saying any-
way? or What is the
next word?

What is the next step?
(information)

How much more do I
have to do?

The child sounds the word
through in sequence after
it is written.

De child merely repeats the
letters as they are written.
The child seems to be keeping
his place as'the word is re-
called mere from visual memory
than auditory memory systems.

Child rereads cutloud from the
beginning...up to current word
and then adds on the new word.

Child consults drawing or makes
a procedural comment. (I need more
stuff about the planet.)

As the child gauges the material
written, other pages are read,
remaining pages are counted.

How can I let others To friend: "Look, when this sled
know what is happening comes down the hill it is going
so far? 249 to hit this tree here." This is

usually a reference to the picture.



How°E0 Children Change What They Write?

When children revise they demonstrate the time frame in waich.

they function is the writing process. 4uat'aa children show the time

frame in which they operate by the way they rehearse before writing,

they also show time operations by the unit andplace Of revision. For

example, when Eddie changes a word, any reflsion is likely to come

only as the word is just composed. Eddie wad the same child who had

to draw before writing and had little advance concept of his message

beyond a few words.

Steve operates in a broader time frame than Eddie. He can tell
I

at least a sentence ahead what will be written on the paper. Drawings

follow writing. Finally, after he writes the last page, he is able

to-return to add or change information on pages written earlier. For

.exampleSteve wrote in his "Sledding" story:

I slad dawn hills a lot.

In his illustration dode after the writing, Steve included details

on how his sled hit a tree. Steve noticed this on rereading'his book-

let. He adds the following:

I het a tree and I go the rest of the way.

He is still dissatisfied, turns to a new page and changes his message

again:

lik alading dawn hills a lot. I het a tree
and I go the rest ov the way dawn the hill.
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Chris. ,s the most advanced. He has a well-developed plan for

composing hie.booklet on building robots and explains in advance the

seventeen steps necessary for its construction. When the booklet is

completed-he removed two steps as'atupid and unnecessary.

As children see ahead in their composing, they 'also review their

products with a more expansive backward vision. Usually these children

have dhccessfully solved the major problems of handwriting and spelling

and are cnmrcAng at a sufficient rate (four words per minute and up),

thus gaining a broader view of'the entire composing process. Word by

word 4ritera have word by word visions both in forward and reverse

time patterns. Children with a broader vision'use broader time unite

and make more advanced semantical and syntactical changes. Chris lined

out a word written ten minutes earlier from "We whipped rocks across

the water" to "we skimmed rocks across the water."

New information provides its own kind of problem for the young

writer. More advanced six year olds soon are aware that new informa-

tion presents problems of space and aesthetics. Note Chris' first

encounter earlier this year with the space problems atttndent to new

information in this conference with his teacher:

Teacher: I see that you were able to put in the
word "ray" to show that "Brontosaurus'
may travel in families." (Chris had been
able to sandwich in the.small word with-
out erasing.) But you didn't say why
they travel in families.

Chris: They travel in families to protect
the young.

nii
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Teacher:

Chris:

-Teacher: .

Chris:
. '-

Teacher:

Chris:

Teacher:

Chris:

Teacher:

Do you think 'that is important
information?

Yea, butthere isn't any placeto put
it., (The writing goei from left to
right over to the right hand margin at
the bottom of the paper. Above this
writing is a picture of a brontosaurus.)

Look the'paper over and show me where
you could write it in.

'.there isn't any. (voice rising)

Look the entire paper over and put your
.4iand on any space where there isn't writ-
, ing'Ordrawing. (There is space above the
drawing.)

Well, I could put it up here (motions to
top of paper) but it would look stupid.
The other part is down here.

Hokst could you show they were connected?

I could put an arrow down here pointing to
the part that's at the top.

Good, but you'll need to connect the arrow
with the top. This is what writers do when
they are getting their books ready for the
publisher.

Chris knew additional information would create a mess. Now his

teacher has shown him how to control new information when there is a

problem of space. She has also shown him that this draft is temporary,

that rewriting necessary.

.



summary

At first, writing is a simple act for moat first grade children.

Witing begins and ends abruptly. Problems are solved within a narrow ,
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time frame. They quickly choose a subject, pick up a pencil, driw,

combine some sounds and'symbols, and writing emerges. There islittle

premeditation to write, nor is the product coniemplited once the paper

is done. Just as in play, doing the paper is an end in itself. When

children write in order to play, they talk, make sound effects, lauet

and-end their actions abruptly. The sounds they make are highly com-

plex, ranging from attempts to match sound and symbol, words 'boken

before, during and after writing, attempts to reorient a new word to

syntax, to language used to "play" with other children. The sanibN.
0

children are unaware of the many problems they solve in the writing

process: transitions from speech to print, placementsof words on a.

page, or the matching of sounds and symbols. 'If words are changed, -

they are changed when they are written. Their self-centeredness prb-

tects them from the opinions of others. They experiment without fear.

Children expand the time and space dimensions of their activity

as they continue to write. Activity is less overt. There is less

need for visual rehearsal. Drawings are more often done after the

child has written. Overt language continues to accompany the writing

but contains fewer sound effects or sounding of letters. Now the

language is characterized by: the emergence of procedural statements,

broader rereading for syntactical sense, minor sounding of letters,

and the statement of words after they are written. Revision involves

r. n 4 6
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Spelling and handwriting changes with the first addition of new infor-

mation into the text. There is more conscious choice'of the topic and

the child growl in awareness of other children's writing and opinions

but not to the point of responding to them.

Still more advanced first grade children are less overt in lang-

uage and illustration. They operate in a much broader space-time

dimension. They may wrestle with topic choice but only to choose the

best option. They rehearse inwardly. That is, they can rehearse topics

without drawing or speaking well in advance of the" commencement of

citing. They may rehearse while reading, listening to conversation,

or by watching television. There is a strong advance concept of what

will be written on a paper, even to the point of sharing five to ten

steps or several paftgraphs. The audience factor is much stronger.

These children can articulate the opinions of others and maintain their

own positions. Draining is no longer necessary; for a few it even

disappears. Some may be completely silent as they write. If there

is language to accompany the writing, it is usually procedural and con-

firmatory. These children are capable of revising both the content

and language of their writing. They are sensitive to the need to add

information provided they have solved the space problems accompanying

revision.

First grade-children will write if we let them. There is an abun-

dance of energy for expression that is waiting to be tapped. If we will

only get out of the way, let children lead, then observe, follow and

aid them intelligently, who knows what writing we will be privileged

2.1-1to read...and in a very short time.
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The classroom door squeaked. The circle of third graders looked

up as the visitor came into the room. "Shhh," one child said, 'beckon-

img him to join the circle. "Andrea's about to share her final draft."

Andrea smiled, then ducked her pale blue eyes behind her paper.

The nine - year -old glanced up. "It's not very long," she apologized.

"I had much more in my third draft, but...here's what I kept."

"I snuggled deeper in the blanket. I felt uneasy.
Something big was missing. Then Daddy came and
lay down with me. He made a pocket with his legs
and I crawled in. He patted my head. I felt happy.
Nothing was missing anymore.

The visitor's pleased eyes met mine. "I got here just in time," he

said.

I thought of the drafts and redrafts Andrea had made over the

last three weeks. He'd heard the final draft, but he'd mimed the

process of creating it. "I guess we see it differently," I said to

the visitor. "I'd say you got here just too late."

Through a grant from the Natipnal Institute of Education, Donald

Graves, Susan Sowers and I aren't too late. On a day-to-day basis,

we watch the writing process of eleven school aged children.

The childfen are in the first and third grades, and we will

follow them for two years. We selected these children because they

represent a wide span of developmental levels, ranging from five-year-

old John who cannot draw a circle, to nine-year-olds, Amy and Andrea,

4(1 4 r)
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who both draft and redraft their writing.

'Writing process research is virgin territory. The finished

writing of children is often analyzed, but most researchers are

too late' to watch the process. We need to observe children cm-

posing, or we cannot ask good questions. Helda Bolgar's chapter

in Wolman's Handbook of Clinical Psychology states, "Whenever an

investigator approaches a new area in which relatively little is

known, the case study is his first methodological choice."

Through case-study of eleven children, we want to build a

tentative developmental map of how children change as writers. We

want to raise questions and form hypotheses which later can be re-

fated to larger populations.

This paper is the story of one child's sequences of revision.

rt's a narrative account of Andrea's changes-from September, when

she neither reread nor revised her writing, until March. During

these seven months Andrea has learned to make writing hard. Now

she see-Lprint_as_unfinished,_ and viewsiaiting as selection.

-



Procedures

No studies exist which document a nine-year -old's process of

learning to refocus, restructure and revise writing. Andrea and

her clasmates have led us into uncharted territory. A significant

portion of our work therefore, has been aimed at devising andrefin-

ing procedures Tor eliciting and recording information in the

revision process. There has been no precedent to follow.

The methods I use are these:

1. As Andrea, rereads, reconsiders and revises her work,
she is asked to 'think-outloud.' I record her comments
and her behaviors, and these are later typed into columns;
The first and third columns, below, come From xeroxing
Andrea's drafts and then adding numbers which correlate
with notes-on-her comments-and baharlors,... Cross outs are
shown as in #3. Insertions are shown as in 06..

Draft 1

1.
-Brgl-There-goes-

the-hamper.-Daddy-must

-be-almost-done-with- 2.

his-shower. I can't wait.

"Jill, make room on the

sofa. Dad's coming." "No,

I'll move over when I

want."
1

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Notes
Rereads. "I
gotta think
of a new begin-
ning."
"I might leave
out this first
part and just
start, "I can't
wait." I'll try
it down here (at
bottom of page).
Scratches out
beginning lines.
(Recopies on bottom
of page.)

Scratches out 'Susie.'
"When she's mad she
calls me Susan."
Inserts 'Susan'.
"Usually when she's
real mad she calls me
Susan Sible." - adds
Sible.

Draft 2

I
4can't wait.

"Jill, make room.

Dad's coming out

of the shower."

"NOO!" she said.

"1 will when I want

-Susie- (Susan) (Sible)

5 6 7
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2. Data is also collected from interviews. Some of the
questions I've often asked are:

---Why'd you make this change in your writing?
---What are you planning to do next?
---Have you run into any new problems in this piece?
- --What do you think of your writing?
---Which is your best piece of writing so far? Why?

Which is your worst? Why?
---What do you have to do in order 'to be a good writer?

3. Every draft of every piece of writing has been xeroxed
and kept. Ninety-five percent of them have accompanying
process and or interview notes.

Andrea's story will be grouped into four chronological
chapters:

1. September - October 15
2.. October 15 - November 30
3. December - January
4. February -.March

Her steps in revision will be described, with an emphasis
especially on changes in these two areas:

1. Print becomes a revisable media.
2. Revision: correction, or guiding act?

SEPTEABER - OCTOBER 15

In September, Andrea wrote a book about a homesick Chinese girl.

Each day Andrea added three or four hundred words onto her licaresque.1

narrative of Lin=Su. She wrote 15.5 words a minute, a fairly high

rate for nine year olds. Andrea had mastered the mechanics of writing

and now it was as if there were no challenges to be met or decisions

to be made.

"To be a good writer," Andrea said in early September, "you have

to know what you are writing about." That was her only criterion.



The subject predetermined the words. All she had to do was put it

down.

Andrea's words were not only pre-determined. They were final.

She did not revise. Occasionally Andrea corrected the word at her

pencil point: adding a missing vowel, changing the shape of a crook-

ed letter. But she made no content revision. Print was not revisable.

On October 3, Andrea's teacher intercedes. "Instead of writing

another story, "Pat Howard said, "tomorrow, bring something to school

which you know and care about...something that matters to you."

Pat Howard believes when children write about their dog's hurt

foot, or their baby sister, they will revise more than if they write

make believe stories about gum-drop land. These are her reasons:

1. When children have something real to write
about, they have a standard-of measurement

(truth) which.motivates theurto find the
precise words, to achieve the right tone.

2. When children know and care about their
subject, they want to communicate it.

3. Real experiences can fit onto half a page...
stories often take pages to develop. Shorter
pieces are more revisable.

The next day Andrea brought a shredding bird's nest to school.

Becky was assigned to interview Andrea. They hid under puffy parkas

on the coatrack at the end of the classroom. Becky cleared her throat,

like journalists do. "Where'd you find this nest, young lady?"

"Under a tree."

Becky tried again. "Did you see any feathers near it?"

"Nope."

'



"Did you see the nest 7,eing made?"
\

Andrea didn't answer. Instead she poked a hole between the

parkas and peeked out at her classmates.

"Wait," Becky said, forgetting her newspaperman voice. "Andrea,

why' d you.-hring- the nest to school?"

The question worked. Andrea started to tell Becky how she al-

ways wanted to fly, and so began to study birds.

"Are you two ready to write yet?" Mrs. Howard asked, peeking

down between the parkas. They nodded and scrambled back to their

_desks. Becky bad done her job; Andrea had found her story.

Mrs. Howard watched Andrea pick up her pencil. She hoped this

time Andrea's title and first lines '(lead) would be focused and show

a point of view. But Andrea wrote "The Bird's Nest," and began a

long-winded explanation of how she found the nest under a tree (with

no birds near by), brought it to school, and remembered trying to

fly when she was younger...

Revision as Correction...by the Teacher

Print Becomes Less Permanent

Andrea's teacher intercedes. "Is your story really 'The Bird's

Nest'?" "What's important about that nest?"

Andrea looked at the title, then began to erase it. Her teacher

said, "Just scratch it out."
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Andrea had always erased her mistakes to hide them. Now she

doesn't want to use the paper with the scratched-out title. She

got a clean sheet, and began again.

Mrs. Howard drew a line under Andrea's beginning;

can say it differently," she said. As Andrea tried one lead after

another, her careful handwriting opened into a loose scrawl.

"See if you

ert S was emery 4' AL 2 .39.:V
hank ib .f.1
04' Ways and. 0\1:04 -Ne -(140.k.
ovIcek4

-rather feicd.a 4.1-141 ...st;s1N42:r. ,1)/9 . car. 1;04
tst) v--. tl'ogs-

For the first time, print seemed less permanent to her. And

writing became selection.

Lead 1: Once when I was little I got a hank to fly so
I tried jumping off things and tried to float
up and across...

Lead 2: I always wanted to fly, but whenever I tried, I
always fell Kaboomt

Lead 3: Kaboom! That hurt! Why can't I fly?

Andrea reread her leads outloud. She starred #3. "This is the best,"

she said. "I don't know why."



Revision as Correction...By the Child

Later, Andrea will become ni0e articulate about her reasons foroft
selecting one piece as better than another. She will also find it

easier to localize, to reapohd differently to specific sections of

her draft. For now, choices seem general, and the criterion for the

choices is unconscious.

When Andrea wrote about playing baseball a week later, her teacher

didn't prompt her to !find her story' through writing leads. Andrea

neatly wrote the first title that came to her mind. When she finished

I Like Batting, she read her lines, and then reread them.

I like to bat because the feel of the ball on
the bat makes you proud that you can hit it.
But you can't just pick the bat up and throw
the ball and hit it if it's your first time.

I can now because I practice alot. I practice
with my sister only we don't use a wooden bat
and a hard ball. We use a wiffle. ball and a
bat that is plastic...

Andrea shifted around in her seat and again reread her paper. "This

part about the yiffle ball doesn't go here," she sighed. "It's in

the wrong place." But how can a whole paragraph be moved?

The spatial problems overwhelm Andrea. She asks for help. Her

teacher suggests she write the paragraph on a separate sheet of paper,

and use 'codes' - in this case, a star - to show its position in the

paper. For the first time, Andrea's drafts begin to resemble the work-

ing manuscript of a writer.

4.,tJ
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When Andrea finiched Tar: Prt'Itincc she didn't need a reader

to ask, "What's this reJ.ly about?" "Should anything be changed?"

She had become her on critic. She reread what she has written and

then revises independently through correction.

.Between September 1 and October 15, she made important break-

throughs.

- -- Andrea began to see print as temporary. Her hand-
writing in leads and first drafts became a loose,
messy scrawl which suggests she expects to discard
them.

---Andrea's teacher encouraged her to use 'codes' for
revision.

---Revision moves from correction by the teacher to
correction by the child. Andrea internalizes her
teacher's questions and begins to be her own critic.

OCTOBER 15 - NOVINPER 30

Revision Becomes a ('»i ding A:t

By late Octob(r, thinkr, about focus before she begins

to write. Cm Octebor 25, she lists pnusible topics and immediately

focuses each one. This is part of he: list:

Animals (the benr we saw)
Cp.:aping (in Camuda, and what I caw)
Fishing (w.J.t:1 c.si Daddy, at Winnepasawki Lake)
Hiking (in Cenala, on the meuntains)

Andrea chooses Cariping_irina. Her rear;ons show her new concern

for focus.



"It's a good topic because I spent a lot of time in Canada so

I can tell what happened and put it into short words. Instead of

telling my whole trip, just put one thing down that was a big

experience for me."

Andrea Uses A Strategy Which Later is Used for More Advanced Revision

Andrea decides to further narrow her topic by writing several

different beginnings. This time she draws, her 6wn line underneath

each.

In September, Andrea did not list possible topics, focusing her

list,selecting her subject. She did not try out possible beginnings

before arriving at her first line. The first words Andrea wrote at

the beginning of a writing episode were used as the lead to her piece.

This chart shows the changes which have happen9d in Andrea's writing.

Number of words written before Andrea finds her lead
sentence.

Date Title Number of Words

9/18/78 Clockmaker 6
9/21/78 Lin-Su 0
10/3/78 Teacher 0
10/12/78 Kaboom prompted 91
10/16/78 Batting 0
10/23/78 Surprise in Canada 258
10/ /78 My Dog's Pill 163

In a longitudinal study of art students, Jacob Getzels and Mihaly

Csikszentmihalyi found the students they studied who later became

successful artists were those who took more time to select objects

r
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to draw, and. changed directions several times while drawing. Some
O

began drawing in one medium and then switched to others. Other stu-

dents did exploratory sketches on the side to help them discover their

subject.

Andrea appears to be engaged in a similar sort of exploratory

process. At first.glance, her leads seem .to- -be different tacks to-

. ward a subject.

My Dog's Heartworm Pill

1. EVerytime I come home from school I have
to give my dog a pill and it is VERY VERY. hard.

2; "There, now you won't see it. The pill is
way down deep in the cookie.

3. Down it goes, down, Eat it! Oh, no, how
am I going to get you to eat it?

4. Now will you please eat i,t. Just once, for
me, the one that feeds you?

A closer look, however, suggests that at this stage Andrea's

leads all represent points along the same progression. Each lead

is deeper into the sequence of events in Andrea's story. Many of

the leads wouldn't make sense without the preceeding leads to ex-

plain them. They are a continuation of each other.

If the lines separating the leads for o's}&....iorrnPill.

were taken out,. the sentences would read Ag,one'continuous story.

The subject and structure of her pieces seem to be evident,in Andrea's

first leads. It is only the actual beginning sentence which she finds

r' r)-ti
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through her early attempts at writing leads. Andrea has not yet learn-

ed to simultaneously consider a variety of perspectives.

Yet she has learned important prelihlinary lessons=. She has learn-

ed a stance of openness which she'll later use as she explores a variety

of perspectives on her subject. She has learned a strategy for revision,

even though she is not yet considering different perspectives, voices,

or ways of structuring a piece of writing.

Andrea now has a Mechanism for revision. She has a strategy for

carving her subject out of her inventory of information. Ih Surnrise

in Canada, for exasple, she uses a variety of 'codes' to organize her

trial-and-error search for a lead sentence.

Steps

Lists 10 pocsible topics.

Parenthesis for details
beside each topic.

Crosses out 'bad' topics,
saying "ton big" or
"boring."

One star beside possible
topic.

Two stars for selected
topic.

Lists 1-3 for leads which
she'll write.

Draws line under each lead
as lead, as she writes for
closure.

Scratches out first part
of fourth lead.

Recopies second half of
four-111 lead onto sheet
of paper.

Code

Numbers, 1-10.

011.1.*04100

41*

1.

2.

3.



At This St Re, P.vision is a Ph sical Process

o

-

Revision, for Andrea, is a physical process: She lays the whole

story out in front of her. -Then she stars and underlines the good

part, and crops the rest. Andrea constructs her writing with her handb.

Piaget points out that activity which is carried out in the phys-

'ical world can later be internalized and carried out mentally. For

now, Andrea needs to physically manipulate her options,(and she con-

siders rnly a limited number of them). Later, she'll be able to weigh

and consider alternatives in her mind.

Andrea has learned to throw away. She is also learning to keep.

Once she finds a line or'section she wants to use, shecopies it exact-

ly onto her new paper. Earlier in the year, she often referred only

geiwally to the firstdraft while writing the second. She made many

unconscious changes. There was no comparison or choic': Involved. Drafts

were separate and, in a sense, revisions were arbitrary. In order to

make deliberate changes in a draft, Andrea has to learn to keep as

well as to cut.

At This Stam_Revisimihanslindinz_the Topi_

Andrea's chaiges during October and November are all made during

the beginning stages of the composing process (prewriting). Most of

her revision codes are used before Andrea selects her beginning. In

OCI
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Surprise in Canada, Andrea uses 13 revision codes before selecting
er

her beginning sentence, and only 4 once her lead was chosen. Similar-

ly, in tt Dog's Pill, she uses 7 revision codes before she finds her

beginning, and none afterward..

' Revision means finding the topic. The topic determined the piece.

At this stage, Andrea is not conscious that any one topic can be told

in many different ways. Once she finds a topic and lead sentence she

likes, sheiay later cross out a word, change a spelling, or add an

adjective. But it is as if there are no major decisions,to be made.

Once she selects her subject, the story seems to write itself.

Andrea's revision at this point can be described as a physical

cutting away of unneeded introductory information so as to uncover a

lead sentence which is focused and active. Despite the obvious limits

of such revision, important breakthroughs hP...ve again been made.

-Andrea has adopted and refined strategies which
bring revision into the prewriting stage of
composition.

-Andrea writes leads independently now, and is
willing to write and discard an increasing number
of words.

- Andrea has learned to keep as well as to discard.,
She carves out lines which please her and then she
copies these exactly. Everything is no longer influx. Choices between drafts are deliberate.

- Andrea used to ask, "What's this many about?" aftershe wrote a,draft. Now she is aware of focus as she
begins to write. What was at first correction has
now become a guiding act.



DECEMBER - JANUARY

Revision Moves Deeper Into the Draft

Revision Becomes Abstract

"Today is a big day," Andrea said on December 2nd. "I finally

finish my beginning to The Big Fish." She had written and rewritten

her lead many times, writing 287 words and using 13 revision codes.

Me and my father were fishing at a lake. I looked
in the water and saw a quick flash. It was a school
of fish that looked like silver dollars.

That day Andrea finished her story. As usual, she wrote the

middle_sections-of-har paper. without-- considering or recohsidering

word choice. When she copied the first draft into final form, how-

ever, she was dissatisfied.

"I want to make the sections where I catch the fish shorter,

quicker," she said, as if she wanted her words to match the sudden-

ness of the tug on her line. Andrea starred the troublesome part,

and on a separate bit of paper, listed numbers 1-3, as if she were

writing leads.

Beside numbers 1 and 2, Andrea rewrote the section two different

ways. Then she circled number 3. She was ready to try again. For a

few minutes, her pencil was still.. Then_she-brought it to the paper,

helsLit..therl-rreadrIto-write. She pulled away.



The researcher asked, "What'd you almost write?" Andrea blushed.

"I was going to say, 'Just then a quick jerk awakened me and I looked

and saw my pole bending,"' she said. "But it was too long."

The line Andrea considers--and rejects--is less interesting than

the process of turning it over in her mind. David Olsen makes this

point in his chapter from Arts, Cognition and Basic Skills.

"As we examine a rock by turning it over in our hands, we are

aware of the fact that we as/quire knowledge about the rock, but the

skilled manipulation that gitive rise to the knowledge of the rock is

transparent to us-" Olsen continues, ". . . applying that feat of

mankoulation to widely divergent objects or events will result in the

development of a skill of wide applicability." Revision is becoming

an internal process for Andrea.

In The Big Fish episode, content revision moves into the main body

--of Andrea's drafts. Previously, Andrea's revision showed a willingness

to suspend definition during the prewriting stage. Now exploration

continues after she finds her lead.

This chart of where revision codes are used, illustrates that

Andrea now revises after she chooses her lead.

Date Title Number of Codes Used
Before Lead is Chosen

Numbet of Codes Used
After Lead is Chosen

10/23/78 Surprise in Canada 13 4

11/6/78 My Dog's Pill 7 0

11/27/78 The Big Fish 18 29

3/ /79 The Birthday Teddy 11 18

3/ /79 Caspar's Bath 8 22



Andrea invents and adapts new codes to help her revise and re-

write sections within her draft. She begins to use a form of brackets

to separate sections which need to be reworked. Stars, triangles, and

even rabbit heads are used to insert lines into specific places in a

draft.

In their book on the creative process, Getzels and Csikszentmihalyi

emphasize that stages of defining and solving the problem (in this case,

the subject) are not compartmentalized. The most creative artists in

their study continued problem-finding throughout the creative process.

They kept the structure of the problem from crystallizing too soon, and

experimented with various problem-solving strategies in the course of

their work.

Getzels and Csikszentthihalyi suggest, "A creative problem cannot .

be fully visualized in the mind's eye; it must be discovered in the

interaction with the elements that constitute it."

Old Strategies Are Used in New Ways

In January, when Andrea writes leads to Snuggling With My Father,

she explores a variety of perspectives on her subject. For the first

- time her leads do not follow a single chronology. They are each a

different attempt to discover the shape of her subject. This seems

to be a further step in Andrea's ability to internally manipulate options.



These are some of her leads:

Ny father came in
"Daddy," I asked,
with me?"

2. "I can't wait," I
couch. . .

3. Bang! There goes
must be done with

4. I snuggled deeper
Something big was

Finally Andrea has a lead she likes.

from hauling wood.
"Will you lie down

said, jumping on the

the hamper. Daddy
his shower. . .

in the blanket.
missing. . .

I snuggle deeper in the blanket. I feel
uneasy. Something big is missing.

"I like it," she says, "but now the hardest part is how, with the

same feeling, I can get my father to the sofa." Writers have often

said that the greatest challenge in writing is getting the person

from here to there, and now Andrea struggles with the same problem.

She has a hard ti.ae moving people about in her writing. Transi-

tions are hard because she wants to.put down every little step, every

detail. "It is hard to go from one exciting part to another, without

putting down all the stuff that comes between them," she explains.

"I want to write with details, but to skip from one important detail

to another."

Now Andrea takes a bit of paper and numbers 1-3. "I'll put down

lots of different ways for how I can get my father to .the sofa," she

says, "and then I'll choose." Andrea uses her strategg for writing

leads to consider alternative ways to write a difficult passage. In

el



The Bio: Fish, a strategy was used to correct a trou

now she uses it as a guiding act.

These are some of the steps Andrea has taken in December and

January.

blesome Dassage;

-Andrea develops'and adapts strategies to bring revision
deeper into her draft.

-Previously, Andrea's topic determined her draft. She
revised before selecting a topic, but.na afterwards.
Now she makes deliberate choices-throughout the writing.
-Andrea defers closure on her-Structure and subject.
They change -as she writes:
-Andrea begins to internalize. She considers options with-
out putting thed-on paper.
-Andrea semi to be able to consider a wide variety of
perspectives and approaches to her subject. Her leads no
longer are part of a single chronology.
- Revision of the internal sections of her draft begins
as correction, and moves forward in the writing process,
becoming a guiding act.

FEBRUARY - MARCH

Revision For Focus Moves Underground

In January, Andrea wrote 266 words before she found her lead

sentence. Now, in March, she often picks up her pencil and, straight

away, begins her draft. She doesn't list possible topics, and, one

by one, eliminate them. She doesn't practice a variety of beginning

lines before selecting one.

r )
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Number of words written before Andrea finds her lead sentence:

-Date Title Number of Words

9/18/78 Clockmaker 0
9/21/78 Lin-Su 0
10/ /78 Teacher 0
10/ /78 Kaboom prompted 91
10/16/78 Batting 0
10/23/78 Surprise in Can'da 258
10/ /78 My Dog's Pill 163
11/27/78 The Big Fish 287
1/ /79 Saturday Nights 192
1/15/79 Snuggling 266
3/ 1/79 Birthday Teddy Bear 46
3/14/79 Washing Caspar 14
3/20/79 Pop-wheels 10

Has Andrea returned, full-circle, to the unconsidered writing

of last September? Is she again "putting any old words down?" Has

she given up the struggle?

"It's easier for me to start a niece of writing now," Andrea

says. "I have a better idea for topics which will work, and the

leads come to me easily." These are some of her recent leads, writ-

ten with very little revision:

Washing Caspar

"Come on, Caspar," I firmly say. The dog
squats down. I drag her,by the collar. . .

The Wonderful Birthday Teddy

My sister handed me a big box. "Open it,"
she cried. I did, and in the box was a big
ball of fur with eyes. "HAPPY BIRTHDAY!"
my parents shouted. . .

Andrea seems to have an implicit sense for the shape of a piece.

She no longer needs to include in order to exclude. She is able to

eliminate winding introductions without first putting them all down

on the paper, and then crossing them out.



Andrea seems able to-not only internally tighten her leads, but

also her transitions. When she writes a first draft, her writing slows

down as she comes to points of transition.

"What are you stopping to think about?" I asked Andrea recently.

"I'm thinking of all the things that happened after I opened my birth-

day teddy bear," she said, ". . . the pancake supper, the games. . .

But they aren't important to my story." This is what she wrote:

. I took the fur out of the box and
it was a big brown teddy bear. . . "Do you
like it?" my sister asked.

That night I slept with my bear. Its soft
fur felt warm and cuddly. .

This time Andrea finds her focus without having to physically cut away

excess words, Crisp transitions are easy for her now.

New Revision Concerns. . . and Strategies

Andrea's revision codes have changed. She rarely uses brackets

to designate sections which need to be condensed, or lists numbers for

leads. She seems to bracket troublesome sections in her mind's eye,

to revise abstractly.

"I think my writing has changed," she says now. "My biggest

problem is how to put down everything people need to know, but to still

have it sound right." Then she thought for a minute. "I used to have

a different kind of a problem."



Now Andrea revises to answer her reader's questions. In early

March she wrote a first draft to Painting. She wrote effortlessly,

again writing 15.5 words a minute. She wrote without listing topics

and without writing possible leads. Superficially, her writing be-

havior'seemed similar to September. This time when she finished a

draft, however, she gathered a group of readers. Amy, Shawn, Robi and

Diane pulled their chairs closer to Andrea's desk. "Will you listen

to this," she said, "and tell me where it isn't clear."

Hmmm. What color should we use? Jill and
I pick black for a base color. We start
clearing away an area, and then we sweep it.
We get two paint brushes and start. What a
sloppy job, but I love doing it. . .

The children were full of questions. "What are you painting?" Shawn

asked. "I can't even tell." "Why was it fun?" Amy wondered. "You

said it wan colorful - -what colors?"

to paint the cellar floor
Hmmm. What color should we use/ Jill and I
picked black for a base color. . . What a sloppy
job but I love doing it/because we didn't worry
about getting paint on us.

Later Andrea reread the draft to herself. With a carot, she added

words and phrases to answer her readers' questions.

Amy watched as Andrea worked quietly, adding lines, crossing out

paragraphs, drawing arrows. One page grew into three. "That happens

to me, too," Amy said. "I start with three lines, then it becomes three

pages. After ten days or so, I get it back to three lines."

Andrea nodded. "Writing was easier in the fall," she said, and

giggled. "I guess this year I learned to make writing hard."

4 r



Summary

The story of how Andrea leamed to make writing hard has been pre-

sentee: as a sequence of chronological stages. In retrospect, the' process

can also be viewed as three interwoven threads. The story of Andrea is

the story of one child's sequences of learning revision, and it is the

story of changes in how and why Andrea revises.

Sequences of Learning
to Revise

What begins as, correction
by the teacher later becomes
correction by the child,

What begins as correction
later becomes a guiding
act.

What begins as overt, explicit,
later moves underground and
becomes implicit.

40

Why Andrea Revises

Andrea's attention is
at first directed towards
focus; later, towards
answering her readers'
ouestions.

How Andrea Revises

At first, Andrea keeps
every word she writes;
later she has a flexible
approach towards a draft.
She can cut and she can
keep.

She develops a strategy
for cut-and-keep which is
used for progressively
more abstract revisions. -_

Revision begins as a
physical process and
later seems to'move under-
ground and become abstract.



Chapter II

The Writing Process
-A43-

Alison reread 4r first sentence. She frowned and bit into the

soft wood of her pencil; a tear formed in the corner of her eye. Glaring

at the paper she muttered, "Stupid," and rumpled her paper into a ball.

Alison was in sixth grade and wanted to write about the death of her dog,

Mena. The first line didn.'t do justice to her feelings.

Each day Alison writes in class. Today is Wednesday and since

Monday she has known she would write about the death of her dog. Since

then a series of images and impressions have rehearsed their way to the

surface for inclusion in her story about Muffin. Last year a torrent of

words and sentences would have poured on to the page. This year she is a

dis-atisfied writer: She is paralyzed by options as well as the apparent

inability of her first words to meet personal expectations.

What Alison doesn't know is that what reaches the page is the end

of a long line of reductions from the original swirl of memories about

her dog. Figure 1 below shows the progression of Alison's reductions to

the print that finally reaches the page:

One choice Telegraph Conventional
Thought Reduction Words ----* Order

plea's) play with
Muffin on lawn.
image: Muffin'
next to her on
bed.
smell: wet dog
hair after rain.
texture: feel of
fur.

image: combing the
dog.

image: hugging the
dog.

words: nice, miss
him, cry

Muffin on
the bed.
new image:
hand across
Muffin's
head

image: Dog
on bed.

words:
bed, lump
on the
bed;
he's there,
feel him
nice,
pat

o-f
4

"I felt him
on the bed
next to me."
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Since Monday Alison has been rehearsing a host of images and

memory systems. But when she writes, only one can be chosen to work

on at a time. Alison chooses the image of Muffin on the bed next to

her. Since Allson'i communication will deal-with words, she now

converts images to words. The words swirl in telegraphiO form and in

no particular order. Her final act is tookt.the words in an order
e-

that others will understand: "I felt him on the bed next/to me."

Compared with the range of images and words Alison has entertained

in the process, the sentence is but a ghost of 'her impressions.

A year ago Alison would have assumed the missing material was repre-

seated in.the sentence. Not now. She knows the words are inadequate.

Worse, she does not see any promise in them for reworking the image.

Alison is stalled.

AliiOn's frustration could be that of a seven year old, a doctoral

student, or professional writer. All go through the same process of

reduction. The only difference between the amateur and the professional

is that the professional is less surprised.. Writers who compose

regularly have stronger links between the part (sentence) and the

whole (the overall story or article) and expect that Mrst attempts

will probably be poor choices. They rewrite for focus and better

choice, rework other images, until words match that inner "yes"

feeling. Then they write to add what is naturally subtracted through

the very process of writing itself.

What teacher hasn't heard these words: "I'm stuck. This is

dumb. It's no use. Now what do I do?" Essentially these writers

4 ,
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are asking, "Where an I?" They feel the lack in their words which have

been reduced from richer images and intentions. They don't know

where the sentencobeiore then fits in with their original, overall

story. Fear even blurs the images and words that once seemed so real

in rehearsal.

Teachers can answer children's questions only

j
they know the

writing process from both the inside and the outsi . They know it

from the inside because they work at their writing; they know it

from the outside because they are acquainted with research that shows

What happens when people write.

This chapter will portray what is involved in the writing pro-

cess. The same process ingredients will be mirrored in three very

different writers: my own writing as an adult, Mary, first grade, and

John, fourth grade. Process ingredients will be shown from choice of

topic and rehearsalthrough first composing to test revisions. Finally,

voice, the force underlying all process components, will be shown.

One problem. Don't be fooled by the orders in which I describe

the writing process. I have to use words, which follow each other in

systematic and conventional fashion for you to understand what I am

about. This suggests that writers. or thought, follow in systematic

6

order for everyone. Not so. When a person writes, so many components

go into action simultaneously that words fail to portray the real pic-

ture. For example, in showing Alison's thought reduction, it is

impossible to portray speed, or the flow of images, body memory systems

simultaneous to reduction. Alison's reduction may have been entirely
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unconsaisua,and occur from a thdusandth of a second to two seconds.

Though orders are.dpredictable, what is involved in the writing pro-

.cess can be described with profit.

BEGINNINGS - CHOICE AND kEREARSAL:

The writing process has many beginning points. It can begin as

unconscious rehearsal. A person observes a child at play, two dogs

fighting, or recall a humiliating moment in college when reading a

daughter's paper. The more a writer writes, the more choice and re-

hearsal increase and occur at unpredictable moments. Facts restlessly

push their way to the surface until the writer says, "I'll write about

that."

A number of years ago some friends and I were swapping yarns

about great teachers ww had known who had little formal education. I

told some anecdotes about my Great Uncle, Horatio Nelson Wilbur, a

dry New England wit, filled with salty wisdom. The roll of the

stories on my tongue and the reactions of my friends to his humor gave

rise to the words, "I really ought to write something about him."

For two years I made notes, talked with other relatives, until I

finally put words to paper. In contrast, six year old Mary g s to\I

her writing center, picks up a piece of paper and murmurs, "Let's
1

see, 'what'll I write about? I know . . . a wedding." She mumb ea

again, "The' wedding, the beautiful wedding," and reaches for a rayo

to draw a bride with veil, tiara and flowing gown at the top of er

twelve by eighteen inch paper.

4 ,
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REB1ABSAL:

Conscious rehearsal accompanies the decision to write. Rehearsal

refers to preparation for compassing. Rehearsal can take the form of

daydreaming, sketching, doodling, making lists of words, outlining,

reading, conversing, or even writing lines as a foil to further re-

hearsal. The writer ponders, "What shall I include? What's a good

way to start? Should it be a poem, debate, first person narrative,

or short story?"

Rehearsal say also take the form of ego cheering, "This will

be magnificent. Surely it will be published. My girl will think I

am super. I'll work every day on this. The kids will laugh."

Mary:

Mary rehearses for writing by drawing. As she draws she re-

creates visually the impressions that were there at the wedding:

colors, dresses, hair styles, the actual persons in the wedding party.

She adds jewelry on top of the costumes. "This is what I'm going to

have when I get carried," she announces to Jennifer writing at the

desk next to her, "lots of gold and diamonds." If Mary is asked

before she draws what she will write about her response is general,

"I don't know, something about a wedding." If asked the same question

farther along in the drawing, her response is more detailed.

John:

John is nine and wants to write about racing cars. Last night

he and his father tracked their favorite cars and driver's at the race-

way. John could still feel the vibration of the engines as they



roared into the curve where he was sitting. Dust, popcorn, the bright

lights overhead, the smell of exhaust and gasoline were all part of his

unconscious memory. John was ao sure of their reality he thought he

merely had to pick up a pencil and the words would pour forth. John

didn't rehearse, paused a moment, and with mouth slightly moving wrote:

The cars was going fast.

He reread the words. "Agggh," he bellowed. "This is stupid." No

images came to mind from his simple sentence. There were no details

to build an. John's reading abilities were strong enough to let him

know the sentence said little. He didn't know what to do with his

words. John thinks, reads, but doesn't go on. He can't . . . alone.

He has not yet written regularly enough to learn how to retrieve

images and information from previous events.

Don:

Uncle Nelson had been dead for fifteen years. I had missed him,

hiv sense of humor, slant nn life. The laughter of the teachers as I

shared one anecdote after another made me miss him more. I didn't

write then but I quickly made a list of every incident and anecdote I

could recall from our relationship and stories others told about him.

My rehearsal has grown now for the last two years into long lists,

even some early writing of one incident which I wrote last year. There

was a gap of one year between the time I first told about Uncle Nelson,

made the lists, and began some quick sketching.

Choice and Rehearsal:

Mary, John and I were hardly are of making a choice about a

writing topic. Topics pushed their way to the surface until the writer
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said, "I'll write about that." For writers who compose daily, other

topics come to them in the midst of writing about another subject,

especially if they know they can exercise control over their choices.

It is not unusual to hear children speculate about topics they will

choOSe from the list of future topics already listed in their writing

folders. The very act of writing itself through heightened meanings

and perceptions prepares us both consciously and unconsciotrly to see

more possibilities for writing subjects. Writing that occurs but

once every two weeks limits choice because it limits both the practice

of writing and the exercise of topic selection. Rehearsal does not

occur since the writer usually didn't know he would have been writing

that day. Under these circumstances teachers have to come up with

topics far the children, ruling out both choice and rehearsal.

COMPOSING:

Composing refers to everything a writer does from the time first

words are put on paper until all drafts are completed. Sometines when

a writer must rehearse through writing, there is overlap between the

two, composing and rehearsing.

Don:

About a year after telling my "Uncle Nelson" stories I began to

compose. Where to start? I decided to show my Uncle. Two images

dominated my thought, one of my Uncle standing in the stern of a

skiff, sculling his way into a brisk southwest wind, the other, catching

him out of the corner of my eye. That's just the way the image entered

my thinking, off to the side, crevping in from the left as I walked
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head down, picking my way through pools and rocks at low tide. I

tried some lines:

At the cry of a gull I looked up and was more attracted

by a brown blur bobbing off to my left and not quite behind

me. It was the familiar
brown felt hat of my Uncle Horatio

Nelson Wilbur.

I liked the idea of bringing my Uncle into focus from a blur on my

left. Buttae image just didn't fit with how I felt about my Uncle.

I wanted a clear, distinct profile. It.may be that my work in photo-

graphy was bothered by the clutter of the beach, the rocks and seaweed.

I decided to work with another image. I wrote again:

The brown felt hat was his hallmark. You'd start at that

hat a quarter of a mile out to sea, catch a trail of cigar

smoke from underneath, and check his casual lean into the wind

as his long arm commanded the scull oar in the stern. Casually

sure. That was Uncle Nelson.

That felt better. A profile with some quick sketches to show the

person, with just a hint of the teacher, was what I wanted. More

work was needed but at least I had my foot in the door.

I didn't publish my first piece of writing until seven years ago

when I was forty-three. Since that time I have tried to write daily,

biting my fingernails.when'I aims a day because it is so hard to pick

up a cold trail on an article. Gradually I have come to trust that if

I stay at the writing something will come of it. Time is my greatest

ally. I try to listen to the information, finding which way it will lead

me, but ultimately backing off because I am surprised when there is more

than I can report. I haven't yet gotten ov,r my years on academic pro-
:

bation in college when I heard time after time, "Graves, you just don't

have enough information. Did you forget again?" Now I'm supposed to



throw off that heritage and exclude information.

Then there are days when nothing works. I write a line. It

doesn't fit. I try another line. A dead end. I clean my study, make

phone calls, eat, return and write some more. I don't know what I'm

doing, but the fingers still work on the keys. I wonder when the great

breakthrough will come. Will it be just around the corner as it was on

Monday, or a mouth from now as it was last spring? I come to the type-

writer every day; some days knowing the writing will go welly other

days playing the keyboard as a lottery, never missing a day, but always

hoping.

Maal.

Mary finished her drawing, paused, glanced at the wedding party

in stick figures and costumes, and spoke softly to herself, "When."

She scrawled "Wn" on the line below the drawing, spoke "when" again to

confirm what she had done and to establish where she was in the writing,

and added "we." "Wn we . . ." As Mary writes she feels the words with

her tongue, confirming what the tongue knows with her ear, eye and hand.

Ever since she was an infant, eye and hand have been working together

with the south, confirming even further what they didn't know.

Mary composes so slowly that she must return each time to the

beginning of her sentence and reread up to the current word under

formulation. Each new word is such a struggle that the overall syntax

is obliterated. The present is added to a shaky, indistinct past. The

future hardly exists. Beyond one or two words after the word under

formulation, Mary cannot share what will happen in her story of the

wedding.



Mary may borrow from internal imagery of the wedding event when

she writes. But she frequently uses her drawing as an idea bank. Mary

does not appear to wrestle with word choice. Rather, she wrestles with

the mechanics of formation, the spelling an4 handwriting, then with her

reading. She wants the spelling to be stable enough so that when she

tries to ahare it later with her teacher she will be able to read it.

After writing the one sentence, "Wn we wt to the wdg we hd fn,"

(When we went to the wedding we had fun.) Mary's composing of her writing

has ended. In Mary's estimation the drawing is still the more important

part of the paper. This is not surprising since her drawing contains

far more information than the writing. Other children will also res-

pond more to her drawing than her writing. For Mary the writing adds

to the drawing, not the drawing to the writing.

John:

John impatiently taps the eraser part of his pencil on the desk

and glares at his paper, empty save for thz one line, "The cars was

going fast."

"What's the matter, John?" inquires his teacher, Mr. Govoni.

"I can't write. I don't know what to do. All I have is this."

"Turn your paper over fo:: a minute, John. Now tell me, how did

you happen to write about cars?"

"Well, yon see last night, me and my Dad we went to the Raceway

out on Routh 125. We go there every Saturday night and you should set

those guys drive. Charley Jones is the ho st thing right now. You

should see him sneak up on a guy, a to the outside, and just when

a guy looks in the mirror the fake, Charley takes 'em on the inside.

2 5/
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Nothia' but dust for the other guy to look at. Charley makes top money."

"Slow down a minute, John. You've said enough already. You know

a lot about Charley Jones. Put it down right here and I'll be back in

five minutes to see how you are doing."

John begins to write: "Charley Jones makes a lotta money. He's

the best driver around. He has won two weeks in a row. Me and my Dad

we maw him drive and he's our favrit." John rushes the words to the

paper, hardly pausing between sentences. A look of satisfaction is on

his face. Triumph . . . at least Charley Jones is in print. John

doesn't give the details about Charley passing the other driver. Lven

though this is good information, John picks up on his last statement.

For John, the oral has been the needed rehearsal, a means of hearing

his voice and intention. He orally aelects, compose; and with a quick

reading, notes that the writing is satisfying since he has included

Charley Jones in his draft.

COMPOSING PATTERNS:

All writers follow a aimple pattern: select, compose, read,

select, compose, read . . . Both Mary and I had to select one bit of

information from a masa of information to start writing. I first

selected the image of my Uncle standing in the stern of his akiff from

a masa of memories about him. I converted the choice to words, reducing

the full image of him to a quick sketch. I knew I had to write through

several starts before I could see in the writing what would be the best

selection. Until I could see the words about my Uncle on the page, had

something to read, I couldn't come up with the appropriate line for me.



I don't have to worry about handwriting and spelling during the

composing. I type, read, concentrate totally on the message that emerges

on the typewriter before me. I see the sentence that emerges in relation

to the total image I want to create for my Uncle in this first scene of

of his at sea. The last words in the vignette, casually sure, released

a whole aeries of new incidents and images that needed to be organized

or sequenced into the opening lines:

The brown felt hat was his hallmark. You'd start at that

hat a quarter of a mile out to sea, catch a trail of cigar smoke

from underneath the brim, note the casual lean into the wind as

his long arm commanded the scull oar in the stern. Casually

sure . . . that was Uncle Nelson.

Two incidents, one with me, another with some neighbors, would illustrate

just how casually sure he was when he taught his lessons. Each trial,

first the one on the beach, the other with my Uncle at sea, had Its own

select, compose, read cycle. But the daily work on the typewri:er has

made this cycle automatic for a large portion''of the time. There are

instances, however.Pwhen the choice of the right word can take as long

as five to ten minutes, even be abandoned for another day.

Mary:

Mary uses the same cycle in her writing. She selects information

but from her drawing, chooses words to go with her selection (voicing

them as she goes), composes (still voicing), reads, selects and composes

again. Handwriting, spelling, and reading dominate her conscious

process. Letter formation, thinking of what sounds will be right with

letters, nearly obliterate her message.

Mary's reading is different than mine. We both read for orientation

but Mary reads exclusively to know where one word fits in relation to



other words. She rereads from the beginning after every word composed.

If she has to struggle with a difficult sound - symbol arrangement in the

middle of a word, she may have to reread from the beginning to find anew

oven what word she is composing. Under these circumstances, revision

for Mary means only the adjustment of handwriting, spelling and some

grammatical inconsistencies. Mary is not adjusting her information yet.

VOICE

The process has a _driving force called voice. Technically voice

is not a process component or a step in the journey from choice-rehear-

sal to final revision. Rather, it underlies every part of the process.

To ignore voice is to present the process as a lifeless, mechanical act.

Divorcing voice from process is like leaving salt from stew, love from

sex, or sun from gardening. Teachers who attend to voice listen to the

person in the piece and observe how they use process components.

Voice is the imprint of ourselves on the writing. It is that part

of the self that pushes the writing ahead, the dynamo in the process.

Take the voice away and the writing collapses of ics own weight. There

is no writing, just words following words. Voiceless writing is written

to whom it may concern. The voice shows how I choose information, organize

itw select the words, all in relation to what I want to say and how I

want to say it. The reader says, "Someone is here. I know that person.

I've been there, too." But the writer's voice is in the right register,

not pointing to the self but to the material. The voice is the frame of

the window through which the information is seen. Readers can't read

voiceless writing when no one is there, anymore than they can have dia-

logue with a mannequin.

t
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Listen to a friend speak from another room; quickly you say,

"That's Norman." Norman has his way of speaking. Experts can take

voice imprints from an oscilloscope and say, "That was Louise speaking

on the telephone." The same is true in handwriting, any expressive

event . . . the voice is there. EXperts argue over the authenticity

of a painting. But they argue over technique, arrangement, subject,

all as imprints of the voice. "This is the way Vermeer expresses him-

self. He'd never do it that way." Verezer discloses himself, as dna*

every artist in every craft, or it isn't craft.

Voice has a good start with six year old children and goes from

complication to complication after that, until late in the game the

writer becomes proficient enough to make writing sound like speech.

Voice could come earlier in children's writing if we'd only help them

discover subjects of their own-and then maintain their voices in them.

Mary writes in simple, straight-forward fashion using voice to

accompany her writing. Her speech supplies many of the missing voice

elements as she writes. The unselfconscious Mary lots the words fall

where they may. Her drawing also contains many voice elements, many

expressions of herself, her feelings, opinions and ideas. The writing

certainly doesn't sound like speech, yet Mary's person is everywhere.

From that first experience with writing, Mary will spend the

rest of her life finding her voice, losing it, and finding it again.

Much of the success of this journey depends on her teachers. Every

new experience, sOject, writing tool, stage of living from childhood'

through adolescence, and on through stages of adult life requires new

voices to fit the changing person. We speak of the sound, the voice
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of writers, the early Hemingway, the late Hemingway. They aren't the

sae, person with the same voice. Voices may be similar but they are

not identical.

John doesn't know how to retrieve information, find himself in

relation to his subject. His skill in reading has rubbed out his,oral

voice, once so dominant in his writing. He has to discover the oral

routes again, just as he had it in first grade. We often hear children

say, "I used to be able to write good in second grade, but now I can't

write atallin the fourth grade."

Our data show that when a writer makes a good choice of subject,

the voice booms through. When the voice is,strong, writing improves

and all the skills that go to improve writing . . . often without any

formal teaching in the tools. When the person is in the piece, the

dynamo hams, energy for writing goes up, the child enjoys the writing.

Teachers could never assign what children choose to do when they find

their own voices.

Voice breathes through the entire process: rehearsal, topic choice,

selection, composing, reading, rewriting. Not only is it the dynamo

to the writing, but it contributes most to the development of the writer.

It pushes the writer into problems through interesting topics, gives

energy to persist in their solution, then carries the writer on to a new

net of issues. As the writer moves through this growth cycle there are

principles of development that must be understood as well. These must

be put into practice along with the understanding of the writing process.

Professionals who understand both areas, process and development, possess

two essentials for the craft of teaching writing.

1



Chapter III

How Do Writers, evelop?

-

John was stuck. The line on the page didn't measure up to his

image of the race track. He felt confident and in control of his writ-

ing until he read his first line, "The cars was going fast." Disillusion-

ment set in. "Used to be able to write . . . can't any more . . . don't.

know what to do. I hate writing," muttered John. The situation: was out

of balance. John could see a problem but no solution looming on the dis-

tant shore. He was utterly fogbound.

John has a problem but is in a good classroom. His teacher, Mr.

Govoni, helps him tp catch his balance again when he asks John to tell

him more about the evening at the racetrack. John tells about the evening,

regains control, and continues to write.

The racetrack predicament is a microcosm of what constitutes growth

in writing or any other learning event. The learner perceives a'gap, a

problem to solve, and goes about trying to solve it. The problem is some-

times accompanied by tension, disillusionment - at least a halting to

activity. In other instances the child isn't even aware the problem is

being solved since the situation is only a auarter of a step away from

what the child has been solving all along. Nevertheless, losing balance,

regaining it, and going on, is the substance of learning.

Teachers need to know the nature of problems solved by children, how

important they are for growth, and what to do about them in the classroom.

A child with a problem is not a moment for panic, but a moment for teaching.
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But the teaching is centered in helping the child to solve the problem

for himself. Otherwise, the child will see the teacher as the one in

control of the writing process, and not himself.

This chapter is about how children develop as writers. New ways

of looking at children's problem solving are shown in what children do

and say in the writing process. Finally, an outline of the general

orders of chii4 focus in the writing process is presented. In this way

the issues of child control in the writing'process can be generally

predicted.

Mary.

John is highly conscious of an imbalance and loss of control because

the issue at hand is related to voice, the reason fror writing about tl;le

,raceway. Not all imbalanc s are of John's magnitdde. For example, Mary

1

deals with such a slight i oal.Ince she wouldn't even be aware of her

solving process.

'Mary is composing the word, liked. Mary begins by quickly writing

"1." She then moves into sound trials, repeating.the whole word while

listening to dominant features in her own voice. She next picks up the

position of her tongue in the front of her mouth, hears and feels "t,"

for "ed" and writes "t" on the paper. The paper now has "lt" written

on it. Next Mary acts on the interior of the word. She senses some-

thing is missing; there is an imbalance between what is on the paper and

what she feels between tongue, eye and ear. She writes the vowel "a"

between "1".and "t", lat. Mary didn't hear an "a," she just felt some

letter other than a consonant belonged there.

c
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Persons sitting 'next to Mary would probably be unaware of this

subtle step of growth. Thousands of episodes like Mary's are repeated

every hour in rooms where children are free to control their writing.

Such episodes are prelude to solving larger imbalances leading to even

more Subatantial growth in children.

Don

Ilelt uneasy. I had written a fair amount about my Uncle Nelson

but there was a feeling that something wasn't right. At 2:00 p.m. I

took a walk, as I usually,did after lunch. The walk followed the fam-

iliar road to the Gullane beach, then along the dunes to a large cove

overlooked\by a tumbled cottage, the turning point in my daily walks.

\Each day I ake a walk to test various options in my writing or to get
x

release from morning writing itself.

On this day I decided to think through my uneasiness. Uneasiness
\

was something I'd come to trust. If the uneasiness lasted for several

weeks, there usually was something wrong. What bothered me was my own

intrusion in the writing about my Uncle. I needed to be in the piece,

-yetI:fa-obliterate my Uncle. I wanted to show how much he had affected

me and used several leads through myself to him. The result . . . and

this struck me about the time I reached the turning point at the stone'

cottage . . . there was so much lead-in through me that Uncle Nelson

had taken a back seat. I was writing the piece to Lhow how he taught

me over the years. But four pages into the article my Uncle hadn't

even appeared, least of all taught me anything.

I felt a mixture of bitterness and self-pity. I'd wasted all that

,;(9
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tiiirperfecting a lead that took me down to the ahore to look for Uncle

Nelson, runming,across_the fields,(he'd once said that I could run faster

than anyone at'the Point), searching through the boat house and the tide

pools on the'shore. I'd have to make a decision about what kind of bal-

ance was going to he in the chapter . and surely it would include

less,of Me, but how?

After seven years of writing, why hadn't I imporved? Why did I

have .to waste days, weeks, of writing on some wrong track before I knew'

what I was about. The last article I had written about a NEW LOOK AT

WRITING RESEARCH, took me four months of writing before I arrived at

the one simple thing the whole article was about, research in context.

About the time I hit the rise from the dunes to the road home I

hit on a solution. For some reason, solutions come at the point when

I have first been a bit upset, forgotten the upset - in a sense said,

"to hell with it," or, on reckless days, even, "I'll never write again."

The solution was what I suspected - show my Uncle Nelson from the start

and put him in control. Show him teaching right away. By'the time I

reached the house I couldn't wait to get to the typewriter. At least I

waa back on track.

Reflection

Growth comes when problems are solved for child or adult. Some-

times the is unaware of the problem solving process; the discrep-

ancyancy or uneasiness is slight. The solution is almost automatic. On the

other hand, there are times when the force of writing, the desperate

29
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wanting to write something significant, is very strong and the pain of

imbalance, the unsolved problem, is even greater. It can often be a time

of disillusionment with self, even with the persons around them. The

writer will '."ten say, "I am beyond help. No one can get me out of this

predicament." The solution and control must reside with the writer, but

outsiders, ,as in the case of Mr. Govoni, can help the writer to frame the

problem, come in touch with original intentions which have been obliter-

ated in disillusionment, and get on with the solution.

Child grosith in writing is not happenstance. Teachers can expect

certain imbalances to appear at different stages in a writer's life be-

cause of what children are prepared to see in their writing. Our re-

search into children's statements and concepts about writing-help us to

understand the orders in child problem solving in the writing process.

Children's Concepts of Writing

Teachers need to understand how children become conscious of what

they are doing. The edge of consciousness is the teaching edge for the

craftsperson. It is the point where children are most aware of what
1.

they need to solve on the way to satisfying their intentions in writing.

It is the point at which teachers-Can-ude theiYtiine mObt-effectively.

When a child has partial understanding of what he is doing, is frustrated

because he can't get where he wants to go, then he is ready for a teacher's

help.

Consciousness grows in two directions, from words to acts, and acts

to words. In this example of Mary - from acts to words. Mary struggles

with handwriting and spelling; when asked what good writers need to do

well, replies, "Well, they got to spell good, write on the lines and be

neat:" Mary mentions this because it is the nature of her conscious
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struggle with writing and the main focus of her teacher's help. When

Mary writes, she changes words, adjusts information in her drawing,

may even include her teacher as an audience. But these are uncon-

Jocious activities, not active enough to become part of her conscious-

ness. Writers of any age do far more than they can explain, simply

because consciousness consistently lags behind performance. For this

reason, interviews, tests and other interventions never fully get at

What learners can do in writing or any other learning area. Tests

only skim off what is at the conscious level of the learner.

John

John uses information without knowing it, hears the word used by

Mr. Govoni, then tries to use it himself. In this instance, acts go

0

to words and words to acts. Note the process uses by Mr. Govoni:

"John, I see in this new draft you have much more information. I

can seethat driver looking frantically in the rearview mirror to see

where Charley Jones is, then 'poof,' Charley leaves him in the dust."

Later, in reference to another selection, John states to Mr. Govoni,

"It is goOd because it has a lot of information in it."

"Can you tellme what.-you mean by informatiOld; John?"

"Well, it has a lot of pages in it." John still associates infor-

mation with quantity. This is useful for the teacher to know. As Mr.

Govoni continually points out the details in John!s writing, and asks

questions that lead John to ada information, John becomes aware of the

meaning of information through the choices he makes in what to include

in his writing. John's early, imperfect use fo the Word, information,

n_ n
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is a word looking for definition within the writing process. John,

like any other writer, will spend the rest of his life searching for

the full meaning of the limitless bounds of the word, information.

Still, the early use of such words read to greater distance. on

John's underetanding of the process. John's use of the word, informa-

tion, in conference is the best assurance that the word will be part

of John's consciousness when he actually says on his own, "Oh, this

part doesn't have enough information, got to put some details in to

show what I mean." John's concept of information has gone lull cycle:

using information unawares, use of word without meaning, beginning

understanding of the word, growth of concept through consistent use

in conference, to use of the word on his own with intent to revise.

Thus, we see how a single word leads to the child's independent use

of the word to control the writing process. Concepts, however ele-

mental, are constantly evolving through problem solving and practice. .

Teachers who know the nature of concept acquisition, as well as the

general order of concepts to be acauired, can help children to control

their writing.

Don

I follow thesame sequence as the children in acquiring concepts,

in using them to solve problems in my writing. I try new directions

( unawares and put in new ways of showing, my Uncle. Months later it might

dawn on me, "On, t_ hat's what I was doing! That's the way I solved that

one.

My conscious edge, the solving of prOblems in writing is greatly
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helped by the writing community in which I live. We spend hours over

lunch, in evening meetings, on the telephone talking about how we write,

new rituals that work, new pens that edit. Writing sessions are reviewed
f

like the weekend sports spectacular on a Monday. What works, what doesn't

r it
work, how did you get out of that bind? Imbalances, despairs,.di illusion-

-

ment, are all part of the writer's edge. They never end.

General Orders of Problems in Children's Development

Children keep changing the, problems they solve, as well as their

consciousness of what they do when they write. Most beginners, like Mary,

cite spelling as the center issue. Ask a child at this time what good

writers need to do well and they reply, "Spell good . . take your time

when you write." This is because so much of their problem solving is

simply at the spelling level. Until the word is spelled completely,

neither the child, nor friends and teachers will be able to understand

the message. Next the child focuses more on aesthetics and form - "What

is the best way to put it down, be neat," - the child is moving toward

a new type of convention. Some 'children are able to put the mechanical

imbalances and discrepancies behind them and get on to information and

topic focus. For others, the-battle over mechanics is life long.-Because--

of the limited focus of the school, child, or parents, issues in control-

ling the craft never come up.

Depending on the focus of the teacher, the spelling, aesthetics

and handwriting issues are usually in the first two grades. Toward the

end of the first grade, if the child has response from other writers,

;14
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and help from teachers, conventions become more important. The child

is now stymied because he doesn't know what capitals, or punctuation

to put in or where to put them. The group'also helps him to bedome

more conscious of "the right.way" to write. Ask this child what gbod

writing is' and he will reply, "Getting it right." Orthodoxy is now

more dominant in the craft.

When the child has put the motor- aesthetic issues, as well as the

conventions behind him, more attention is given to the topic and infor-

mation. The child's focus depends on the teacher. In rooms where

children are continually asked Questions about their information by

the teacher and their peers, they start to use information as a criteria

for imbalances in their writing. "There isn't anything here. This is

stupid," - referring to the content of the piece. Or, "I should have

chosen a lifferent topic." Children in this stage say, "Good writers

should loibw a lot about their subject. -The-pieces-should-have-a-lot-of-

information in them."

Finally, from the initial concern for good topic and information,

children struggle with issues of adding and taking out information. They

are interested in such imbalances as problems of better organization, or

more active language in relation to their intention. Children in this

stage struggle with drafts, refinements and compose over many days or

weeks.

Figure Two shows more clearly the relationship and order to the

different problem solving emphases for)Children and the imbalances that

are more likely to be at the forefront of their problem solving.
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Diagonal lines indicate the points at which children cite the category

as being important.in their writing.
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a show that these_are the general orders in which children's

practice and concept about what is important to them emerge. Some prin-

ciples need to be used to interpret Figure Two since there are myriad

exceptiOn to the above model.

1. For some learners, spelling and hadn%riting issues last a

lifetime. For others such imbalances may be behind them by

the time they are seven years of age.

2. What teachers emphasize in class become the centers of child

imbalance. If teachers never get beyond spelling, aesthetics

or conventions in their attention, then the child will not

learn to take ownership of the selection, the best means to

solving issues in the first three tracks. (Ito III)
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Teachers who emphasize information without giving help in
the first three columne prevent many children from being
released for a fuller attention to information.

4. Frail a practice standpoint, all children function in all
five categories the day they start to write.

5.-.'ill five categories are present in the.life of any writer,
six yearold or profesaionil. To some degree each of the
categories can grow in practice and concept over a lifetime.

6. Each category raises new issues of growth'for the next. This
is why, children cite these in this order. The ideal is for
conventions to be put behind the writer in order to focus on
information and one's own intentions exclusively.

Final Summation

Children grow aswritera because they wrestle with imbalances be-

tween their intentions and the problems, at hand. This is what growth

isoall about, being stretched,' but not to the point where the problem

eountered makes no sense at all. Writers are not aware of_most of

their problem
.

solving since they relate so closely to what they already

can do.
0

There are general orders to the types of problems on which child-

ren must focus. Once general categories fall into the automatic or

generally "solved" condition, newfproblems arise for the writer's atten-

tion; For example, new problems in information raise issues about how

the information will.be integrated into the existing text. Thus, prob-

lems of revision now-become the focal point.

Such patterns in problem solving and development do not, however,

lead to "packages" of attack where children first master spelling, then

handwriting, conventions etc. before writing. These schemes are aided
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most when the child hashelp with his information. The child who takes

control of information will soon take coil ol
;
of mechanical conventions.

Children's intentions have an'ego-f rce behind them that both aid

and hamper the problem solving proceis writing. To "round cut" an

understanding of the growth process
iheseAsaues are examined in Chapter

b

C't
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Chapter IV.
...

Ai Buying Glasses For A Wolf

290 -

When children first write they focus on themselves. This is as

it should be. The child wirl make no greater progress in his entire

.4

,.:..chool career than in the first year of school, simply because self-

certeredness

g

'

makes him fearless. The world must bend to his will.

This child screens out audience. He isfascinated with his own marks

on paper. When else in life wall a human .struggle with the composing,

of an eight letter word for as long as ten minutes?

Children have a strong,,forWard force to their writing, borne of
.,

self-centered confidence-. Such.seIf-centeredness, or,egocentrism as

-
it is often called, does not the4n."Selfish.m Rather, it means that

the child center's on every narrow band of thinking, and ignores other
1'

problems in the field. Din- example, a child mai,focus so such on get--'
00

. 0
%

,ting the message down through spelling and motor .activity that, there:-

is less tocus on information. It is enough to get the message down.

'-
, ,

Only so much can be taken in at one time.,
i

Still, children need to broaden their range of problem solving,

, see"themsellis as successful problem solyere. They ao thisothroughoe

decentering. A child encounters a problem,'backs off,.surveys the

situation, entertains options, and proceeds with a plan. Decenfering

is the act of backing 'off, getting off the center of the problem and.

seeing it in its broadebt terms.-

AL (19

,
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Mary is asked to read over four of her papers written in the

last four weeks in.order to choose the one she thinks is best. Mary

quickly points to the one about her golden retriever ddg, Taffy.

She is asked why this is her beat paper., "Well," she Informs the

teacher, "I love Taffy. I hug her after school, and I kiss her

too." She is asked why this paper is better than the other three.

"This one is about witches, then Sesame Street and my goldfish,

but none of them is nice to me like Taffy."

Mary's judgement of quality is centered in her subject, in

this case, her lova for Taffy. Before she used subject as criteria

for bat papers, it was neatness. In each case, her centering has

changed, yet her voice, the power behind her choice, governs the

decision, The criteria for decisions, though expanding, is still

narrow. Soon Mary's criteria for best papers will focus on action

and feelings in her writing. This comes because she is also solv-

ing problems of audience, reading skills, and myriads of others in

her daily writing. These problem solving acts broaden her vision

and provide for an expended perspective Shen decentering occurs.

Don

I want to show the effect of Uncle Nelson on my life. It would
of'

seem that the best approach is to show my Uncle through myself, to

. describe at length my reactions to him. I describe my return from

.)

college, my anxiety about "measuring up" to his expectations, rac:

ing to theshorecto see him. I don't trust the reader.7to make his

30!)
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own judgment. Fdr the longest time, Uncle Nelson didn't appear -

even to the fourth page: I simply couldn't decenter off my own

need to be present. The story about my Uncle as teacher is re-
,

P,
ot

flected only in the title' - nothing more.

(I went throu "11 revision afte41. r revision of a lead that started

, .

with me getting out of the cal'', showing detail of .revisiting my

childhood haunts. I even found information about returning home

that 'was new tome. The writing sped on but where was Uncle Nelson?

decentered when I tried to forget the problem at the conscious

level. Nevertheless, the problem continued to work and on my walk'

home the solution brCjime more clear.

It ill too easy to labels egocentricity as a negative force.

Thfciack7of decentering, moving off the self,' can be a problem if

'it pepistntoo long. If Mary didn't change her criteria of best

paper;by the age of twelve or I was forever blind to my, way of dis-

P

torting characters, thin voice would be an unchecked force. Mary

and I enjoy our subjects and still grow-even in the midst of our

centeredness.

Centering

It would seem that if decentering is good in problem solving,

centering must be bad. Not so. People center for a reason and

these reasons must be explored.

Repetition., a centering of-its own kind, is important for growth.
.

It can be a nd of marking time and can fulfill many needs of the

learner-writer. Before children come to school they will request'

302
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the same bedtime story over and over again. Chris, seven years old,

writes nothing but stories about wars in outer space. He is now on

his tenth episode, episdoes'that have accumlated over the last four

weeks. A quickglance tells me there is little difference between

the first and the last episode. They all fall into a familiar pat-

tern. Six year old John says, "Look, I start every line on every

page just the same." And he does. Like someone learning a foreign

language each sentence-begins with "This is . John has finally

learned how to spell "This-is," and he uses it
A,

-for everything. "This

is a boat. This is where we,go fishing. This is the fish, we caught.
\....

This is us eatingit." Just asa child uses pivot wordi to/build

eiknew
sentences in acquiring speech, children use this cent ed repeti-

tioh to build sentences in writing.

Writers of all ages have only so much they can focu/s on at a

time. Show me a writer who concentrates equally on handwriting, spell-

ing, topic, language, organization and information in/equal doses and

I will show you a confused writer. General, even spcific centering,

such as the same topic or use of the same words, become holding

patterns for other kinds of growth.

The following are further -examples of why writers denter:

TOPIC: The child is known as the expert on "space" -
doesn't want to lose his class position,

-
by

moving to another topic.

A limited spelling vocabulary can handle only
this topic.

The child can draw about this topic but doesn't
believe he can draw others.



The child simply enjoys the doing, like
. playing in blocks or the sandbox.

The writer really ddesn't believe he has
other worthwhile experiences for subjects.
The writer tends to deny what he knows, or
it has been denied for him in other years
and in other subjects.

Children may branch out to new topics, but
in painful instances return to the same old
reliable story, like Linus returns to his
blanket'in times of stress.

PROCESS; Pages or booklets are filled regardless of
story content. The child is centered on
finishing. Finishing means the paper is
long'and all blank space filled.

Centered-in drawing°- Enjoying it and fear-
ing the Process of putting words on paper.

Centered in not finishing i Afriad of audience.
In transition. Doesn'.t know where to put new
information.

Centered in revision - Continues to chas1;e
original reason for writing.

LANGUAGE: Centered in interjection - Wants to have sound
and excitement pn page.

Centered in_ ad'ectives - Enjoys the "flowery-
sweet" sounds of things.

Writers acre centered because they can't focus on other things

at the moment, because theyare fragile learners, or they enjoy the

taste of this newly centered diet. In short, there are always rea-

sons for centering, and teachers need to figure where one is bene-

ficial, another needing assistance.

The Process of Decentering

There can be no decentering without first seeir a problem, an

imbalance. The writer pulls off center because he wants another look.

Decentering implies a moving off from center but also knowing where

ti
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to etas ere to look. I place myself high on a bluff, far enough

back to see the Problem distance. I increase the dimensions

of space and time to deal with the pro I return to my original

intention for writing a out my uncle or reread my material from

11
the point of view of the editor.

But I can decenter and not see. Pressed'by a deadline, or my

own impatience to be through, answers are not heard. I may not even

want them. Answers mean more work. Or, biases cannot be transcended.

;

I have been with the piece for weeks, explored so many options to get

out of the wilderness that every word sounds like every other word.

Now the problem and\ ossible solution are seen: I come up with

a new hypothesis. I move into a trial phase. The approach works or

it doesn't. If it works continue on, buoyed with new ego strength.

If it doesn't work I may be, disiliugioned and continue to try the same

approach again and again, hoping that repetition will see me through.

The virtue of "work" now transcends all reasonable decentering in

ortance. At least others will say I take my work seriously. Look

11 I have done, the hours and hours I have labored. hy color is

poor circles are under the eyes; S,touch of flu would make the situ-

ation more virtuous.

N t unlike my forgetting the problem with my Uncle Nelson piece

is anoth r kind of decentering. Delay the solution, continue to work

for a tim hoping the answer will come with new context on the problem

"back there'\in the text. Depending on the size and scope of the prob-

lem, decide that at the end of the paragraph, the page, or chapter,



the issue "back there" will be reviewed again.

Decentering and the Seasons of Life

Decentering can be thought of in broader contexts than the

solution of a problem on the page. There are times in our lives

when it is difficult to have distance on ourselves and the prob-

lems at hand. Growth from mazy sources forces us to take on a

new undersLariang of-our own person. Often the fledgling person

is floored by the new territory, or the growth pains that go with

it. Six year olds becoming seven, yowic adolescents, different

stages of adult development all have their seasots5 when it is

diffi

1

cho

t to get off

old Sarah is an e

e self and see many problems at hand. Six

1

Sarah writes about two

(one sentence to the p

ing topics; they pour

have a

ren ask

what I wan

their quest

oosely constructe

r what she m

and one-half six to eight page book-

) a day. She has no difficulty in

rom her pencil. Many of her stories

logic and time scheme. The other child-

. Sarah's smile implies, "They mean

mean." But tne other children persist with

"What does this mean? What is this about?" Grad-
.

ually, Sara ealizes that they Tay have a point. She reads her

own pieces fferently. She experiences a loss of innocence - "Not

. everyone f is as I do about my writing." Sarah retreats, ceases

to write, d only returns to the task months later when she has

some persp tive on writing. Sarah's experience can be a shock

for any wr er.



Audience is not the only issue in the young writer's life.

Writers of all ages struggle with the polar opposites throughout

their lives but particularly at the focus points of growth: true -

not true, right - wrong, never - always, One way - several ways,

day T night, their way - my way. The stretching of internal growth

briags in new information that fog what used to be clear. Language

show the change. Absolute adverbs change to: sometimes, frequently,

whenever. The learner will say, "I used to be able to do this, but

I just can't decide what's the best way." He is paralyzed by options

that can't yet be sorted out. Six and eleven year olds write flu-

ently one month, then become paralyzed by the first taste of opera---

tional and adolescent thinking.

Growth slows down in the initial phases of these new periods of

vision. There is much tor the learner to sort out. Options produce

temporary paralyses and new orthodoxies. Seven year olds want con-

ventions, rules to abide by. Their topics are chosen more carefully.

Before, they had no trouble with topic choice; now they wonder what

to choose. There is greater interest in punctuation, the right spell-

ing, the right way for the paper to appear. This is on the first day.

The next day the person may be experimenting with the new stage and

deny all orthodoxy - a roller-coaster experience for both writer and

teacher. Justice in the classroom runs from students wanting full

prosecution of offenders to complete permissiveness. Such a roller-

coaster existence makes it difficult for these learners to be consis-

tent in what they see in problems: one day clarity, the next day.con-

fusion. One day their choice of a topic will win a NObel prize, the



next day the paper is thrown in the basket.

Final Reflection

Children's voices push them ahead. The voice is centered in

a vision, his an image of the mountain top, the piece completed

in victory. Sometimes the centering is right from the start. The

child has rehearsed the topic long enough, or-the experience is

so rich that the voice can take information off the top and be

right the first time. But it is hard to be completely on course

the first time. A wrong compass bearing may seem right the first

quarter mile from shore but in five miles the deviation from main

course becomes extreme. Early drafts can seem on target but as

the writer gets farther from shore, the wrongness of the trajec-

tory is unmistakable. The writer stops, decenters, looks the prob-

lem over, changes course, with the voice-ego still pushing him on.

SChools forget the source of power in children's writing. Egos

are cut down, voices removed from the writing, the person from the

print, until there is no driving force left in the selection. We

then hear the familiar questions, "How can we Motivate them into

writing? How-can we get them to write?"

The unchecked voice-ego, however, can be a hungry undiscrim-

inating wolf. It has a ravenous appetite for praise from self and

others. So much so that the writer is blind to personal-biases

about content and nuality. The trick for writer and teacher is to

keep the wolfAroice fed while still asking the tough decentering

questions. The writer then sees the problem afresh in light of
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living up to internal demands gOf excellence and the original rea-

son for writing in the first place. Thus, the wolf is fed and

the writer still maintains control while improving the piece.

The challenge to teachers is to know the process of writing,

to understand the self-centered force behind the writer, and to

see the place of this centeredness in the overall development of

the writer. When the teacher understands this, the craft of teach-

ing is practiced. For just as choice is the essense of art in
F

writing, it is the substance of the craft of teaching. Like the

one deft movement of tlicsurgeon's scalpel, unnoticed by patient

./and observers, the teacher asks the one relevant auestibn. The

writer hardly notices the teacher or the question since the atten-

.

tion is so precisely focused on the person and the piece. Thus,

the control remains with the writer who has new energy for the

problem at hand.

One important tool remains for teachers to help children main-

tain control of the mriting process. Teachers need a broader, as

0

well as a more specific, framework in which-to view children's

Problem solving. The study of TIME AND SPACE as a way of.loOking

at child growth and progress adds a new tool to the teacher's view

of children's growing control of the writing process.

vv
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at children's changes as writers. Teachers need immediat_ informatiow,,

that will help them aid children In the midst of the writing procias, not

300 .7'

CHAPTER V

MAKING DEVELOPMENT VISIBLE

The two crafts, teaching and writing, demand new ways of looking

when the paper is completed. Wholistic scoring, nationally nonmed tests,

system-wide examinations are important ways of,astessing, but none of

these helps us to know what to do tomorrow morning when the child is

writing.

4
The single moat imporiant way of noting child change in our research

on the writing prodeSs is.the child's growth in the dimensions of space

and time. -The concept of space and time is often used to explain the

re giionship of all things in the physical universe. If something changes,

then the change can be described as movement within the dimensions of

apace and time.

Space cannot be understood without time. Space is the container

in the form of the universe, world, cup, football field, or measure of

music. Time is the marking off of the container into latitude and longitude,

volume units, or notes and rests in the measure. I understand those

spaces by moving through them or using them. Theme is the apace of

'Oxfordshire, Victoria, or New York. I understand those areas b moving

through them and noting the logical connections of hills and streams,

villages and cities, rolling fields to mountains and lakes. All of these

examples are visible elements of space and time.

-...aeow6s ,,
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-Mot all space-time elements are visible. Clock tint is but one use

--- of time, and geographical apace but one use of space. *There is the in-

visible apace -tine of the problem zr writing subject. Mary decides to

write about the subject.of her aunt's inddinge There are limits to what

Mary knows about the wedding. Since'there are limits to the information,

it has large or email spatial qualities. If all of Mary's information

could be typed into a compdter,it would occupy a.certain amount of apace.

The wedding information has certain logical bonding. (time). Mary's

narrative about what she knows Makes sense in parts, in others it doesn't.

Her information is understood by reading through the logical time units

within the subject container. As Mary changes the way she expands infor-

°

nation and itd relationship
: within the subject container, we begin to see

how Mary changes her use of information. Mary's teacher notes her use of

information and appropriately frames 'her questions.

Teachers who let children teach them about what they know. have no

difficulty using this framework. Since they increase their contact with

the child, and give the child the responsibility for teachingthem, they

get information cr. the child's progress at all points of the process.
Q

In the apace of a single week, they c.se the child choosing topics, com-

posing, struggling with handwriting, spelling, all of the conventions..

They will havediscusaed the child's plans, responded to early attempts,

finiSiel-papers r listened to the child speak about his information. Even

an elemental underitti-dding,of the apace-time framework is useful to the

O

teacher who would teach writing as a craft.

Mr"Material in this chapter concentrates on introduction to space

and time. Teachers should gain an initial understanding of what is

0 %
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involved in child growth in use of the page, process and,information.

The rest of the book will be spent in showing how children learn to control

each of these important dimensions.

SPACZ -TINE -- THE PAGE

Mary discoiers a page by writing on it, byaking narks op page after

page over a long period of tie'. Up to her first days in school Merl'

has been discovering multi-dimensional space: her bedroom, playroom,

yard or block. She discovered that space by walking, running, skipping,

touching her way through it. Now she discoversa one-dimensional, 12 by'

1 18 inch paper, lined at the bottom for writing with space'at the top for

drawing..

If left on her own, Mary would discover the page in random fashion,
C

drawing on different parts of the page, making columns of letters or

numbers, even a few words. As time goes on she learns the conventions of

order by practicing on the space of the paper. She starts in the upper

left hand corner of the paper for the writing, learns that drawing goes

in the unlined portion at the top. It won't be long before an observer

will see Mary making estimating motions with her arm at the drawing

section, glances to the bottom of the page estimating the placement of

her content.' Soon she realizes that messages can be continued from one

line to the next; even from one aide of the page to the back, or on to

another page.

Mary discovers the apace of the page with ber entire body, not just

the movement of the hand. She demonstrates one of the miracles of human

activity, the ability to position her body, dismiss a wide range of large

muscles, and with hand, mouth and eye working together, make marks in a
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met space. Observe a younichild in those first days of writing and tote

the repertoire of b imovements from feet to the top of the head as the
A

child kiepaadjustin. the self to the "new" space on the page.

Time on a page is the logical connection of letters to words, to

sentences and paragraphs in relation to art work: Each follows the other

at. predictable intervals from the upper left hand aide of the page to the

lower right, then on to the next page..

But time cannot be understood without the space container. There

'have to be Units surrounding the intervals or there can be no logical

,pregressionifor the intervals are defined by the limits. Picture the

frustration of a child who would discover writing by composing on a

twelve foot by five foot piece of paper, or a three by four inch card.

Limits cause development to establish poles before moving on. Children

(adults, too) recall initial and final portions of a story. Morning and

evening establish the contents of the day, children learn words by fcrat

establishing initial and final consonant positions.

Containers change too. The growing bodies of information on the

inside demand the shedding of the akin on the outside. New information

demands a new page, chapter, or subject. Like cells in mitosis, there

is a splitting at the poles with a new cell born. Outer space, won't toler-

ate the demand from the inside.

Miry does not end her discovery of the page at the age of six..

Toward the end of the first year of school and on through her entire,life

she continues her discovery of the page. Almost as soon as she has Mee-

tered the mechanical elements of writing, new information demands are

placed on the existing text. Now Miry is eight and completes a draft about
O

I I%
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her dog. She discovers she has loft out an incidtAtakbout her dog's

.70

tussle with 4 Skunk., She,is faced with a new space -tile issui - how to

insert the material into the existing text. The easiest place to put

the new incident would be.at the end but it would be out of order. Her

teacher helps her to locate the right place in the text, make an

asterisk, draw a line to the top of the page and write the missing anecdote.

Mary joins writers of the ages who must break the conventions they

have so carefully learned - neat writing, straight margins. Mary's drafts

need to be revised and revisions demand a new use of apace: writing up

the margins, line outa, aumbera to indicate new positio of data,

pages stapled to the back of one page - all to indicate the kind of new

flexibility to deal with new arrangements of information, more lively

language. Mary, and writers of all ages, never end their quest for the

boat way to, use the apace of a Single page.

TIME' AND SPACE: PROCESS

The writing process is discovered by writing. Process refers to

everything a person does from the iime the topic id first contemplated
0

to the final moment the paper is completed. Students can be lectured on

the components of the process, but the process is still only known by

0

actually doing the writing, making the words fulfill the intentions of

the author.

Each writer and written selection involves different time and apice

dimensions. Space in this instance refers to the dimensions of the pro-

cess and time over which they function. Time, however, refers to more

than clock time. Time also refers to the logical units that mark off the

limits of the process. Unita in this instance are: rehearsal, spelling,

*.w
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fonming loiters, rereading, voicing, selecting information, crossing out,

editing, drawing, rehearsing, revising, reorpudzing. Thkse units

follow each othkr in. logical sequences and give the process a body or.-

space of its own. Different stages in the life of a writer, depending

on the type of 10:4.ting, involve different space-tine dimensions. In

.11

figure 3, below, note the difference between a three and six year old's

composing:
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For the three year old, the process was merely picking up a pencil,

making a mark on the paper, and giving an explanation of the mark. At

the age of six, the process is broader and sore complex. Most of the

operations willlater be coabined with other unseen acts. Spelling will

be automatic and sounding will be internalized; writing will be fast

reading for orientation will diminish. The child will "sense"

ing won't be necessary. One part of the process becomes sore simplified

in order to allow for more complex functions, especially those relating

in the process. Rehearsal will also be internalized; draw-

0, X
,42
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to decisions about information. These functions add depth as well as

breadth to the space dimensiOns of the writing process. Maryt!s case

exemplifies how the process changes.

MARY:

On the spur of the moment Mary draws and write8 two sentences in a

ten minute burst. The process ends as sharply as it begins. As Mary

writes her last sentence, she is already contemplating her next activity

in the math area. She does not survey her writing once it is completed.

Mary wrote for the sake of the writing itself, juat'as ehe plays in the

housekeeping corner. She plays just to enjoy-it, :lot as a means to a

conscious end. Ask Mary what writers do wh.!..11 they write. Mary replies,

"Draw good and' get the words down slelAy." Mary does far more complex

acts in process than her expler8tion; nevertheless: her acts are more

limited in time and spar4 than they will be in a few years.

Three yeare later Mary shOws her process space has.expanded when
.

-

she shareh an oral rehiareml, of what will come next in'her story. She

is no longer functioning in an immediate lord by word, composing with

such rereading for maintaining her place in a brief narrative. Rather,

she has a plan that may have unfolded while writing, or even when she was

riding to school on the bus. She transcends the mechanics 'elements

/

to reflect on topic and information. Now when Mary-finishes her writing,

the rereads the text to see if it matches her'intention. Process com-

ponents have more depth within the writing episode. Rehearsal has

lengthened; she toys with leads, does some editing while composing, rereads

for consistency, and even goes back in time to revise something already

written.
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me six-year-old represented in figure three added one operation

(one word) to the previous word at a time, with only a dim perspective of

where the part (word) fitted into the whole message. The past was shaky,

the future almost nonexistent. The nine-year-old expands operations co

a much more distinct, past and ,future. The last part of a piece is re-

lated back to the first, even to a written selection composed months

before. Figures 4 and 5 show the differences between the six and nine

year old more clearly.'

FIGURE 4: Six Year Old Process

Peesegr
oPEEATIoN

V6Y) I I I 11
PAST FUTURE

The future is added to the present, one block, one word, one idea at

a time. Six blocks beyond the present are a complete unknown to the

writer since the units of building are so small. The arduous taskof

spelling and haidwriting, coupled with inexperience, and lack of access

practice to information, reduce writing to just "getting it down."

Since the child is writing for the sake of writing most of the time, the-

process is not upsetting to the child.

' *7' FIGURE 5: Nine Year Old

....-
B C D. E
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Meaning units are larger for the.nine year old and such :ore easily

manipulated. Block A has been lined out and Block E coved to the beginning

of the selection and B moved up to be with Block D. Arrows show a "coming

and going" within the process container, a coming and going between what

has been written, what is being written and What might be written. This

writer has transcended the motor- spelling issues and can concentrate much

more on information. The writer doesn't need to draw first since rehearsal

can be done,inwardly. The child is asked what will come next in the

piece and a full account is given to the last sentence. The child has a

well-developed future intention. As the writing goes down on the page,

the'child is free to look back to see if the text follows the original

intention. Rereading is not just for orientation, it is for critical

confirmation.

INFORMATION: TIME AND SPACE

Mary writes about her Aunt's wedding. "There were lota=of people

there. Aunt Ruth was pretty. We had lots of cake and ice cream."

The information Mary knows about the wedding also has time-space dimen-

sion/1'th it. Like the space occupied by a problem, or the number of units

demanded on computer time, there are limits to what Mary knows about the

wedding (space). Within those limits the information has a loose-logical

order (time); some of the information is connected by time (sequence),

others by association. Mary's message shows she has chosen loosely from

the beginning, middle, and end of the wedding. This may be all she feels

is necessary for the "doing" of the writing. Or, she may assume that

everything she remembers or knows about the wedding is contained in these

three short sentences.

Four other paragraphs have been written to show both how writers of
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different stages would use the wedding, ad how time and space dimensions

are used.

THE WEDDING

No. 1

There were lots of people there. Aunt Ruth was pretty. We had lots

of cake and ice cream.

No. 2

O

There were lots of people here. My Aunts, Uncles, grandmother,

grandfather, my sisters. There were cars. There were flowers. The day

was nice. Aunt Ruth was pretty. She had on.a white gown and carried

some flowers. She went down the aisle. Everyone looked at her. Then we

had lots of cake and ice cream. It was hot. Then we went home.

No. 3

We got up early in the morning to go to Northampton. Mom said we
better eat a big breakfast because there wouldn't be anything to eat until
the reception. I got my clothes all laid out, then put them into the

suitcase. When my Dad started the car, it wouldn't go. Mom said, "Oh

no, not again." They had a big argument. My Dad banged around andAt
started. We got there just in time for the wedding. There were all kinds
of cars. 'My cousin got them parked in the right place. We sat next to

my other cousin, Kathy'. The music played and Aunt Ruth came down the

aisle. She was beautiful. She had on a jeweled band across the front

and the gown went way down behind her. My other little cousin walked
behind her to see that nothing happened to it. They got married and she

and my new Uncle Tom kissed. Thep they came down the aisle and they were

smiling. Then we had a reception. You could hardly move there. -There

was lots to eat. I had cake, ice cream, pop, sandwiches, salad. Then

more ice cream. It was so hot I had to eat lots of ice cream and coke too.
My Dad said, "We've got to go now," and my Mom said let's stay. My Dad

won and we got into the car. It was a long trip. It was dark when we

got home. My Mom said we didn't need anything to eat because we ate so

much junk. What a day! I went to bed about ten o'clock.'

No. 4

.Family-wedings - I love them!! Cousins you haven't seen for a long

time. There are Aunts, Uncles, lots to eat and fancy clothes. My Aunt

Ruth's wedding was something special. We've always been clone and I

wouldn't miss hers for anything. My new Uncle Tom danced with me at theN

reception.
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Aunt Ruth and I have always been close. As she walked down the

aisle, regal in white gown and tiara, I wondered if we would still talk.

Just that morning my parents had an argument, not a big one, but enough to

remind me I might not have Aunt Ruth to run to anymore.

Paragraph No. 2 might occur from three to six months after the writing

of No. 1. More details surrounding the beginning, middle, and end of the

wedding are present. The space is larger and there are more time bonds

between incidents.

A marked change comes with selection No. 3. This is what I call the

"bed to bed" narrative. The writer includes everything that happened

from the time he got out of bed until he went to bed in the evening. The

reporting is thorough, pt indiscriminate. As a result, the writer has

unwittingly portrayed complex relationships between father and mother in

the day's events. The voice is forthright and fresh. Ask this writer

what constitutes good writing and he often says, "It's good if it's

loug." There are simple bonds to the chronology, each event following

the other. The writer writes all that can be remembered.

Paragraphs 4 and 5 are different. Though short, they occupy more

space, and provide more depth and distance on the wedding and the human

relationships involved. These writers, particularly with the fifth para-

graph, do much revision, working back and forth in time in the process,

until the words capture some of the human complexities involved in the

wedding. The writer of Number 4 selects but still maintains the chron-

ology. No. 5, however, shows Ault Ruth, but relates the present moment

to the past, and in one sense the whole past of the writer, her parents,

and Aunt.
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Maas the writer knows the subject (space) and the information within

it (time) the writer can actually choose to take out large portions of

information without distorting the time-logic of the piece. Before the

writer knows how to remove information, he often has to fill in much

information, read it, and start the process of taking out, to see how the

piece stands. The more the writer can see all components in relation to

each other (time) the more selections can be made without distorting the

logic within the container of the piece.

Choice is the eaaence of fine art. When the artist views all the

thousands of Components, bound by time-logic, and occupying the apace-

statement, &nd maker the one choice that fully occupies the space, yet

carries the essence of all the time connection R, great art is born.

That choice stands simply and forcefully alone, and startles us like the

opening to Beethoven's fifth symphony.

Take five minutes. Pick out a child and watch h'm work in relation

to the page. No matter the age. View the child at wo rela ing b

space, the regular use of words following words on the ge, or even the

breaking of standard conventions through other symbol syst ms needed

add or delete information.

Take another five minutes. Talk with a child about how he ent

about composing the current piece. Get the child to teach yo what he

knows about the subject. Then ask, "If you were to put that 'nformation

in here (the paper or composition) how would you do it?" Or , "And

what will happen next in your story?" How such does the child reflect

past,, present and future understnadings in his remarks.

From the last five minute interview, note how the oral information

3 2
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is put together. Later look at the written piece. Bow did the child

add, take out, or use information to teach what he knows? What process of

'selection is he using?

Become an active observer of children. Build in the time to note

how and what they write. It won't be long befoie time-space dimensions

take on even sore meaning. 17*u will hear such child statements with new

meaning: "I was wondering about this piece last night I think I'll

write abaft whales next time. I know more about them. I's going back

to fix the beginning. I don't like it." Every one'of these statements

shows a different understanding of time and apace as well as their pre-

ceptiona of how they bring the writing process under their control.

ti
4.0 .41.
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Chapter. VI

When Writing Speaks

Six year old Dana speaks to himself as he'writes. A glance over ten

year old Cheryl's shoulder shows a paper filled with blackened letters and

exclamation marks. Charlie site before an empty paper in sixth period

English class. He hates to write and mutters obscenities under his breath.

Kristina is in the final moments of revising her piece for a women's maga-

sine. These are the touches that will makelier language sound spontaneous...

like speech. All of these writers have one thing in common; they sake the

transition from speech to print. They come to terse with their speaking

voices.

If writers cone to terms with their speaking voices, teachers need

to. Writers like Dana, Cheryl, Charlie, or Kristina go through a never-

ending shift fret speech to print. They want their voices to be heard on

the page. From birth they have been used to the sound of their own voice,

expressing what they mean orally through stories, anecdotes, repartee,

transactions, directions, or argument. When they write, it is only natural

they want their voices to echo from the page. Teachers who understand the

place of speech in writing can practice teaching as a craft because they

know what to look for in writers' voices.

Speaking and Writing

Writing is not speech. Writing wears the guise of speech since it

uses the same material; words, information; order, organisation. But

there is a chasm between speech and print. When I write, I supply every-

thing. Alone and in silence I provide energy, initiative, information,

language, order and the conventions to communicate with an unseen audience

of one or thousands, who may not read my writing for days, months, or years.
n`2

61'
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I write sy own coupanionship on to the page. As Donald Furry, the

professional writer says, "write for the other self." Pint the other self

say not be there when I first put pen to paper. UntilkI know information,

a sense of voice - what I want to say; there may not be another self at the

outset. Thus, I struggle alone to create the other self on the pig..

When I speak I as not alone and sy companions usually help ne with

what I want to say. They smile, frown, lean toward se, express disinterest,

rapt attention. My message is usually short and geared for the context

provided for me. Response is immediate. Pros second to second I have a
a

reflection of the effects of my'voice. If I don't like the reflection, I

can change what I say on the spot.
fp

Speech is rapid. Persons of all ages can produce sore words and in

shorter rise than in writing. Speech carries extra meaning in the stress

given to certain words, hand signals, face, setting, and the distance used

to communicate.

Young writers soon find different docial expectancies for writing

than for speaking. Whereas they acquire oral language through experimenta-

tion, repetition, and errors within the hopeful expectations and models of

their parents, school has changed things. Row there is a concern for early

correctness, proper etiquette, with little attention given to content. In

speech it was the other way around - content was primary, conventions

secondary. Children have more ownership of their speech; they rent their

writing.

Read a transcript of a speech to see the difference between speech and

writing. You were impressed by the content and dynamism of the speaker who

spoke without a written text. The unedited transcript shocks you. It is
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filled with unheard red Les, dangling sentences, assumed meanings, and

nessingless asides. The aker seems disorganised, yet You remember'the

speech as a moving event. It was. It's just that speech is not writing.

The side dishes are missing from the main meal. Bye contact, hand signals,

the rise and fall of the voice with emphases given to key words. . . are

--ail-gone-from the-transcript: There is little flavor to- transcribed talk

because the flavor was in the voice and nonverbal language supplied with

the speech.

Reverse the process and look at a speech iritten by a professional.

The writer makes writing sound like speech. The writing is simple,' direct,

forceful like speech. The writing sounds spontaneous. Such a feat has

only been accomplished through'many drafts where the touches of wit and

spontaneity come only in the final revisions.

Writing and speaking are different but writing, without an understanding

-of speech roots, is nothing. The human voice underlies the entire writing

process, and shows it.aelf throughout the life of the writer. It is no

accident that children enjoy reading their Selections.aloud, professional

writers have public readings of their work, or that writing coupela us to

speak to others, to voice to ourselves.

The importance of the human voice was brought hose to me as a young

teen when I had the rare opportunity to hear the great Arturo Toacanini

conduct a rehearsal of the NBC Symphony Orchestra. The orchestra had

played but a few measures, when the tempestuous Tescanini dashed his baton

to the floor, raced through tte second violin section tostop at the station

of a'young violinist. "Your violin is not singing. Sing it!" he commanded.

Before the entire orchestra the poor violinist had to sing the opening bars

r)
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of the symphomp. "No wonder," he shouted, "NO vendor-you play like that:

You don't know how td sing it. Never forget, all instruments are voices.

They, try, however feebly, to copy the human voice. Tonight you practice

singing at home., When you can sing, your viplin will sing."

Since the human voice JAI such an elemental part of writing\ each

writer has to cone to torsi with the transition from speech to print.

Different ages and learning situations diitate their own for of including

the human voice in writing. Four writers of different ages and abilities
,

have been chosen

Cheryl, age ten;

writer.

to demonstrate the change. They are: Dana; age six;
r

Charlie, age eleven; and Kristina, a professional

DANA, GRADE ONE, AGE SIX

Dana has been writing for two, weeks. He quickly sketches in a war at.

the top of a 12 X 18 inch piece of piper.i.On the left side a cluster;of

jets swoop toward the right. "Fffffffff" soundsscape his lips as he makes

jet trail marks. From the right aide another cluster,of jets fire at those

on the left. Dana provides full sound- effect's as he creates the setting'
4.

for his writing. Dana showed the same behaviors earlier, that morning in a

war fought-in the block area. e

Sounds continue as Dana writes. Note the ratio .of writing to oral

language in Figure 1 below:

Line 1 - Writing 'the 'g t t a

Line 2 - Speaking the, the gah guy gut t "the gut

guys"

The first line shows what letter Dana actually wrote in relation to the

second line, the language and sound h supplied as he wrote. It is not

unusual for there to be twenty times Dore sounding-speaking than writing
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with children of this age. A sensitive tape recorder easily picks up this

janguage. It is often difficult to hear unless you are seated next to the

child. Dana uses speech everywhere and in a wide range of function: sounding

leiters, saying words before they are written, after writing them, rereading,

making Rrocediral statements, or Comments to other children. As James

Britton aptly states, "Writing floats on a sea of speech."

DANA: REFLECTION

Now'imi is please with the'sound of his voice and the results of

hie,writing. Itis enough to get print on the page. 'So such of his writing'

has been egocentric play-with most of the language produced for his own

consumption. Later Dana will not be as pleased. Soon the reactions of

others, this own reading abilities and his distance on process will produce

dissatisfactions. Dana begins to take on audience and comes to terms with

imperfections in the writing toward the end of grade one and on into the

second. In such a time, experimentation decreases, progress slows, the

children become sore conservative and quite interested in the orthodoxy of

writing, particularly the conventions. This is a vulnerable time in the

life of a young writer.

Dana will speak less as he puts the tools of handwriting and spelling

behind him. Because his teacher provides time for writing four days a week,

he becomes amore and mare familiar. mith the process. There is less need for

language to accompany the process as shown in Figure 1. Because of his

interest in conventions. and the desire to bring sound from the page, he is

interested in the contribution of exclamation and quotation marks. They

help his in reporting the sound and action of his writing when he reads to

his classmates.

') I-1
-
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CH. !L: GNAW TIVS AGI TIN

Cheryl writes first thin6 in the morning in her fifth grade class.

Fifteen minutes before, she got off the bus to chat with friends on the

playground about their favorite Sunday night TV situation comedy. Now

she will sit quietly and alone before her empty page, waiting for words...,to

come for her piece about a sliding accident with friends the previous Lek.

This morning the words come more quickly than usual. She writes, "WHAM!

W4F1 We HIT the tree." Pauses . . . looks over her words and blackens

in HTT with the edge of her pencil. The essential action of the accident

has been put to piper. She pauses again, searching for more words; looking

down at the broad stretches of whiteness beyond the few already composed.

.She glances back at the space after her words wishing he words would emerge

on their own from the paper. Cheryl begins tc twitch in her chair, looks

around the room, glances at her friend, Heidi, who is also looking around

the room. "Heidi,"callsCheryl, "I'm writing about that mess we got into

last Saturday with the toboggan. I'm stuck. I've only got one thing down."

"Whatcha got?" queries Heidi.

"Not much." Cheryl reads her line and acids, "Hut after that, what is

there?"

"114,31, silly, you could put in about how we got into trouble over it.

You know, your Nos!"

"Don't say any more. That's enough. Why didn't I think of that? I'

s00000 ;stupid!"

CHERYL: REFLECTION

Cheryl sits alone and quietly writes the essential actionof her story -

right off the top of her enthusiasm. She uses a familiar approach to'children

age eight through ten, -She puts in action words and exclamation points to

v I -Sc
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signify notion and mitemat. MAXI WRAP! We HIT the tree." Similar

to a speech situation he-. sentence contains the essential elements of

action. In conversation more content would be prompted or supplied by

friendi. Cheryl, without realizing this underlying structure, naturally

turns and speaks to her friend.

Cheryl's exclamation marks and the blackening in of letters are also

speechmarks, prosodic markers. Cheryl wants her writing to sound more

'like speech, like story tellingland instinctively puts those in as well.

They are voice marks wherein she puts value into a word through blackening

it. On another occasion she might capitalize whole words, or the initial

letter of a noun or key verb. This is not done with the conscious view of

putting in speech, yet it is a clear indicator of some necessary transitions

made by children of this age.

Cheryl feels different emotions as she writes. Writing brings out a

different emotional register in the writing than in Cheryl's speech. Most

risearch pretends that emotions are not part of writing. Show -me a writer

or teacher who has not been aware of their booming-presence. Cheryl goes

from excitement (first words on paper) to wonderment (what happened to the

rest of the story?), to anxiety (how will I get out of this mesa and fill

the paper?), to self-disgust (Why didn't I think of that?). Seldom with

one line in speaking will Cheryl encounter such a range of feeling, such

a range of ego involvement. Emotionsirun high because we meet ourselves

so directly in the silence and aloneness of writing.

Cheryl is in a good teaching situation. She is writing about some-

thing she knows and can speak with her neighbor, Heidi, for help. Consider

the transition from speech to print in the next case where the teaching

situation is very different.

'T
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MAMIE: GRADE SIX, AGE ELEVEN

Charlie knows he will write today because every triday after lunch is

writing time in English. Ho wonders what the topic will be this week. This

is his most hated moment in'theynek becauie he has problems with everything

related/to writing. These problems have been pointed put to his since, third

grade. Charlie takes his seat. The dreaded words come his way: "Clear

your desks, paper out, pencils at the 'ready. This week's assignment is to

write about a day you might have with Abraham Lincoln. You have all heard

about Abraham Lincoln. I want you to write now about what it would be like

if you could spend a day with him. Class, what are you going to look out

for? Anyone? Yes, Sandy."

"No,spelling or punctuatiOn errors, Mr. Chase?"

"You've got it, Sandy. This time I take off five pointe for any mis-

spelled word, two for any word that is illegible, and two for any misplaced

. punctuation marks. Begin."

Charlic. stares At his empty paper, his mind blank as usual in these

first momenta. It takes his five minutes to get over the shock of the'''

assignment. He feels his heart beating in his ear lobes. "Fucking bastard,"

he mutters to himself. He doesn't know if(he hates Mr. Chase more than

0 Abraham Lincoln.

"Better get crackin', Charles. A clean sheet of paper will never win

a Nobel prize for literature," breathes Mr. Chose over his shoulder.

"Up yours," mutters Charlie when Mr. Chase is out of earshot. The

white piece of paper is still there. Would that it might be a flag of

truce declaring, "No Writing Today." Charlie leans to a friend and whispers,

"Hey Andy, look, I haven't made any mistakes yet."

r
U
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Charlie taus to hii task again. NO images. Somehow he can't produce

imimageof himself with the tall, bearded president. He probes again.

"NI Uncle Freddie has a beard and he likes to hunt. Lincoln must* hunted

sometime." A line works its way - "a bear, maybe Lincoln shot a bear.

There musts been lots.of bears in -those days. Shit, there's nothin' on the

paper yet. I'll have to stay after school. Let's see . . . the bear,

bears. Oh, I'll just write somethin'." Charlie writes with his left hand

crooked at right angles to his body,Ohe pencil moving laboriously across

the page, his mouth moving slightly.

"There were lottsa bears in those days."

He stops, rereads, mumbling, "LINcoln,'LINcoln, LINC on" and writes:

"Lincon lied in the woods an he liked to hunt."

Stops again andereada from the beginning. Sia mouth flattens in satis-

faction. The mouth withdraws. "Shit, this is supposed to be about me and

Lincoln., How ma gonna get in? He hunts. We hunt. Ali!"

"Lincon (eked if I'd come and I said sure."

"Hey Andy, I'm done, are you? "Chaim -his -ass" can't say I'm not. Look,

I got me and'Lincoln in here."

CHARLIE: REFLECTION

Charlie struggles for access to his assigned topic. Writing but

once a week, and well aware of his faults of poor handwriting and spelling,

Charlie comes to both writing and topic at great disadvantage. Anger has

been building since third grade. Still, he must use the writing process

and make the switch from speech to print.

Used to short bursts of "jiving" with friends when speaking, the

expanse of an EA by 10 inch white paper on which to compose an alien story,
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is a formidable obstacle. Charlie has long since rejected filling papers

and solves the obstacle problem by writing as little as possible. Thus,

he begins to outline his fore of counter-ownership.

. The voice of ownership is continued in sotto voce obscenities via

speaking, the easiest place, to reaffirm control. He uses humor, both with

himself and with Andy, also using Mr: Chase's name in clever fashion,

showing his ability to transform words to his.own wee The humor and

chatter with Andy also takes some of the sting out of aloneness. It is

just about impossible for Charlie, under these assignment circumstances, to

create any voice or person on the page.

Still, Charlie must write. As he does he shows some features marking

the switch from speech to print. There is self- dialogue, mouthing and

sounding of words, the ear still dominant as in speaking roots. Words

run together without the aid of visual memories of words as in "lottsa".

Writing but once a week, Charlie has developed few automatic pathways in

handwriting and spelling. Thus, he is constantly lost, needing to reread

for orientation in selections as short as three sentences.

KRISTINA: PROFESSIONAL WRITER

Kristina read over her draft. This was a feature for a women's

magazine. She wanted to put in the touches that would make the words

snap, the way she felt about her own helplessness the first time she was

hoodwinked by an airline. She vividly recalled spending a needless night

in Raleigh, North Carolina because she missed a flight connection. If

she had asked Ida she would have learned the problem was undiagnosed even

though the airline stated a one hour delay. Indeed, she could recall many

instances in her life where if she'd asked mhz the result might have been

ct: fferent
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"Ask 1111y?'".

by Kristiiia

"I'm sorry, Sir, but we have experienced equipment diffi-

culties, and our flight will be delayed for one hour," the flight

attendant explained to the business man in front of me.

"Oh," replied the man and went to the waiting section for

flight 286 to Greaniille, South Carolina.
I was next in line and didn't wait for the spiel.

"illy?" I mice& curtly:
Heads from other passengers turned like an E. F. Hutton

commercial: The face of one said, "Pushy bitch," four others

said, "Good question . . . why?"

"Well, uh, I don't know."
"Would you kindly find out for me; I need to know." I asked.

The flight attendant motioned to a gentleman dressed differently

than the other in red jacket. Then whispered to his - probably the

nature of my inquiry.
The man in the red jacket glanced my way, smiled and said,

"Just one moment; I'll find out for you immediately."

She wanted the story to show a new, resolute voice. This usually meant

removing words, cutting away unnecessary information to let the main force

of her points through. She took her favorite editing pen and went to work:

"Ask Why"

by Kristina

"I'm sorry, Si tut we have

experienced equipment difficulties;

tke..
omi-eur flight will be delayed ter

one TIZ:Rihe flight attendant

explained to the business man in

front of me)

160 trollask
"Oh,"

s
the man and went

to the waiting aection.fsr flight

286-to--Greem4.11*,-Soutil-Cerrolima,

1-wam-nem4-iff-lime-amt didn't

ensiber
wait for 44.6 spiel.

"Ask Why"

by Kristina

"I'm sorry, Sir," the flight
attendant explained to the business
man in front of me, "but we have
experienced equipment difficulties;
the flight will be delayed one hour."

"Oh," shrugged the man and

strolled to the waiting section.
I didn't wait for another spiel.

"Why?" I asked curtly.
Five male passengers turned like

an E. F. Hutton commercial. One

face said, "Pushy,bitch," the others:
"Good question . . . why?"

"Well, uh, I don't know." she

replied.
"I have to know,"-I countered.
The attendant motioned to a red-

jacketed official. As they whispered
the man in charge glanced my way,
smiled, and said, "Just one moment;
I'll find out for you immediately."
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The man in

glanced my way, sailed, and said,

"Just one moment; I'll find out for

you immediately."

KRISTINA: REFLECTION

Kristina's written dialogue is very different than the actual exchange

at the airport. When the episode first occurred there were extra words and

such non-verbal information exchanged between the parties. To produce the

effect of speech Kristina provides only the essentials of action and dialogue.

Thus the written text takes on the grace of conversation. As readers we feel

as though we were listening in, or the writer is speaking directly to us.

Kristina does this in two ways; she takes away unnecessary information and

heightens what is left with more detail.
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Ve don't used to knoW where the flight is going, nor do we need to

know she was next in line a. second time. She had already shown in the first

sentence that the business man was in front of her. The dress of the flight

attendant is also incidental to the fast pace she wants in the dialogue.

Just noting that there is a man "in charge" is all the information we need.

Note how Kristina provides sore detailed verbs in changing replied

to shrugged, went to strolled, or asked to countered. The right verbs pro-

vide a sore detailed picture of the action. There is contrast between the

shrugging man and the demanding Kristina. ,Whereas ten year old Cheryl

explicitly provides speech through interjections, blackened and capitalized

words, Kristina inplicitly removes words and uses others with greater pre-

cision.

Jv
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. ' CHAPTER VII

HANDWRITING IS FOR WRITING

Handwriting is for writing. Children win prizes for fine script,

parents and teachers nod approval for a crisp, well-crafted page, a good

impression is made on a job application blank . . . all important elements

but uaey pale next to the substance they carry. The content of agree-

ments to free hostages, the Declaration of Independence, a love note, a

personal diary, all take precedence over the script. Handwriting is the

vehicle carrying information on its way to a destination. If it is il-

legible the journey will not be completed. Handwriting, like skin, shows

the outside of the person. But beneath the skin beats the living organism,

the life's blood, the"lileas, information.

When the child first puts pen to paper he begins the journey from a

highly conscious participation in the process to the time when the shaping

of letters in words to sentences becomes automatic. The mechanical element

is put behind the writer and consciousness is devoted to the information,
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the sentence under construction, the whole argument, play, poem, or

letter to a friend.

Children-show us the nature of this journey through the appearance of

letters on the page, and their use of space. They show us the course and

progress of their development. The focus of this chapter is on the na-

ture of this development and'the problems children need to solve to put

handwriting behind them.

Children develop their handwriting by acting on the page. They move

through the space of a paper making letters; one after the other in mes-

sages,for themselves and others. This motion is called praxis. How they

learn is shown in the pressure in letters and words ;light and heavy

formations) and in the way the letters occupy the paper space. Note the

differences in these formations:

Place Figure One here

Toni has just written the'lword, "super"; Note the difference in let-

ter heights and the difference in pressure put on strokes going away from

the body. (P) Her word occupies far more than the space cpnfines of the

lines. Toni is interested in getting the word down, in "doing,: writing as

opposed to the exactitude of fulfilling exact space function, Toni also

shows that pressure is greater when her hand is moving away'from her body

(P). Pressure control and use of space will tell her developmental story

fl e)
s_y
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from this point on.

PRESSURE

Toni's pressure, like that for any other writer, is controlled through

the dismission of large muscles and the facilitation of small muscles.

Small muscles have a chance when the following occurs:

1. Placement of the work: The paper needs to be slightly to the
right of midline and turned at a 45 degree angle. In this way
it is possible to maintain small muscle control from the top
to bottom of the page. Otherwise as the writer moves down the
page and the hand gets closer to the body the pressure of large
muscles come into play. Teachers themselves can try this out
for themselves by:

A. Placing the paper directly in front of them with the
midline of writer bisecting the center, of the paper.
Now just move the arm down the left side, one inch
in from the edge of the paper. Do you feel the pull
of muscles in the upper arm and right side of the
torso?

B. Try the same exercise but with the paper slightly to
the right and turned at 45 degrees. The same on the
left for left-handed persons.

2. Arm and wrist placement on the table: If the wrist and arm are
not in motion; but on the table then the action of larger muscles
are diminished and the work of the fingers can come into play.
With this the motion of the torso is also reduced, thus helping
the fingers again.

3. Pencil grip: If the pencil is held at an angle to the paper,
the full downward thrust of the pencil is reduced, thus giving

,..N

the pencil a chance to have the right pressure. The grip is
.,

aided by the coordinated action of thumb, index and middle finger :1 !.

It is not unusual to find children gripping the pencil like an
ice pick, or write with a stirring motion.

CONTROL

The page space is discovered by writing. The detailed control of

pencil motion is dependent on the development of small muscles, and the

s.
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growing precision of eye and hand working together. The eye coordinates

with hand for the right dosage of pressure. Like gunners shooting at a

moving target children undershoot, then overshoot in working with lines.

They.jump_into work energetically1 writing in bold strokes to show their

meanings. It is natural enough to use larger scrip since children in-

terpret size with quality anyway. There are two basic motions in work-

ing with letters in manuscript, the circle and the straight line. The

circle is the more sophisticated from the small muscle rotation, the

straight line more susceptible to the problems of the dismissing force.

PHASE OVERVIEW

There are five general phases that are discernible in children's hand-

writing development. These are phases that overlap and perhaps ought to

be thought of as general guidelines for viewing the development of the

young writer. Much more wcrk is needed on these stages and handwriting

in general to look at the effects of acquiring handwriting skills in the

midst of the composing process. Handwriting has not been viewed enough

as a tool of composition.

All five of these phases of development can come in the first year of

a child's schooling. This, of course, depends on how much opportunity

children have to write, and what kind of help is given them by the teacher.

GET-IT-DOWN-PHASE

Children are relentless in their pursuit of writing when they first

come to school. Like waves rolling to the shore, the child persists in
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putting letters, numbers, drawings on the paper. Mary and Dana, push

to express in writing is the same as that of playing in blocks, with

dolls or trucks in a sandbox. They simply express. They observe some

conventions with letters following letters, words following words. At

first, just putting the words on paper enough for them. And they do

in undulating fashion across the page - Toni's words rise and fall as

her voice does:

WI FRS A N

RD

WE
NYK
FO

Wt
WE
WN

"When we went to New York we rode on a
Ferris Wheel."

Within a few weeks most of the children have the idea of composing

from left to right but their concern is just that - generally from left

to right but with little consideration for the spaces.

FIRST AESTHETICS:

From the beginning children show their concern for aesthetics when

tney reshape a letter or word. They show a gauging of'word placement as

they check the length of the page in relation to their message, In parti-,

cular many show it with a curious "cleaning" of their page's. Just before

they start to write on a clean sheet of paper -'a paper without smudge

or lettering, they brush it from top to bottom. There is a sense of

wanting the page to be clean, fresh for the writing. This same behavior

has been observed in older writers - all the way from grade school children
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up through professional writers. If there is a change in a letter or

word, they spend much time in erasing the black or smudge away. They

want it to look "clean".

When children first make "errors" they. want to banish them forever.

The eraser is their strongest ally. How to control an eraser is another

story. It is an even more sophisticated action than controlling the

point of a pen. There is greater resistance between eraser and paper

demanding an even lighter touch and therefore more precise use of small

muscles. Often, the child wants to eraoicate the ervor,so strongly that

he attacks the paper, pushing hard with the eraser. The effort is so

great that the child often rubs through the paper and rips it. It is

also not unusual for the child to have to deal with two or three errors

on the same blackened sopt. Frustration at righting the "burned out"

paper is clearly imaged on the face of the child. Different writing sur-

faces need to be considered for beginning writers who wish to make the

early changes in the appearance of their writing.

GROWING AGE OF CONVENTION:

Toward the end of the first grade many children want their writing

to appear conventional. Depending on the background of the child, ex-

perience in writing at home, general aesthetic orientation, this phase

could come much earlier. They are'fussy about spacing between words,

margins, writing above and below the line. This age of convention affects

not just handwriting but spelling and Punctuation as well. There is less

of the relentless surge to write and more a looking over, the beginnings of
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introspection, the critical eye that slows down production. Chidlren

heir and feel the critique's of other children and the teacher. Before

this,there was such an egocentric surge that the child just ignored

audiences, or suggestions from cthers. The child didn't look back at a

piece. The doing was everything.-.

Now it has changed. The child starts to look back and look back

critically: (Content now takes a back seat for many as they want to do

things .the right way.' Output decreases as well.

BREAKING CONVENTIONS

This phase is almost 'ccmpletely dependent on the teacher's approach

to the craft of teaching. About the, time the child has gained early.
40

mastery of handwriting and spelling. conventions, problems of information

arise. In conference i,t becomes-clear to both parties, child and teacher,

that important information belongs in the text% This raises problems for

the child. If the information is to'go into the'text, how is this ac-

complished once the text is already written? Problems of space and
.1"

aesthetics arise. Note how Mary Ellen Giacobbe deals with both.problems

in this conference with Chris, a first grader:1

.
Ms. G: I see that you were able to put in the word "may ": to

show that "Brontosaurus' may travel in families."
(Chris had been able to sandwich in the small wort.;
without erasing.) But.you didn't say why they travel !n
families.

ol

Chris: They travel in families to p?atect the young.

Ms. G:' Do you think that is important Information?

4

V



Chris: Yes, but there isn't anyplace to put it.

"(The writing goes from left to right over to

the right hand margin at the bottom of the paper.

Above the writing is a picture of a. brontosaurus.)

Ms. G: Look the paper over and show me where you oouldi4rite

it in.

Chris: There isn't any. (voice rising)

Ms.G: Look the entire paper over and put your hand on any

space where there isn't writing or drawing. (There

is space above the drawing.)

Chris: Well, I could put it up here (motions to the top of

the paper) but it would look stupid. The other part

is down here.

Ms. G: How could you show they were connected?

Chris: I
could put an arrow down here pointing to the part

that's atthe top.

Ms. G: Good, but you'll need to tonne the arrow wth the top.

This is what writers do when they are getting their books

ready for the publisher.

Chris knew additional information would create a mess. His usual

approach was to erase words to put in new ones. Now his teacher has shown

him how to control new information when there is a problem of space. She

has also shown him for the first time that the draft is temporary, that

a rewriting is necessary. Young writers need to learn a whole repertoire

for "messing up" their paper to deal win new information, organization,

and adjustments. This also adds to the importance of crafting the letters

in the final draft. tf children have control of the process, know tht*r

information is good, the quality of their handwriting usually improves.

Older children like eight year old Andrea show in their-handwriting

0



when they take on the draft concept. Andrea, like writers of most any

age or experience, hoped her first draft would be her last. About the

sixth word into this selection, her handwriting shows she decided another

draft would follow:

Place Figure Two here

LATER AESTHETICS

It is a significant moment when any child decides to line out'instead

of erasing an error. This'immediately signals the paper is but a draft,

the text can be reworked, further copies will be made that are much more

)pleasing. I shows that the child perceives a progression from rough to

smooth. There are only a few children who are able to compose first copy

with all ,information needed.

Children who have reworked material through several drafts, who have

taken greater pride in their information, do transfer this into more

pleasing final copy. Teaching children italic, the crafting of final copy

with special paper or instruments is especially helpful to children who

have recrafted their work and now feel positive about the content of their

writing.

Professional writers are often portrayed as persons who are slipshod

about the appearance of their writing. But the literature are replete

with the fetishes of writers who must have certain pens and papers or they

simply can't compose. There is a time for all writers when crisp copy,

free from scratching, revisions, and notes is necessary. After revising
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a paper for four or five times, including notes, I have to sit and retype

until there aren't errors. There are some pages, especially leads, that

have given me great difficulty, that I
can't wait to retype without error

just, to look at them and say, "There, that's that; the copy at least feels

good."

TIME AND TOPIC

Time and topic still have as much to do with a child's handwriting

development as any issues mentioned thus far. If children have enough

writing time, and control of their topics, handwriting improves. Children,

ages six through nine, ought to have a minimum of twenty minutes a day for

composing along topics of their choice. When children have a well-chosen

topic, their urge to express so dominates the activity that they lose

track of the conscious aspect of handwriting to focus more on the message.

Thus, the child becomes more relaxed in dealing with the mechanical aspects

of handwriting, in being "lost" in the message.

HANDWRITIN ISABILITY

Handwriting disability is on the increase. As more attention is given

to the need forwriting, articles will spring up as in the January 1982

issue of McCalls magazine about children who have severe handwriting dis-

ability, dysgraphia. The neurologically impaired child who struggles to

write does exist but the actual incidence is extremely rare.

Children are often pointed out to me as disabled in handwriting. "This

child has motor problems. We don't know what to do with him. He can't even

copy these three paragraphs from the board without becoming fatigued."

4
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It is not difficult to create an apparent disability. Children whose

content is ignored, yet who receive constant critiques of poor handwriting,

can develop some pernicious views of their ability to write. They feel they

have nothing to say since they usually don't separate the ability to compose

information from their ability to produce acceptable-looking script.

Two children in our National Institute of Education study were chosen

because they had poor handwriting. They diagnosed themselves, along with

their teachers as poor handwriters. When writing they complained of fatigue,

protected it from the views of others, constantly erased and composed no

more than two to three sentences in an hour's writing time. Furthermore,

they hated writing, and saw little sense in what they were doing. We pre-

pared to gather systematic data from them on eighteen handwriting variables.

We abandoned the study of handwriting variables about a month into the

two year study. Once the two children became interested in their subjects

and were permitted to share what they knew with others, they forgot about

their handwriting. Besides, they were writing every day and gained much

practice in handwriting through the composing of messages that meant some-

thing to them and their classmates. The result: their handwriting improVed.

Persons working with the severely handicapped can cite case after case

where there is a will to compose under the most adverse physical barriers.

When human beings want to get a message to another person, it is virtually

impossible to stop them. Pencils held by the teeth, two fingers, or held

by a claw, have scratched out messages, taking as long as two hours or more

to compose. Some persons may not be able to copy two pages from the board,

e

4
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or compose a two paragraph theme, or seem overly fatigued by two sentences.

The failure to complete these tasks if often cited as a disability. If

"can't do" is our criteria for calling a child disabled, where do we draw

the line on disability. Those persons using the term "disability" had better

take a hard look at what writing is for, at the ability of the person to

make simple circles and lines, the load of meaningful writing, before using

the term professionally.

WRITING SPEED

Speed is closely connected with practice. If the familiar motor path-

ways are not built up through regular writing about topics the writer knows,

then the slow speed can hamper the content of the selection. The writing

goes down so slowly that the writer becomes a word by word writer. That is,

each word takes so long to compose that the next word or even the rest of

the sentence cannot be contemplated along with the one under construction.

This hampers access to information. The writer does not have the same access

to experience as the person who can quickly write large units of experience.

In short, speed begets access and a more complete view of the entire se-

lection under construction. This leads to a different text cohesion than the

one composed in information units at the word level.

Children who first write often compose as slow as 1.5 words per minute.

Adults who wish to find out the impact of such a rate, can try writing a

six word sentence in nine minutes. Since it is difficult to take that long

you will need someone to read times to you, to make sure you take the full

nine minutes to compose. When you have finished composing at this rate think
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of slow speed on information? How well could you retain the overall picture

of what you wanted to say? Think of what your composing would mean if you

were writing about something you knew nothing about. Once again, for children

who write slowly, it is all the more important that they have chosen subjects

for which they have an experiential, chronological base since the slow speed

hampers access to information as well their overall sense of where the word

or sentence under construction fits in with the overall force of the paper.

The speed of writing has much to do with the quality of the selection.

Good writers in the nine to ten year old bracket write frorri:eight to nine-

teen words per minute when composing. I do not have data on older children.

I would never give young writers a speed check but for some children who

struggle I may do informal time checks to see if speed is a factor. The

check is made only during a start and stop interval. This is a handwriting

speed check, not a composing speed check. The latter may be useful for other

reasons. In this instance you are merely trying to see if the motor rate is

slow enough to have influence on the content or accessibility of the writer

to i t.

But now the disclaimer. For writers who have a strong urge to compose,

a message that must be written, the intensity of the message and the per-

sistence of the writer push aside the speed of handwriting as an issue. The

writing will get down on the paper regardless of cause to slow it down.

APPEARANCE AS AN ISSUE

If handwriting is divorced from content two classes of problems result.

'-.,' !wV' 1 I
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One group of writers feel their information is good because the handwriting

is clear. Another group has dismissed their experiences and views about is-

sues as unimportant because their handwriting has been deemed unacceptable.

Many writers, particularly males, have heard for years their writing

is messy. Sadly they equate messiness with knowledge. If the writing is

not pleasing to the eye it must not be pleasing to the mind. They accept

too quickly their low state of being without wortwhile information. Mina

Shaughnessy in her work with young college students entering the New York

system under open admissions foumi that the barrier of poor handwriting was

one of her most formidable obstacles in helping young writers. She observed:

Thus it is not unusual to find among freshman essays a
handwriting that belies the maturity of the student, re-
minding the reader instead of the labored cursive style of

children. Often, but not always, the content that is carried

in such writing is short and bare, reinforcing the impression

of the reader that the writer is "slow" or intellestually im-

mature. Yet the same student mignt be a spirited, cogent

talker in class. His problem is that he has no acceis to his

thoughts or personal style through the medium of writing and

must appear, whenever he writes, as a child.

Make no mistake, if handwriting has a poor appearance the witer is

judged in our culture. This won't end tomorrow. The surface features will

attract far more attention than the underlying structures. For a person who

has poor handwriting, a difficult road is ahead. in spite of the high quality

of ideas and information, a lifelong burden will be the lot of the writer.

Such a road is unnecessary. For teache:s who practice writing as a craft,

following the writer's intention within the topic choice, and for those who

know how writers develop their skill in handwriting, both objectives of good

writing with a pleasing script are attainable. In later chapters on the
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of writing we will see how handwriting can be taught within the act of com-

posing itself.. When the handwriting flows the writer has better access to

his own thoughts and information. This is why writers want to write. This

is why handwriting is for writing.



CHAPTER TEN - REVISION

Children show us what they see in writing when they change something.

This is what revision is all about - seeing again. Sarah erases her

drawing of Woodsy Owl; the face isn't right. Fred erases a word, sounds

it through again, then writes it more neatly on the line. Douglas

quickly draws a line through his first sentence and rewrites it below

where he has skipped lines to accomodate for revisions. Andrea stops,

rereads her entire page, marks a number one in the margin of the first

page, draws an arrow to the bottom of the page, turns it, and marks a

number one in the margin of the next page. These actions mean the

material from one page should be transferred to the next to reorganize

the information. All of these children have shown us what they see in

their writing.

If teachers are to help children control their writing, they need

to know what children see, and the process and orders of their visions.



Without help, most revision makes little sense to children. The

dictum, "Revise your writing," leads to a few more words spelled cor-

rectly, some extra commas, or the erasure of black smudges in the

margin. The face is a little more clean. Beyond that the child says,

"How do I revise? Where do I begin? Looks alright to me."

Most every child is able to change something. What, and how much tne

child changes depends on the force and depth of the voice, what the child

sees in the writing, and his level of development. Teachers must be

acquainted with how children show each of these if they are to help

reitise at all.

This chapter focuses on two major aspects of revision: First, the

principles underlying children's revisions. Second, the general orders

of children's changing perceptions as shown in their revisions.

PRINCIPLES

Vision is tangled up with perception. I see a problem in my draft

because I can separate it from the word mass. The more I write, the'more

my perceptions change, even within the composing of a single article.

Some paragraphs cause an irritation because they don't fit with what I

hope will be the final feel of a draft. 7-metimes I catch the move-

ment of an idea out of the corner of my eye. This is the way it is with

vision: first distinguishing the part, word or idea, then realizing

where it fits in relation to the whole production, and finally notic-

ing ideas in the shadows that demand further rewriting.



Children acquire perceptions by writing. Eye, hand, mouth, and

ear work together to aid and understand the process of putting words

on paper. Because they write, children's perceptions expand. Child-

ren learn to read their own writing and the writing of others, a very

different form of reading than reading a published reader or library

book. Children learn to use a page, see the process in greater depth,

and increase their choices when they use information within a topic

they know. Vision comes with experience, in working with someone who

will expand the vision through questions and responses to the child's

work in progress.

Perception is strongly linked to children's concepts of what they

are doing. When Mary notes that an extra letter is needed in the spell-

ing of a word, she has perceived an imbalance communicated by eye,

ear and hand. But she goes back to adjust her perception because she

conceives that the more accurate the spelling the more she will be able

to read the word at another time. If'Mary is asked what writers do to

write well she state, "Spell good, be neat and write slowly."

Concept principles follow the child's growth in time and space.

Children change what is "up-front" in their concept of the writing

operation. For this reason children change what is important to them

in the writing process and in this order:

1. Spelling

2. Motor-aesthetic issues
3. Conventions (punctuation,capitalizations)
4. Topic and information
5. Major revisions, addition and exclusion of information,

reorganizations
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Each of these five (outlined in detail in Chapter Three) merely

show the order of dominance of child changes. From the outset,

children are able to make changes in most of the five areas. The

category is in dominace when the concept is one the child employs at

-ttk

the conscious independent level.

Mary is sensitive to spelling changes because this is the dominant'

category in her understanding of what is important in the writing process.

Soon after her focus moves to handwriting formation and the general

appearance of her page. With good teaching, Mary will progress through

mechanical stages to make changes in topic, information, and then

major crafting changes in her selection. The good teaching follows

and extends Mary's perceptions of what she is already doing when she writes.

The teacher tries to bring Mary's perceptions to the conscious Level that

she might revise unaided.
Revisions that children make as a result of

the conference can be at a much higher level than those done when the

child is working and reading alone. It is the difference between aided

and unaided recall in reading.

REVISION AND DEVELOPMENT

Sarah revised before she came to school. When something wasn't

satisfying to her, she changed it. Blocks were transformed into new

creations; furniture was rearranged in her doll house. If she didn't like

the shape of a dog's head in her drawing, she changed it. Imbalances

that were irritating or dissatisfying to the eye were changed until

they were more satisfying. The project was abandoned if the problem was



was too difficult to solve.

Sarah has come to school. She continues to change things. Draw-

ings, crafts are changed and materials in her cubby are rearranged

until their order is satisfying, Sarah perceives imbalances and

rights them according to her understanding of what ought to be changed.

Sarah begins to write the first week of school. She struggles to

make her invented spellings accurate enough to be read at a later time.

She goes back to change words until they offer more clues for reading

to her teacher. Sarah also brushes her paper, erases black smudges,

and studies its overall appearance. Spelling and appearance are at the

conscious level of her attention.

Writing is a play activity for Sarah. She talks, laughs with

4

friends as she writes. Changes in her writing come mostly at the point

of extending the play. There is little concept of the work as a mes-

a usable at another place and time. In short, Sarah writes for the

sake of writing. She especially likes the drawing that goes with the

writing.

First Uses of Information

When Sarah first writes she doesn't use the narrative form. There

really isn't any chronological order to her writing. The information

swirls around one topic. Susan Sowers points out that many children use

a pre-narrative, or pre-ordered form of writing that is a necessary stage

of development. An example of such writing is Sarah's writing about

"Guz":

1
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Guz was a little caterpillar.
I like Guz very much.
Jessica likes Guz very much, too.
Audrey and I like to play with Guz.
Sharon likes Guz very much.

00

Ask Sarah during the composing of this selection what she will

write next and she replies, "Wait and see" or "I don't know." Each

sentence determines the next. She doesn't really have much.of an

advanced concept of the whole, other than to generally write about

Guz and put a aeries of sentences under that topic.

First Narratives and First Revisions of Information

As Sarah advances in her writing she begins to put more order,

more time-links, in her writing. If Sarah were to write the first

selection about "Guz" at a later stage she might write it like this:

. I found a caterpillar on a leaf in our
garden.

My mom and I brought him in the house
and put him in a jar with holes
in it.

Jessica, Audrey and Sharon came over
to look at him.

They all likes Giaz and we played with
him.

Until there is some order to a selection, it is very difficult to

entertain-any idea of revising information. After receiving the

selection, reacting to the specifics of Sarah's message, the teacher

might do the following in conference: "Tell me Sarah, I noticed you

put holes in the top of the jar. You had some reason for doing that.

Can you tell me more about it?"

f



"Well, if you don't put holes in the top; he'll die," replied

Sarah.

"Do you think that is impoitant information?" asked her teacher.

Sarah may bay "no", and that ends the possibility of revision at

that moment. Sarah's teacher'may still use the situation for teaching'

or evaluation by requesting, "Sarah, if you were to put the informa-

tion about the holes in'-here, put your finger on where it would go."

The teacher watches Sarah to see if she has to read from the beginning,

putz, her finger in the correct location without extensive rereading, or

cannot locate where the information belongs. The request does two things:

(1) If Sarah can find the placei- then she becomes aware that she can

do it, and she is more likely to attempt it then (on her 'own) or at a

later date. (2) It shows.the teacher Sarah's readiness for revision.

Lucy Calkins in her revision data shows that the simple step of locating

where information belongs is more advanced than bay be realized for

beginning writers.

The genre has something to do with the ease with which children

can place their new information. When children attempt to recall

information in a peisonal narrative, they have a much stronger sense

of chronology, as well as of the missing information. The next easiest

is in fantasy or fiction, where the child must recall imagined informaz-

tion and locate in their own contrived stories the proper place for the

data. Many children can do this but it is usually more difficult than

r



in personal narrative. In the content areas where the order is deter-

mined by the logical relationships of information, the teask is even

more difficutl.

Should Sarah be able and interested in adding the new information,

two new developmental issues aria the mechanics of data insertion and

the aesthetics attendent to the act. Unless Sarah has skipped lines,

there will be no more room for the addition in the draft. The other

option is to make a mark or asterick in the desired location and

writing the information at the top of the page. But Sarah may not like

the appearance of crossing out or the drawing of arrows to place new

information on the page. For some children the issue of aesthetics

alone is reason for not wanting to revise. If Sarah were able to in-

sert the information she may have done it in the following way:

We made holes so he wouldn't die.

I found a caterpillar on a leaf in our

garden.
My Mom and I brought him"in the house

and put him in a jar with holes
in it.

Jessica, Audrey and Sharon came over
to look at him.

They all liked Guz and we played with
him.

Lucy Calkins has shown that children at this stage often point

to the end of the selection as the place to add the new information.

It is not unusual for children to do this up through the age of eight.

The easiest place to revise is when the new information is added at

the beginning or end of the piece.
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Revision as Addition of Information

The most common form of revision is the addition of information.

Children also find the addition of information the easiest way to begin

to revise. The need to add information is common to writers of all

ages. Susan Sowers found in her analysis of freshman writers that the

most common issues discussed in conference were the student's need for

more information. How hard it is for the writer to have enough distance

on self, text, or information in order to see what is needed.

There is a stage in childrens' production of narrative when the

narrative is too complete, the story overtold. The writer has included

an overly-detailed chronology. That is, the writer has included many

details, from the time the writer gets up in the morning, until going

to bed in the evening. In this instance the child may be writing about

"A Wedding," or "Lost on a Mountain," but can only arrive at the central

action by starting out from home, sharing the story, arid then returning

home. It is the fictional counterpart of "Once Upon a Time . . . and

they all lived happily ever after." It is a necessary, stylized way

of starting and ending the personal narrative. One child stated another

option to the "bed to bed story": "Whenever I need more to write, I

just start a new day."

Young children are not the only persons who "lead in" to the main

. subject through ritualibtic preliminaries. In warming to my subject,

I often find a three paragraph lead or even three to four pages before

I grasp a subject. Of course, readers shouldn't have to suffer through
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my calisthenics. My friend, Donald Murray, has saved many readers by

asking me what the article is about. The question alone is usually

enough to jog me into sensibility. When he thinks I need more blunt'

advice he says, "The article starts here. The first three pagescan

go."

The "bed to bed" story shows equal value and space has been given to

all story components. There is as much getting up in the morning as

there is the report of the central action, the subject of the narra-

tive. Until children can value one part of the story over another, and

know how to heighten meaning through the exclusion and reorganization

of information, they de not move to the next level of development in

revision.

VALUING INFORMATION

Children are able to speak of "values" in their selection when

they first enter school. The teacher asks the child to "show me the

part you like best." Thus, the readiness for using valuing at a much

later time has been built into the conference from the beginning.

The writer's stage now under discussion is the valuing children do

with a view to heightening one part of a selestion over another. This

not only involves more advanced reading skills, the adequate provision

of information by the child, but the writer's growing view that informa-

tion can be manipulated, changed around, lined out (but mostly at the

line level). Information and words are seen as malleable, clay-like.



The "bed to bed" example used in Chapter Five is now shown with

a view to making the transition from equal value in information units

to heightening one part of a piece with the ultimate view to excluding

information or reordering the selection. ,

We got up1early in the morning to go to Northampton.

Mom said we better eat a big breakfast because there

wouldn't be anything to eat until the reception. I got

my clothes all laid out, then put them into the suitcase

When my Dad started the car it wouldn't go. Mom said,

"Oh no, not again." They had a big argument. My Dad

banged around and it started. We got there just in time

for the wedding. There were all kinds of cars. my cousin

got them parked in the right place. e sat next to my

other cousin, Kathy. The music pl d and Aunt Ruth came

down the aisle. She was beautif . She had on a jeweled

band across the front and the gown went down behind her.

My other little cousin walked behind her to see that

nothing happened to it. They got married and she and my

new Uncle Tom kissed. Then they came down the aisle and

they were smiling. Then we had a reception. You could

hardly move there. There was lots to eat. I had cake,

ice cream and pop. Then more ice cream. It was so hot I

had to eat lots of ice cream and coke too. My Dad said,

"We've got to go now," and my Mom said let's stay. My

Dad won and we got into the car. It was a long trip. It

was dark when we got home. My Mom said we didn't need

anything to eat because we ate so much junk. What a day!

I went to bed about ten o'clock.

Valuing is closely connected w: :h the child's intentions. If

intentions are strong, with the child wanting to make an impact on

classmates, or tell about a particular aspect of the wedding, then there

is a strong readiness for help with an examination of the child's

values in the piece.

The teacher wonders, "Just what is the child's real interest in

this,selection ?" There is a good account of observation, with per-
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ceptive accounts of parent interactions. The wedding is dull in

comparision to the beginning and end of the selection. Or, is the

writer more interested in Aunt Ruth? The teacher wants to help the

writer see the important parts for herself, independent of the teacher's

opinion of the selection. The teacher may ask one or two of several

types of questions in this context:

1. What did you have in mind when you wrote this account
of the wedding? What did you want to show? (This

question works best, of course, if the topic has been
chosen by the child.) Why did you choose this topic?

2. What part did you like best? (Usually asked after
the child has read the selection outloud. Until the

child hears her own voice tasting the words, she

may not know.)

3. What will interest your readers most?

4. Read the one line that tells most what this piece is
about.

If the conference reveals the child's main interest is the part

about Aunt Ruth, then the teacher may try to bring out further informa-

tion and heighten the importance of the Aunt Ruth section.

Exclusion of Information

Excluding information comes even later in a child's development.

It is a long time before Linx writer wants to spontaneously delete in-

formation. The child may have heightened information about one part,

yet still not be ready to remove other portions that now fade in

importance. The association of length and quality lasts on up through

doctoral dissertations.
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Therelis a time, however, when the concept of information and

language economy does take hold. Not too long after children view

their information, themselves, and the process with distance, they

are secure enough to say, "That has to go." Or, "What did I ever put

that in for?" The order of development is still the same as in other

levels, first the child does this with teacher help and then does it

independently.

Figure shows the relative emergence of many of the behaviors

in revision. The list is not exhaustive and only gives a general

picture of how children deal with information. Perhaps the greatest

value of the figure is to show some of the ingredients involved in

children's use of information for revision. It is important fo note

that children first use revision steps with help, and then independently.

What doesn't show is the size of the unit under revision. Obviously the

change, addition or deletion of an entire paragraph unit would usually

come later than the change of a sentence.

PLACE FIGURE HERE

DEALING WITH MORE THAN ONE TEXT

John has already written a draft and decides to write another one.

He wants to make the second draft better than the first. His teacher

watches. She is surprised to find that John turns the first draft face

down and writes the second draft disregarding the first.

At first many children cannot deal with two space-time dimensions,

r1 0
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two papers at the same time, and therefore work on the second disregard-

ing the first. John doesn't really revise, he just starts a new paper

on the same subject. When John finally uses the other draft he merely

revises'at the point of mechanics: changes in spelling, handwriting and

puncutaion. There is no -change in information; there are merely touchups

to make the paper more cosmetically acceptable. This is the center of

John's values on the writing process.

Lucy Calkins, who has done this important work of checking children's

revisions, shows that John then moves into a different stage of re-

vision. John shows us the new stage in some restless, disturbing

behaviors. He starts to write, puts down two lines, then tears the

paper up. From a conceptual standpoint it is most important that John

is now disturbed Liz. his information. The words don't carry the intended

meaning. John will even get up and walk around the room or pester neigh-

bors. It is important that John is now writing a paper of topical sig-

nificance to him. Our data show that when children write about a topic

they know, have learned to choose good topics, the first important

restlessness appears about information.

John finally makes the major breakthrough on revision when he

sees the words as temporary, the information as manipulable. Now he

is able to deal with several drafts simultaneously. John shows in his

writing just how changeable things are by doing some of the following:

he no longer erases or rubs words out; instead, he lines out. When

r
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information needs to be moved, he puts in symbols and arrows or

writes up margins to insert information into the text. Calkins charac-

terizes these writers as capable of "going back and forth" in their

writing. That is, they are able to use information from one draft

to include in the next, to reorganize and place a paragraph on page

three of one draft and move it up to page one. The critical factor is

that until thIFChildren see information as primary, the details as

essential to good communication, they are unable to see information,

words, or syntax as manipulable.

VOICE AND OWNERSHIP

The main focus of this chapter has been on developmental factors

that affect children's visions of what they do in tne writing process.

It has sought to answer questions about the order of children's develop-

ment as revisers. It can never be forgotten, however, that the force

of revision, the energy for revision, is rooted in the child's voice,

the urge to express. Every teacher has heard the words, "Do I have to

do it over?' Why dc; I have to write?" These children are saying: "I

don't have'a voice. I don't see the sense in what I am doing." The

purpose of conferences, of following the children, of listening to

their oral reading, of taking them back to the original reason for

writing their selection, is to keep them in touch with the energy

source for writing. Most writers, once they have overcome the initial

problems of inertia and the terror of the blank page, break into a surge
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Revision, or reseeing is not necessarily a natural act. It draws

on a different source of energy, the enrgy of anticipation. The car-

penter planes, sands, varnishes and sands again, all in anticipation

of running the hand over the smooth E. race, the pleasure to the

eye of gently curving lines, the approval of friends. The carpenter has

been there before, knows what will be coming, and trust's his abili-y

to solve the problems along the way.

Children need to write every day and have response to their

voices, know what comes through that they might anticipate self-

satisfaction, the vision of the imprint of their information on class-

mates, the vision of their work in published form. It is the forward

vision, as well as the backward vision, that ultimately leads to the

major breakthroughs in a child's writing.
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`HERE'S YOUR BACON BURGER, DR GRAVES,' Chris says to the man with
the clipboard at the first grade math area. The children count and
solve arithmetic problems with miniature bacon, eggs, strawberries,
and brown and white cookies. Chris has turned it into a restaurant.

don't see a bacon burger on the menu. Is this something that is
not on the menu? Graves asks. Chris goes to get paper and a stapler.

Graves, a bald, middle-aged professor, sits with surprising ease on
a chair whose tiny seat is twelve inches above the floor. Chris has
brown hair and a missing front tooth. He has won his classmates'
admiration for his lively plans and games, but their bids for his
approval of a clay submarine and a skyscraper in blocks don't delay
him long.

'Tusdays special.' the seven.year-old writes on a small square of
paper On another he writes, 'apple soup' and 'Todays special Bacon
Burger

'You know, taxes, are going up, too,' says Chris He staples th
specials to the menu he had written yesterday.

'Now. what doyou want to eat?' Chris asks.
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Td like a bacon burger and a cup of coffee, but I don't see any

coffee on the menu.'
Chiis adds coffee. 'Would you like an appetiser? How about

strawberries?
Graves quizze him on the price of strawberries before he agrees to

order them as an appetiser.
'OK,' Graves says, 'how much will all this cost?'
The coffee stud appetiser go with the meal. h will all cost one

dollar,' says Chris.
'How do I pay for all of this? Graves asks.
'Write a cheque.'
Graves hands his cheque to Chris. 'I'Pay to the order of Snack

Place. One dollar and no cents. D.H. Graves, "' Chris reads with
hesitation.

When Mrs Giacobbe's rust grade class goes to lunch,.Graves takes
Chris's menu from his cabby and the stories that Laura, Ann, and
Shaonon had written that morning to lour at the school office.

Chris's customer at Snack Place is Professor Donald H. Graves of
the University of New Hampshire. Chris is one of sixteen children
Graves and his research associates Lucy Calkins and Susan Sowers
will observe for the next two years to learn how children change in
their writing processes. The writing process is new territory in
research which Graves' award - winning doctoral dissertation in 1973
helped to open.

Graves stopped in the teachers' room to tell Mary Ellen Giacobbe,
who had been too busy with a group of children to overhear, and Jean
Robbins, the principal, about his conversation with Chris. He talked
with his hands and laughed with the delight he had suppressed while
talking to Chris.

Then I said to Chris, "Isn't ten cents awfully cheap for
strawberries this time of year? How can you make a profit?'

'And he said, "It's alright. We raise our own strawberries?
'But what about the cost of fertiliser and your own labor?' I said.
"We don't buy fertile -r. We do it the natural way," he told me.
"What about the cot plants?" But I couldn't stump him!
'"We had to buy plat ., the first year. Strawberry plants send out

runners with new plants, so we don't have to buy any more."'
Giacobbe, Robbins, and the other teachers shook their heads with

astonishment and laughed with Graves at seven-year-old Chris's wide
knowledge and unshakable poise.

Graves chose Atkinson Academy,as the site for his study because
Robbins and her staff are an open. cooperative group of professionals
who are genuinely interested in helping children. Most important.
children do write at Atkinson. Grammar exercises are not accepted as
a substitute as is the case in more and more schools. ,

A brass plaque in front of Atkinson Academy states that it was
built in 1803. Although 'Academy' is part of its name. the school

r ,
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serves Atkinson, New Hampshire, formerly a small New England
town and vow a bedroom community for Boston commuters.

The oldest';art of the building has two classrooms on each of its
two floors. The roof is topped by a cupola. The flagpole that extends
from the second storey is not aluminum but ar thin, nearly-straight
wooden pole. Like many old houses in New England towns, Atkinson
Academy grew because its later occupants needed more space and
built several additions behind the original white wooden building.

About a quarter of a mile down the road past the Atkinson Grange
and a few houses stands Rockwell, a brick building that houses three
more classrooms. Graves and his research associates follow children in

two classrooms at Rockwell and three in the main building.
Chris is not a typical first grade child. He, like the other fifteen

, children in the first and third grades, was not chosen at random to be
the subject of an experiment. Chris was selected for his unique
characteristics. He is a very bright, developmentally advanced first
grade boy. Graves and Calkins observed the five cla ft for several
weeks before deciding which children would provide the most data at
different levels of developmentadvanced, average, and slowin the
first and third grades.

Graves' use of the case study method includes close observation
and interviews. His conversation with Chris in the restaurant was an
exploration. While Chris wrote, Graves recorded what he said and did
in a double column form which he designed in a previous study:

Words Written by Child Observer Comments
Tuadays Sp ecial (2) Writes gsp' quickly.

(1) (2) (3)
(3) Chr4: `How do you spell special?

Spelling is given.
apple soup (4) Chris comments, 'You know, taxes

(4) (5) (6) are going up, too.'
(5) Chris: 'How do you spell soup?

Researcher: 'You know how to
spell that word.' Chris writes.

(6) Chris takes this writing, done on
coloured paper about 4' a 4', and
staples the 'special' to main menu.

Todays Special. (7) Voices as he writes Todays.

(7) (8) (8) Copies 'Special' from word written
on previous ticket. Makes several
trips to get it right.

Bacon burger (10) Writes and sounds two letters at a
(9) (10) time when he copies this word

from the other menu.
(11) Chris: 'What do yop wantto eat?"

Reiearcher: Td like a bacon
burgcr and a cup of coffee. but I

toffee don't see any coffee on the menu

(12) (13) (14) (12) Chris writes 'coffee' on main menu
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(13) aria: 'Would you like an appetiser?
How about strawberries?'
Researcher: 'OK'.

(14) Researcher. 'How much will all this
cost?' Chris: The coffee and
appetiser go with the meal. It will all
cost one dollar.'

This writing episode, when placed beside others that precede it
and follow it will show Throws 'in Chris's writing process. For
instance, Chris used reiourcis fou-times in his nine-word episode:
twice, iri 3 and 5, he asked Graves for spelling word; and twice, in 8
and 10, he inferred to words already written. Chris voiced the words
as he wrote or sounded the letters in 7 and 10. Chris's behaviour in the
writing process occtiiiitz Graves' attention far more than the written
product with accidents such °as a missing apostrophe and misspelling
in 'Nada?.

Chris's behaviour shows that he knows a lot about restaurant.,
the way menus and specials are displayed, a single price for the meal.
appetiser, and coffee incidentally avoiding the problems ofadding up
a cheque, and knowing that people can pay with cheques. His
comment on taxes, u know, taxes are going up, too, is certainly
appropriate for a p rietor of a small restaurant whether he means
his property taxes that food, too, is rising in price.

After recording Chris's play and writing at The Snack Place,
Graves summarised his observations: 'Chris is widening his writing
vocabulary throuth the store. He has an excellent understanding of
meal componenti. The attachments as special tickets to the main
menu are quite sophisticated, especially his use of the word appetiser.

'About five minutes laterafter the researcher had leftI
overheard Chris say to Allen, "I'm sick of this, let's do somethingelse."

'Note: Chris ends highly involved episodes abruptly. When things
are done, they are done. This still tindicates that Chris does things for
the doing; they are ends in theelves, not necessarily for use at

-another time, although he did use yesterday's menu, and the study of
whales has gone on for at least a week and one half. An issue:

transitions.'
Graves' summary shows Chris's writing in the thtext of other

events. In the prewriting or rehearsal stage, Chris learned about
restaurants, taxes. and how strawberries grow. He played restaurant
in the math area the day before. As Graves observed. Chris writes for
the moment. An audience distant in time and space is not yet
important to Chris. When it is. he will begin to revise and edit the
third stage of the writing process.

Each influence in Chris' writing is a variable. In his proposal to
the National Institute of Education for funding for the two-year
project. Graves listed thirty-five variables that he hoped to follow in
the study- the purpose of case study investigation is to locate new

' variables Previous experience with two other case study

I
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investigations shows that half again as many new questions or
variables are uncovered,' he wrote in the proposal.

To slitiw the importance of case study research, Graves cites
Piaget's breakthroughs studying his own three children and Dr John
Laragh's case study research leading to idvanceti in treating
hypertension. `But the work has to be meticulous and done over time.'
Graves warns. When a child took the Binet (an I.Q. test) and gave all
the wrong answers, Piaget asked, "Why did he do that?" Every piece
of information is information. If the child does something
unpredictable, happy day! In teaching we can't be threatened. We ask,
"What are we going to do with that?

It's presumptuous to make statements about how children develop
without observation. Ken Goodman and Yetta Goodman got to know
kids. They could see why they were reading the way they were
reading. Observation leads to being responsive. They have a way of
caring about children. Their research model was a responsive model
which leads to responsive teaching. We've had so much unresponsive
research. I hope research might be compatible with the way in which
findings might be carried sit.'

Graves' knowledge of children showed research associate Calkins
what children struggle with. After the first day observing the children
she said, 'I went into one room where all the children were copying
from page 213 of their math books. I walked around the room
wondering, 'What am I supposed to do here? I noticed that some
added the hundreds column before the tens and ones. I shifted my
weight and looked around and wondered if that was what I'm

supposed to see. I

Thin I talked to Don (Graves] about the room in the car on the
way beck He was excited. "Wasn't that incredible? hetsaid. He'd
noticed so.ninch about the children that I'd missed. lie said, "Did you
see how one child sat on a short'chatir at a high table and was writing
math problems at armpit level? Did you notice the angles of the papers
to the children's bodies? Think how that changes their perspective on
the math book and what that does to copying and writing. Some
children had to voice the problems in order to write them. and some
had to look at the book, write a digit, look back for the next digit.
write it, find their place in the book and so forth until they copied the
problem one digit at a time." He even noticed the pencils. One child

to with a stubby pencil which made his writing small and

tramped.'
Graves' ability to help teachers see children only begins with

conversations. He writes about his research so that other will see what
children do, too. Here is his description of the child whom he observed
for his doctoral dissertation:

I was startled by the sound of machine gun fire from the rear
Quickly I turned and noted that sevenyear-old Michael was wnting
again. He would gaze at his drawing of warfare between Germans and
Americans at the top of his paper. reach up and crayon in .1 red
explosion for emphasis. and with shooting noises escaping from hi:4 lips
return to the written description of his phvate war Although
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as a reader at the pre.primer level, Michael struggled with an average of
three unsadpied writings per day, yet apparently enjoyed the full
process of writing.

Graves loves to tell stories. 'Conversation has always been a prize
to, me. Finding a person and picking them for all they're worth. You
start with questions to see where they're going to end up. Especially in
airports. If you can just get people to talk about themselves. That's
what you do in a case study. I try to get someone's story.'

Graves also loves to act. When he teaches a graduate course in
Foundations of Early Childhood Education, he spenfis part of each
week impeesonating the philosopher the class studies from Benjamin
Franklin to Tolstoy to Rapt. Graves taught a come at the
University of Vermont last summer fc. teachers called Understanding
the Individual Writer. The writing processthe problem solving
process that children, adults, and professional writers go through
when they writewas the subject of the course. One student said, 'He
literally showed us what kids do when they write. He sat there with
one knee on the chair, his pencil in his fist, sounding out words. He
even tore the paper with his pencil. He looked just like a little kid.'

When she went back to the classroom, she viewed her young
authors with heightened appreciation and knew helpful ways to
respond to them.

Graves watches and reflects on Chris and the other children. The
research team compiles and analyses about twenty pages of data daily
as they look for answers to questions and for questions they have not
yet asked.

I asked Graves what he hoped to learn from this study.
'One, is to get a sense of sequences in which , children learn to

wri#1, to see how much a child's development influences the writing
process, to ry to rim out new components of the writing process, to
come up with new questions. So little work has been done on the
writing process. What does handwriting do for spelling and what do
handwriting and spelling do for the writing process? And what does
the writing procera do for handwriting and spelling?

'This in not in the proposal --how can we help children and
teschrle in writing?

'What are some things you've learned so far?' I asked.
Graves answered with a list of issues that would surprise an

educations! researcher, but not- an anthropologist. Like an
anthropologist who observes in the natural setting, Graves sees the
tools of the first or third grade classroom as important. Tools are as
much a part of the process as any other component. Writing is not
done entirely in the author's head.

Some things are little barriers, One. in the area of revision. just
the inechan.cal problems involved in erasing a word. The labour
putting the writing on top of a black, smudge! spot You say. -Too
bad they don't have materials that let thy do.that easily Or with an
oldr: child, the' dilemma of crossing ovi words or drawing arrows to
another section to change the order or add new information The child
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may think the teacher is the only person who can write on the paper.

The dilemma of changing, scratching out. In lime the child realises
writing is clay and can be changed, and they do that. Children go into
a plateau when they think the words are magic and unchangeable.'

Graves has observed children's impulses to change their original
products. 'Art arork, sequences of action. Both illustrations and
writing dtal with problems of space and time, how to represent them.
How do you solve the problems of tools? Words are fixed in time and
unchangeable. When .children get dissatisfied, you can tell uneasiness.

They are rereading.
asked Carrie, a first grader, what would happen on the next

page. First she said, 'Wait and see That was a cover-up. She didn't
know. Then she said, "I don't know." Finally she said, "I guess I better
think about it." She must think that's what you do when you don't
know. I thought at the end of one page she was done. Then she strted
to draw furiously. I have a strong suspicion I threw her into
rehearsing by asking those questions. A tree with a hole in it ended

up, The owl is home now."'
Carrie was working on a book of six pages of lined newsprint with

unlined space at the top for drawing. It had a construction paper
cover. 'This is an uneasiness I have about books too soon,' Graves said,

relating tools to the writing process. Writing gets disjointed, writing
just to fill up the book. When you turn the page, it's more difficult to

relocate in time and space. It's a physical barrier the child has to
Overcome to go on to the next step, to get fluency. They have to be

familiar enough with the process to change it. You don't'get healthy
unrest when something is brand new. When there's distance, theres

something beyond what's mechanical and written at the moment:

Months have passed since Chris wrote his menu for Snack Place,

and Chris has nverconie his reluctance to write anything longer or

more complex than a menu. He wrote an eighteenpage book on Star

Ware. Other titles include Watership Down, Chemicals, The Moon, AU

About Aquariums, School, and The Sea. Two have been published for

the class library. Today he chose the best of his books and ranked the

others. His criteria for good writing and his closely observed
behaviour during the writing process will help other teachers see how

to help their students develop as writers.



The Craft of Writing

by Luc McCormick Calkins

From fir* revision to final draft, children discover
that using words well is hard but rewarding work

A large plastic robot greeted meat the
door to Room 123. "He's mine,"
eight-year-old Michael said. "Me and
Jonathan 'are interviewing about
him."

A nearby table was draped with
fishing poles, lures and reams of pho-
tographs from Chris' vacation.
"They're asking me about my trip,"
Chris explained. "Then I am going to
write about it."

Two girls sat against the back wall,
half buried under a coat rack. "I'm
going to write about this bird's nest,'
Andrea said, "and Becky's going to
help me know what I have to say."

Pat Howard, a third-grade teacher
in Atkinson, N.H., explains, "This
year I started off writing class by ask-
ing my students to bring tangible bits
of their lives to school." Soon the
once-empty' shelves in Room 123 be-
came a display case for baseball cards,
models, even a fish with a blue-green

fin. Maps of summer trips and family
photographs replaced commercial dis-
plays on dental care and autumn.

Howard's children no longer hide
behind the excuse, ndon't have any-
thing to write abotii." Nor can they
just dash off a few quick lines about a
dictated topic by their teacher. In-
stead, they have the opportunityand
the responsibilityto write about
what they know.

Howard has found that once Jona-
than, Chris, Andrea and other stu-
dents discover that they have some-
thing worth writing about, they will
want to write as well as possible. As
they reach for the words to make their
experiences real and'...clear. children
learn what many professional writers
know: writing is making choices, writ-
ing is deliberate. writing is a craft.

Long before any serious writer
picks up the pen to write, he or she
must make choices. During the pre-

continued
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lt twPie, a hit ri as sadist They list
lima, jot dorm manorina, sketch the tan-
Phits they want to write about. A topic

hegira to emerge, often wordless at first.

lie It Worth Writing Abs?ut
When Andrea brought her bird's nest

to school, she did not have a clear idea of
why it seemed worth writing about. Only
when she crawled behind the mats to be

interviewed by her friend did she begin

the writer's process of selecting her

meaning.
"Where'd you get the bird's nest?"

Becky asked Andrea. "Under' a tree,"
Andrea answered bluntly. Becky tried
again, "Was there any featbeis or eu
shells near it?" "No."

Howard peered through the coats to
where Andrea and Becky were quietly

talking. "Can I come in? she asked. The
girls pushed Y puffy parka aside so their
teacher could squish into the hideout.
Howard listened for a few minutes as
Becky and Andrea searched to find the
-something that matters." She tried a dif-

ferent tack. "Andrea." she said, "What
made you decide to bring in the bird's
nest?" The question made Andrea stop.
"Well." Andrea answered after a few

minutes. "it's because I've always been
interested in birds ever since I was litt:e.

and wanted to fly." A few minutes later,

Andrea was quickly spilling words on to
her paper. Here is what she wrote:

Kaboom! That hurts. Why can't I
fly? Birds can I climbed onto my
bed, and flapped on), wings even
harder. It didn't worh. Later, my
Dad said, "Close you.- eyes. and
spread out your arms.- He slipped
something onto my arKtr 1+11.0n

opened my eyes. / saw two beautiful
cardboard wings my father had
made for me

in the Interviews. the children discov-

tr their lives are worth writing about."
mys Howard. "They come to me in early
September, believing only big things and
flake-believe thins are interesting Be-

fore. writing meant desperately trying to
conjure up a stew Star Wars story or to
rewrite a hair-raising bank robbery tale

they had seen on television
Even after Michael was interviewed

about ms to robot. he still wrote this

Thunder Torn is A ing of the Robots
One dot there Mat a rotha halite

This is ( 110.4 ird said when she

_heard %Ifs ict 00,.% 'Rill whv don

yen write the truth Mat yaw raker'
After she hod as Michael awe we-
dons and boomed to his rsoitora, he
lunched Mu a detailed =own of !ow
be "won" Thunder Tom by gettintannd
grades. Children at the nett table looked
up from their ice- fishing story and lis-
tened. "I never knew the true staff was so
interesting," Michael said. as be began
his paper once :pin.

This time he wrote a few words, then

crossed them out. His forehead furrowed.
"It's harder to write for true," he said.

"Before, the words didn't matter too
much. Bid now, well, it's not fair to sae
my Dad bribed me into getting pad
grades. but it wasn't exactly a reward
either." While he chewed his pencil.
Howard moved on to help another child
begin to make writer's choices.

NECIIIMMIMlie.1.11M1111 /WOMB

"... writcis sort through the
raw stuff of their Byes,

searching for a hunch of a topic,
a hint of an ending.

They list ideas, jot down
memories, sketch the tangiblri

they want to write about.
A topic begins to emerge,
often wordless at arse'

Chris was still rambling through an
epilogue about his fishing trip. As he

droned on, Amy fiddled with her hair, her

eyes roaming the classroom. envicusly
eavesdropping on other interviews. Ho-

ward put her hand on Chris' shoulder.
"Chris," she said. "what was the most
interesting moment of the whole trip"
Chris' eyes lit up "When I fell into the

.eater'"
Chris' excitement was contagious

Amy sat forward in her scat "You have a

photograph of that. don't you"" she

asked
While they laughed together at the pic-

ture. Howard took the other photographs,
plus an armload of fishing gear, and

stuffed them in her closet "Tr) focusing

on just one picture." she suggesied. and

Icit them to work
\ndrea. tithael and ( hris leirncd ht

*rile bct.au.c the% hest realtirt1 shit tho

-34S

W awarding worthwhile to say. I.
ais be ea authority on

Chris tell into the river. Andras/
always wanted to By. Michael cirri
toy robot. These are the topics child%

will write about.

Do's and Don'ts
One afternoon in mid-October Howes

asked her class to brainstorm in ordeal!

develop a 1,st of do's and don'ts for gat
topics. This is the list:

Do
Write about some-
thing you care
about.

Start off with ac-
tion, with the here-
and-now.

Choose just one
part or aspect of
your topic.

Don't
Don't write abi
things that are bet
ing to you.

Don't write
something
haven't done yet,'

Don't keep goint
It gets worse
worse Don't pi
topic that's too V,
for you to detail.

Howard then asked the children to t,
topics they might want to write abet('
This is Andrea's list of 10 writing topicyt

After she wrote them, she reread the cif

list of Do's and Don'ts Thcn she we
back to her topics, and focused each

by adding brief, specific details in nare4

theses.

Animals (bears)
Camping (in Canada--the deer I sr
Fishing (with Daddylast summer)
Hrling (ow the naosatuisk)
Taking C re of My Dog (giving her ri

heartworm pill)
Art (at horns. with my
Swinging (on the swing set my fathie

built)
The Spooky House
My Tree House (I had to tear I

down)
Badminton (with my sister. who's a,

poor player)

Some children nerd to expiof_ an(

focus their topic through more concrei

ways than interviewing or listing tops
choices This is true for some eight- ars

nine-year-olds and for most five- and six

year-olds Darron, a first grader, places a

sheet of paper on )e table and picks u

his pencil
"What arc sou going to write about

Darron''" his teacher asks "How should

I know' I haen't drawn it set." he

answers
Soon Raton ha. n the Artplanci0, I

I Ithcr i.iughi huff t. rat iAe so.er.11 wcck



4o. The airplane aim caner ad picture
Dawn draws. Ihmeath it. be peels le
the standard pm-drop saisieLalkspe bs

often uses. "Hmatnimm. What animal
should it be?" he says, looking at the ani-

mal he has drawn. "I know, a tiger."
Darron adds stripes to his animal,

growling as he draws. "Hey, know, this

plane is shooting the tiger!" Soon MUM

is ready to write.
Children can prepare to write in many

different ways. Dawn creates a dance

abut loneliness. She quietly curls her
body into lonely shapes. Then she stops
,nd sits very still. "I have a poem," she

.s, and on a bit of paper she writes

tione
Sadness reaches for me
Folding happy into sad
,Making me feel
Sorry for myself.

Dawn and Darron have each made
Important choices during the prewriting
part of the writing process. They've be-

gun to think about questions. such as

these:
Am I worth listening to?
What do I have to say?
What information do I have to com-

municate?
Vi .at really happened?
How shall I begin?
What questions will my reader want

me to answer?

The Messy Craft
The writer's craft is a messy one. He or

needs to arse mesa* boa us
ess of detaildrafting and redrafting.
'ssing out some words and adding oth-

s Helping children understand the idea

:nest writing is not a neat, precise process
%as Howard's goal when she first com-

posed in front of her students. "It was
scary," she says, "because I hadn't writ-
ten much since college. I began with an
interview, thinking that might help me."
When the children arrived at school that
morning, they found their desks pushed
against the wall with a ring of chairs fac-
ing the chalkboard. Alongside the chalk-
board Howard had hung three large X-
is pictures Two new pieces of chalk and

children waited.
"Tclay. class she said. "I have

well, 11 have a stay." Howard
shed her hair away from her face. She
ik .1 deep breath and stepped up to the
ilkboard She turned around a few
ie.. as if disoriented, aware of the eyes
ted to her She looked strangely out of

where usual'. she tit so naturally
sl like us to write the .tors together.

slis mid. "bet Bret you tent interview
MR"

- Soon the duldrew were pumping their
teacher with questioes.

"Does it have anything to do with those
X-rays?" Kurt asked.

"Yes," Howard said, relaxing.
"Is that you in those X-rays?" Wendy

wondered.
"No, it's my dog."
"What happened to him?"
The children inched their chairs closer

and closer to their teacher. They listened,
'..aptivated by her story. .

Their teacher listened, too. She then
began to believe in what she had to say.
The room was still as HoWard grasped the

chalk. She thought for a minute, then

turned to write her story on the chalk-

board.

"Children can prepare
to write in many different ways.
Dawn creates a dance about

loneliness. She quietly
curls her body into

lonely shapes.
Then she stops and sits

very still. 'I have a poem,'
she says...'

My dog fell out of the truck and

br....e her leg.

She stepped .back and looked at her
words. "No, that's dull." She drew a line
through her first lead. For a momtnt she

was quiet, reviewing the memory of her
experience. "Perhaps I should start it this

way":

Out of the corner of my e.3e. I saw
Sheba fall from the back of the
truck

Shawn is the first to comment. "I like

the way you begin with just one detail

Wa can ite it happen." Wendy wonders

exactly what Howard saw "Was it the
whole dog or just like a bit of fur?"

The children's questions led their
teacher back to the experience As thes
struggled togethecfor the words to con-

)
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vey their teeming, they began to see
more *arty, to perceive more honestly.
They learned that words are malleable.

Other Begisalsgs. Other Drafts
A few weeks later Becky brought in the

carefully-penned beginning to an article.
She and her teacher read it together.

I walked up to the pond. I wanted

to catch something like a catfish, or
something. I went to the other side
of the pond . . .

"This is a good try, Becky," Howard
said. Then, with a felt-tip pen, Ow drew a
dark green line under Becky's opening.
"Try another beginning, OK?"

Becky's mouth gaped. "But, but . . ."
she started to say. She scowled as she

looked at her perfect paper ruined by a

dark slash of green. Then, shrugging her

shoulders, she wrote another beginning.

I sat down on the rock. I put my
hand in the water. Fish gathered
around. The catfish charged at my
bait. He bit it. and swam away.

Becky read what she had written aloud.
"It's better," she said, smiling. Howard
agreed. Hugging Becky warmly, she drew
another dark green line across the page.
"See if you can do another one."

Becky reread her openings numbering
them as she finished each one. Then she
slowly drew a number three.

3. 1 felt a tug! It was a catfish.

"I'm going to use this lead as my open-
ing," Becky said. Back at bet seat, she
showed her paper to Amy. Soon Amy was
writing leads, while Becky encouragingly
slashed green lines under each. The con-
cept of leads spread quickly, as the chil-
dren helped each other.

"What's your main point?" they asked,
echoing their teacher. "Let's read it and
listen to hear where it picks up speed."
Soon most of the children were experi-
menting with lead sentences.

Helping With "Leads"
Throughout the next week. Howard

used many of the following methods to
help her children with leads:

I. Make a copy of each child's leads.
Arrange the children in group! to share
their leads with each other and discuss
which leads they liked best, and why

2 Suggest that the class become an
editorial board A young writer submits a
lead to the editors and they respond to it

with specific questions and suggestions
t Ask children to look back w leads

continued
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4. Cal ehiirass attemion to lands in
gaol boob they are roadie& How does
an act.tor "hook" his renders?

5. Have children examine their best
lead. Is every word needed? Can they be
more precise or clear?

As children write and rewrite their
leads, they learn a process which they lat-
er can apply to a whole piece of writing.
They write, and then stand back from
wha: they have donerereading, reconsi-
dering, rewriting.

"The children and I have come to see
first drafts as discovery drafts," Howard
says. She doesn't correct first drafts
because "I don't want them to worry
about spelling and mechanics at this
stage. It's the content that matters first.
Later we look at language. Then still lat-
er, we work on mechanical problems."

She does more than listen to first
drafts. She follows each word, p....tures
each detail and turns each idea over in her
head. "Will you read that part again,

Chris, slowly," she'll ask. "I need to think
about it." "I'm not sure I can picture
where you are in this, Susie. Are you fish-
ing from a boat or from the deck ?"

Many times Howard's questions help

the writers discover their focus. "What
do you like best in this piece of writing?"
she a ask, and then suggest that the child
build on this strength. "Underline the

section which seems most important to
you."

The children go beck to their capers,
reconsider their subject and discover
their content. They often want to add
more to their story. They now see a fin-

ished draft as a beginning, not an end.

Itedelag
Andrei deseribee ranks Cis wry:

When you wait to fix up s paw,
you have to think back and
be what really happened. And then
you have to keep reading and read-
ing what is on your paper, and try to
think how you can fit the real thing
onto paper so Wit mad good and
make SOW.

Andrea is an advanced third grader,
able to consider a wtole variety of options
as she writes. She deliberately selects the
tone and pace of her piece, as well as the
information and sequence. Other third
graders in Andrea's class are at many dif-
ferent kinds and levels of revision. How-
ard helps each child take his or her revi-
sion work one step at a time.

Learning to revise is an organic, per-
sonal process. It is not unlike learning to
think, question and research. Children
will grow into the writing process if given
the opportunity to experiment and the
encouragement to fail and try again.

For Andrea. as for all writers, editing is
the Seal part of the writing process.
Finally she is ready to polish her peper

word by word. Hirvard says, "Sometimes
the children like to use red pens instead of
the ordinary pencil."

Each writer becomes his or her own
editor. With a cold, critical eye, the child
reads what he or she has written and
rewritten, cutting every word that can be
cut, making every abstract statement
more concrete, every generalization more
specific. Troublesome spellings are fixed,
punctuation is corrected. Finally, the big
moment comesthe final draft.
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The unmet
Chidno who write and rewrite

to respect tilealielyea and their
Teachers who writeand who
children writeknow final drafts
time am' ttention. They also d
audience.

"This is my final draft," Rebecca
A hash fails over the circle of chi
The little girl begins to read:

I watched a drop of water trio,
down the van of a kr; and
onto the ground. Another for
Fresh, clear, it ran to the tip of t
leaf and hung there. suspended.

I stuck out my tongue. The
wriggled gently from the leaf
plipped onto my tongue. Its
smooth taste spread over
mouth.

Another bubble of dew for
filling its place. It trembled, but
not fall.

'4' For a minute, the room is quiet.
breaks the silence. "You must be
Rebecca. It's beautiful."

Rebecca glows. "Yes," she Says,
was worth all those nine drafts."

Kebet,Q has learned the pr
writingand more.

Lucy McCormick Calkins has just
pleted work on a two-year study. f
by the National Institute of Educ
on how children change in the w
composing process. A consultant
field of writing for schools and
ties throughout the United States,
has taught at the elementary and
cry levels.

ear edit ter dolt
L ow or two children don't independently reread or recon-
sider their words or their mechanics. Writing is final, and for
these children, it is extremely hard to put anything on paper at
at
L Some children reread and correct their papas. They only
make wall editing changes, wadies rather than crossing out.
They see each draft as a fine ."-py.

3. Some children independently recopy their a step
ahead of the child who merely corrects the ottgin.a paper. Owe
there ear two drafts, handwriting and spelling an be relegated
to a laser sage in the process, and the child an worry about
cement and language oaly. Alsoe as the child recopies he or the
often changes the original.

4. Instead of viewing the second draft as a copy, the child
begin to me it an a second try. Usually the child will at first
damped the first draft and do the second one "iron.

'r'",

fluspelion: Theo children can revile in other media.
mirage then to reread what they write. Questions
°What is yaw favorit is part? help them been to loot

Ihspesaikst Listen earthily as the child reads his or
win% cad ask hones, real quoutions to help din writer
that the tr...der seeds owe information. Contest
begins as `eddies on" Usually children bet add on to the
of their piece. Later, they add on to middle section
Watt.
$teggeadon: The next step is to learn to make the first drain
into a working manuscript Write all over it. Star it. Change i

Use it.

I

SUSIPSOW: Encourage the child to use the first draft. 'What
did you learn from it?" "What needs to be cut? Saved?
Changed? Ask him or her to look first at the larger issues.
content, sequence, focusand then at language, word choice.
praising L. M. C
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Punctuate' Punctuate?
Punctuate.
Kids will do it right ... if it makes sense.

BY. LUCY McCORMICK
CALKINS

Tsithh masking
Sharon

k i

carefully
n g tape, ys i

hangs
ea r -

the
de

make-believe menu on the
wall. Classmates cluster around and
peer up at it together. "Wait a mm-
ute." Sharon says as she reads.

Baconburger b5; We've got to add a
money sign."

Nine-year-old Scott climbs the steps
to his classroom two at a time. "My
story today is going to be exciting," he
says. "It's about cutting down trees."
Scott picks up his pencil and whispers,
"Boom." He writes the letters b oo ri,
then erases them. "Boom," he sar
again, louder, and writes the word in
capitals. "How can I make it sound
exciting?" he asks.

Across the room. Andrea scowls as
she rereads her list of topics. ''They're
all too big," she sighs 'I have to make
them smaller and more detailed." Be-
side Canada, she adds dashes, then
parentheses Canada-ithe deer we
saws Beside Fishing. she adds "(the
biggest fish) Finally the list satisfies
her and Andrea is ready to select a
topic

Andrea and Scott don t work with
dittoed exercises on quotation marks
or exclamation points Their teacher
doesn t try to squeeze 40 minutes out
of each day for drill work on language
mechanics. Instead she lets her chil-
dren write.

The urge to tell leads lason and
Sarah to struggle with punctuation

Where do the periods got How can

A and ditto sheets, take a post-test, then.,
0 repeat the cycle with another round of

grammar Writing is the one thing they
do very little of.

The goals in the two classescall\ them the "mechanics" class and the
"writing" claisare not dissimilar.
Roth teachers believe in basic skills.

,One teaches them in isolation: the
ther teaches them in context. One

lass studies punctuation through
retests, post-tests, exercises and

2tills. The other class studies punctua
on through the writing process

/writing, rewriting, editing and "pub-
/

process
/writing,

Both teachers say, "I begin at

the very beginning." For one, the be-

ginning is the declarative sentence
and the rules for using periods. For the

other, the beginning is the child's ex-
periences and the child's desire to re-

late these experiences to others.
But Beth Hoban's third graders

the writing classlearn punctuation
more effectively

This fact has been documented in a

two-year studs, funded by the National
Institute of f ducation and started n
September 078 Three tull-time r
searchers observed the children in
Hoban s class while they wrote every

day They also interviewed the chil-
dren in both the writing and mechan-

ics classes. "Do you like punctuation?
What's it good tor?" were among the

question? the children were asked.

Then each child was shown 14 dot-

terent marks or punctuation What s

I make the wicked monster groan and
yell?" When children write, they ask
the questions. they raise the issues.
They lead the way. and their teachers
followwatching. waiting, helping.

Writing has changed the whole
curriculum Beth Hoban says Last

year I diyided language into little
parts punctuation spelling. gram-
mar reaoing letter- writing I made up
class lessons for everything. and spent
my time trying to convince the children
that workbooks were important.

The third grade across the hall from
Beth Hoban s classroom still learns
language this way The c hildren take a
pretest. fill in some workbook pages

'.-



this tor?" the researcher asked as she

drew a semicolon an apostrophe. or
another ot the marks The third
graders who worked with punctuation
only when the need arose in a writing
session could define- explain more
than twice as mans kinds or punctua
tion as the children who had studied
punctuation through tormal class-
wc rk, drills and tests.

punctuation lets you know
where the sentence ends."
Chip, oneof theyoung writers.

explains. "Otherwise, one minute
you'd be sledding down the hill, and
the next minute you're inside the
house without even stopping." Becky
adds, "Punctuation makes the action
more real to mein my writing. Say you
had 'wow,' and you lust put it 'w-o-w'
and a period after it. It doesn't sound
like you're really saying it. But with an
exclamation and quotations, it sounds
real,"

"At the beginning of the year," Chip
recalls, "I didn't use any punctuation
in my writing. It was hard for whoever
was reading it to keep going and going
without any periods." in Hoban's
classroom, children often read one
another's work in progress.

"Will you read my writ ng and tell
me if it makes sense?" Dan a:As his
friend. The two climb under the coat
rack together and Kelly begins to read
the story in a loud whisper. She reads
slowly, faltering over missing pu nctua-
tion. "Read it better," Dan says.
"Come on." But Kelly can't, not with-
out punctuation. So they borrow the
teacher's red pen and put periods,
quotation marks and commas into the
draft .

Dan knows his story will be read by

classmates and by other writers in the
school. He plans to share it with a first
grade class that also writes and learns
punctuation through writing.

Six-year-old Sunny, one of the first
graders, says, "I like punctuations.
They help vou with your words" An-

other first grader in the room explains
periods this was *A period means the
end of a story You use it at the end ot
the book that you write, at the end ot
the page, too, or in the middle of a
page, if you stopped.there

These two torst graders and their
classmates write every day and they

write for each other,
When children write, and then re-

read what they have written to them-
selves, their classmates and their
teacher, they want punctuation to give
voice to their words. They want their
Pf.nt to speak out loud. When young
children first tumble talk, onto the

page, their ir-ers rise and ta" wind
and cluster o-e, the page Thes darken
important s. abler and begin words
with capitals The lilt ot spoken lan-
guage becomes ipumbleot siual con-
trasts, or ca.: rats and. small letters
darkened sr .:oes and lighter ones
When the vc ..ng child reads w hat he
has written -e contrasts in h print
seem to toll:.,, vaguely. the hythm
and express In ot his voice

But print is not speech. And patches
and strings c- letters, big and small
loopy and tie-t do not translate into
another reace s voice. Scott s riend
struggles ov er Scott's tree-cutting
story, reduce- .7 the drama to a painful

string ot 1::xen sounds. Scott sees
this. How :an he direct the letters
b-o-o-m to ::%ate into a loud B0041
How can he make his reade s sauce
hang. expe:antly before a list or
sound ettec-- ? Step by step Scott be-
gins to in s -t discover arid adopt
conventio-.: -narks that cors-numcate
the inflect and pace ot h sauce

Peter was 'he first in his tfoup to
bring exc,a-lation points to school
"Hey, look. .shat my mother showed
me!" Soot. exclamations were spread-
ing like wi itire across the room At

last the ch dren had a substitute tor
the big, ta, letters they'd used as tirst
graders tc show important words

Ld'
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\ow Peter explain explanation
marks like this Use them when.
like you veil, 'Get over here'' Then
the\ II know you are talking serious. I
like using them because I like people
shouting and I like writing big loud
words.'

Exclamation marks also spread
trough the first grade writing
classroom. There too, the children
like the sound ot them. Sunny says
they make words sound "loud and
mad." Ellen has a ditterent idea. She
reters to them as happy marks.

Children develop a hierarchy of ex-
clamation marks. An ordinary sen-
tence receives one more elaborate
sentences receive tvs o or more. "Once
I tilled the whole line ep with them,"
one third grader admitted.

When children learn something
new, they often overuse it. Later they
will find a balance. Andrea, a more
advanced writer, is now able to say,
"Some stories need exclamations.
Many don't. it depends on the mood
sou want."

Beth Hoban's writers use the sound
ot language to describe other types ot
punctuation as well. More than halt
her class explained the placement ut
periods by the way the writing sounds.
Here are some of their explanations:

CHIP As you read along in what
ciu'e written, sou listen to your
nice. and when it gets lower, that's

where you put the period tr.

CrsslY I say what I m going to write.
and aftereach thing I say to myself,
put a period.

TERRN I listen and hear where I stor
and put the period there.
The mechanics students explame

'-e uses of punctuation by trying
'emember the rules they'd bee
tAught. They had learned that a perto
comes at the end ot a sentence. Bc,
when the researcher asked ther
where to end a sentence, they didn
know. "You can tell where to end it bs
me period," was all they could say.

In early September, Hoban's chil-
dren wrote mostly in simple
sentences without dialogue

,upportive information, sound elfe
or exclamations They didn't put tr
,prIg or the alarm clock or the rustle
eaves into their writing. And th-

didn t reread, rewrite, refocus and t
use in order to be clear They needy

only two or three different kinds
punctuation to punctuate a piece
writing correctly Since then, the ch
dren have learned to be more detaile
and precise in their writing.

"I try to think of exactly what ha

LEAANN40. FillauAnv IMO I
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paned, to make a pecture of it in my
mind," eight-year-old Andrea says.

-Then can try for the words to put
exactly what hammed onto the

Pa Pa."
Andrea writes these lines:
It was my birthday. Just then I was
told to dose my eyes. What's going
on? I wondered. Finally I could
open them and in front of me was a

b=g box.
Then she pulls back to read what she

has written, her pencil poised over
each word. "It'd sound more alive if I

put it in her words," she says as she
draws a line through her lead and

rewrites:
Happy Birthday! My sister handed
me a big box. Open it, she said.

Again, she reads over her work, this
time out loud. She adds quotation
marks and continues to write:

"Open it," she said. I did. And in
the box was a ball of fur with eyes!

Andrea's eyes shift back over her
words. With a caret she inserts big be-
fore the words ball of fur. "I have to
work a long time on a little section,"
Andrea says, "or I can't get it right."

When children struggle to be dear
and precise in their language, their
writing and revi,ing leads them to a
variety of punctuation and proofread
ing marks. Carets, parentheses; as-
terisks and arrows help children sculpt
their words. Through punctuation
codes, they move language about on

the page.
"Sometimes I have to make up my

own signs," Andrea explains. "Yester-
day when I reread my piece, I wanted
to mark the words that maybe don't
belong. I couldn't circle them, be-
cause for me circles are for spelling
mistakes. So I put a box and a star
around each word Isteeded to maybe

cross out,"

Writers find punctuation marks
everywhere. They notice
them on billboards, in map-

zines. Even if they have never used

colons or parentheses, they are
usually familiar with them. First grader

Joshua has seen parentheses. "They
are in my math book on the next page,
coming up. I think it is regrouping."
Third grade writers notice the colons
in dictionaries, and the 's in their read-
ing books. When asked to explain
punctuation marks they didn't know,
they usually answered, "I've seen
them, but I don't really know what
they mean. I only know the ones I've

tried in my writing."
Across the hall, the mechanics stu-

dents were baffled and amazed at
many of the punctuation marks. "Are

those English?" they asked. "I've
never seen half of those." They hadn't
seen them, because they had no use

for them.
Six-year-old Kevin brings his work-

book to the teacher and they read it
together. One page looks like this:

it is fun waen I gat to ned in bad's
solhimal.

Kevin reads it out loud to his teacher:
"It is fun when I get to ride in Dad's

snowmobile."
His teacher is surprised. Kevin still

confuses his vowel sounds and leaves

out consonants. Yet he used the pos-
sessive apostrophe. "Where did you
learn this," she asks. Kevin shrugs. "I

saw it in a book and thought I could
put it here." When children need
punctuation for their messages to be

seen and heard, they become vacuum
cleaners, sucking up odd bits from
books, the classroom, otherchildren's

papers.
Young writers often use punctuation

for unorthodox purposes. When Dar.

ron first wrote, he strung his letters
together with no spaces between his
words. His writing resembled his
speechone continuous flow of
sounds. No one ct Id read it. Then
one day Damon made a dash between
his first and last name, "so people can

tell which is which."

)
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No one corrected Darron's use of

the dash. Adult "mistakes" are often a
child's first steps toward understand-
ing. Darron's teacher encourages
children to experiment with punctua-
tion, to solve their own problems.
Later, if D11700 continues to separate
words with dashes, his teacher will
suggest he leave spaces instead of
using dashes.

Hoban doesn't regard a paper
that is full of mechanical errors
as wrong, only unfinished.

"Each child is different," she says.
"Some write their first drafts without
any punctuation; they need to con-
centrate on their words. Later they put
in the punctuation. Others put punc-
tuation into every line as they write it."
She respects the different methods.
When a first draft is han4 to read, she
asks the *Titer to read it aloud. "I al-
ways want to respond first to the con-
tent of the paper. I listen to what the
child is saying." Only in later drafts
does she look at punctuation.

"Mrs. Hoban, will you help me cor-
rect this ski story?" Les asks. "I think
I'm ready for a final draft." Les has
written and rewritten his piece several
times, and now he wants it perfect. He
knows his final draft will be mounted
and displayed. He wants to be proud
of it.

They read the story together:
i!, Red Sled Cracked Me Up

Zoom 1 went down the hill with my
boots locked into my red sled Until
I went over the snow jump then all
of the sudden my sled sliped away
and I hittthe ground bump my
f r i e n d s didn't know I w a s hurt . . .

"Les," Hoban says, "you've got a
good piece of writing here. But it's
hard for me to read without punctua-
tion. Go back and put in the punctua-
tion you think it needs. Then we'll look
at it together."

%% titer becomes editor. With a criti-
cal eye, Les examines each word, each
space. He reads his words aloud, lis-
tening to his voice. Line by line, word
by word, he scrutinizes the page.

That day, Les learned to distinguish
exclamation marks from quptations.
Later he will try out other kinds of
marks the parentheses he sees in
dictionaries, the colons a friend is us-

ing. Through experiments, he'll learn.'
Les isn't afraid of punctuation. He
needs it. a

Lucy McCormick Calkins, a contribut-
ing editor for Learning, is a research
associate at the University of New
ftmpshire. She also does consultant
work with teachers and administrators.
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ood News from Schools
heVery Model

a Model
fiddle School:

ontersaion Paul D. Collins
By Paul L. Houts

and Sally Barks Zakariya

INGTON.
IA PRINCI-
: When you were
'ing us around the
ing earlier. you

us you had
ed closely with
rchitect to get the
of flexible design
wanted in the

school. Can you tell
us some of the things
you wanted to see
here in terms of edu-
cation?

COLLINS: The first
thing we considered
is that students go
through a rapid phys-

Sec Page 2d

Kid on the Block:

oil, One
istrict Extends
Helping Hand
ichael A. Crabbs

Susaq K. Crabbs

ENY. IOWA
September die-

tary school stu-
s return to the
room with mixed
tions. For some it
ns the end of a
sant peridd of tin
hired time for

. friends. hob-
travel. and a

Id of other acia
.Other students

cipate with e %.:11
t class and sshvol

vines that shal
e their elptel

flee. enia-
s. and email% it%

fact that most
ents adjust to the
ning of school

with a minimum of
difficulty has been
called a tribute to the
resiliency cf the
young child.

eBut unfortunately.
children whose fami-
lies move to .tnother
city during the sum-
mer may not he so
resilient Confronted
yytth lees of any )
friends .1 different
Its ing ens ironment
anti perhaps ell.

mate I..ind the trauma
of the may e itself.
these shildicn !re-
run:nth be some anx-
ious and fearful of .it-
tending .1 new school
They ni.ty withdraw.
become dependent on

See Pace 4:

;1,
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Design for Diversity
By Robert Pesicka

DOUGLAS, WYO-
MINGIn the past
several years, open
classrooms, team
teaching. self-con-
tained rooms. and
multi-aging have all
been seized on, pro-
moted, and, then dis-
carded in /frustration

as elementary schools
searched for one single
organizational design
that would satisfy
everyone's needs and
expectations. What-
ever method was cur-
rently in use found op-
position in scme guar-,
ters. and schools %ound
up on the defensive.

Like other >chools.
Douglas Elementary
School East had spent
a lot of time and
energy looking for the
"right" organizational
design. But in the fall
of 1977. weary of pur-
suing % hat seemed to
be a hopeless effort.

See Page 39

Breaking the Language Barrier
In a Bilingual Community

By Day id A. Bison
and Phyllis Hagel

RICHFORD. FR-
MONT "Roniaur'
Commi at ta ta'
echoes On oughout the
building Our skis.-
rooms .ire providing
education in children's
home language.

For too long. the
American educational

system has goen little
or no recognition to
the pi 'miry language
and sulture of non.
\nglo students in

tradit.or it element 11s
school surik:ula In
sonic instances. such
children hive en
been considered di.-
ads antaged SLeal

surtisida-
hasc been developed

tar them :hat. %hits.
helping 'nth% istual stu-
dents nonetheless
sontinue to .et them

fi am the ni.iin
stre.im 111,11

these 1,
ltnrual op.m)s
their sontast with
learning in the home
language abruptly
.eases

t.)t_)
Tik IAN .19

Wyk in Progress:

One
School's
Writing
Program
By Lucy McCormick

Calkins

C R H A NI . N E %),

HAMPSHIREIn a

rural Ne.% Hampshire
school. three f time
researchers are d
menting %hat happens
when teachers put writ-
ing at the center of
their curriculum
"When children are
senders of information
as well as receivers
of it," says Donald
Graves. director of the
study on children's

See Page 34

Spreading thAord:

The National
Diffusion
Network
By Shirley Boes Neill

CARMICHAEL,
CALIFORNIA For
the past six years.
every elementary and
secondary school in
the country has had
the opportunity to
improYe its educa-
tional offerings by

adopting an educa-
tional protect that
\\ 01 ks

The protects are
part of the federally
supported National
Diffusion News ark
( NDN I. Participation

Sec Pace
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School's
Writing

Program
McCORMICK CAUCINS

'It 0 IN a rural New Hampshire school, three
full-time researchers are documenting

what happens when teachers put writing
at the center of their curriculum. "When
children are senders of information as
well as receivers of it," says Donald
Graves, director of the study on children's
writing, "there is a new kind of energy, a

new kind of involvement."
That energy is contagious. Researchers,

teachers, and children catch the bug from
each other. At Atkinson School, teachers

are asking for more pencils, more paper.
Requests for ditto masters and textbooks

are way down. Children writeand their
writing becomes their textbook

"Writing's become the context for our
day," one teacher says. Like others in the

school, she teaches language through writ-
ing and uses writing in the content areas.

Her children even write word problems
in math. "I give easily as much time to
writing as I give to reading and math,"
she says, "because I think it's just as

important."

THE WRITING PROCESS

Classrooms at Atkinson range from open

to traditional. But despite the different
levels and teaching styles, the approach

to writing in each room is based on shared

premises.
In the first and fifth gr, ,:es alike chil-

dren at Atkinson experience the profes-

sional w s t It of craft During the

tit rtt, ( 1 ..,1; - n. it, .11

e ni%ersil% tit Nt%%% 1 Durham is J

rearther on the \ ationa1 In.t:tiste of Cdukatton

tti(h, Cotkiren change In the %%wing proce

34
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writing workshop at every grade level,

some children will be rehearsing for writ-
ing, while others will be drafting or re-
vising what they have written Meanwhile,

4
the teacher moves around the room, ob-

serving and encouraging. Teachers want

all their children to cycle throt 1h the
writing process, each at their own pace.

In the first grade, rehearsal is an espe-

cially important part of the composing
process because many six-year-olds are

present-tense oriented and cannot plan a
piece until they si/ down with paper in
front of them. Even then. if you ask a first

grader, -What are you going to write
about?" many are apt to respond, "How
should I know? I haven't drawed it yet."

krM-gQders often rehearse throughout

t 'he process of writing. They write a line,
and then they talk about or draw what

will happen next. Often when children
draw, their pictures lead them to new
content. Sarah had already written: "The
pretty little girt Her name is Kristin. She
loves flowers the best. She hates school
the most." Sarah drew a nice picture of

the girl in her room. Into the picture
she drew a face with shar79eth. Sarah
seemed startled. "flow wait a doggone
minute! A bad guy! He's coming to kid-

nap her!' And her writing totkoff, fol-
loa mg her drawing.

Revision, for first graders. mostly means

adding pn. The young child often writes.

for the egocentric play of it, with little
attention to an audience's need for infor-
mation. Annie writQs, "Jessie hid under
the table," and neglects to say who Jessie

is. Later her classmates will listen to the

story. "Who's Jessie?" tbey'll'ask. When
the young writer explains that Jessie is a

puppy, the class will say, "Why don't you
put that in?"

But adding on isforeft so easy as one
might expect. The young writer will prob-
ably look at the page, make a face, and

say, "There's no room! What should J do,
erase this page and put it in, then erase
all the other pages to move back.?"

Children need to he encouraged to mess
up the page. It's easier for figt graders
to c hange w hat the"%e %%ripen %%hen they

ite in books construction paper corers.
v ith lined paper rhsidel radii.' than on
sing4. sheet. of paper It .111 thor si`11-

Wilt I' Mt' 011 )11k, 1114

and last sentences are accessible The

rest ar sd in the middle of the piece.
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In books, however', pages- can be thrown
away or added.

When six-year-old John read his book
"My Trip to the FoOtball Field," to .his
classmates, they were confused. 'Your
hook went hippit -hop from one thing
to the next ,baron said. I. t s like yAiti

ent to sleep and had a crazy drain
Later, lohn uses the class staple remoy
laws, to help him unstap!e his hook He
puts pages in the right order and staples
the book together again.

John's writing process is not unlike the
process that professional writers experi-
ence. Like Professional writers, John does
not worry about his spelling and me-
chanics until after he has thought about
his content. He writes and rewrites his
book, based on the information he wants
to share. Only then does he confer with
his teacher on spelling.

John may have many mechanical mis-
takes in his story, but first-grade teacher
Mary Ellen Gracobbe selects only a few to
work on in eacja-,book. These skills are
recorded in a WritinCieurnal so that both
teacher and child have a record of what
they have worked on together. "I usually
find that the day after I teach something,
the child begins to use it," the teacher
says. "But, if the child torgets, we look
over the journal together and then the
child goes back to his writing and cor-
rects it himself." In this way, Giacobbe
holds her students responsible for the
skills they've been taught.

Children in the upper elementary grades
alsocycle among rehearsal, drafting, and
revision. Yet they experience the stages
if) the writmg process differently because
they are older.

"My third graders often plan for writ-
ing on, the bus, at home, or at recess,"

Pat Howard says. "In school, they fiortt
need to plan-so much' as they need to
see they have something worth writing
about." Like other teachers at Atkinson,
Howard insists that wlitcrs choose their
own topics. "Deciding what you have
to say is probably the hardest and most
important part of writing," she says. "We
cannot take this responsibility away from
the writer. As children consider, select,
and reconsider their topics, they expe-
rience the revision process: -Theis is often
the first and easiest form of revision.
When writers write what they know and
care about, their writing is their own.

JUNE 1980

They are driven to make it goodth1
supply the initiative and the motivation."

For a while at first, the children try to
avoid chnosing their own topics. They

recall old story starters, they beg for
assignments. the retell television pro-
gianis The do not think their, owl in-
terests and projects and lives areyvoith
w riling about.

Pa; Howard begins the year b asking
her students to bring in things from home
that they know and care about. Jeremy
brings an ant farm. Jonathan brings a map
from his trip. The children pair off and
interview each other about the things
they have brought. As orte little girl shares
the story behind her well-worn teddy
bear, she finds that the details' df her
life are worth telling.:And she also learns
what she knows. She sees the surplus of
information at her disposal and can begin
to make choices. "What's the most im-
portant thing about Teddy? Where shOuld
I start?"

As the year progresses, Howard finds
other ways to help children choose topics
to write about. She encourages them to
talk with each other, to brainstorm for,
topics. Sometimes she may begin a writ-
ing workshop by asking everyone to share
topics-7in hopes that the children will get
ideas from each other,

Children learn the writing proceis
through personal wriring. Later they trans-
fer it' to other forms of writing. Now re-
hearsal involves library research, inter-
% iew ing, note taking. Atkinson' teachers
realize that whether children write about
the discovery of penicillin or a new baby
brother, rehearsal does not mean out-
lining. Writers do not plan their entire
piece before writing it, for they know
new connections will be made as they
write., and new questions will emerge.
They know their organization will evolve
through drafts and redrafts, through see-
ing their piece, through shaping it,

through holding it in their hands. Re-

hearsal therefore, is a time to toy with
ideas, to gather information, to sense
direction. Rehearsal is a time to become
ready.

But for some children, rehearsal is a
way to avoid writing. They will con-
ference, brainstorm, and draw . . . but
won't put pencil, to paper. Fourth-grade
teacher Carol7n Currier finds ways to get
these children writing. Tammy begins

13
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each writing session with a conference.

Alan charts his daily word count. Peter

prides himself on a growing list of finished

pieces.
Most of the fourth graders, however,

move easily between rehearsal and draft-

ing. They know that during a writing

workshop, there is no alternative but to

write. That requirementand the chal-

lenge and fun of making meaning on

paperis enough to keep them cycling

through the writing process.

Just as the line between rehearsal and

drafting is often unclear, so, too, the

line between drafting and revision blurs.

Writers revise throughout the writing

process. "I used to think children should

finish a draft, then bring the completed

'piece to a conference for help in re-

vision," says Pat Howard. Now she finds

revision is easier when it comes early in

the process.
Howard's third graders are introduced

to revision through topic choice. At first

they were asked to list ten topics and then

choose the one they liked the best. Revi-

sion begins as selection. Soon the teacher

was asking them to write several begin-

nings to a piece and then choose their

favorite. Some children continued to use

these strategies
throughout the year, while

others invented their own. A few never

got hooked on revision at all.

Like the first-grade teacher, upper-

elementary teachers encourage children to

mess up their pages. Some teachers model

the process. They write on the black-

board, then ask the children for sug-

gestions. Soon the passage is full of

scratch-outs, arrows, and codes for in-

serts. In some classes, children write on

every other line of their paper so they'll

have room to add on. In others, children

are encouraged to put early drafts aside

when they write, so that the revisions

will be significant changes in focus, orga-

nization, and information rather than

just refinements and corrections of the

previous drafts. Recently Carolyn Currie:.

displayed children's scratched-ow, well-

worked drafts on the builmin board with

this headline: "Make It Mcw to Make

It Clear."
Teat.hers 1(1 the upper elemental% gradois

also emphasize that editing only a

smalland finalpart of revision. Their

first focus is on content: What are you

36 ...";
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trying to say? Which is your strongest

section? Can you build on it? What other

information do we need to know? Why

is this topic significant to you? Can you

make it more real to your readers?

Only later do teachers and children

look together at the mechanics and Ian -

'guage. Depending on a child's ability to

sustain work on a piece, "later" may mean

four drafts later, or it may mean a second

look at the child's first draft. During these

final conferences, teachers continue to

give the responsibility to the writer.

Rather than merely correcting the child's

mistakes, teachers ask questions and teach

skills.
In an editing conference, the teache

may ask questions like these: Are ther

any extra words that can be taken out

Are the words precise and honest? Ar

the verbs active and strong? Does th

piece sound right? What about par

graphs?
"I try to teach them two or three thin

about mechanics with each piece," P

Howard says. She introduces Allison

Rogers Thesaurus. She helps Greg wi

paragraphs. She gives Kenny a list

spelling words to study.

Howard suggests that her third .grad

borrow her red pencil and correct th

own papers. Some students use dicti

naries to correct their spellings. Less a

students circle words they think are wro

and go to each other for corrections.
the time children come to an editing c

ference, they've already corrected m

of the paper.
"On the cover of their writing fold

I jot down the skills we cover in con
ence," Howard says. "I expect the

use these skills next time they write."

HOW IS IT DONE?

At Atkinson, teachers know that
Writing process takes timelots of t
They give at least two and a hall h

a week to writing because they see it

laboratory subject. "I used to thin
hour, four times a week, would

great length of time," CarolynC 'Tier

"I thought my fourth graders w qui('

restle1/41/4
But there are so mom o

suers riling, and . he, there is

for >ustained work, ':)e stages all

together."
Atkinson teachers take timeTrom

THE NAVIONAL ELEMEN1ARY PRI



subjects and give it to writing because they

know writing offers a context for learning

other skills. "Writing has changed the
whole curriculum," Pat Howard says.

last year I divided language Imo little
Partspunctuation, spelling, reading.

letter writing. I made up class lessons
for e:erything and spent my time trying
to convince the children workbooks were
important." Now she teaches these skills
during writing conferences.

Our research shows that Howard's
children are learning language mechanics
without realizing itand they are leaining
them more effectively 'than if they were
doing drills, workbook exercises, and lan-
guage lessons. Also, although these third
graders have no formal instruction in
punctuation, they can define and explain
an average of twice as many kinds of
punctuation as can children in the third-

grade class across the hall where writing
is rare but punctuation is taught through
daily classwork and drills.

At Atkinson, children not only write
often, they write at regularly scheduled
times. It is not enough to haphazardly
find a few hours a weelf to use for writing.
When writing time is always changing,
always stolen, chi! an write as if there
were no tomorrow.

When children Ay on writing every
Monday, they will rehearse for writing
during the weekend. While they know
they'll write again on Wednesday and Fri-
day, they can dare to experiment and to
look back. The pace is their own. They
know there will be time to find their prob-
lems, t.) hound out their difficulties. They
write with a spirit of exploration because
the pace allows them to follow their
language and their images toward new
meanings.

Most Atkinson teachers have the same
basic routine for writing time, day after

day. "1 don't have to keep it yaned, to
dance on the table, as it were, to keep

the interested. Writing is inherently
in!,,resting, as long as children. write from
their lives,' one teacher says. The writing
teachers rarely begin their sessions with
gimmicks to motivate. "We don't need
them," they say. Instead, riiting usually
begins with children getting their writing
folders, rereading what they have already
done, and getting down to work.

For Carolyn Currier's fourth-grade class,

JUNE 1980

writing time extends out of a brief inde-

pendent reading session. The children
know to come in from recess and im-

-376
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mediately get out their reading books. las 0 lo
0

4
a

The room settles down. As children read,
0 6

the teacher moves among them, checking a .0,,.5.,,..
on their writing plans for that day. Atter 611,,***** .. .
titteen minutes. the children begin their ,..
writing. And they have each had a brief .**.'
writing conference already.

a .

A class, of ,fifth graders often begins .4,*,,,,,,..lis....
- writing workshop by spenaing tenminutes .,

.

iting in a journal. Their teacher writes, 6666 o 4
too, and after a while ericouages them to 4,5°

.1°.54:11 41.....
glare their journals or to ,use them as 4`, . . .

4
:

ehearsal for their 'writing.
Pat Howard usually begins her writing a0 6666.9.46::$1:11:

class by passing out folders. "During 0 0**
writing workshop, children mostly write, , i i W o

and conference with each other and with a . .5* I .5

me," she says. "Often at the end of the , .
a.

day we have a brief share meeting to talk * . ..

about a few students' work in progress." AO 0 P a aiik
0

Most of the teachers at Atkinson spend P?. 0 Ihrta
very little time on whole-class writing :lc. 95411:6911::

instruction. "I do most of my class in- ;see.% a

struction during the share meeting at the .11.0.11 111. S. .

end of the day," Howard says, "where .. . Ai.
I model responses to evolving drafts. . 66*...S.SS
Sometimes I also have a fiv)a- or ten- 6666°°"
minute activity at the beginning of a 4.
workshop." Following are examples of 65`
activities Howard and the other teachers ....50.50:..:::..:,
might use:

E.: The teacher asks the children to e
each list five problems that writers often 66..y,
have (not enough detail, too big a subject)
and then to star the problem they them- 666°`esaalle
selves seem to be having and to keep it Sase........afie.

M .
in mind as they reread their drafts. p .:

C The children gather in a circle and 1111...Saa,
tell where they are in the drafting process ....50:0:1119 111 11.0.9.,
and what their main idea is. 'this is a `e a a
chance for the teacher to touch base

IPa b
with each child, and for children to

A
in

their classmates are all involved as
in the same process. It also helps chil-
dren to have to define their main ;dea.

leaileil,11100
C Children are asked to pair off and flettea5.*:alialiaaosest

read their evolving drafts to their partner Illeaieselres.011091.6
The listeners ad< questions like "What's a II e I/ 0 ° d a
your favorite part?" "What problems are
you havingV' "Do you need arty help?"

0 The teacher chooses one child's first
and final drafts, and reads them out loud
to the class to illustrate how revision

C I ,
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helps to improve a piece. The children

tell why the final draft is better and dis-

cuss the qualities of good writing.

. The teacher reads the beginning

lines of published books in the class

library, and the students talk about how

writers work on their leads. Children go

back and rewrite their own leads four

different ways and then choose the one

they like best.

Teachers may also use this time to

model good conferences. A writing con-
ference may be merely a fingertip on the

shoulder or an encouraging word, or it

.nay be a fifteen-minute group discussion

about a shared problem. In one con -

ference, Amy explains how to start a

go-cart. Peter adds quotation marks to

his piece. Sarah explains the significance

of her topic. There is no set way to hold

a writing conference:
Yet teachers agree on a few principles.

Above all, they agree that the conference

method of teaching writing gives responsi-

bility to the writer. During the con-

ference, the teacher listens. She may listen

to the piece and respond to the subject:

"I'm glad you shared that with me, Becky.

I never knew about that accident. How

did you feel?" Or the teacher may listen

not to the piece but to the process:

"What problems are you having? Have

you read it out loud to yourself? What

do you plan to do next?"
Through questions, teachers extend the

writer's process of weighing options, of

making deliberate choices, of experiment-

ing. Sometimes the piece gets better.

Sometimes the piece gets worse. Teachers

remember that the conference is not the

time to teach qualities of good writing
these can be,taught at the beginning of

the workshop during five minutes of class-

work. But the conference is a time to

support and nurture the process. In the

long run, the quality of writing improves

aiong with the process.

A SENSE OF OWNERSHIP

The different pace of writing leads to

a different sense of ownership I used

to try to shortcut things by assigning

topics and correcting papers," one Atkin-

son teacher says. "But new I find that

when children choose their own topics

and revise their pagers bAsed on their
d 9
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own decisions, they really care about

their writing. If belongs to them." Owner-

ship is worth the time it takes.

When children control the writing pro-

cess, the teacher's role changes. Whereas

once the teacher's energy went into

choosing enticing topics, deciding how

many drafts a piece needs, finding the

problems in a draft, and making correc-'

tions on the drafts, these responsibilities

now belong to the child.
"Children become invested in their

-work. It is theirs. They 'want to do the

best they can do," one teacher says.

When children have ownership of their

piece, they supply the motivation, the

energy. Teachers can observe, question,

and extend. Teachers, as well as chil-

dren, experience a different pace, and

with it, a different quality.

When children write, they reach for

the skills they need. Writing demands

initiative. Writers do not receive (earn-

ing; they make it. Teachers at Atkinson

find writing turns children into experts on

ancient Greek traditions, broken radios,

salamanders' stomachs. They become ex:

perts also on pronoun agreement, punc-

tuation, and cursive penmanship. Chil

dren want their messages to be seen an

heard. The urge to tell leads them

pursue the skills they need.

The results of the project are clea

First-grade parents came to Open Hous

in October saying, "My first grader think

she can read anything: signs, label

books. She's reading to her little brother!

They ask what reading program--h

wrought such wonders, and the teach

tells them: writing.
In the upper elementary grades,.parcn

are saying: "I've never seen my son

involved in school. When he moves

to ,the next grade, be sure he's in anoth

writing classroom."
When children are involved, they le

more. "The key word is trust," prina

;ean Robbins says. Teachers at Atkins

trust children to write their own to

books. Children writeand then, step

step, they learn the skills and informat

they need to write well. "In giving

unity to riting.- the principal conclu

"we are in effect saying to children

know you have something worth say

and that what you are saying can be

basis for your learning.' "

NTARY PR1N
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Kids Can Write the
First Week of School

BY MARY ELLEN GIACOBBE

On the first day of school, I wanted to
fincrout what my first graders could do
as writers. I gave each of five children
a 9-by-12-inch journal containing 40
sheets of unlined paper and I told them
that the journals were for them to write
in. I assigned the other 17 children in
the class to other areas of-the
curriculum.

As I circulated around the classroom
observing and talking with the chil-
dren, someone tugged at my sleeve,
and I turned to see Mark standing by
my side with his journal, pointing to the
drawing he had just completed.

"This is the ocean and this is a sail-
boat and this is the anchor and these
are clouds," he said, describing each
part of his picture.

Mark had written BD for boat and
KLD for cloud, but he felt that he
couldn't write anchor so I helped him.

"Can I do another page?" he asked.
I nodded my head and Mark re-

turned to the writing table, where Ellen
was busy tracing the outline of her
hand with a blue marker. She colored
the center of her tracing and the thumb
with a red marker, and used orange,
purple, brown and black markers to
color in the fingers. A big yellow sun
appeared in the top right corner of the
page, and two flowers were on the left.
Short, vertical green lines bordered the
bottom of the page. Ell/ a wrote: The
Trce was Tacan a wec (The turkey was
taking a walk).

She read the words to herself,
crossed out the T in Tacan, changed it
to a w, and on top of a wec, she wroteD
the hall. Her message now read' The
Trce was wacan D the hall (The turkey
was walking down the hill).

Ellen already knew that she could
change her message to say exactly
what she wanted it to say. She was re-
reading and revising.

My attention was drawn to the tap,
tap, tapping of the black marker on
David's page as he was creating a
snowstorm. He wrote: / So So (I saw
snow)

David said. "This is a big sno-
storm. a real blizzard." As he touched
each word, he read. "I saw snow."

I asked David, "What do you notice
.9 rb0

a bout the words saw and snow?"
He replied, "They both begin with

the same sound."

A Contradictory Revelation
By the third day of school, all 22 chil-
dren had their own journals and they
were all writing. I knew that children
could write sooner than we think, but 1

thought it would take longer than three
half days of school before an entire
class of 5-, 6- and 7-year-olds would
consider themselves writers.

As the blank pages in their journals
came alive with drawings and words
telling of their experiences, I could see
that these children had entered school
ready to engage in the active process
of writing. They were writing their own
workbooks. They were showing me
what they knew as well as what they
needed to know. There were) no errors
to be red penciled, just information to
show me what the next step of instruc-
tion should be.

In my education courses, I had been
taught that children must first learn to
read and then develop a reading vo-
cabularly before they could begin to
write. These children were contradict-
ing that teaching. They could write
even though they could not read (al-
though they were usually able to read
what they wrote).

During the second week of school, I
administered a self-made writing test
of 20 words. In choosing the words,1
tried to use as many different initial
and final consonants and long and
short vowels as possible. Fifteen of the
words were one-syllable and five were
two-syllable words.

I worked with the children individu-
ally or in pairs. I gave each child a
piece of paper, sectioned into rectan-
gles numbered 1 through 20. I asked
the children to write the word rag next
to the number 1. I did not emphasize
any sounds, I said h ,e word as I would
in normal conversation. I continued
with the rest of the test in the same
manner.

After 90 minutes of testing, I learned
that my first graders were able to write
far more than I ever imagined they
could I wondered why I had waited so

(continued)



New Tests Now Available

SLOSSON INTELLIGENCE TEST
New Deviational IQ Newly Generated Norming Tables
Updated Validity Section

The Slosson (SIT) is a valid, reliable,individual IQ test. A
remarkably high correlation (r = .979) between mental ages
was obtained for the Stanford Binet LM and the Slosson
(SIT). Now with our New Deviational IQ Norming Tables we
give you an even closer correspondence between these two
tests. This along with additional validity research confirms
that the Slosson (SIT) is time saving and easily administered.

Second Edition of SlossortIntelligence Test (SIT( Now with
Deviation IQ/New Norm Tables $30.00

Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT) Kit $27.00
Test of Language Development (TOLD) Kit $55.00
Test of Adolescent Language (TOAL) Ki' $55.00

Test of Reading Comprehension (TORC) .(it $55.00
Test of Written Spelling (TWS) Kit $:6.00
Test of Written English (TWE) Kit $17.00
Telt of Written Language (TOkkiL) Kit $41.00

PRICES GUARANTEED THROUGH 12/31/81

MAIL ORDER TO SLOSSON EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, INC., P 0 Box 280 1,
East Aurora, New York 14052. Phone: 716452-0930. Send for your FREE 1981 CATALOG

listing these tests and many others.

Serving Your Educational Testing Needs For Over 18 Years.
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(continued)

long in other years to let my children
write\

A sampling of the test results she,

four of the words used in the test and
samples of the children's responses
Jeremy and Ed had come to school
able to write most words accurately
Helen was able to write the initial
sounds of words. Jennifer and Lisa
knew all of the consonant sounds and
were able to use them in writing a
word. They were also using vowels.
Bob was writing most initial and final
consonants. and he knew a sprinkling
of vowels. Mark could write the initial
consonants in five, ouzz and doctor,
but he could not identify the initial
sound in rag.

rag flys buzz doctor
Ellen rag ftv Bozo Dokr

Helen ro FS B 0

John RAKG FAF BAS DAODR

Jennifer RAG FIVE BIS DOCTR

Lisa RAG FOYV BAS DOCTR

Bob RAG FA BSS Dir

Donna rag foil Bus Doud

David Rag Fiy Baz DOCtr

Jeremy RAG FtVE Buzz DOCTER

Ed RAG FiVE Buzz Doctor

Mark iA FF BS DT

Susan raG Ftv BU DC

What 1 Found Out
I Most of the children felt this was

an activity they could do
2. Only two said. "I don't know how

to write."
3. The two children who said they

did not know how to write did not know
all of their letters Ken would say,
"Buzz, buh, buh, B What does a B look
like?" He was hearing the sound, he
could reproduce the sound and give it
a letter name. but he could not remem-
ber what the letter lootied like.

4. All of the children wrote in a left-
to-right dirktion.

5. Most of the children knew the ini-
tial and final consonant sounds and
were able to use them in a word.

My first graders did not stop writing
at the end of the first week of school.
They wrote continuously throughout
the year. After less than three months,
their words began to make sentences
and their sentences became stories, In
that time, 47 books were typed and
sewn into hard covers, and these
books became their reading. Because
my children were able to write, they
were also able to say, "Yes, we ca
read!"

Mary Ellen Giacobbe is a first grade
teacher at the Atkinson Elementary
Schools in Atkinson, N.H.
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BY SUSAN SOWERS

Kevin reads aloud his story All About
Ants" to his first grade teacher Mary
Ellen Giacobbe "Ains r mvn in a bid

.and then wra insid and of it begins
As he reads Glacobbe writes down
his words. with correct spellings. to
help her remember his exact mes-
sage "Ants are moving in a building
They are inside and outside." Later
she will type his story, using standard
spelling, and bind it into a book for
the class library.

Six-year-old Joshua wants to write
the word radio He pronounces it sev-
eral times and writes r d o ''There's
another sound here he says point-
ing to the space between the r and d.
but I'm not sure what it is He says

radio again. then fills in the letter a.
Sunny, another first grader. is busy

writing a new book"My Baby
Kusin's Berthday Partee Her first
page is an aerial -view drawing of 12
smiling relatives sitting around a table
and eating birthday cake Sunny
writes as deliberately as she draws.
supplementing the words she knows
(my, baby, day) with invented
spellings that let her tell her story

Logic and custom demand that be-
ginning writers practice the rules of
spelling and grammar before they
write But Kevin, Joshua and Sunny
the children in Giacobbe's first grade
Class at Atkinson Academy. the public
school for Atkinson. N.H.are learn-
ing to write by writing, through a pro-
cess called invented spelling

Invented spelling gives young writ-
ers early power over words Profes-
sional writers don't worry about cor-
rect spelling on their first drafts and
neither do inventive spellers They
want precise and lively words to tell
their stories they don t want to stop to
look up each word in a dictionary In-
entive spellers compose their own
words using the letters of the alphabet
'^ey ye learned

Tile process of invented spelling is
'31rly standard among ',sung writers
First they represent a word with only
the letter that stands for the first sound
in the word Then they add another let-
ter for the enchn9 sound Finally still
relying on the sounds of !heir own
speech theyll!' in the middle letters
Thus Kevin pronotinces bath bat

and writes it as it sounds Later he will
learn to spell correctly

Case Studies
On!y a few educational researchers
have investigated invented spelling
Glenda Bissex is an educator and
mother of 12-year-old Paul who, at the
age of 5.°Iearned to read andwrite
without formal instruction, through in-
vented spelling. Bissex has doc-
umented her son's growth as a writer
and reader in a five-year case study
for her doctoral dissertation for Har-
vard Graduate School of Education
(the book. Gnys At Wrk A Child
Learns To Write and Read by Glenda
L Bissex, will be published this fall
by Harvard University Press).

Paul learned about writing and
reading by watching his mother write
in a notebook and by listening to her
read stories to him He learned on his
own some basic principles of written
English We write from left to right and
from top to bottom on a page. and let-
ters represent the sounds in words
Later Paul discovered he could read
the messages hu had written, and
others could, too. if his symbols
matched what they expected a word
to look like. Paul learned to read other
authors' words before he went to
school, but after he teamed to read
his own.

"Spelling is a matter of habit for
adults, but not for children. says Bis-
sex. "Adults protect this nabit onto
kids without bothering to investigate
Learning to spell is a matter of knowl-
edge. not habit

Parents don't wctry about errors
when a child learns to talk but they
may worry too early about errors in
writing 'Errors are a piece of informa-
tion rather than something to be
erased says Bissex They tell us as
much about what children know as
about what they don t know

Mar a Montessori observed in
'enter spelling 70 years ago As di
rector c%f a daycare facility for the
children of Rome s tactory workers.
Montessori noticed that preschool
children who had been taught the
alphabet but could not read were
making lip their own words from the
;otters they d learned Her observa

r--) c

lions of these children of working
class families counterjhe assumptios
that invented spelling occurs only
among children with well-educated
parents

Putting Theory to Practice
Nearly a hundred books written and ri
lustrated by students line the 'rotary
shelves of Mary Ellen Giacobbe's furl
grade classroom Giacobbe types
each story ("I like to type their
Stones." she says: "it gives me a
chance to think about each child").
tnen glues wallpaper onto cardboard
covers and sews the typed pages to-
gether with dental floss She keeps
the children s first drafts in a file to
help her evaluate their writing
progress. 4

"Last year so much time was taken
up with worksheets." Giacobbe re-
calls, "there wasn't time for kids to
write Every day they had tapes to lis-
ten to a new art project, math and
reading worksheets I had their time
so occupied. they had no time to
write And I really thought that first
graders had to be spoon fed. that i
had to tell them what to write and
when to write

Then Giacobbe visited a classroom
where the Children used invented
spelling to write "WhAn I showed -my
students the books those children had
written. they said, 'That's cinchy We
can do that!' And they've been writing
and reading their own books ever
since The, 're not very interested in
reading books from the school library
yet They're most interested in read.ng
their books

Six-yearolds Giacotbe feels wart
to explore their own interests without
fear of violating the rules of writing
etiquette Sandy an advanced student
in arithmetic has written The Book
About Nine to explain that r.smt)..?r s
special properties Jimmy writes
about race cars and the Boni,' Man
Chr:s is learning about chery
through writing his book A I About
Chemicles Others in Giacobbe s
class write about the death of a pet
fear of the dark friendships
celebrations

Giacobbe knows that children do
not need to blow bubbles or visit tne .--

fatt,1 I' 4.:( '81
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Now; each lesson in your basal reader
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zoo in order to have somettimQ
write about She will never ass:( a

topic such as "I Am an ice-C re,
Cone' or give them the first se.
of a Martian adventure Childrei
believes, tap their own resource;
experience when they write just Is
they do when they talk or draw or -;

Each morning before lunch. the 21
children in Giacobbe's class meet ;,-
a colorful patchwork rug to read. liste-
to and discuss the morning's writings
Giacobbe is convinced her students
would not write as much or as well if
she did not support their efforts with
these class readings and discussions

Sarah reads her story. -The Pretty
Little Girl," aloud, standing beside
Giacobbe:

the pritty littl gril
hat named is krisdeg
she love flawrs the bset . . .

When Sarah finishes reading.
Giacobbe thanks her for introducin
and telling about "the pretty little g
Then she asks Sarah, "Remember
when we talked about periods?"

"Oh. yeah." responds Sarah, who
then rereads her paper and places
periods at the ends of sentences.

During individual and group con-
ferences. Giacobbe is careful to re-
spond to the content of each child's
writing before commenting on any
writing mechanics. She works with
Chris on the difference between
they're, their and there. but only after
she has praised his growing knowl-
edge of chemistry. After hearing Jim-
my's racing drama, she recognizes
his pride that his father "put smoke in
the other guy's face." Only then does
she work with him on VIII sound,
since he spelled father and face with
an /. (Jimmy started writing using onll
12 consonants; he learns more as he
needs them.)

Giacobbe believes these daily con-
ferences help her develop a more
thorough knowledge and understand-
ing of her students than would be
possible were she still red-penciling
student worksheets Children don't
discover rules in a vacuum Specific
information does need to be supplied
And though she knows the benefits of
invented spelling have not yet been
measured and statistically analyzed.
they are clearly evident in her
classroom Her children are learning
to write and to read And they are ac-
tive. confident leamers

Susan Sowers. a former classroom
teacher, is a student at Harvard
Graduate School of Education
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"This is WRING!" I couldn't believe my ears! Rf

vanished as my mind slipped back over all those hours of preparation.

I was attempting to introduce my second grade clasu to some outstand-

ing pieces of children's literature by sharing my own spicial collec-

time of books. Bowyer, Richard's wordc were the very thoughts of his

classmates. Actually feeling crushed, I resorted to leaving the books

for the children to examine more closely, hoping that might kindle at

least little enthusiasm. Meeting with failure once again, I carefully

owed the books back to their shelves, rationalizing the failure with,

"They're only eight years old, really too young to be able to appreciate

literature and the individual style of each author." The remainder of

the year we enjoyed stories but never really connected thooe boa°s to

the very real people who write them - individuals, like ourdelvear, vho

think, feel and function as part of our society.

Two and a half years have passed since that day. If only I had

known then what I know now. That is, that children cannot truly appre-

ciate another's accomplishments unless they, too, have experienced a

similar process. The seven and eight year olds in ay present class now

write constantly. Sarah continues her series on owls; Anna retells her

recent hospital experiences; Katy relives a family trip; Rilary writes

touching story of her adoption; Sean tells why he admires his teenage

brother and Jason shares his love and knowledge of horses. Children also

write in curriculum areas, not because they have to, but because writing

makes a unit more meaningful to them. As a result of science projects,

7
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Tommy begins his book, Dinosaur., "Dinosaurs lived before man was on

the earth," and Mary writes in Good Foods, "Bananas are yellow and thoy

grow on a tree. You peel than to eat thee. They have bruises sometime."

Children write regularly about Om books and records they enjoy and write

rather lengthy Scripts for plays and puppet shows which are later staged

for the entire class.

The desire to writs is so natural yet these chidlren, like any other

writer, have experienced the frustration of not having the right word

when they need it, have experimented with different media for illustra-

tions, have revised pieces until they're just as they'd like this to be,

have accepted another child's criticism as constructive and have sat through

individual end group conferences. They've also experienced the disappoint-

ment of a word being aistyped during publication or the binding being too

loose after they've worked so hard to sew the pages together. Sound tough?

It 1st However, when that book has been completed, 'published' in its

hardbound edition with attractive wallpaper on cardboard covers and is

reed to the class, the pride is so evident. When a child comments, "I can

tell that you really, worked hard on that, I lave it," or, "You really have

a lot of information about your topic," the enormous smile, sparkling eyes

and pride of the writer all show the process is most definitely worth all

the effort.

Thus, I enthusiastically placed my precious collections on our class-

room display shelf once again this year. I eosehow felt it woald be dif-

ferent and it was. After hewing introduced the children to many of Taeha

Tbdor's books, I recently read Corgiville Fair. Following the story, I
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casually asked, "Well, what do you think of this book of Tasha's?" At

least fifteen hands went up! "I love her illustrations, but in this

book, she didn't use frames." "She always writes old-fashioned style."

"Did she ever get a Caldecott medal?" "Look at all the detail - the

corgis are all dressed up." "Ibis story didn't really happen but some

of hers did." These were all very typical responses. Tashi TUdor has

Decor a special friend of the chldrea as I hope other authors will.

Debby has written Tasks Tudor, a biography. As she learned more about

her character's style and personality, Debby has continued to make re-

visions in her book. Recently, a second edition was 'published' complete

with revisions. Debby has chosen to send Tashi Tudor to the character

it so lovingly portrays:

Tanha TUdor is a great illustrator and writer. I love

A Time lb Atop and other, books. I love the dogs. They

are corgis. The corgis are cut.. I love Corgiville Fair.

I have Amiss alma*. Her daughter wrote Amy's Goo.. and

S he illustrated it. Tasks Tudor makes frames around the

pictures sometimes. In A Time To Ken, the frames go

with the outdone. Utah. Tedor's age is around 65. She

has been writing since she was 18. Mahe Tudor lives in

faxeboum. TimihaIrdor writes old-fashioned style.

Tashi Tudor's first book to be published was Pumpkin

Moonehine. I love 'Naha Tudor because she sakes really

nice books.

When Debby finished reading this, her classmates actually clapped for they,
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too, identified with Debby the author. They knew what an accomplishment

it wcs. Debby sailegore she's never smiled before and held her book

close as if to say, "I'm really proud of syself6" Other children in

Debby's class have chosen to write letters to Tasha Tudor. "Ye saw

your loicturs in the newspaper." "Mow lout; does it take you to write?"

"How smay bboks have you written?" "Do you really, live like it was long

ago?" "I love owls and you use them in your illustrations." "I have

thr.e of your books." "I don't have any of your hooka, tut i wish I

did." "Do you really use the butter churn you told about?" "I LOVE YOU

because you're a great illustrator and writer." All of these tell is

I've finally found the key to helping the young child become aware, really
aware, of literature. Three weeks of anticipation finally brought the

awaited response - a handwritten letter from Tasha Tudor complete with a

line drawing of her Corgi, Cricket. Everyone cheered and the children

surrounding me oeescdone enormous smile. Evec here, the relationohip

dee:as:sped with this a*hor didn't cease. "I went to write back." "I

wonder if that's how she draws the corgis before they're published."

"She said in the letter, more than one corgi is coma, not corgis."

"Can we all have the letter?" "I want to frame it." That afternoon

twenty-one very carefully held, photocopied treasures rode the bus home

with the children. Tasha T4dor has really touched the lives of these

seven sod eight year olds.

Other authors have followed Tighe lUdor, all with enthusiasms -

Noreen Bridwell, Beatrix Potter, Shel Silverstein, Robert McClosky. I'm

attempting to demonstrate individuality, living and non-living author.,

those from our New England areas as well as those from other geographical
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locatioas, contemporary writer, as opposed to those of a bygone era.

A1.1 of these contrasts are helping the chill to look at every writer,

including themselves, as unique individue.s. Miry has written in

Matrix Potter, "I wish she was still alive so she could show as how

to draw better." In disucssiiig contrasting styles, Andy says he likes

the way Skil Silverstein uses pen and ink in his illustrations "Some-

times I use just pencil. It's sort of the seas." Of Robert McCloskey,

Hilary mentions, ^"His illustrations look like charcoal crayOn," and many

ehildren chuckle to learn that he act ally needed to keep ducks in his

bathtub in order to complete the illustrations in Nike Way Fcr Ducklings.

The children have become increasingly aware of time through writers.

"That was written when ay dad was eight years old," responds Andy when

a copyright was read and Debby brought in One Morning in Maine and A Time

of Wonder which belonged to her sos and uncle as youngsters. Melissa

tells us how her *other read !Matrix Potter's books as a child and the

. children are bringing in books after discovering that they have luny books

in their own libraries that they were never even aware of. In our trips

to the school library, the children have learned how to use the card cat-

"elog so that they may find books by the authors we've discuased. Visitors

to our classroom are often asked if they know of a certain author or if,

they've seen a newly published book. Never does a visitor leave the class-

room without at least a half dozen children sharing their own stories.

The children critique writers but that's not enough. They also want

to know about,each personally for they are now able to understand the rel-

ationship between the livesof people and the topics they write about. We
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are always looking for artLcles and books which will give us further

insights into someone's life. I now realise that la.order to appre-

ciate another person as a writer, the child 'mods to writ Bow can

one possibly understand the process if its never been experienced?

We take children on field trips so that they any understand fron first-

hand experience. I visit other cleaspoms to see new ideas but they

only have meaningwhot I am able to applT those ideas is my owu class-

room. A connoisseur of fine food has only become one through direct

experience with food. We all acknowledge the fcct that children learn

to recd by reading and now I know that children only become writers by

writing. We really mclose the gap between the yang writer and the

accomplished writer. After all, they have writing in common.
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BREAK THE WELFARE CYCLE: LET WRITERS

CHOOSE THEIR TOPICS

A seventh grade teacher left my writing workshop one Wednesday after-

noon filled with renewed optimism only to return seven days later with that

ta"rred and feathered look. She was a bit hostile to boot. "I told my class

they could choose any subject they wished for their writing assignment this

week. Well, you'd think I'd asked them to undress in public." Her glance

at me said, "That was a' pretty dumb suggestion . . . letting them choose

their own topics."

"Some children asked for a list of good topics. Others aske/d outright,

'What topics do /22 (the teacher) like best'? More said, "Our topics are

dumb," they pleaded "give us the topics."

By the time most children reach seventh grade they are unable to choose

topics. This serious symptom is an indicator of many other problems in the

life of the young writer. Children who can't choose topics see writing as an

artificial act disconnected from their own lives. Writers/need to know what

they can command and defend; to put their voices on the line.

From the second grade on we won't let them learn to choose topics. In-

stead, the child goes on writer's welfare, dependent on the teacher for every-

thing starting with the topic. Our reasoning seems to be: "Children are

afraid to write; worse, they come to the page with nothing of significance

to write about. We'll take care of both problems by giving them the topic."

The welfare trail begins. The child is fed a diet of snappy gimmicks:

story starters, stimulating pictures, "dial-a-story" games, opening paragraphs,



open-ended stories to complete, as well as teachers' favorite topics. It

doesn't have to be this way. Children bring rich experiences and voices

to the page.

Children show us much about topics and how we can better help them.

Under a three year grant from the National Institute of Education, Susan.

Sowers, Lucy Calkins and I have completed a study of the composing processes

of young children from age six through ten. One Small sector of data on

topic are reported here to show the importance of topic choice as well as

their implication for the teaching of writing.

CHOICE AND VOICF.

Topics come easily to six year olds. They write about personal ex-

periences, fantasies, and information books about prehistoric animals,

weapons, weather, and animals. The sources seem unending. The children are

confident; their voices boom through the print. For many these happy days

don't last.

Developmental issues intrude. Somewhere between grades one and three

the child becomes aware of the intrusion of audience. The audience includes

the child himself. The child finds that other children as well as the teacher

react differently to his writing. Until now the child supposed others had

the same interpretation, registered the same feelings about his writing.

A sense of audience is intensified by the writer's growing ability as

a reader. Good readers are overheard saying, "This is awful. I don't know

what to say. What's a good subject to write about"7 At this stage the

child's critical skills outweigh his ability to produce a text sa4isfying to

himself. The child looks for help. Instead of giving help, we induct the
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child into the welfare cycle. We ignore the resources the child already

has to deal with - the problem of topic choice.

Help means leading writers back to their resources, their sense of

territory, information, and voice! Help writers to speak about their topics.

When teachers help writers to speak about their topics and how they compose

them, children find renewal in the sound of their voices. They hear new

information because the teacher listens, reflects, and questions the writer

in such a way that the writer teaches the teacher about what he knows. The

children in our New Hampshire study were constantly speaking about their

writing through formal and informal conferences. Note the voice, sense of

process, and control of information by two nine year old-children as they

-speak about their topics:

Andrea

I think I say "Little White Fish Jumped All Around Us" and I

realized--How big are they? Why white? What did they look

like? And I
realized probably my whole story is like that -

blab: Like I have, "I pressed my toes in hot sand." What was

it like? How did it feel? So I'm going to do a whole new

d'r'aft, rather than fix it up. 1'11 sort of follow along with

the other draft, but in my own words.

When wrote about the cat and the car running over it, it

came to my mind. When we were riding down North Broadway and

we saw a burning car . . . I could describe the car burning

up - it was a Pontiac, burning in the night. Hey, a title!

"Flame in the Night"!

Both children encounter problems but articulate a process to solve them.

\\
Andrea is highly critical of her piece about the fish but isn't discouraged.

She'll do a new draft. ',Brian discovers a new topic and title in the midst of

4O



writing another. These children speak this way because their teachers have

not only given them responsibility for their topics, but help to deal with

issues in draft.

TOPIC CHOICE HELPS THE WRITING

When writers know the choice is their's and they write at leist four

times a week, they think about topics when they are not writing. When six ,

year old John discovered a bat with his father on 'a Saturday, he rehearsed

both topic and some of the text before he wrote about it on Monday morning.

John knew he could rediscover what happened in the event through writing

and that time would be provided for it when he got to class. Nine year old

Amy is interested in foxes. She has chosen the topic. The nig' before she

will write, Amy rehearses the lead to her fox piece. One of the significant

findings in our study was the amount of "off-stage" thinking done by children

who felt they controlled their topics.

Children who write regularly, yet have topic choice, are seldom without

a topic. Their writing folders contain lists of "future" topics. These are

topics they pick up from reading, other children, new experiences, or infor-

mation they wish to know more about. -Or, in the course of writing one topic,

inevitable another more interesting one arises. It is saved for another day.

Teachers in the study placed great emphasis on the information behind

the topic. The children were interviewed about the content in their topics;

they were responsible for teaching the teachers about what they knew. This

procedure appeared to result in two study findings as writers developed:

(1) More problems of information handled in second or third

draft were dealt with at the point of choosing the topic.

(2) As children learned to choose and limit topics, the number of

drafts diminished.
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THE SWITCH FROM CHOICE TO ASSIGNMENT

Writing is, after all, a tool for learning. It is meant to be used

in mathematics, science, and social studies. It is not the exclusive pro-

perty of personal narrative, fiction, or poetry. As part of any child's

diet, writing needs to be used as a means of finding out, sometimes by

assignment. Such writing can begin in the-primary years. The central diet,

however, still needs to be with the child's developing power in choosing

the topic. The switch from drafts in personal narrative or personal topic

choice can be made in a very short time frame.

By the second year of the study many of the eight year olds now turning

nine, had had considerable experience with topic choice, and the use of

successive drafts to clarify their subjects. In the second half of the

fourth grade the teacher moved the children into content writing. The

switch from personal writing to writing in science and the social studies

was barely perceptible. The children used more resources, interviews, had

some work on note taking, but the actual composing in the new genre was

hardly different from the personal writing. These children already knew

what it meant to have supporting information, to organize toward meaning,

to have more precise language to communicate their topic.

CHOICE AND RESPONSIBILITY
to

Children learn through the choices they make. Early on, first choices,

even second and third ones are often poor. Fred wants to write about "space"

but is swallowed up by the enormity of his choice. With help Fred may find

he knows more about the space shuttle. He begins to learn the power, of



limitations, the meaning of choice.

Our data show children learn and benefit from choice. They think about

writing when they are not writing. They learn the meaning of choice by think-

ing of information behind their topics. Trey find it easier to learn to re-

vise in personnally related themes because there is more depth to their under-

standing of the topic. Most of all, they learn the meaning of voice. They

learn to put themselves into their pieces because, they are able to defend

the information in their topics:

We need to break the teaching cycle that places young people on writer's

welfare. Children won't learn if we think for them. We want writers who

will write and talk as if they knew their subject. Independence begins when

writers choose their topics.

(1 1 I )
Li 4.1
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QUESTIONS FOR TEACHERS WHO WONDER IF THEIR
WRITERS CHANGE

Hoe hard it is for teachers to tell if their writers improve! The

growth of young writers is often erratic: On Monday poor writing, improve-

ment on Tueiday, an excellent day on Wednesday, an average day on Thurs-

day, poor writing again on Firday. The teacher leaves school on Friday

wondering if anything significant has happenod during the week, even

though such a pattern is a normal one for most writers. She wonders

where to begin on Hondo morning.

Since the growth of young writers in the short term is both uneven

and erratic, new questions need to be asked that will give teachers a

picture of child change in the long run. There are subtle changes of a

more fundamental nature that can show teachers significant change, even

in the midst of a child's struggle. Teachers who ask procers questions,

not only gather sound information about child growth, but also ask the

very questions that contribute significantly to the growth of the

children themselves.

f:f t ,

L' Li
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A Teacher Who
Found Out Por Herself

-397

Nary Ellen
Giacobbe, a first grade teachce in 41.kinson, New Hampshire,

wanted to find out how her children's
concepts of the writing process

changed from December through
the end of the school year.

Underlying her

interest in concepts were simple questions:
'Are my children improving

as writers? If so, how?" She formulated many
of her interview questions

with Lucy McCormick
Calkins, who had a grant from the HCTE Research

Foundation to help teachers conduct
their own researh.

Rationale for Questions

For three years
Ciacobbe met several

times weekly with
each of her

children to discuss
their progress as writPcs. She was aware her

six year old
children often made

penetrating statements
about their

writing, even
though the writing was not necessarily

going well at the time.

She noticed that as children broadened their
ability to plan, solve

problems, have a language to discuss their writing,
and a sense of options

for the writing
process,.their writing

products ultimately
changed for

the better.

Giscobbe knew the products improved each year. This was easily

documented in writing
conferences and the children's writing folders.

She needed information, however,
that shoved 11cre the children were on

process of understanding, that she might have
data to help them from

dey today during writing conferences.

She framed a six month period of teaching with questions that were

asked before and after children wrote In December and in June. Ten of
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her twenty-three children were interviewed about their writing process,

transcripts made of intervieva with copies of writing xeroxsd to show

the relationship between child concepts of writing and what happened in

the writing itself. These ten children were distributed along low,

middle, and high performance levels in writing. The following questions

were asked of the children:

BEFORi THEY wRarE

1. What are you going to be writing about?
(Children chose their own topics through-

out the year.)

2. How are you going to put that down on

paper?

3. How did you go about choosing your

subject? .

AFTER THEY WROTE

1. Wow did you goabout writing this?

2. What are you ,going to do next with

this piece a writing?

3. What do you think of this piece of
writing?

Although these questions were asked in standard, formal fashion,

Ciscobbe didn't hesitate to ask further questions that promised addi-

tional information.

Two of theten children are now reported io,show more detailed

profiles of child change in writing. The two eFildren are chosen from.

the high and low gioups to show contrast; Teachers will see the types

41 r I "1
Le
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of information questions 'Heft as well as well as changes within and

between the two children. Each case is reported in the three most import-

ant sections to monitor child change through questions: information,

process, and standard.

Although all the small changes between the two dates in December

and May are not available, the information will 1); discussed in light

of data from our, study of thildrens composing from ages six through

nine (see Language Arts Research Update 1973-1981).

MARK

Mark was chosen in December to represent the lower group of

ch"dran. At that time he was barely able to read his invented spellings.

It was not easy for him to talk about his work or writing; composing was

s slow process 'there he struggled for the right letters to opell out his

pieces.

IN1PORMATIOR

In December Hark is asked what he would be writing about. As in

speech he goes directly to the subject:

"School . . . writing and building and ell that.

Math, science, art."

When Mark composes he has to lead into his subject from hone base, a

home to school narrative, a practice quite common in December with

other children. Hark writes:

11 I
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I am in the house.
We are going to school.
Hrs. Young dropped off the other kids at

the Academy.
We are going to Rockwell. (His school, next

stop on bus run from Acsdamy.)

We are getting off the bus.

I est playing.

The End.

Hark's entire text gets him to the sublect, discussed orally. It is

difficult for any writer to get into a subject. Noting how writers get

into their subjects is
fruitful way to view the change of writers st

any age. .

By June Hark's use of specifics has changed dramatically, both in

his pre-conception of what will be contained.in
the writing, and in the

writing itself. The same question asked in
December about what will be

contained in his writing brings a different harvest:

Chicks . . . I might just write like what I know

about chicks and I might write that one Pet

hatched at about ele'en past ten. I might write

the day that it hatched. I might writ, that a chick

just hatched a couple of dos ago. . . that a chick

hatched last night. I'll keep tr, thinking about

it and I'll just think and I'll find,out what I'm

Going to write.

Hark's sense of options changes from December to Jona. He is now

familiar enough with both writing and his subject, "chicks", thvt he

might exercise any of these options in writing: what he knows about ahicks,

the one that just hatched at 'eleven past ten, the day it hatched, or

the chick that hatched last night. Any time children speak of different

directions in content, process, or
standards, there is evidence of

significant growth unit, Once children real ze there are options

1") r
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before them in information or proce3s, they take on greater problem

solving capacities, as well es greater access to the specifics that

make their writing' more detailed.

In June, with his sense of many options and rich information,

Hark moves quickly to his subject when he writes:

A chick batched om Tuesday. The whole class was

happy. tints happy the first chick hatched. 'I ;anted

to hold it but it via too small. You have t% salt for

tva days vhez you can bold them. They will nibble at

ywr finger.. Ia tvo'days they will nibble. It doesn't

hurt when they Dibble, One chick nibbled my finger

until my finger got a cut. The cut didn't hurt. Ives

scared when be 8110.1,4 at my fingei. We are trying to

bitch egss is our school but they hatched on yesterday,

June 2,, 1412. The Chicks are vet vbeu the- hatch. If

you wait for two days they will be grey. nay will be

fluffy too, That is when it is fua to hold them. I

holded is chick. I bad never bolded a chick. It felt

weird. It squiggled. It got out of my hands, I

chased it ali eround John's house for a Waif hour.

Finally he anuliv it stooped. It was too Wed to run

anymore. I finally got the chick. It triad to get *Say

again and it almost did but it didn't get away. "The End.

Ifrk's text follows in many directions with each sentence stimulating

the next. His understanding' of options doesn't mean he entertains one

in the lidA of, four. Rather, Mark find that each sentence mysteriously

leads to theneXt; there is usually an option around the corner to be

followed. Although Mirk expresses what he will write as optional, to

fact, he uses all of his options in the text. This is a necessary pre-

cursor to the child's stopping and making a decision about which option

to entertain in the midst of composing. Thus, Hark's statement of

options or "might" i; really a statement of the suspected twists and

turns in his piece about chicks.

l

`.)
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Mirk is able to show himself more in the June piece. His voice is

present in feelings, surprise at what the chicks do: pecking, 'giggling,

running around the house. Mark has more access to
himself in June thin

in December.

PROCESS

The first eltmentUn
Mark's process of writing is the process he

uses to choose his subject. Note the difference
frcm December to Junel,:z4 e

December
June

I just wanted to write that.

Cause I like school. It just

came to my head.

I just thotight about what

we've done. I thought about

dinosaurs first. And I

thouida about butterflies

and chiCks. We studied about

food and shells. Then I

decided the chick one.

In June Mirk has chosen one of six options for his topic. He is

used to the question,
to having access to how he goes about choosing

his topic.
Childre6 who have such options

rarely see thee/shys as being

without a writing subject. Best of all, they learn to exercise intelli-

gent choice on subject limitation.
They learn about what they know.

Ciacobbe found out more about Mark's proceis by asking him about

his composing
before and after priting.

Before writing, Mirk said, in

December;

I'm just going to take
the paper and write it down. And

then I'll write the picture of it. I write the picture

first and then I write about the picture because I like

to write the picture first because if I mesa up I can

Just make something out of it. If I mess up with crayons

I already drawed on
something I can make that part of it.

r

OS
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Mork already has a clear sense of process in December. He is aware

that he draws (before he actually composes) and that has able to

transform drawing errors into sensible solutions. He also makes little

distinctiori betwlen the process of trawing and writing, a common

understanding of many children Mark's age. He writes them both."

In June Mark's statements about process appear to be regressive.

Maw that he does little drawing to go with the writing, his language

seems vague in comparision with December.

Before. How he will write: "I don't know . . . in

words. That's all I can think of for now."

After: How he did write: "First I thought what I
was going to write and I just thought and

thought."

Children Mark's age consistently move from specifics about the

process to such general statements as: "I thought and thought" as they

develop greater internal language. It isn't long before tha general

statement "thinking" is replaced by more specifics about the process

again. "Thinking" comes at the point when children use less speaking to

accompany the writing process, yet they lack for words to describe the

internal process. They lire just aware of a change that can only be ex-

pressed as "thinking". Later, they will see an external counterpart in

what they actually do to describe their writing processes.

The future, however, is much more definite. When Mark is asked

what he will do with his piece in June, there is great difference from

his December statement: "Publish it." In short, the piece it done at

/4 1
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the time of interview. In June, Mark has a contimiga sense of what

will be done with his writing:

Frobab;y get it published. I might sit down and work on it

a little bit. Turn it over and erase the things on the back

that I have and Write some new
stuff. Nate new stuff about

chicks. I might take this piece and just look through and

see if it's chicks or ducks cause I had to chase one of John's

ducks too. That even took more than an hour. I might change

some of it to ducks.

The future is open. Hark will go back to rework his piece with some

adjustments needed in the information. The piece still exists for

more work.

OiacObbe has carefully developed a future
for the children by

asking them throughout the year,
"And now what will you do with your

piece?".Dut the question has come
after continuing to have a conference

about what the child still knows about the topic even though the child

has "completed" the piece. It is the child's choice whether the informi-

tioc isqused or not. Of course the child's time frame of working on the

process changes as a result of such procedures. The piece about the

classroom in December took one
sitting whereas "Chicks" was carefully

composed over three days. Even though the piece took longer in June,

Hark still has more to say
about what he will continue to do with his

writing.

STANDARDS

At the end of each interview, Hark is asked how he feels about his

piece. Hoch of his standard in December is taken from the comments and

help given by others:
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I think it's good. Because when I conferenced with Justin

they said it's good. They thought it should be published

too.

He gives few specifics of his own about why it is good. It is good

enough to be published. (About one in four booklets composed by the

children are published in hard cover in the room. This 'mounts to an

average of one book every four wets for each child in the school year.)

In June Mark had a much more elaborative statement about his

thoughts on the quality of his writings

I think it's good. It's one of the best pieces I have.

When I read it through it sounds good. When I read

through all my pieces, they all sound good.

Mirk had just completed a strong, fantasy piece called "The Great Recs."

He is feeling that most of his selections are good after having two

good ones in a row. Mark then goes on to make another statement abo.it

standards, one quite typical of children six through nine years of age,

who are wrestling with issues of "real-unreal".

This is better than "The Great Race" because it has more
information. Anyway', that didn't really happen in "Great

Race." I just imagined all of that. This is better be-

cause it is a real story. Real things really happened.

Make-up things didn't really happen.

Por children coming to terms with what is real, not real, true, untrue,

the "real", the nes realization, takes on greater importance and there-

fore greater merit as a written piece for Mark.

LAUREN

Lauren was chosen as one of the subjects because in December she

composed in the more advanced group in the class. She was articulate

414
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in speaking about writing and the writing process.

INFORMATION

In December Lauren tells far more than she writes. By June she has

shifted to writing more than she tells. At first Lauren used the

'response to the question." What will you write?" as a rehearsal for the

text composed. In December there is little difference between Lauren's

oral response and What she composed on the first page:

Oral: (December) Krick:a: (December)

Well, one time when we were
coming home from our boat and
Candace was going to sleep over
my house we couldn't do it cause

I was gel.ting too crabby. Then
my brother was allowed and he
fell down the stairs with his
tape recorder and his book and

he broke his wrist.

Once when we were coming
back from the boat Candace
was going to sleep over my
house but I was too crabby.
Then Bobby fell down the

stairs. He slept over any -

ways. He went to my house.
Then he went to the doctor
and got a cast on.

Lauren selects only the material firat.shared in telling about what

will be in writing. Forty-eight of the seventy-three words w ritten in

the selection came from the first 75 words of the oral account of what

would be written even though Lauren shared 246 total words of what

would happen in her writing. Part of this is because Lauren, like many

primary children, started out with great detail on the first page (47

words) but ran out of energy, and quickly closed in traditional fashion

wish simple subject, verb, object sentences:

HE CAN RIDE HIS BIKE.

.BOBBY IS BETTER NOW.

BOBBY IS AT SCHOOL.

HE CANE BACK FROM SCHOOL.

el I ,7
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Each of these sentences bccupius only four or five words to the page.

They are a similar pattern to
Nark's lead from home to school and back

again With only one sentence

In June there it ;ouch less of Lauren's bral account in the writing:-

Like Mark, as will be shown in the process section, she is aware that

-she will discover new options in the compostag; an oral rehearsal is

much less needed. Table I shows the shift from oral to written:

TABLE 1 - PRBCENTACE OF ORAL IN WRITTEN

DECEMBER AND JUNE.

No. words Word information Word length % of write( s

in oral units in writing of written made up frog.

account from oral account oral account

December 246 48 73 66

June 153 35 129 27

Even though Lauren's genre had changed from a narrative account to

an infovniational - "all about" writing, she takes the information and a

attempts to have small narratives
within the'article about her family

boat. Bach page has an illustration to go with it.

ABOUT UT BOAT

P. 1 - My boat is neat. I like my boat. Under a cushion

ther's a toilet under it.

p. - 'e go on my boat in the summer. Our boat isn't

next to their boat. There's another boat between

them.

p.1 nne time our friends came on out_hnatl---Sometimes

when they go out with us.

ei I 'I 1
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p. 4 - We have a nor marina. They put the docks out.

My father is putting the boat into the water.
I asked my mom if we could go on the boat tomorrow.

---------- - Sh e- id Mg All_we could.

O. S - I like my boat. Our bort has a hatch. Sometimes

I stick my.head out the hatch. But sometimes my

father tells me to put my heed back:

p. 6 - There is a sink in our boat. us vent on the boat

yesterday.

There is an api-narrative of her friends, the new dock and the

hatch. There is no strong nikrative or coherent approach to writing

?bout her boat. Different features have their personal appeal, the

toilet, the marina, friends, thu hotel. and the sink in the boat. The

piece unfolds, and in a sense is less coherent than the December narra-

tive. Working with a non-narrative account is much more difficult,

however, especially when the writer tries to put in personal voice.

PROCESS

Process statements give the strongest indications of Lauren's

growth as a writer. Note the change from December to June in her two

accounts of how she will compose:

DECEMEER JUNE

Keep'on'adding
have a problem
Yeah, I would.

I will. Maybe

time to do the
stead of doing

Clay.

pages. I might

if I get mixed up.
But I don't think
tomorrow I'll have
whole thing, in-
other things like

I might add or I .just might

take some out. I just might

write the pages. If I ran

into problems I could just
think what we really did and

erase that and put what-we

really did. Sometimes I get

mixed up. I'm really not

thinking.
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In December Lauren chooses to complete all writing in one sitting.

"Maybe tomorrow I'll have time to do the whole thing." Thisalsoshows

why her big splurge of
information on page one was followed by such

simple sentences with data less relevant to her topic. She had ex-

ceeded her time limit set
for writing. The only way out was to end

the piece in simple sentences.

in JumPthere are more specifics to Latren's process. Lauren

might "add, take out, erase,
rewiite, Out what we really did"). In

the developmental hierarchy
of writing "taking out" information

is an advanced concept. It is not unusual for children to cite,add-

ition of information,
subtraction is another matter. This means that a

child has decided something is irrelevant to the main ides. By June

Lauren has a much richer problem statement, whereas in December "she

might ran into problems but probably won't". When children coma up

with options in information or
process, they also come up with much

richer statements about anticipated problems. The two must go together

or the writer will be in great difficulty.
There are too many Children

who are strong readers who can cite many problems options but are

without the-information and process options. That situation usually

leads to s child who is very unhappy with writing.

Lauren's statement about how she actually composed in June shows

even more about her understanding of process:

S.
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I forgot to put in my mother. I forgot to put that

so I had to erase for more room. I had more informa-

tion but it was hard to put in. I put an arrow up here

to say that. I sew you (Giacobbe) do that when you

showed the boys and girls what you do when you leave

_something out of your writing.

Lauren has picked up on her teacher's strategies for inserting informa-

tion and applied them to her own writing on a soIf-directed basis.

Leuren has also expanded the
tine-space dimensions of her process

umierstandings. First, she composes over a longer period in June

(three days as opposed to one day). Second, she returns to reexamine

the text to insert new information. Third, even at the point of the

interview for this study she still has designs on how she will continue

to work with her piece: She still wants to check to see if it is

"mixed up"'in any way. To check this problem she will take the staple

out of the corner of the papers, spread the papers on the floor, and

look from page to page to put the informatiou in the right order.

STAUDARD

In December Lauren feels the ,piece is good because, "I like it.

I really went to publish it because it's about the best so far. I like

it. It's a good book. It's good because I just thought about it this

minute and it's good." Like moat children starting out, Lauren thinks

it is good because
APjust "feels" it is the best. She is not yet

conscious of criteria to apply to the piece. Teachers need to be cautious

. about children's understanding of what is good. Even though children

can not come up with specific criteria as to that is best, they usually
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do choose the best paper. Criteria come after they are able to choose

best papers.

Lauren's standard in June has more specifics with some understand-

ing of the effect of her piece on the other children.

I like it a lot. It makes me feel good. That's what

cakes it a good piece but it may not be to other people,
(Thinks it is important that it be good to other people.)
It is good because it has a lot orinformation in it. I

told a lot about my boat. I think I want to write even

more.

Lauren has introduced feeling as a criteria but with feeling backed by

information. She also has a sense of continuing standard since she

wishes to keep working on her piece to make it better.

FINAL REFLECTION

Teachers ask questions to find out how children change. Questions

about the writing process show how children change most because responses

are rootedin the underpinings of child thinking and development.

Children's perceptions of what they write and how they write it are

data teachers can't do without.

The challenge to the teacher it makeing sense of tht information the

children give when\responding to auestions. Will the teacher know

growth when it is present, even though the child may be struggliug with

his piece? Teachers 'should look for: the child's use of detail, ability

to talk about the subject, sense of option, tentativeness of judgement,

growing language to talk about the process of writing.
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Questions themselves contribute to child growth if asked on a

regular basis. Most of the questions, however, are asked because the

teacher feels the child knows the answer. Although Ciacobbe's question

activity in writing conferences between
December and June is not part

of this study, the use of questions in conference is a regular pattern

in her tc ,ching. Her records show regular conference with children

(about three per week). Conferences are spent in receiving, discussing

and questioning the children about their work. The object is to help

children teach her about their subjects and to discuss the process by

which they compose. Form our previous study (see Language Arta,

Research Update, 1979-1981) it is clear that the conference, plus

questions, produce reflection and a language'of option and process in

the children.

Children grow because they become aware of what they are doing,

then forge on to tackle new issues in their composing. Questions make

an important contribution to that awareness.
Teachers become aware of

where the child is from the questions and ask further stretching questions.

Children, in turn, become more confide't about where they are in the

writing process, and take on more challenging issues in their composing.

el 6,
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"Romance Precedes Precision" - Marion Caroselli

60 Marlene Carom*

by our fascination with language, they cannot help but be capti.
vated by the wonder of words. This wonder invariably leads to a
desire to perfect expression, to use language with precilion, to

become aconnoisseur.
Approximating Whitehead's stages of mental development, the

practices that follow have been grouped according to grade levels.

The section dealing with activities for the primary grades reflects
the "romantic" approach; it describes methods of developing
interest in language. In the activities for the intermediate grades,
the reader will encounter ideas for helping children acquire pre-
cision in the uft of language. And in the section for the junior high
school grades, teaching practices- that will assist students to gen-
eralize and to make applications of their knowledge are delineated.

Primary Grades

First-grade students at the Aloha Park Elementary School in
Beaverton, Oregon, make their own books based on the reading
of a story by their teacher, Barbara M. Getty. After Ms. Getty's
students have heard the story, they cut and paste a picture to
indicate their favorite part of the story. Once the picture is glued

to a sheet of construction paper, the children write their own
stories about the cut-and-paste picture.

Sixth graders are invited to join the class during the writing
)eriod to help the first graders with spelling or other writing
noblems. In some cases,- Ms# Getty writes the story as the child
lietates it. Once the stories are completed, the children staple
;heir own stories to their pictured.

At the end of the day, the children form a circle on the rug.
Some children read their own stories and present their pictures.
When requested to do so, the teacher reads some of the stories.
The next morning, as children enter the classroom, they select'
their own pictures and attached stories and tack them on the cork
strip in the corridor for the entire building to enjoy.

"If anyone had fold me two or three years ago that first grade

: hildren could write and read their own stories during the first
quarter of any school year, without benefit of many months of

formal reading instruction. I would have considered the idea

ridiculous!" writes Helen Reynolds."( the Atkinson Acadeav in
Atkinson. New Hampshire. Like Ms. Getty, she has discovered that

young children sufficiently awakened to the romance of using

'words can produce pieces of writing which, in time, become more

0 0
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and more precise. The Process that she reflects Donald

Graves' comments cited in the first chapter of the monograph

regarding teachers' estimation of what children can and should do.

duels( the first week of school:
On eat very day of -school, I begin by giving each child a

lair piece of news t, crayons, and a pencil. I ask the children

so "write" some g to me. It can be anything that they wish.

I dd'not specify, because I want to see what word "write" means

to them and also what their capabilities are.
As I circulate around the room, stopping to give words of

encouragement or a smile to an apprehensive child, I can observe

many things: a name scrawled across the whole paper; large sized

numbers; various upper and lower case letters of the alphabet,

revcr3...: ,r upside down; scribbles; criss-crossed lines;

bright colors; stilted pictures and action pictures: and some words

like dog; cat, and love. Each paper shows me many levels of

maturity, development, and knowledge and can be used at a later

time to group children of similar ability. Some children are "all

done" in less than five minutes, while others show a longer atten-

tion span. As each child finishes, I encourage that the paper be

shared with me and I jot down what the child tells me. Then I
stamp the day's date on it and we tack it up on our bulletin

board, which has been divided to give each child a place where

future writings will be displayed.
Drawing is writing to young children; it is also talking out a

story and sharing it with someone. Their drawings and the know-

ledge of six to tan consonants are enough to help children get the -

flow of writing. As their knowledge of initial and final consonants,
blends, and vowels begins to turn into words, words into phrases,

and phrases into complete thoughts, real dories evolve. Each day

there is a time for all to write and each piece is dated, shared,

and then added to their collections.
The stages of growth and improvement are very evident to

anyone who reads the child's earliest to latest writings. As the

teacher, I show that I am affected by what the child has to offer

and this in turn gives the child added incentive to continue writing.

Most children do not realize their own potential. We have never

before asked them to write so early. Now they just conclude that

they can do it . . . and do!
Jrihn Gameins of tht Atkinson Academy in Atkinson, New

Hampshire, employs sensing of an audience for the writing to
lure the recalcitrant writer to the romance of writing. Mr. Gaydos

depicts the process in his own words:

)
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With a second grader, Mark, I was stymied because the rest of the

Baas seemed to be flowing and tie was still dogged up. Mark
would consistently explain his lack cf writing by saying that he
didn't know how to spell. Mark's school background had con.

slated of considerable prewriting and writing activities. but
he was 'out of synch with his poets. The elements of a normal
sequence that beginning writers go thmughyprewriting (drawing,
rehearsing, storytelling). invented spelling (experimenting with
a minimal number of phonic elements to write stable recognizable-
words), and authorship (recognition and concern with audiences)

were all bearing be Mark with equal force and negatively
affecting his ability to communicate a story in any form. In
typical second grade fashion, be was obviously digcovering the
audience. He would anxiously begin his barn in a group :baring
session with a lot of enthusiasm. but would quickly stop. Mark
wanted the audience badly, but he didn't have.* story to share,

only begipnings.
In individual conferences Irwould press for getting the written

word on paper but what I really needed to work on was content;
ha audience 'would be %O.^ h:m :' ,,od story. I

had mistakenly made a rule that said in order to Aare with the
whole group, one had to have some written material started.
Revoking the rule freed Mark to work solely on the content; now
he could work on getting to his audience with a whole story.

Mark started his next story, "The Flood." with the under-
standing that when he had finished just the pictures he could
share it with the whole group. Mark worked quickly at first. then
slowed, but two individual conferences and one small group
conference later, Mark had finished his illustrations. after hearing

Mark tell his story. the group reacted very positively, some not
believing; Mark had actually done it. The more important fact
was, that; Mark really knew he had captured an, audience solely

because of his story rather than because of his more typical
aberrant behaviors.

Once Mark had, on his own.,made a concrete connection to

a sound/symbol relationship, he was ready to make an initial
mental commitment to writing. Phonetically he had always had
enough elements to record all he wanted to say. but it was his
making a concrete tie between his phonics skills and the whole
communication process that made Nark begin to flow. Mark's
next story was written first and then illustrated.

I had grown, too. I had been 'seekihg only written products
and making pat assumptions about second graders' writing
abilities rather than paying attention to individuals and the

whole process of communicating.

Mary Ellen Giacobbe_ of the Atkinvm Academy' in Atkinson.
New Hampshire, utilizes writing conferences in her first grade
writing program. Sne stresses pupils' competencies as she confers
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with them. By giving positive attention to the skills children have

acquired, she is able to enhance their positive feelings about

writing and about themselves:

During a writing conference, the child reads the piece. I retell the

story giving the writer the opportunity to say, "Yes, that's the

way it is," or "No, you don't understand." I do not interfere by

giving my ideas. Instead, I ask questions that enable the writer to

rethink the content. "What do you think about your story? What

is the best part? Why? Are there any other detlils that you can
add? What are you going to do next with this piece of writir.g?"

The writer then has the choice to rewrite or not to rewrite.
Once the content as the way the writer wants it to be. I focus

on reading and mechanical skills. I mention all the things that the

child was able to do. Then I choose one skill to work on. I record

what happened during the conference in the writer's journal, as in

this example:

December 15
-.ad C'.r -.$: -.3-- -:1-,; .

period at the end of each sentence. She remembered mg

and used it in the word coming. We talked about sh. She

wrote show, *op, ship and fisn.

On the first.page of the journal is a growing list of skills that the

writer has acquired. It might look like this:

Things Amy Can Do:
1. Amy can put her name of the piece of writing.
2. Amy Can put the date on the piece of writing.
3. Amy can put a period at the end of each sentence.

4. Amy can put s at the end of a word to mean more
than one.

Because Ashy used ing correctly, I would add this to her list. On

future pieces of writing, Amy is responsible for paying special

attention to the skills on her list. When Amy has a conference. I

help her by saying, "Check numbrm 2 and 4 in your journal and

then reread what you have written and make any necessary

corrections."
I am not responsible for content or red penciling all the errors.

The child is given the opportunity to-take increasing responsi:

bility for individual writing and learning.

Andrea. Giuffn of School 1:4 in Rochester, New York, uses

'A-riting to determine if children have understood certain histonc

concepts and facts. Andrea believes that if a student can take

the facts, assume the role of an individual who lived in, a given

historical era, -and tell a story set in that era, then the child has

...lemonstrated a command of the historical concepts. Ms. Giuffre

describes the procedure this way:
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decides to melee an alphabet book about imaginary insects that
will be placed In the school library. Each student is responsible
for' a fourline poem with a rhyming pattern of AABB; each
student is assigned a certain letter of the alphabet and selects an
original but pronounceable name for an insect beginning with
this letter.

Before actually writ, , the children jot down several descrip-
tions and actions they .. i s t want to include. It is pointed out
that the poems are actually mini-stories and thitwhile a story
might be' wild and crisr-each line should lead to a logical Con-

clusion. The first line includes the bug's name and tells something
about the appearance; personality, or habitat. Lists of rhyming
words are compiled to assist students with subsequent lines.

Following the composing stage, peer evaluation is used for the

editing stage. Children share their work with ..E.ac'r. ot:ler and

receive suggestions for improvement from each other. They also
submit names for titles which are later voted upon,

The poems are typed and children draw their illustrations. After
the books have been "printed," each child receives two copies.
The library is given a copy of "A Bugwalk through the Alphabet,"
and 'the remaining copies are sold. The beginning of the Bugsialk

follows:

A is for Affenter

An Walter is found down near the sea;
He gurgles with his mouth and drinks with his knee.
When he drinks chary soda, his leg is in the gm,
And he still thinks he's got a lot of dam.

In an effort to encourage student writers to become more
precise in their written expression, htddLlimitioUle tkin-

eonAraidernyjn Atkinson. New Namoshiret involves her students
in sharing and critiquing each other's work:

In writing, u in other disciplines, children can learn as well
from their peers as from a teacher. I have set &Ode a large car-
peted area in my fifthrade classroom for what we have come to
call "share." It is here that a child reads his or her story or draft
and asks for comments. Thk: special area removes the aura of the
classroom setting, and becomes a place for the exchange of ideas.

The first time my class came to "share," they were appre
hensive about reading their stories. As we sat in a large circle on
the rug, I explained the purpose of sharing and we discussed

some rules. We would sit quietly with our papers on the floor.
listen only to the person reading, raise our hands. etc. Only a
few children were willing to read. but I knew this was only the

ei 01.t A., 0
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beginning. I called on someone who could accept criticism and
we began our learning through sharing.

Steve read his piece and I rased my hand. "I loved the part
when you said your stomach felt like a drum." Steve chose a
friend to comment. "That's a super story!" Other positive com-
ments followed. Then came a question about the sequence of
events. Suddenly several hands went up. each child offering &-
suggestion to Steve. The class then realized the importance of
revision in making their stories even better.

The children now insist on "share" for about twenty minutes
after each writing period. I am able to sit back and wait for
them to comment and question before interjecting my thoughts.
So many of the' pieces, however, offer such excellent learning
experiences, that I zero right in on them. "How did you feel
when. ? Can you tell me that in; your story? Doesn't your story

Thece are but a few model questions I ask
during our conferencing "share." e'en soon tne cnalren dap,
them of not only the writer. but of themselves as they are writing.

Teachinf writing through cunference type sharing is easy
since' the children don't suspect that I am "teaching." It's fun
for them and they take the information and incorporate it in
their stories without even realizing that we have just had a lesson

in writing.

Whitehead asserts that from the age of eleven on, children are
most receptive to seeking and acquiring a precise knowledge of

language. The study of literature, composing, and the elements
of language should receive focus during this period of precision
when a child is developing skills to perfect writing and reading.
Critical thinking and listening skills should also be stressed during
this period.

Sylvia Levinson, who reads stories over a period of weeks to
her fifth graders at the Burtsfield Elementary School in West
Lafayette, Indiana, helps her students to acquire proficiency in
each of these skill areas with assignments such 'as this one, based
on Scott O'Dell's The bland of the Blue Dolphins:

The book was read to the class by the teacher over a period of

six weeks. Vocabulary was studied and discussions were held in
conjunction with the reading. Creative and critical thinking ,and
listening skills were stressed. Five movies depicting the sea and
animal life typical of the book's setting were shown. The assign-

ment, made as the book was nearly finished, was to write a com-
plete description of one of the many exciting adventures and
difficult problems karana experiences. Suggested topics included

'. Meeting with Strangers." "Enemy Turned Friend." -Attacked
"Y Wild Dogs," "Caught in the Earthquake." "Alone and Afraid,"

'Rescued."

14-I 0.-
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TONI'S GROWTH

10/17 D -
12/8 PLA play

D
12/16 PLA

10/23 MD
1/12 PLAD - played

10/25 AD
1 /13 PAY

11/10 ND
1/23 PAY

LA
2/15 PAY

-ANE
2/27 PLAY

11/16 AND
3/9 PLAY

11/18 ND
3/12 PLAY

11/28 AND
5/21 PLAY 41.

12/1 AND

12/8 AND
12/12 PRET - pretty

1/2 PRET

2/15 PETE

11/28 BN - bunny
2/21. PRETEE

2/12 DUNE

10/23 RIS - rains

2/12 GG - egg
12/12 RAN -rain

2/27 GG
1/12 ROI

UGG
1/15 REN

EGG
2/5 RAN

11/10 LC - like
11/28 SCOL - school

LAT - liked
12/16 SCOL

12/8 LOCT - liked 1/23 SKL

12/19 L - like
1/29 SCOL

4/10 LICT - liked 3/9 SCOOL

LIC - like 3/28 SCOOL

5/14 LIKE

5/21 L/KE
12/8 WOST - wished

2/6 WES - wish

11/3 LV - of
WS

11/16 V 3/20 WESH

11/18 V
3/28 WESH

2/26 IV

3/25 UV

.3/20 70

11/3 N - on

11/18 IN

1/29 ON
3/5 ON
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SARAH'S GROWTH

1/24 ART - asked 11/6 NET - neat

3/20 ASK? HAFT

4/10 ASKED 11/7 NET

11/15 NET

11/15 NET

11/3 AVVETAG - everything 11/29 NEAT

11/6 AVVETAG

1/31 EVERYTHING
11/6 SLLE - silly

11/15 SALLE

11/20 nuan - flowers 11/17 SALEE

PLLAWRZ 12/7 SALEE

PLLAWR - flower 1/3 SILLEY

1/11 PLAWRS 3/15 SILLY

6/1 FLOWERS SILLY WILLY

3/26 SILLY

.11/7 GON - gone

11/29 GON 11/7 TGE -.think

12/15 MEN 11/27 TAR

1/25 GONE 12/1 THIEK

2/27 GONE 12/7 TAN=

4/3 GONE TAINK

1/18 TRACK
2/27 THENGK

10/23 HAOS - house 3/12 THICK

11/3 ROOS 3/16 THICK

12/15 HOES

1/15 ROSE

1/24 ROUS 11/6 HOL - whole

1/30 ROSE 1/18 WHO°

2/27 *OUSE 5/16 WHOLE

3/8 HOUSE

3/16 ROUSES

3/28 ROSE

10/23 NO"- know

11/7 NOW

12/14 KNOW

3/26 KNOW

5/28 KNOWS - knows

11/15 MAICE - much

11/17 MAH
11/27 MACH

12/7 MACH

1/18 MUCH

1/23 MUCH
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Rebecca Rule
June 1981

CONCEPT DESCRIPTIONS

CODE FOR CONCEPT COIJECTION

SD Standard

The speaker judges or asks for a judgement of a piece of writing.

Examples: "I like the way you set this up."

"Which do.you think, is the Nest

draft?"

SD is often found with other concepts when those other concepts are

being used as standards. The statement "I like the way you set this

up" would be coded SD 0, meaning that the concept of organization

is being used as a judgement standard.

P Process

7he speaker'discusses the steps taken to produce a draft. These

may be specific:

or general:

Examples: "This is my fifth draft."

"Did you copy this out of the
encyclopedia or make it up

yourself?"

Examples: "What will you do next?"

"Was it hard to write this draft?"

P is probably the most prevalent symbol in the system and is often

.found in combination with other concepts. Use of the future tense

in a teacher or researcher question is often a cue that process is

being dicussed as in the statements "What will you do next?" and

"How will you change the organization in the next draft?"

I Information

Many of the concepts in this system include what most of us consider

the concept of information. For example, our concept 0 for organiza-

tion means organizing information. We've decided to allow the 0

to stand for organizing information so that the I symbol can stand

{3J



for something more specific. That is, although we know that a state-
ment like "I'm going to put all the stuff about dogs in Chapter I"
includes an understanding both of information and organization, we
will use the 0 alone to symbolize that understanding. The same

applies for the symbols MO, FE. AC. T, EX and AU.

The "something more specific" that we want I to stand for is defined

as follows:

The speaker discusses or cites content, refers specifically to a
piece of writing.

Example: ,"I'm going to write how the man got down
here. The shark is going to touch the
sailboat..."

The above example would be coded both I and P because the writer
cites specific information while describing her planned writing pro-

cess.

Is Selection of Information

The speaker refers to selection of information, distinguishes suit-
able from unsuitable information but does not speak specifically

of 'adding or deleting information . (See next two categories).

Example: "What kind of information do you need?"

Is Addition of Information

The speaker suggests adding to a draft.

Examples: "Revised means adding some tips."

"I think you should put in more about
the car ride."

Id Deletion of Information

The speaker refers to deleting information.

Examples: "I didn't think it was that im-
portant and it was just a waste of
time having it there."

"Do you think you really need that

part?"

Some other categories which include (implicitly) the concept of in-
formation follow.

ti
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EX Experience

The writer describes his experience, or the reader discusses the
writer's (off the page) experience.

Example: "The chickens were hard to catch."

"Was there a roller-coaster there?"

Discussions of experience as defined here may be stimulated by what
appeared on the page but are not about the writing or what's on the
page. Often; the writer seems to talk about the experience (or the
reader expresses curiosity) with no inuication that the` speaker thinks
the writing should be changed as a result of the discussion.

_EXv Experience verifiaction

Speaker compares information on the page with the writer's experience.

Example: "Is that really true?"

"That's exactly what happened."

"I can't remember whether the doctor put'
the needle in my left or my right arm
so I don't know what to write."

AU Audience

Speaker refers to reader response to writing or to a conference.

Example: "What do you think Billy would say about
this story?"

AUi Audience general response

Speaker notes that writing is (is not) interesting, exciting,
appealing, or entertaining.

Example: "I like it because it isthe exciting part."

AUio Audience response with regard to others

Speaker notes that writing is (is not) interesting, exciting, appealing,
or entertaining to others.

Example: "Well, I like it but the other kids
would say it's boring."

,ti
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Alio Audience feels writing needs clarity

Speaker suggests that the writing be clarified.

Examples: "What did you mean by...?"

"I'm having trouble with this page:
It doesn't make sense to me."

AUco Audience requests clarity with regard to others

Speaker suggest writing be clarified for other other readers to

better understand'it.

Examples: "It is important so they know she was
wasting food by dumping it on the floor."

"It sounded like he didn't care about

your sister."

AUn Audience not considered_ important to writer

Speaker explicitly expresses no concern with reader response.

Examples: "Your Woodsy Owl book doesn't make

any sense."

"That's all right. I can write whatever

-I want."

F Feelings

Speaker refers to emotion in the writing or the experience behind

the writing.

Example: "row what I have to figure out is how
with that same feeling I could bring my
father to the sofa."

"Were you unhappy when you didn't find

your luggage?"

MO Motivation

Speaker discusses writer's or writer's characters' motives in the

experience behind the text )r in the text.

Examples: "Why did you ask for more potato?"

"I walked to the window because I wanted
them to notice me."

(4 ,,/
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AC ACtion

ACa refers to sequence of events in narrative.

Examples: "What will happen next in your story?"

"I just wanted to start at the action."

ACf refers to frequency of event in story.

Examples: "I like your story because it has a
lot of action."

"The robbing in my story has a lot
of action."

0 Organization

Speaker refers to content arrangement. Inkudes any reference to
groTing, ordering, chapters, division into parts, etc.

Example: "I wanted each chapter to be about just
one thing."

"Why did you make chapters?"

T Topic

Speaker refers to what the whole piece is about, defining message
or intent and reference to titles.

Examples: "This .hole thing is about my trip to
Canada."

"Is this about red squirrels?"

L Language

Speaker refers to writer's choice or arrangement of words for mean-
ing.

Example: "Why did you call the lir.n 'ferocious'?

"What should I call the box cars?"
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LG Length

LGm

Speaker refers'to how long a piece is. Emphasis is more is better.

Examples: "This is a good story 'cause it tells
more and it has a lot of pages."

"This is the longest story you've ever
written." ,

LGs

Speaker refers to how short a piece is. Emphasis is less is better.

Examples: "I don't want a super long story be-
cause I don't need all that much in."

"You've told a lot in a short space."

N Neatness

Speaker refers to the work's appearance.

Examples: "Don't look-at this. It's too messy."

"You wrote this very eatly."

M Mechanics

Speaker refers to grammar, punctuation, s elling or handwriting.

Famples: "Is that how you sell much?

"If I send a love letter, I use cursive."



COMPUTER PRINTOUTS

GREG

WelitialOWOOSOOMmewssumunimpossimismilmowssims
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P' WOO/TS 700007 ri Him TO KNOW WHAT BOOK WILL BE 6 IP
CALLEn. WHAT IT WILL SAY. PRACTICE A so)
LnT. PRACTICE IN ONE BOOK. PUT TT IN T
ANnTHrw. max IT. I

P' 10/20/7$

F II/06/7

F 11/10/7$

F 11/10/78

F 11/10/7A

P
w

700001 nt 'NTS IS THE ENO OF THE SENTENCE. 6 P
'woo T'M GONG TO CHOOSE ... W

700006 ((MG MANTIC), NINE MORE PAGES FOR HTA 6 IOP
STAR WARS WK.) G: I DON'T KNOW. ACS)
lints' Tai. HAVE Tn SEE THE END.

ACS
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700007 nt T enT TA CO RAM (MAKES OR 6
nal:mg:Ns PIWTODs ON PREVIOUS PAGES.) LG
nTRFR wins WRTTF SHORTER STORIES.

70000w nt T nntoT KNOW WHAT TO WRITE. 6 IP
LG)
sp

700011 nt LnnK HOW Lnwc MY BOOK I'VE noNE b LGM
Al,!, Twr WRITING. TN THIS AREA.

II/10/71 .70010h ni TT'S ALL TN MY IMAGINATION. IF 'mu 6 (PP
ensoF TN THIS AFTFRNOoN, YOU CAN SEE ACS)
wwAT T WITTE. w

F 11/13/71 700014 ci MRS G. mint( AT MY BOOK. I 6 AU
FTNTSHFD. P

W

P' 11i13/78 7001AT gt Nn. I STILL WANT TO PUBLISH STAR 6 IP)
WWARS.

F II/13/78 7007Th Gt CurAS WHAT TIM wilITING ABOUT? THE 6
AopArTum, 7

0

P 11/17/711 700778 CI nor onpr PAGF, WHAT SHOULD I WRTTF 6 P
T
w?
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Ti
w

AmnflT?

11/20/78 700750 Ci Mr nnAIT KNOW.

F II/27/7A 700016 nt ArrAusF IT'S NO? DONE YET.
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GREG (cont.) .

12/16/79 700136 Gi Mn. I'M nuT Or SCIENCE
sicorRINENTS. 1 TRIED SONE BUT THEY

0 JusT FUZZED IN THE AIR. I'M OUT Or
SPACE ROOKS Ton. T41 BROKE. IF I
CnuT.11 GO BACK To THE OLD VERSION, Ion

.

Jug? 2Tp IT UP A TITLE AND Pp BE

F 12/16/74 700137 Gi WHAT COM.D.BE A NEW VERSION Or THE
NANTIANST KNOM.HOW TO GET BACK To
THE nfl) VERSION. I'D SAT/ ',WHY DON'T
Ynn CO BACK IA YOUR OLD VERSION'

F 12/16/79

F 12/16/79

F 12/16/79

F 12/16/79

12/16/79

F 12/16/79

700140 ai I enuL0 MAYBE TRY IT OM HIM.
(TVF UP! I HAVE THE SAME PROBLFm WITH
EVERYTHING. IF HF. COULD LET ME OU T4F
OLD VERSION. OR IF HE COULD LET ME no
PICTURES.

700141 Os UNLESS Tnu CAN THINK OF ANY I DTn
Lan? YEAR. Tom NOT GOING TO BE ABLE TO
WRITE ANYTHING. ACTUALLY. I'M GONE IF
T me? THINK OF SOMETHING SOON. I

WANT to WRITE LIKE THE OLD VERSION.
MAYNE TF I COULD PUT TOGETHER`
SOMETHING ON EARTH AND SPACE.

700143 at RuT THAT WOULD TAKE DAYS. IN
SRAM A WAR THAT NO.ONE WINS. I'D
RATHER BE Home, I CAN'T THINK. IF T.
CAN'T THINK. SO WHAT'S THE USE OF

_ant's:: TN SCHnole. I CAN'T DO ANYTHING
AROUND HERE. NY.NRITING IS ALL BENT
OH? nr SHAPE. I'VE BEEN THINKING FOR
THREE DAYS.

700145 Ct YES.

700147 at No.. I NAN: UP MY MIND. NO MORE
DRAWTNO FOR ME. I'M JUST WASTING
TIME.

700149 4: Hr SAID NO MORE DRAWING FOR A FFw
DAYS. AND I SAID NO MORE EVER!

F 12/16/79 700154 4: T 11nti0T FEEL LIKE REVISING.
rnur.n MAKE A NFW VERSION.
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a- 9/2S/79

0 9/25/79

0 9/27/79

0 9/27/79

412.9

SUSIE

505216 Si TDTDN'T WANT ANY CRYING IN IT.

505216 sr berm. I DIDN'T CRY ALL THAT MUCH
Awn TF T DID RuT 'ME CRYINa IN IT Ion
HAVE vn PUT ABOUT HY MOTHER HOLDING
Mt.

5052111 Si ITs NOT !HAT INPORTANTk:AND IT Tx
cnnn WITHOUt IT.' ITIE.DONE.

S0S704 Si T TRIED A FIRST DRAFT AND I LIKED
tv Nov I'mCOING TO DO ANOTHER AND srE
IT IT vs ETTER.

SOS211 St I DON'T LIKE. et MESS. I SAID.*
Amn T LIKE THE OTHER BEGINNING MEChusE
WHEN T FELL T DIDN'T KNOW MY HEAD 10114T
WHEN TANEN WHAT-HAPPENED. NC4 I DONT
?MINN I'LL UFA cnoinuc ON 04% SECOND
DRAFT I'LL TRY TO'NORK ON-mY FIRST
DRAFT. AND T.MAY ROT ADD THE LINE 1
Put tob 01MY HEAD HURT AND 'I STARTED
CRYtNagI,OR I.mIGHT,PUT-IT DIFFERENT
Arrausr I WASN'T REALLY CRYING BECAUSE
MY HEAD HURTS T WAS CRYING BECAUSE-T.
was SURPRISED AND SCARED AT THE FALL.

O 9/28/79 505220 St t MIGHT SAY. et DIDN'T REALIZE WHAT
I WAS DOING. AND I TURNED OVER I WAS
Nnv WARM.. AND THEN A? THE END. '7'!.t.
SAY SOMETHING.

Si t NIGHT NAY. *I TURNED OVER OFF THE
RUNK,'

N
St I nut'? KNOW IF IT IS ENOUGH TO
MIST SAY. 'MOTHER HUGGED ME AND I rFtT
BETTER.' ONE NOG DOE$NTATEALLY DO
THAT MUCH.

0, 9/26119 505221 si sn T MIGHT LEAVE 41 WAS NOT WARM

nnT.RFAn IT WITHOUT -IT AND SEE WHAT

AHOMPre OUT OR PUT TN ,OTHER WORDS.
IT JUST nnramT FIT. I'LL TRY IT

iT

O
el I)

.

O 9/21/79 505221

a' 9/2R/79 505222

17 P
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W

17
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EXV

17 EIS]

P
SD

17
SD

11 LSO)
P
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EXV

17 P

X

17 P
IS
W

17
IS
EXV
W

17 PD

IA
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4..10SUSIE (cont.)

inmm,IP AND TAKE nuT THE l'ANAZINC." RuT
1 nnmiT KNOW.

0 3/26/an 503314 Si THEN I TRIED To TELL How IT Mons 17

)
Al.nm(:. (SHE READS THE LINE.) I THINK
THAT IS HOW TT MOVED. AND I TNINK HOW
I rAN PUT HAY THICK IT IS.

) 0 3/26/R0 505516 3: Awn I DONE? KNOW IF I HAVE To SAY 17

MX TA ONLY ONE OF THE KINDS OF
GLACTRRSTHAT THERE ARE PIEDMONT
GLACIERS, I NIGHT GO BACK AND PUT THE

1 OTHER. GLACIERS ARE CALLED ,PIEDMONT
ANO. . . .

0 4/011/R0 SOS427 Si I flniir THE THING FOR NY SISTER 17

)
ArcAUsr EASTER IS OVER. I WAS
THINKING IT WAS KIND OF BABYISH.

0 4/0R/R0 S0549R S renrm I WAS GOING TO DO FRYING 17
RANANAsAFTER I HRAINSTORMEDRUT
EVERYONE MIGHT COOK ONCE IN A WHILE.
TT TANI? VERY EXCITING, TNEN_I WAS
GOING TO DO INSIDE A GLASS SP AcESHIP
WHICH WAS WHEN WE WENT 04 A RIDE AT
HERSHEY PARK. BUT. WELL. SOMETIMES. I
DON'T KNOW. I GET IDEAS BEFORE I START
WRITING IT EVEN, I GET GOOD IDEAS @ AND
THIS ONE I DIDN'T REALLY. IT DIDN'T
SEEM An GREAT.

0 4/0R/RD 505429 Si An THEN I WAS GOING TO DO WHEN 17

...-

DIANE COULD nn FOUR JUMPS ON THE POCn
STTCK AND I Din 400. AND. AGAIN. IT'S

P
I
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P
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W '-
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P
X
W

P

Iu10
SD
W
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tc*

T
AU10
P

AnT sn TNTFRESTINC. EVERYONE CAN v IA

STICK. THEN I GUESS I wAS GUI4r; To lkl, SU

A
THE GLASS SPACESHIP BUT I STOPPED AND w

O 4/08/00 503412 xi MAYRE. I CAN'T GET'ilLiASED WITH ONE 17 SD

I ONCE DID ONE ON FEEDING CHIPMUNKS
Amn TT IS IN MY FMDER AND I NIGHT CFT
IT OUT AND Ann ON TO IT. I, DON'T KNOW

*
IF I LIKE THIS DRAFT TOO MUCH. NIT .

TILL KFEP nm 1TKEEP BUILDING IT Lip.

O 4/08/80 505431 St RFrAUSE I LIKE CHIPMUNKS AND IT TR
NOT SOMETHING THAT HAPPENS EVERY DAY.

17 IP
Ti
W

Tow:. AND I MIGHT JUST KEEP WOkKING P
nu THIS. MAYA, I'M WANTING TO BE TOn T

nnnn Tn0 SOON. THIS YEAR I LIKE THE W

SKUNK ONE.. BERTIt WAS ALMOST -LIKE TT

A
wAXMFANT TO RE A STORYTHAT NIGHT
Teri ?Hang:OJ OVER WITH JILLTHIS ONE
I NIGH? BE FORCING IT INTO A STORY.

4 0 4/08/80 505436 Ai Sow OF THIS iOu NIGHT NOT . 17 AUCO
OmnFRATAND44sIKE MY,FATHER LIKING ME. P

TILT. MIST POT IT INSORT OF LIKE A *

PnrmAND CHANGE IT. W

illi- -7



SOUND-GRAPHEME RELAMONSHIPS IN COMPOSING

The following two pages are samples of worksheets from video

recordings of child language spoken during the writing process.

The symbols in the left-hand column show the relationship of

the audible language to the graphemes, or letters and letter

combinations, that are placed bn the page.

1

WL stands for the writing line. Graphemes are placed on this

line as they,occur in relation to the sound line, or SL,

directly belOw. Thus, in Jennice's protocol, the "T" was

placed on her page in the middle of saying "laughed". IPA,

t m line, refers to the International Phonetic Alpha-

'bet tr slation of Jennice's sound line.

Sound-grapheme data gives a sense of the changing function of

language and an approximate explaination for childrens'

spelling inventions.

4 4e
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, GREGORY - AGE SIX
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High

specifics that back up generalizations

examples
statistics
anecdotes

reasons for
effects of
explanations for

complete series of events
selection of information for focus
or emphasis
detailed description

feelings with explanations

Objective paper broken into Itigica

categories
thesis statement followed by supporting

evidence
narrative told in chronological order

unless the meaning requires something
different

effects follow causes, reasons and ex-
planations follow statements

Use of similes, metaphors, analogies,
sentence' length varied for emphasis
wcrds repeated for emphasis
rhyme

Both simple and complex sentenZ'.8 are
used

Observation of conventions

EVALUATION SCALE

Medium

some specifics for support
or lots of specifics - no
unifying idea

some logical connections

relatively unimportant gaps
all information gives equal
weight
some description

some explained feelings

ORGANIZATION

paper follows logical or

appropriate sequence
with occasional slips

LANGUAGE

Occasional tigure of speech

Occasional complex sentences

Decent mechanics

Low

flat, general statements
no supporting evidence

cause without effect or vieeiversa

2nd half,of.logical connection
missing '

important gaps in sequences

no description

unexplained feelings
detail that appears to be a result

of free association

?statements seem to be made at

random - as they occur to

writer

no f:I.gures of speech

all simple sentences

poor mechanics
unclear syntax

4 a _:,



1.13 7
OBSERVATION PROTOCOL

-1-

bats 1 14

But her
l' 2

gone. She

6 7

WRITTIS IT

Woody's Night

anima cceasta COMO
Bed"

3 4

was sad
.8 9

was

3

at

10

her Bed.

11 12 13 14 15

She had a
16 17 18

new Bed

19 20

it was Just gone.
21 22 23 24 25

She fond it firmly. It
26 27 22 . 29 30

was good.

31 32
just got

-saw- -

-Seal- it.

36 37

39

54-55

BecaS

33
she

34 35

38 39 J 40

that sons good LUKC.
41 42 43 44 45

and that Bed.
47 48 49

new Bed.
51 52 3653

See
50

Just got
54 55

Part Tow
57 58 59 60

Jen changes p. 2 erasing:

But -hats- -hew-

Bed was gone.
1 V: But
4 RR: But her bed...how can I put a period?

(erases period.)
13 RR: 1-12.
14 Labels pictures:

Old Bedlboa
New BedRoos

J: I got it.
15 J: She had a new bed.
21 V: it
22 V: was
23 V: just
25 J: I want this published. Ready?

(Turns to page 3)
J: She found it. She found it finally.
V:

V:

V:

V:

V:

RR:

26 she
27 found
28 it
29 finally
30 it
31 was
34 Because ahe...she found it finally.

It was good.
38 RR: 26-37 - Because she saw it already.
39 Changes 36 'found' to 'saw'.
40 Draws.
41 j: Winn* hear Wbody's book?

Jen reads. She adds to p. 1, 'That means
good/luck.'

46 Jen rr p. 1 with addition, then p. 2.
R: Which bed - it was just gone?
J: The old one. Jen rr p. 2.

50 Arrow points to tiny drawing of bed in
the text.

53 RR: p. 3.
54-55 Replaces 'saw, 36, with 'just got'.
56 RR p. 2 and adds to it.
57 Draws on back of p. 2, another bed.
58 P. 4

R: What are you going to write next, Jen?
J: Part 2.



ZAIS Jan UM, 12(14/79

4/38

57

5

6

7

Jen uses pink, orange, green and More pink, blue.

More colors over each other until is becomes blrck.

Jon dumps markers on the table.
3: Here's a pretty color (blue). Guess what color I'm going to add?

t)



woms unman n CVILD

14112/41251....

That night Woody 61

61 62 63 64 65 62

sow something. it was very
66 67 68 69 , 70

hard to see Becas

71 72 73 74 75 74

79

it .ovd aloTe.

76 77. 78 79 80

81 8Z 83 84 85

OSUMI Ct211pIT COMB

4/31

Jen decorates Part 2 page.
J: Think I better do it on both sides.

' On this part there's not going to be

pictures.
Jen rereads Woodsy, Aboutthe Author.
J: I love working on "Wbody's Night,

> Part 1."
R: What will you write in Part 2?
J: I's going to write small.

RR: 63-73.
J: Because it moved.
J: Now what will I write? Wenn& hear

it so far?
(Jen rr from beginning, Time for recess.)
R: What will happen?
J: It's gonna get her and bite her, but

-she's going to get away.

R: What's it?
J: The- monster, of course.4111111..,

86 87 83 89 90 SMEARY: Jen can write and make correc-
tions and changes very quickly. She has

just learned another way to'speed up the
process: write smaller. We are likely

91 92 93 94 95 to see more confusing nonsense stories
as well as more improvements. The scene
is often at night in bed with a comfort
vs. fear theme. It will be interesting

96 97 98 99 100 to see if Jen follows up On Woody biting
the monster.

101 102 103 104 105 ThUowing are two diagrams showing the
sequence of Jen!s operations. Notice
she never wrote more than eleven words
together without interrupting herself.

106 107 108 109 110

111 112 113 114 115

116 117 118 119 120

rf l.;



D CA

OBSERVATION CLASSIFICATION

PROTOCOL

JENNIFER DECEMBER 14

W RR

4e4ze.

CH

D DRAWING
CA .COMPOSING ALOUD
W .WRITING

RR WRITING AND DRAWING

CH CHANGING
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Name Susie Sible

CLASSIFICATION OF REVISIONS

Date 11/22128 - 12/ /78 No. Title

Topics

1.

2.

3. W: myste4ious Screech owf412

5. Theewurrela nest

6. Hoy0I get the birds nest down

7. 'The WRY big fish

8.'

9. Tim big snake

14.

15.

17.

"`

/15

Notes on Topics

1. Mrs. Howard reviews list of
Do's and Don'ts for Choosing a Topic

2. Susie is to list five topics.

3. Writes first topic.

4. Asks how to spell.

5. Writes next topic.

6. Writes next topic.

7. Writes next topic.

9. Long pause.

10. Goes back, rr all. Crosses out
second, third, fourth.

11. Erases crossed outness by Big
Fish. "I like that one."

12. Adds X to first topic.

13. Crosses out second and third.
"I don't want these. It is between
the owl. and the fish and the snake."

14. "I'm trying to decide which is
most interesting."

15. Asks friend which is most inter-
esting. No response. Susie doesn't
mind.

16. Eliminates all but The Big Fish.

17. "It is one of the most inter-
esting and I didn't pick the owl
because it was very dark and we
couldn't tell if it was an owl or a
squirrel's nest and after school I
have to go and see and if it ia a
eouirrel it might be dull. If it is

1

an owl, maybe my next piece of wiitine
will be on it.



Name Susie Sible Date 11/27178 - 12/ alo. Title The Big Fish

Leads

1. I threw my line right into the weeds

and all of a sudden I felted a big yank

on my pole.

2. Helpl I've got a big one dad! What

do I do? When he feels lose let in line

do it nice and easy!

3. Hurry I don't want it to get away

ita my 'first real big one and its

togging very hard!'

4. Me and my father were by some weeds

in a boat fishing. It was a warm day

out and the watar was very calm. When all

of a sudden I felt something big, tug on

my linel

5. Our boat was drifting on the water

it was a beutiful warm day The sun was

just going down behind some hills -.and

Aar-Wee- yeeeeftrin. Just then I felt some-

thing on my line I thought it was a snag

)ut it wasn't.

sk .

Notes after Leads

1. Susie reads her leads to Diane
because Mrs. Howard has suggest-
ed they share them.

2. S: "I think I'll do the last
one." Diane agrees.

3. Diane asks "What did it feel
like on the line?"

Susie says it was s strong pull,
as if someone were trying to
pull the line out of her hands.



Name Susie Sible

C.

Date No. Title 'MA Rig Vinh

Lead 5, Draft #1

Our boat was drifting on the water

it was a beautiful warm day The sun

was just going down behind some hills.

-Aada2.1.-boaapeaeefwi Just then I felt

something on my line. I thought it

was a snag but it wasn't.

,1
'

1.

7.

6.

2.

4. Asks if she should do another
draft 'or write a story now. I
tell her to read it over and
decide.

Notes on Lead 5, Draft #1 & 2

Susie has written her fifth
lead and is revising it. She
writes draft two of it quickly
without looking back.

Changes 'pole' to 'it':

Crosses out.

Crosses out, "I don't need
this."

RR r.

5. Four minute pause.

8. She points out a problem to me.
No one knows she is fishing.
How can she put that in? "We

were fishing and our boat was
drifting?" she asks. I suggest
she tell me what she saw as she
fished. She describes jumping
fish in the weeds.

9. Susie decides to try another
draft starting with the
jumping fish.

Lead 5, Draft #2

Our boatwas drifting on the water

It was a beautiful warm day. The

sun wasljust going down behind some

hill. Just then on my pole It felt

like someone was trying to take the

-pole (it) from me. --1--tirughtitwas

--aaaagawtitwetett-Lt.6 beeeeteit

.4.4r_ig_ 10410,2 ,ei S

Summary:

1) Susie seems to often revise working up t
the page, last line first. It is
common for her to cross out the end of
a sentence first, then to cross out
the beginning of it.

2) Susie motivates her own revision. She
doesn't need any intervention to
step aside, and view her writing with
the critical eye of a reader ( no. 8)

3) It is often helpful for Susie to tell
the researcher about the event she is
describing before she writes it (prewr.)

Li



Name Sus_ie Sib le_ Date No. Title Thl_Big Fish

Lead 5, Draft #3

10
Me and my father were fishing at

a lake.
16

i-t-was--baau-tifu3.. I looked

in the water and saw
11

--aomathinif-411at

iroolimi-A quick flash.
17

--1--lookacL

etuner-w14-1
184144...School

of

fish that looked like silver dollars.

Then a saw a few FIng things and they

looked ,like grass
19

-4161,t_r_eally. They

were little fish. I was so busy look-

ing at them I was very scared when
14

there was a quick jerk at my pole.

12.

13.

15.

20.

21.

Lead 5, Drafts #3 & 4

10. 9/27

16. As she rereads piece, she says,
"I don't need this."

11. Crosses out in process. Revises
so it is more exact.

17. Scratches out.

18. Scratches out.

19. Scratches out.

14. Erases a squished-up word and
writes it more neatly.

12. Finishes piece. 15 4/5 wpm

13. RR

15. Reads it again outloud to R.

20. Reads it outloud to friends.

21. Greg wonders if the title is

good, "Is it about a big fish?

Or a swarm of fish?"

She tells him the 'big fish'

part will come later.

Lead 5, Draft #4

Me and my father were fighing at a

lake. I looked in the water and saw

a quick flash. It was a school of fish

that looked like silver dollers. Then

I saw a few long things and they looked

like grass. They were little fish. I

was so busy looking at them I was scared

when there was a quick jerk at my pole.



Name flanii, Date No. Title The Big Fish

Au,

A.5

A4
7

AV

3D

3'

33

Notes on First Draft

15. Finishes. Quickly Rereads
start to finish.

16. Puts paper down, pulls back
in chair, rubs chin.

17. Scratches out then in 4th
sentence.

18. Scratches out in 6th sentence.

19. Pencil in ,hand, continues to
reread.

20. Scratches out 'but'.

21. Adds 'and'. "It doesn't make
sense the other way."

22. Adds word.

23. Scratches out.

24. "Should I try to circle my
spelling mistakes?"

25. I ask if that's what she thinks
she should do. "Yes." she says.

26. I suggest she trSr to correct
them.

27. Peices changed to 'pieces'.

28. Rellchanged'to 'reel'. Tries
it out several times on scratch
paper and asks me which is rigLt.

29. Asks if thought is right.

30. Asks if easyer is right. I
showther "I to Y" rule.



Name Susie Date No.
' 'Title The

.

.

.

I

.k
t

e I'. ..
E .....,

. ,

,

Notes on First Draft
,

.

en

spelling

s

..

el t' 4

I %., J,

31. Circles 'enogh'. Tries it on
scrap paper. Gets it right. Erases
wrong word and puts it in.

32. Asks if 'plop' is right.

33. Circles 'explored' and writes
it correctly on scrap paper. Checks
with R.

34. Asks if 'least' is right.

35. Susie's Comments: ...- "It's
pretty good," she tells Researcher
Olen she asks. "It has lots of
action. I like the beginning when
I show the fish. I like when it
goes plop. I don't know if the
ending is too, too, good or not.
I% t may be boring."

Rerearcher reads it and agrees
that the ending could be shorter or
cut out.

Note:

1. When Susie finishes a piece, she of
reads it quickly from start to
finish before picking up her pencil
and examining it word for word.

2. Susie likes the titual of circling
her spelling words. Although this i3
only the first ) a series of revsi)ns,
Susie revises f t by scratching
parts out, char _ag a word or two,

and immediately after that circles
mistakes.



Name _iausie Sible Date

j4

11..
Interview - Summary:

R: "What do you think of it?"

S: "It is good. It tells a lot about

one thing. It tells the exciting

parts,

R: "Did you do anything new here?"

S: "Yes, I worked on a little section

for a long, long time until I got

it right. This is the only time I

really worked on it hard. I wanted

it to be perfect and it wasn't."

R: "What were you doing when you worked

with the section?"

S: "I was thinning of what really

happened and what would fit with

the real thing and look- good on

paper."

R: "Did you have any problems with

this?"

S: "Yes, trying to put all the stuff

that happened into the paper. I
a

could write a big, big book on it
r"-
-and I wanted to just put a tiny bit.

...trying to decide what little part

to put down! I crnight a bunch of

little fish that I didn't toll about



Name Susie Sibl. Date No. Title The Big Fish

46

trying to decide what little

part to put down. I caught a bunch

Of little fish that I didn't tell

about. But everyone catches little

fish once in a while.

R: "What are you going to do now?"

S: "With a ruler I'm going to make the

sides even and push in the paragraph

a little and make it in my best

writing."

R: "Who will see `it ?"

S: "I don't know. I think it's all

finished, but it may not be."

Note: Increasingly, sections of
Susie's revision work are becoming
internal. In #8, for example, she
considered this sentence and discardel
it without writing anything down. All

I saw or heard:was a whispered "no".
I questioned her - and out it came that
she'd considered line and rejetAed
it; ibm4ause it wat too long.

It is significant to note that these
internal steps happen only after the
physical lay-out is made ,for revision.

Susie gets'out her scrap paper where,
she will try various ways of writing

h

0

tei /-1
1 .0



Name SURiP Sihle Date No. Title The Big Fish

is

She writes 1, 2, 3 and she writes the
first consideration and scratches it
out. Only now does she'do #2 in her
mind. This same thing happened in the
revision of lead #5.

It is also significant to note that on t
draft Susie has begun to work-over many
sections of her piece. She used to
do many drafts of her lead's, but not of
middle parts of the paper.

pis
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How Kids Learn To Write
'y HELEN WOoDLOCK
:day News Currespaedent

TKiNSON, tier l7 The
tit -grade children at
;swell School were seated
lortably on the floor,
ning Intently to Amy
-aid who was sharing a
-7 she had written ?bout a
ay. There was no fidgeting
hdpring. only quiet in-
t meat.
:sponding to questions
s teacher Mary Ellen
abbe about the spelling of
lny" oat child said he
1 2 "b." another heard an
at the end, while another
there was an "n" ig the
:le and finally onst child
ed the entire word.
Is war a sharing time in
A five classroom at the
lison Academy and
.veil Schell involving 16
:ea in a program funded
he National Institute of
:shoe to find out her
..rertirite creatively.
team of three is headed

1 Dr. Donald Craves of
University of New

psture with two full-time
...refs associates, Susan
f3 and Lucy Calkins who
/ricers as well.
Graves, whu had done a

trusscoentry study for the
Ford Foundation looking at
the status of writing. was con-
cerned about finding a place
where writing is going on.
"'dt's going on here in Atkin-

.

-We need to know the
barriers the children enruun-
ter in the area of idea fur
instance. When I'm driving
home I'm rehearsing and
planning, what I'm going to
write when I get there but
young children don't have
that knack yet."

Third-grade teacher Fat
Howard explained that she
had her children list things
tram personal experience and
then they selesi.ed a subject
they're comfortable with. As
suggested by Dr. Craves, the
child is asked to draw a pic-
ture to describe their subject
before writing.

The language of writers,
such as leads, drafts and revi-
sions. are commonplace
among the children and,after.
sharing their story with their
classmates, revise and draft
and re-draft until it's in its
final form.

The story is then published
in a hard-covered book as Dr.
Craves believes it is just as
impui Lint for a sixyear-old to

publish s d is for a pit1ICSa0r,
-because when the audience
reads you take on a new
status and you say my words
count and I have an effect on
other people."

When asked how these six
and eight.yearolds coped
with spelling and punctuation,
Mrs. Robbins explained that
children don't necessarily
have to know how to spell
many words to write, all they
really have to know is a few
sounds. -U they get hung up
on how to spell every word.
they lose their thought
process.-

NEED AUDIENCE

This is where the audience
takes on an important role in
the program. Rather than the
teacher, the youngsters of the
audience comment on the
story and make suggestions
sometimes saying that the
story doesn't make sense or
they "don't get it." The stu-
dent then goes back to work
and rt lofts his story.

Children need audiences.
Sap Dr. Craves. "thceve
never had an audience for
their writing only "To Whom
it May Concern" -- the
teacher. Waters are always
asking another person's opi-

-.,
-t , J.

MOM he said. for im4rove-
merit or clarity.

Yrons his studies so far. Dr.
Craves has found that when
children get the chance to
white. they'll write far more
than we coulp ever assign and
"it shocks me every tune."

"The third graders are now
doing four to five drafts and
the first graders who have
published IS or 19 hard-
covered books of their own
are getting giddy with
success."

The other thing I can't get
used to yet is the extraor-
&nary reading ability of these
children' who are writing. I
come from the field of
reading and although I
thought it could help, I didn't
dream what the writing does
for tearful."

Mrs., Robbins said that
vocabulary has also increased
beyond expectations. "U we
take the series of bucks writ-
ten by one child. maybe a'
dozen have been published.
she's mei about 350 words
and that's a conservative
estimate?*

"Nuratally at this time of
the year, she might have
mastered 15.100 words.

Dr. Craves and his two
associates publish eves thine
they discover and encounter
in working with the children.
on a regular basis in national
journals and magazines.
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Atkinson students teach IJINII professors

fly TEDC. RAND ALL
ATKINSON The tables were
:ned .h is fail ai Atkinson Academy
en pr9fesuirs from the University
Vet, Ilorrashire started taking
.13 f:Im ' ; ;curnisters in the first

I :Jura graces Gee. these people
-a the Innersay are !earning how
alivs'' exclaimed one incredulous
dent.

Jrawing a just one of the lesions
fig given the professors during a

3 year study devoted to dsza;lering
v people learn how to waste. -What
*ter place to begin than in the tint
ids?" asks University of New
.mpshire associate professor of
.oboe Donald Graves. director of
study.
There is no question that the tint
ide and Atkiasea Academy ate

good places to shirt with writing.
Professor Craves added He and two
associates will be attending grades
one and three this year and grades
two and four next year For he

professors. it's back to school For the
students, it's fun to be the teacher

The youngsters in Ellen Giacobbe's
first grade class have borrowed a
traditional symbol of the professors'
trade. They are publishing their owe
books books which they have
wntten and illustrated. Should the
professors need any, the young
authors give tips as each step in the
process is observed.

"We have cll.:covered that writing is
very muchaelated to reading," says
Professor Graves. "Wnting should
come first," he added noting that he
has eves heard from parents that
cluklree taken break from television

...
-*MST GRADE teacher Mary Ellen GiacohN
%splays the before and after el writing proper?

'he students takes 3 hand at putting together hc.
rguLar assignment In Kra Giacobbe'e :An.

" "b4ason Academy
its. Each of

,,.....a as part of the

t 1 l''') 0
-± 4 {,

to read at home.
:'They need a topic." Professor

Graves ;aid. "Headirg gives them a
place to 4' Art." he idded.

-We u,ed to think that spelling was
a matter of gi% mg the correct form.
Spelling occurs in three stages of
irmention o%er the course of three to
sitmonths.-the professor noted. The
breakthrough is writing seems to
come when children see words as
"clay" and know that they can be
revised and corrected. The best works
come in a series of drafts. notes the
watirg expert. We see real progress
when children understand how the
final copy evolves.

Another point the professor makes
is that encouraging writirg takes a
huge investment in time. "You cannot
get them start:di:11'1st a few minutes
each day." says Professor Graves.
After the initial investment. they
become self-starters. Despite
televison. the inibaeve is still there
among youngsters to seek out reading
and wrc,ng assignments. he added.

i. "In wntrng you start from scratch.
You make the banquet and eat it too,"
says Professor Graves who likens the
television product to a readyto-eat
promotion.

Professor Graves stresses the
importance of having students write
about what they know Later they can
work to build up their range of
knowledge and experience. The
professor alsonotes the importance of
encouraging speed. "It is easier to get.
to second and thnd drafts when the
first comes quickly." he says. ,

"Everyone can be taught to
discover their own experiences
through writing." Professor Graves
says. He is a teacher of adults as well
as children. "I never would have
believed it could have been done this
early." he added. "But I see no ream'
why it cannot be done at this stage."
he said.

So for Professor Graves and his two
assistants who are daily visitors to
Atkinson Acadenir, it's back to the
first grade where the teachers are the
students and the professor does all the
homework'
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DR DONALD GIL&VES looms hew thud graders leans how to write at
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SCOTT BLACICADAIL a brat grads at Albino* Academy, takes real
Murat a he Imam AS11111Millt. Salt mod other masthead his dam
art alter att. 'Wished authors.
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BINDING THE BEST Abest sae of every four
wriliodd Seta "Isublisbed- sad Is available for suer sta
deals is lie Wool Is read. Se* as Illustrated book
togelbef Is voloateer maw Barbara Haynes. looking
se are Molests Lladary Malaga sal Sass Stewart.
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Children'i Kriting: A Need To Sty Am'
11-
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Staff Writer

Miswrote a story aboutdielsurs
and illustrated each page. Oh' one1, 41:i

rot. be wrote that dinosaurs travel
tPouPs
When ids teacher asked him why

dinosaurs do that, Chris answered,
"To protect theyoung."

"Clink, that should be hi your
story:, the teacher said.

Looking over the page with the Par-
agraph earehdly printed below the
picture.thris protested: "Rut 'don't
have anymore room on the page"

"Put your linger on soma white
'pace," the teacher said.

Reluctantly. Chris found an 'RIMY
corner of sky. He wrote the sadence
in the empty space. -

"Now draw an arrow from the Par-
'graph to that sentence," tbe teacher
mid.

4. Owls drew an arrow iese than hag
an Inch high.

"Draw an arm/ up to the sen-
tence," the teacher said.

Chris slowly drew an arrow

'through his giant* and op to the NW
IM011. " the teacher
said. e"Clifitrestatindi.wittprolepsional
writersib."

CI 0 0
Donald R. Grans, a professor of

education at the University of New
Hampshire,- bolls-vcs good xTiting
habits had from crossed-out words
aod run swekatragraphs.

Yet meld le the first grode
are taught to think writing involves
perfectly leaned letters and Rawl's'
spelling. 1.

Raisin k the key to good writtna
grasps^ but children think "only
dummies have to do X twice." And
mmg childre like Chris hate to mar
their won with arrows and ensures.
Le says.

Gram, the director of the UNIT
Writing Process Laboratory, kin es
pert ca hew children learn thymic!
He Web

ng
ben

Mtac hers an d parankl

iLavebkwa
reading sad mg

can't Menlo write WU you learn
read." he said. "That's garbage.

"it's keg been thought that

Donald Graves of UNH

A ")
4-1 11 I

Wien an More latenital k their
vsltiegthmo la the wawaOr

Ps." .

lit miss& children daily relate
=wad wades. U yen ask S.

whether tbsy can nand or
;ills, be says, only about *want
%IX mg they

ti
can
wy

read while IS ger-
say can write.

Ns Oinks Brat gradek a gold time
hmlin walks stocks Mcrae

'children at thigh ago are ker ns.
filers mei Omen right sit the
Was.eIlott

i
white page la not

Ik .

pot he says parade and teachers
eaderedigiale what Wi-

nes can de. Their potent"' is sew-
ems."
Thar' feetiosesse, cavglai with

Ihe egotism el thvir NW makes than
amptire stellate. by says. And Ike
Wits, ddidran hunger kr isenc
dare visible, tera" g Umtrays,

With a anyar =riewse the Oa.
Heed Inst of Cinvee

working with the tine mid third

use WRITING Peg! ud;
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; Grave gestures as

. MAIM,

he talks about children's writing

WRITING--
t Continued From Page11 .

grade pupils In a school In Atkinson. He sits near
them and closely observes as they think through

a topic. write and revise.

At the, school teachers require children to
write three different opening paragraphs. or
leads. for each of their stories. In the process.
the pupils begin to learn for, themselves how to

narrow the focus and makethe subject more
mediate.

Heave an example cs: one student, who wrote

the following leads:
O "Once when I was very little I got a hank to

fly. so I tried jumping off things and tried to float
.up and across."

O "I always wanted to fly, but whenever I'
tried it. I always fell Kaboom on the ground."

"Kaboomf Tharhurt Why can't I fly? The
birds do. Even with these wings, nothing hap

pcned."
Graves also stresses that pupils should choose

their subjects and meet in conferences with
peers and the teacher.

He says many teachers give a class a single
topic even though "you write better when you
know what you're talking about."

Children writs best about perronat expert-
ences because they have the most Information
about their lives. ho says.

a teacher wants a child to write about how
it feels to be an Ice cream cone or a cucumber.
Wa impossible because nobody knows."

Graves has also found that children tend to'
write with I it Ue

"They write wit their feellap: They add lines

like '1 love him, 1 lu her, ft* go4' like salt
kilos stem': -

It is the teacher's job, Graves says, to ask
questions that 1001 drew out more information. It
-a child stet Is a:iktng more queetions of himself.
his writing v.111 become mere vivid.

But became a child needs help focusing his
Graves 31^41. a tesdser should work with

Students in small grcups and conferences. Al-
thoueit many teachers shy away from writing

with theirtheir pupils because the410 writing et
reeling. he says teachers have to do It..

"The teacher must beAvilling to be a pusses
nudist and undress In public. tOthenrieel In lks
classroom there is one fully dressed press MU
ing at everyone else. Teachen have got to lake
oft their clothes and write with them.

'It's unheard of fors plane inciter set Mislay
With his students:"

Graves contends few teachers know bow to
write or like it much.

At the Atkinson School Use first plIdefit tee
write paragraphs and write several drafts of
their stories. The final draft. with proper wi-
ling. penmanship and Wustrations. Isms& into
a book.

The teacher does the labor, making cardboard
bindings covered with Wallpaper NW seeing the.
pages together with dental floss.

The clan now has about 500 books. TheyYob
from Six to eight pages and from 111 ton words.
Graves says this allows children lateens toned
.from their own books.

-We forget too often that writing is the begin--
ning of reading. When you're a writer. you read
moro than when you aren't. We don't capitalise
on their self-Interest enough."

Graves thinks informational conferences ter
teachers bring good results. At the beginning of
the year, when he asked studentswisetusW a
Story good. the answer would Invariably be. ~It

A story ht be bad lilt's terribblossey."
Now the children understand that *Aft me

be messy in the first draft. some ow Wip a
story by whether it is Informative. these who
are most highly developed have a tense of he
lure: They realize the first draft Is not final and
may be revised again and again.

Unlike older children, S and 6yearolds are
dering enough to risk writing sentences like "A
cheetah would make a sports car look like a fury
tle."

Says Graves: "It's like learning to walk. When
Mersa. y n.! ift.l f I 1( le Ile "
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Two-Year Study Focuses'

On How Children Write
By PATTY BOURNIVAL

TKTIS14014.1eal: 12 If kids played
Cerrespoirst

ball once a year. they would hate it:
that's how it is with writing. The rea-
kids don't like it is because they do it

seldom." sass Prof. Donald Graves.
is conducting a federally-funded

y at Atkinson Academy.
University of New Hampshire pro

the National Institute of
received al231.080 grant last

firm
conduct a three-year research project
how children write.
After a six-month search. ;raves
Atkinson Academy was the school for
research. :1 picked this one becaur

s a top school. H has a strong principal
can Robbins) and strung teachers.- he
id.
-With a strong principal. parents havek

device in the principal anti that is

to the school and comfort the studs .- he
id.
Grates and two other rewart-Iters.
n Sowers and Lucy McCormtek.Gal-
s. arc obscrt mg the children on a dads

sus fur a taro -year period. Graves is in

HeserilnIdthen spend another year putting
year of his obsery mg.

r the information he has gathered.
written study then will be available to

schen. throughouLthe_Uniteit-States
the world.

WHAT's THE *PURPOSE
Graves explained the purpose id the
udy is to help teachers see how a child
velop:4 his nttng He hopes that infor-
ation sill enable teachers to get a clear-

r understanding of how to help soung
ters to write
Writing sas always strongls empha-

tied at the school ton %ince Grates and
is researchers armed %Indents are
riling better. learning more and eniti
g it
Grates .1id the iicress of the procram

an he annhuted to the e%traordniart
aching .talf
"You v.itt leach 0 hal t on don I du -and

leachers hene sin rite l'Itert hate
IS Anti le. published that hate heel,

Mien ht the leachers he said
"The 4tudent, we Mete wnle
arc--i-ow-wouldn fetprt a

udent to learn piano if hr neer aw his
her plat

The study is attracting the attention c
educators tram many areas IA the coon

tr. as well as Canada and Australia
Teachers from all ever have visited the
?Aiso, to otvien e the pageant. -

The method of teaching writing at At-
linson Aradems is one not used in many
schools. Students learn from the first
4rade the initial attempt at writing a sto-
gy. known as the tint draft. is never the
end espy. and changes should be made. -

Graves explained the conventional
ibethod of assigning a student a topic. and
ten correcting the written paper is not as
successful as the method being employed
di Atkinson.

teachers deal with Wore:
astafter when corroding mistakes. but
it's tea late then. Here. the teachers hold

one 3ikk me to level and in groups. to make changes in
the piece before its finalized. he ex-
plained.

-Kids get corrected when there' noth-
ing .they can do about it. Here. the leach
ens and their students !pint out ways they
can better their stories."

He added selection of a topic by the
teacher makes writing more difficult for
the student. One of the most important
things a student must learn about writing
As-to-selett-Inc-own-topic--aad-limit his
writing to that aspic without redoing ex-
traneous information.

KIDS WILL WRITE SOONER
He explained by using this method. chil-

dren are writing far sooner than what was
believedpossible.

Graves said first graders are using quo-
tation marks. periods and commas. in
their writing.

-They don't know what the re ratted.
but thy} kitsiw quotation mai k make peo
ply talk and vont mas take the place of
ands." he said

%% hen he recently asked one first grader
why he place a period al the End of a sett-
tenets . . after sliding down the hill -1.
the- little bob' explained if the period
wasn't there to stop the sentence. he'd go
nght through the house.

Students are encouraged hi make sec-
eral drafts of a story before submitting
the final copy After each draft. the stu
dent has a conference with his teacher
and other students.

"Kids are preoccupied with being neat.
but we teach them it is important to carve
up a piece in draft form to make it a
clear, Mal draft- he said.

INTERVIEW EACH OTHER
Children are always looking for sub.

jects to write about and the teachers em-
phasise the students should write about
what they know. Youngsters can be found
interviewing our another fora story.

During a recent visit by an Australian
one youngster told the visitor he Mould it
terview him. but noted the %ssitor wool,
have to wait because -Fred- was first

Approximately one iui u1 mere Ian
pieces becomes published The shine
arc illustrated by the students then hand
sewn into a canlbtard cuter The put
fished editions are then mailable for +1

--dents iii-the-sehool-to-cheek-out-and-reae
Graves s: id one positne aspect of t

program he hadn't expected was an tr
provement in the reading skills of the G.
dents

Last June. the third grade elas score
in the !Ill percentile nationwide for ha-
skills and reading comprehension

-11 stunned us all. We were afraid 0
reading would be hurt because we'
been spending so much time on writin
but it had the reverse effect. Gravc
said.

'1 am convinced after this data th
more time spent on writing. the more th
reading scores will improve." .Grave
1144.

ennehdon the data suggests sit
daces learn is read by wnterg.. lathe
than to write by reading, as has been 01
past belief

481
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The Rightingof Writing
Antkindergarten on up, Americans are wrestlingwith the word

The first time that Third-Grader Bri-
an wrote a paper for his writing class

in Atkinson, N.H., it began like this: "I
have a problem with my ribs. If I seturt
on my left side I can't breathe." Prodded
to think it out morecarefully by his 'teach-
er, University of New Hampshire Edu-
cation Professor Donald Graves, Brian re-
alized he was trying to describe a past
'event. not a current pain. On his second
at:empt he wrote: "Once when I was in
second grade. I was on a seesaw and fell

can't breather Better, but Brian still
had mixed up a past 'and a present tense.
After another chat with Graves, he do-
sided to carry his readers directly, and
granunatically, back to theearnsiofhis
cadent. This time he began his paper "I
couldn't talld I was trying to say, 'I can't
breather "

Not fancy, perhaps, but each of Bri-
an's successive drafts was clearer, better
punctuated, more vivid and more con-
'clout of his reader. These are the main
goals of Graves, who, with a $240,000
grant from the National Institute of Ed-
ucation. teaches writing to elemen:ary
school pupils in a style more like that of

a working editor than a stern gramma-
rian. The experiment is part of a wave of
writing reform that is sweeping through
schools, colleges and businesses all over
the US. In the age of talk shows, tape re-
corders, telephonitis and declining edu-
cational standards, the clearly written
word is swiftly becoming a ket art. The
many new causes attempting to correct
that drift are concerned not with

wt Wig but with something shoat
as rare: clear, usable, everyday press.

A notable step was taken in 1973,
when Congress added writing to the list of
topics eligible for Government grants. In
the past year, requests for applications to
get federal help for basic skills training
soared from about 2,000 a year to 14,000.

Last year the National Endowment for
the Humanities (NM) doled out 52.4 mil-

lion for Projects to improve writing, dou-
ble the *mounter the year before.

In Detroit, the high school systorn bas
introduced writing proficiency tests for
graduates. All Detroit high school cours-

es now require students to write at least
two compositions a month. Ohio schools
are offering Young Authors programs, in-
cluding publication of student writing and
conferences at which they can discuss
their work. More than 200,000 students
from padesi through 12 in 35 states We
engaged in the Individualized Language
Arts program. funded by the Govern-
ment. I.L.A. students meet two or three
times a week, write short paragraphs on
the same assigned topic, read them aloud,
discuss possibleFiinprovements and then
revise, often at greater length. The Bay
Area Writing Project has spread from
Berkeley, Calif, to 74 communities
around the country. Its aim is to teach
writing teachers how to teach writing. All
sorts of methods are titled, including the
rewriting for ,clarity of long sentences by
William Faulkner.

The- academic assault on bad writing
is strongest, and most varied, in the na-
tion's colleges. "The buck is finally stop-
ping with us," says William N. Free, a
vice president at the University of To-
ledo. This-semester, with 43 other top-

-level college administrators, Free attend-
ed a two-day workshop sponsored by the
University of Iowa's Institute on Writing.

In some ways Iowa is the nerve cen-
ter of writing reform and the source of
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Education
the renaissance of clear collegiate prose.
For the second year' in a row. Iowa is run-
ning a six-month course for directors of
keshman English programs from colleges
all over the country. among them Dan-
mouth. Hollins and the Air Force Acad-
emy. The professors not only study writ-
ing and how to teach it. they write papers
and are constantly subjected to criticism
One assignment this year build a home-
made anemometer to measure wind. then
write a clear and concise report about how
it works.

Re- experiencing the pangs of compo-
sition can be a humbling experience. Tak-
ing criticism from others is painful but
useful. Concedes Beverly Been. dire4tor
of freshman composition at Washington's
Walla Walla College: "In the past all I
cared about was that students produced
a caper that was grammatically correct.
It may. in fact, have said notAing."

Another goal of the Iowa program is
to combat what the institute calls the "bat-
tered writer syndrome," i.e.. student pa-
lms that are slashed with red pencil in
the margins--awk for awkward phrase.
dangle for dangling participles and mod-
ifierswithout any comments on sub-
stance. Says Iowa's David Hamilton:
"Once you and the writer agree on what
he 13 trying to say, then you can come to
agreement about how io put it into form."

Mahe Iowa institute is seeking commit-
ment to curricular reform from a cross

section of the nation's-colleges. So far, 22
new freshman writing courses have re-
sulted from the program: Beyond teach-
ing techniques. the Lam gospel is that
writing instruction should net be confined
to English departments. It must become
a part of all college courses.

That approach. known as "writing
across the curriculum." was first pie
neered at Minnesota's Carleton College. It
has been applied since 1977 by more than

yznernbers atileaver_College-in
Glenside. Pa. There. students practice
writing in history. psychology (as they ob-
serve and describe pre "Maine Rat" ex-
periment in the lab), even mathematics
classes, where they write word problems.
So far. 400 schools and colleges have
asked Beaver for details of the program.
Observes Beaver Professor Elaine Mai-
mon. SS: "In freshman composition. Eng-
lish teachers used to teach their favorite
works of literature. We were not respect-
ing the kinds of prose that our'colleagues
in other disciplines require of students."

In college English departments. the
shift from an all-out study of literature to
a more rigorous blend of literature and
composition can be a shock to the faculty.
At the University of Texas' Austin cam-
pus, half the students in the 1960s were ex-
cused from fulfilling the freshman English
requirement. Today that group has dipped
to 28%. To staff the 256 sections of fresh-
man English now required at the sprawl-
ing state campus, Liberal Arts Dean
Robert King has ordered all English pro-
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Quebec

Cruise into the peace and quiet of a Canadian . .4

sunset. We have enough clear waterand Jim
breathtaking scenery to let you take it easy CailaGa.
for years. SOMUCRITIGOFOR.

HOVV10 INCREASE
YOUR APPRECIATION

-BORDEAUXWINE.'
Because there's more to

Bordeaux than fine red wine,
there's more to Baron Philippe
de Rothschild's Mouton-Cadet'
than fine red wine.

There's Mouton-Cadet
White. Delicate and dry. Cadet-
Rose Crisp and fruity. And
both are as elegant in diaracter
as his celebrated full-bodied
Mouton-Cadet Red.

So whatever the occasion,
select a Mouton-Cadet or
Cadet-Rosé. And eXperieik:e

"'""
the pleasures of Bordeawc.

S.
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ATRADITIONOFFRIENDSHIP
There so much to see and do and shame -and

knowing you with good friends and
neighbours makes Canada a wryspecial vaca- Canada'.
tio,..choice. Drop by soon. SO MUCIITOGORML
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Adia,you made myday!

Working as an Adia Temporary
is my idea of what work ought to be.

It's nice to be earning my own
money again. and still have time to
myself so I can enjoy spending it. And
Klause Adia lets me decide when
I want to work. I can still
spend JII the time I
want with my fame too

Adia always stnves to
get me jobs f II enjoy. at
nit.: places. convenieht to

where I live. Best of all. Adia gives
me a vanety of assignments all
interesting. I think it's helped make
me a more interesting person.

There are a lot of other
reasons I like working as an Adia

Temporary. and I bet you'd
like working for them. too
Give Adia a call. then
someday soon you could
find yourself saying. Adia,
you made my day!adia

temporary
services c)
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Education
femora to teach one composition' course
annually. So far. none has carried out ink-
rial threats to quit from overwork.. .

'Duke University has plans to require
English composition for all freshmen re-
gardless of entering grades or Scholastic
Aptitude Test scores. But the battle does
not end with the freshman year Dart-
mouth recently discovered that the skill
of some students , who did well in fresh-
man writing actually declined in the next
three years. so lax were the college writ-
ing requirements.

One new technique for teaching writ-
ing is something called **sentence com-
bining.** Instead of analyzing essitys or
mastering general principles. students
learn writing and organization by build-
ing paragraphs from collections of doz-
ens of related sentences ("The train ar-
rives at the station"; "The station is
crowded"). One study of 300 freshmen at
Miami University in Oxford. Ohio. found

c

The Iowa kesithetes Ilicherd WO-Aim
Writing moist be part °fall college Arms.

that students trained by this method wrote
significat. ly better than a control group.
Sentence ck.mbining can be used at all age
levels. A program called Success. devel-
oped at Duke. teaches second- and third-
graders how to read and write using vo-
cabulary from newspapers. Beforewriting
their own paragraphs, they compose para-
graphs together. with the teacher at the
blackboard acting as secretary

'reforms

part because these and other writing
.1 reforms are so late in coming. business-
es increasingly find it necessary to set up
their own writing programs It is not
merely that secretaries tend not to know
how to spell M B A.s with degrees from
prestigious colleges cannot write clear let-
ters. memos or reports. "Communications
training is one of the hottest areas in the

corporate field today." says Nate Rosen-
blatt. a vice president of a new and thriv-
ing New Jersey - based company called
Learn Inc One of Learn's big pedagogic
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A picture rs worth a lot of memories when so
many scenes inspire you-to paint your own Or
appreciate someone ,elset. Snap a shot, take a uanacrg
brush, or just come and see SOMUCHTOGOFOR.
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-TDK Super Avilyn videotape revolutionized the home video cassette
market first with four -hour pictures The quality was so outstanding. deck
manufacturers knew they could proceed with six-hour play. The decks are

here and TOK Super Avilyn performs brilliantly Its also super reliable.
la an A difference 'you'll appreciate, at any speed. .4
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Hutton. among othersis a packaged
seminar called Power Writing. Sample cz-
arism': -write a thank-you letter or a
memiii with a "dynamic" and -relevant"
opening*. write a rejection on a business
proposal with sympathy and understand-
ing. One corrective exercise asks. "Did
you find rewriting the cliches easy?" At
S89.95 each. the firm has sold upwards of
10,000 Power Writing kits. each of which
contains workbooks. a dictionary. a the-
saurus and four audio cassettes. American
Telephone and Telegraph has budgeted
an estimated S2 million to provide a cus-
tomized version of the Power Writing
course for 20 Bell System offices through-
out the nation.

Behind the push by business to im-
prove employee writing is a recognition
that bid writing costs money. "We can't
do anything with their engineering if they
can't explain it to us," says an Amoco su-
pervisor in Wyoming. "I don't have time
to fiddle around, with their ideas unless
they've worked them into shape." As
Gene Cartwright. a manager at Standard
Oil of Indiana, puts it. "Companies are
built around reports." Robert L. Craig.
an official of the American Society for
Training and Development. goes further.
Poor writing. he insists. is a significant
"factor in the whole drop in the growth
of American productivity."

Like employees elsewhere: most of
those who enroll at the Sun Institute for
the Sun Co. course called Write Up the
Ladder suffer from lack of contiden,:c
about writing basic memos and letters.
"They hate to be straightforward or di-
rect,- says George Murphy. one of the Vil-
lanova University English professors whp
handle the course. Says Bonnie Perry. a
Sun education director "Their idea of
what constitutes good writing is some-
thing that is excessively pompous and
stilted. They go on and on. never getting
to the point."

ew of the suggested ways to improve
F writing are truly new. What is new is
the national conviction that something
must be done about writing. and the chal-
lenge of trying to spread writing skills
widely throughout a society as diverse as
the U.S.'s. As Richard Lloyd-Jones, as-
sociate director of the Iowa institute. ob-
serves. "In the 12th century, you could
have SO tt 100 scribes take care of all the
-business of the Court of Chancery in Eng-
land. Only in the 20th century have we
had the notion that everyone needs to be
able to do it. Until now we hate not real-
ly faced the problem of how to pass on
writing by means other than one-to-one
apprenticeship."

The fuss over writing skill means one
thing at least: students will write more
And thatlact alone is significant. what-
ever the quality of instruction and the
classroom method. Writing experts fre-
quently quote an apt Latin proverb mt.:-
bend° dimes AT:here It means that by

ruing one learns to writesonidtorikurt 4854
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Easing the pain of writing
WRIT1NG is a

painful process.
Professor Donald

Graves had an audience °fibs
Primary English Teaching As-
sociation in laughing agreement
recently when he gave an ac-
count of Isis pangs Of com-
position.

He said he would first prepare
his desk and sharpen his pencils.
He would then wait for an
delaying telephone calls, and
maybe asake a few of his own.
Procrastination began his tuk
of writing.

He quoted Dorothy Parker: "1
bate writing, but 1 love having
written."
. This is a common experience
among professional writers. Pro-
fessor Graves, a professor of
education at New Hampshire
University in the United States,
used this as an example of the
problems of teaching writing.
He was making the point that
there should be a daily writing
eifon, not just an occasional test

"We all hats the unknown,"
be later told Education Herald.
"(tat tboisik practice may not
sake perfect, it makes writing
ifamillat. You must remember
that there is a lot of fear
attached to baying to look at a
blank piece of paper and write."

He also condemned she habit

v-

Vr'

Prafessee Gnus: "Whets yes writs yea nakesti"

football, a day in the life of a
flower, a fly, or some other such
arcane manor.

"You can't write about what
you don't know," he said. "ChB-
dren must choose their own
topics. And furthermore they
need help in developing this.
Most kids in schools don't know
what they do actually know. I.
has to be coaxed out of them!'

He referred to this aspect' of
writing as Thrf, allowing pugs'
to work on familiar ground.
Also he stressed the importance
of teachers writing with the
children. He made an analogy
with the teaching of crafts. You
don't expect a pone:- or'painter
to issiruct without demonstrat-

seitaihe...mearte

professional and amateur writer
is often the number of drafts
made," he said. "The first efforts
,can be very similar."

Professor Graves, who will be.
50 next week, was one of the
stars of the Eagri:.4' M the 00s
conference.

But academia and education
bas been his fifth career.

He started in the military as It
coastguard. He then became a
teacher and rose to school head.
Later he was ordained and spent
five years working as a Presby-
terian minister before moving
into the field of family and
marriage counselling:

In the 011ie< knurled in an

became the director of the
Reading English as a Second
Language 'and Bilingual Pro-
gram in the city of Ladiawanna,
adjacent to Buffalo, New York.
Like Wollongong. Lackawanna
attracted a largo number of
migrants to its bugs steel plant.
The city contained 12 different
languages and SS ethnic groups.

He took his doctorate in
language arts in Buffalo. It 1977
he became associate professor
and this year full piofessor of
education at New Hampshire
University.

Professor Graves said too
often writing was used as a
punishment in schools take
100 lines or write _an essay on

:slacken know there is psis
attached to it," he said. "Writing
Is painful, ergo you get it."

He added that mhos we write
we ariliks protosslasil nudists.

"Whoa you write you ea:
dress," he. said. And this is
maw ream* why a mocker
avid join in the amities pro-

gram, as there is "nothing worse
than meow welkin mooed
with clothes on Is a nudist
eamp."

Professor Gavle, who is dl.
Maw of the Weida/ Proms
,aboratory fit New Hempebire
University, has -misdate trees
three years of ale to pro
fissional writers. He makes
them to publish their work 1*
hard-covered books, awing
their pq es and illestietioes
together to be shared swag
their fellow &sabots. The poor
at children have tight to 10
ye" the ninelear-oWs firs so

OPed PM*.
Authors can this cried" each

other's work, including the writ.
lag produced by Warm
Gravers, The daimon becomes
like a studio, for when we wile,
he said, we are in a craft area.
The grown can do much to
educate itself. The books them-
selves can also become a re-
source to be used by debar
pupils for reading.
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Children

a

'turned off
writing

44ACHEETAH would make
a sports car look Wm

a turtle." That's how one nine-
year-old started her story.

Deltoid Graves, uses the ion-
tence as an example of the quality
of writing children are capable
of producing, given the right
incentives. ,

Professor Graves himself ere.
duces more Man his fair altars,
of quotable one-limes. To be a
writer, he said lo Melbourne last
week. you had. to be a audio,.
You had to (rnetaphorIcally)
undress yourself.

Yet for years children heal
horn lindreming thorbelves rn
their vatting while teachers have
walked around fully clothed, en-
"(Kamm; their bodies,.

The result has been a turning
from the joys of self-

expression tbroi'gh the written
word. "Kids have been turned
of when writing is seen more as
a pumehment. Their work has
been red-lined out of mist/snot."
the professor said.

Professor Graves was Ii Mel-
bourne at the invitation of Co-
burg State College, followk4 his
visit to the MN isternadonal
English leaching oseaseenoe he
is eydn last moth.

He was hem to tell teachers
--and-seademice_thoutthe_findings

of a twolver, S240.006 study of
how children write. It was done
through the University of New
Hmnoshtre where hots professor.

Donald Gray" is of
a Cho Guevaire among
of English, a revolutionary who
wants to overthrow the present.
methods used to get children to
write. In the revolution Professor
Graves has already ,
New Hampshire end ther Ameri-
can Staten, there are no distinc-
tions bete Teen the bosses and the
workers in literature; everyone
writes timbers and their
PuPils

"You can't ,teach what, you
don't practice," he said.
"Imagine a piano teacher who
never played 2 note?' The probe
Ism, of course, was that most
teachers didn't know how to
write, 'Ire at leen how to write
clear, usable, everyday prosi.
Most never wrote more than a
few comments ito, a page of stu-
dents' work.

' e have to help teacher; with
their own writing, not because
they've been negligent, .tut very
few of us in our own school life
ever had help with the process of
writing."

When , leachers had been
height the principles of good
writing sad practice writhes new
lady the Wert, Doeald Gra
se/4 was amazing. They baps tves o
Publish their own work Their
morale Improve* their-ssose
profeidoeal inferiority Motives:-
ed. flay became more self-
cooddint and' their, :whine
especially al weitingwas muck
Dauer.

Professor Graves writes for an
hour or more every day. no mat-
ter what the circumstances, se
matter where be is. "Treasernfto
pick up t cold trall is a
And. he said. N children wrote
every day they come to went to
write, to look forward to it. This
also entailed as 'off -etage' pro.
case where the child thought
about her writing In between
times and planned what she wee
going to write. "Concept.' of re-
hearsal.° Donald Graves called it.

The research project Donald
Graves heads is called at Writ-
ing Profess Laboratory and it
does more than merely watch the
processes children go through in
their writing. For the children
and their teachers are also shown
the techniques of writik, This
isn't something that hummer
through lectures at the black-
board. Instead, the teacher plays
the role of an editor working
with a reporter rather than a

: strict grammanan with a 'Nagai-
tying gime trying an locate

-4/63

'Too much attention is paid to
the surface features of writing

grammar, spelling and punc-
tuation whereas its the writ-
ing process that is' 'mportant. tf
the process is develo red properly, .
the surface features rill be learnt
as a matter of c ,arse." . This
involved a continua process of
revision 11, 12 or 13 timed

when a piece was rewritten,
discussed with the teacher and
rewritten again.

Professor Graves said children
had been taught to believe that
rewriting one's work made you a
dummy. Yet revision was an es-
sential and a vital port of the
process of learning to write.

°Revision is the key," Professor,
Graves said, adding that a single
story might take a child three or
four weeks to complete. The ern-
phasiswas on quality not output,
en

helps
the and discover how

to make s writing more vivid,
better puoctuated and the writer
more conscious of his reader.

Oddly perhaps, the continual re-
vision, the re-rseding, greatly
proms this readInf

"We used to Pont that you
'bad to be able to read before
you could write," Donald Graves
salt "That's turned out to he the
biggest myth of them all. It's the
other way round."

Professor Graves kit Mel.
bourse late last week to go on
to Scotland where he will con-
tinue. spreading the seeds of
revolution.

48S
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VAN

nald Graves, Professor of Education at the University of*
Hampshire, is concerned with what hippetis when children

te. Together with two research associates, Lucy McCormick
-aIt kis and Susan Sowers, he has been studying the behaviour

development of young writers in a New Hampshire element-
school over two years with a particular focus on eight 6.7

ear olds and eight 8.9 year olds. This study has been based on ,
ciples which distinguish it from almost all work previously *

ne on writing. It actually looks at young writers before, while
after they write, using human observation or the eye of the

camera. It places enormous importance on the contexts
which any act of writing is performed. It is anxious to see

t developing writers can teach us, and one another, about
processes of writing and the processes which surround

raves is critical of 'experimental or retrospective studies that 6

ye in with treatments of short duration, or that speculate on
d growth and behaviours thrOugh a mere examination of

'nen product's alone. Contexts must be broadened to include

oser and longer looks at children while they are writing. These
texts must be described in greater detail.' (Language Arts,

ebruary 1981.)
_Ile in London recently, Graves gave an interview to The

Magazine.

al raves

)
-1.

rj

Ins case study and the purpose of process research is to find out
counts for so much in the entire process. So the purpose.of
one, because it looks like every time the person does this that

first what do they do when they write. We haven't even done

wonder if you could say something about what it was in the
of previous research on writing, or in the design and

ects of previous research on writing, that led you to set up
New HaMpshire study in tbeway you did.

es. There were two things dished to the change in style of
study. One was the first study that Idid on the writing

of 7 year old children that followed Janet Emig's
study on the composing of 12th graders; just getting wet

ith that helped me to see the possibilities. Emig looked at

t writers did while they were composing. The other thing
reviewing the literature over the last 25 years in writing

ch. The main trend has been experimental. You want to
w which is the best approach kir teaching writing. So you
e approach A, B, C and D and you try one treatment after
then, and you check the writers beforehand and you check

e writers afterwards. and on the basis of that you decide which

eatment worked best. Now the problem is you think you're
ntrolling what's happening. But it's just about impossible
control things. I seriously question whether you can control

p statistically since that kind of research does not present

context in which it occurred.People did experimental
ch before we knew what it was worthwhile even checking

t; we didn't know what was significant that was going on.
.study research is done when you try to find out what the

ificant variables are. What are the things that are worth

king at? And the way you determine what's worth looking

ts.you look at it. Then you say, on the basis of the evidence%
r 111,,C rink. ituilWelLbeite 2t

that yet.

In other fields they follow the same pattern, that is, they had

to go through this painstaking experimental kind of study
before they said, gee, you know maybe all the things that we're
looking at weren't worth looking at. We'd better back off,
spend lots of time in observation and then work back from
there. We see the same thing in the early days of entomology,;
all kinds of study of the structures of insects but nobody ever
watched insects to see how they did things. Jean Henri Fabre
turned that around. It would be unheard of in the field of
child development not to spend hours and hours observing
children before we said how they developed;but we've been

saying how writers develop without ever watching them. Now
we're gradually getting back to this middle ground of being

able to see writers in the process of doing something; in other

words, we're seeing things in context. What we're recommend-

ing now, and fortunately there's some good trends in experi-

mental research, is to spend large amounts of time describing

the circumstances in which the data is being gathered. The

thought was, if vte can produce data independent of environ-

ment, we'll be able to generaliie better. You just can't do that;

you can't rule'it out. We have to put the context back in, no

matter what kind ofresearch we're doing; 4;
..

So given the particularity of the situation you were looking at

in one elementary school, were you conscious as you started

that there might be problems of people wanting generalisations

ricillowom that porticutsr ofset circumstances?

t..
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The generalisations can go in these ways. one is,-here's some

things you probably ought to look at. The other thing that
does stand up Is the length pf the case study that we have. You

move into a different phase when you do au study for long

periods of time because you havedetailed research built up

with small numbers which is, in fact, nitsch more generalisable
to larger groups. If you do a one-month case study you can't
generalise in the same way that you do when you take 16
students and you have literally thousands of:recordings and
thousands of time-lapse data on them, so that the trajectory in
changes is much more dearly seen. Now that kind of thing is
more likely to produce features of general interest:

Could you nominate some of the thircip that yin would see as
general features to emerge from the study?

Yes. The whole issue of voice. Voice which is carried in any
writer's transition from speaking to writing; every writer goes
through it. Noy, what do we see? We see children coming into

school, entering school with strongvoices at the age of six and

gradually they're reduced to whimpers after that. The schools

take away voices, to be blunt. What do I .nean by voice? I

mean the imprint of the person on the piece of writing. The

way in which a writer chooses, selects and organises informat-

ion towards the writer's own intention. The voice is the frame

pf the window where the person is present around the inform-

' ation so that the readecan see through the information like a

glass, and see it dearly with the writer getting out of the way

but being present enough to shape it so that it can be seen.

91 Now, what happens in school is that we keep cutting writers

down to size with our critiques: this child could stand a little

-more humility. huh.' Writing is a scary enough event as it
k,, we Jo need

%.1

questions but in that order. We see, for example;that with
young writer; it is very important for them to have people
speaking on their pages, sound coming off the pages, uses of
interjections and so on. They want the voice to be explicit on
the page and then gradually it becomes implicit in the writing

as the writer matures and develops. But it seems top througi
those steps of being explicit amikthen implicit. It needs very
careful handling by the teacher with lots of speaking, I might
add, lots of oral conference work with the writer, whete the
writer speaks about the topic, finds the voice orally and then
quickly does the writing before it evaporates. I'd say that for
.me has been one of the most important Findings.

Could'you just characterise that? What comesout as immatur
in a young chid, in having a voice on the.page?

Oh how does it 'show itself?
First it's explicit. The first thing that the child does is speak
simultaneous to writing. The voice is present; and we find uni
situations of stress that this happens with professional writer
or older writers too. A second feature which comes in, let's
say with Writers particularly from the age of 10 on, are writer
that like to jive: you know, this banter back and forth orally
with friends. They get one line down and have to talk to som
body immediately: they're re-enactingthe oral discourse. An
then back they'll write a little bit more, then they start talkie
again, hitting almost the same pauses that they do in oral dis
course. Now, if you have a room which absolutely forbids an
noise of any kind you know, 'Writers at work shut up' -

-you're in for big trouble because you're cutting-out an essenl

part of the writing process. Admittedly there have to be limi

to that. Another feature shows in what we call prosodic marl
or speech features in the writing on the page. The writer, say
capitalises important words; I do this in my own writing:11r
typing along, suddenly I look sure enough, I've capitalised

key words. I was afraid that the importance of that word woe

not be Implicit enough ib I make it explicit. Or I'll see write
capitalise all of thOetters in a word; they don't even know t
tneyrre doing it. Its useful for teachers to know that writers
who do this are not tinning at this point; they want the void
to be explicit. The way you tell this, by the way, is to ask
writers to read their pieces out loud; look over their shoulde
and as their voice is at work you'll ate features in the text di
they didn't even know they were rutting in. Another is whe
writer, take the pencil and blacken-in letters; the writer wrif
'the fish bie,tand he writes 'bit' two lines high; blackens 'bit
all over; the writer doesn't believe that the power is implicit
there in the word to show me that it bit it has to be made
explicit. Then you run into another kind of explicitness: thi
flow of adjectives and adverbs, where you have an extreme
romanticism, if you will. You know 'the pretty, cuddly,
slimy little thing'. This is a phase where they think that it's
not really good unless you have adjectives in there, unless y

can make the colour explicit. It's the mark of the sophistica
writer who can say, if I have a string of adjectives here I doss

really believe the noun is strong enough. And probably a lo
times it isn't: so now Igo back and I look at the noun. It to

a while before the child realises or a writer of any age rea
that writing really can stand on its own two feet. So you

have these features needing to explicit before they can
become implicit, before I can have enotlgh confidence in th
power of my voice that the words, in fat. do stand.

Then you have, for example. the writer's growth of conscit

ness that is. what writers think they are doing. Very, vex
important data. One thing we find in our data is that you a
a writer. 'How do you write?' and they give you a very sty
version.. Writers don't know how they write. I don't know
I write. It's not uncommon for there to be a whole year's i
between what writers actually do. and-when they can saY
accurately what they do. This is a fillacy of retrospective

--nsearch...X.oujoidoolknow . We find that writers need t
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words, a very.important step in my growth of consciousness of
what I do is to apply it- to someone else, because I can see
something in your text before I can see it in my own. For

example. Susie tells her teacher that she's stuck with her piece
on glaciers. She's got so much information that she doesn't
know what to do with it. So The teach says. What's the one

part that' interests you most?' and Susie says, The valley glacier

So the teacher suggests that Susie should just concentrate on
the valley glacier to begin with. Susie thought that was a.good
idea but she didn't do anything about it. But here she is talking

to Greg. Greg is stuck in.his.piece on the white-tailed deer; he

lays almost the same thing 'I don't know what to do with

it, I've got all this stuff, I've got pages and pages of notes;
what'll I do?' She says to him. Why don't you write about

one deer just tell all the information through the eyes of one
deer and then you can get into the biology of it. their eating
habits and all of that:' and he could see that. Now about two
months later she applied it to herself, but first she applied it
to Greg. It's a definite route in a person's growth of conscious-

ness of a piece. 9 )
Another very important line of development is hew writers

learn to revise; that is absolutely.central to ow study. There's

a definite sequence to what they change. The first thing they
diange is the motor parts: they don't like the way the hand-
writing looks, or they don't like the way a drawing looks. Next
they don't like the spelling and they want to change that and

make that better. The next thing they change will be the-topic:

`that's a bad topic, try it about this topic'. You can see the
progression moving away from the mechanical and coming

more and mare towards content and information. Then the
next thing that they are interested in is, parts that are missing.
The easiest way to help someone revise is to add something;
the most difficult is to delete. You have to complete a sequence

you have gaps in your information. alright? You add, add, add.

until it gets complete. But the prdolt.n the writer then runs
into is the problem of selection. The writer is doing what I call
the bed-to-bed story. The story is about being lost on a mount-
aih. 'I got up early in the morning. I went down, I had some
pancakes and we got all our gear together, we got.in the pick-
up truck. and then in the car we had a flat tyre on the way.'
You don't think you'll eyes get to the mountain, but the person
writes all the way up. has two paragraphs lost on the mountain
and then three pages coming back home; 'we all went t' 'oed,

had beef stew and were tired: You know that kind Milting,
it's bed-to-bed, no selection. But the person had to go through
the process of including everything before the teacher can'
come in and say, 'Wait a minute, what for you is the most
important part?' Now the child may have started out to write
aboin being lost in the mountain but in fact is much more
interested in the car breaking down. 'Alright, tell me more
about that.' Well, in building up the data in the one part, the
rest of it starts to fade. 'Well (.guess I didn't really need this
iiaref You see, the writer didn't know how to get into the
subject. so gets out of bed in the morning, goes all the way
through before coming to the important piece.

So it seems clear to us from the study that there are quite
definite steps in learnink to revise. Finally you have the person

who unconsciously selects and reuses even betore they conic
to Vie page; that to me is the most st..phisticateV of all. That

is the person Who writex dad% and that's the big ...lie for daily

writing All writers are helped 1:q this. tie toughest writers. the

ones that have the most difficult problems. are helped by daily

writing because they don't have to start all user again oery
day. there's just a lode t. 'Hy-on. But we actually t hr

blunt. some Moiarts in our midst -. kids who in taut will

rehearse a text fstr as long as three months before they conic

. to'the tit) that when they start off actually writing they're

not starting off at Nark I. they're- already been through six or
_ _ TL. iant.

?
sty u Id make a sports cat look like a turtle.' What'a use of
metaphor. Its indecent that an 8 year old can do that. You
feel like squashing them, especially if you've had a bad morning
ofwriting. But we found out two years later that she would
rehearse extensively before she came to the page: she didn't
even know she was doing it. Two years later she said, 'I think
I know how I write ...
What would yoti see as the major implications for the teaching
of writing that emerge from your study? What practices could
we do without, what practices might be encouraged?

What could we do without? Wriaers who write and have no
response. I think for a piece to be ignored is even worse than
having sumeor.e du J aitique. There are all kinds of pieces of
writing that have at 14 top 'good', 'well done', 'yuu worked
very hard on this'. Generalised statements that are absolutely
contemptuous of writers. Every piece has a right to be received.
in other fields there've been studies of what happens when
learners or human beings are ignored; far more dangerous

things happen with human beings who are ignored than even
those who are,attended to negatively. All of us have had papers
with professors; you've worked for six weeks on a piece and
then got 'A' in the upper righthand comerlo keep you quiet.
and then 'good' under that. That's tragic. Or another thing is
response that attends to surfate features only, to the accidents
of discourse: 'You could change your typewriter ribbon',
'Couldn't you consider attending just to spelling anl hand-
writing?' In other words attending to the etiquette of a piece.
Now etivette is important in its place, it cannot be ignored,
but when it is focussed on exclusively what we have is writers
who end up with writing to whom it may concern; there's no-
on; there, the voice is not present. No-one's going to write an
intimate piece to someone who is going to make fun of the
clothing they wear when they put their whole body forward.

We need to have teachers who write themselves, I just can't
stress the importance of that enough. And teachers need help
with their own writing where they have their,writing respond-
ed to as they would hope to be able to respond to studditts'
writing. The mason that many teachers don't write with students
is (I) it's never occurred to them; (2) they've never ever seet?a
human being doing it in their entire lives. But for me the met
aphor is, when you write you undress, and if you want to be
able to write well you have to.be willing to be a professional
nudist. Now there's nothing more upsetting than to have some-

one walking around Fully clothed in a nudist camp, and that
often ithe teacher, saying 'Haub, well, that's a funny nailer,

didn't the Lord give you a better body than that one?'
I think that's inunvral.

It is also important for writers to publish that is to be able
to share with a broader audience than one, a teacher. A writer

-Is stuck who has to write for,one person: I dpn't know what
I'd do if all my writing went only to one person. It's like being

in a prison cell and having every day someone come, shove
some bread under the door and you shove the tray out. and

you get to know the one guard only. It builds up a funny view

of the universe if you only see yourself, your most intimate
self. through one: it's devastating psychologically. even when

the person is a skilled teacher who gives criticism well. How

much more important it is when I'm working well to find out

that a whole class. indeed an entire school. can know me 3.4

writer. as a person with something worth saying. We find-that

amaring things happen thy.Itologically. major behasioural
shifts. when that person's territor> goes beyond one to 20. to

-;0. to I O. to a school, to a . to a brtiader metro.

Itt.ii, Ir. 10i mg

Can you say something about what you're obwned. good and

bad, in the difficult area of teacher-pupil interaction over

writing?
Rialti aclud,71 water teaches the teacher about the



my yap shut when this writer here is writing about what I know
a lot about, and 111 say to this writer 'Did you know my great-
grandfather was a whaler?' afid the kid's wiped out. I think
that because I've had interest in the Beatles and you're writing
about the death of John Lennon, that you'dbe excited to know

I have a great Beatles collection; I've taken the piece right out
of your hands, thinking that I'm identifying with you, when in
fact I'm destroying you. So that I need to ask questions that
will help you to teach me about what you know that's the
good side:The big issue that 'wally comes up is the one of
how do limd the time to do that. That's the greatest issue of
all. But there isn't the probleM of time when you're.notthaving
the two -day assignment. You know the two-day assignment.
I give the assignment on Monday, you take it home Monday
night, you pass it back on Tuesday, I take it home Tuesday
night, correct it, pass it back, you fix it up on Wednesday
that's what I call embalming the corpse. The two-day assign-
ment doesn't work. You can't see everyone in two days. When
the pieces are developing slowly the pace is different, and I
have the time to listen to you and to help you help others to
listen. Another bad thingis when I attend to language early in

the game and ignore information. The pyramid is, you start by
attending lots to information and as you gain control of the
information you can now start to raise questions about confus-

ions in language and confusions in organisation. But the worst

thing I see is the corrected first draft where spelling, punctuat-
ion, information, everything, is supposed to be sorted out.
There's a whole mixture of things that absolutely bedazzle the
writer and how does he or she know what to begin to work on?
It's impossible. So there's a definite pyramid, I want to stress
that, in what you attend to. .

.Writing conferences (whether one-to-one, or group meetings on

. the progress of writing) can deal with the writing in draft from
choice of topic, 60 first draft, to final draft. In early .
drafts the conf ce centres on information, the writer find-
ing a voice, to ter drafts where the focus is onrefinement of
language in relation to meaning. The conference emphasizes
the importance of the child teaching others about the subject
with the teacher trying not to imply a greater knowledge of
the -subject than the writer, but instead questioning and skill-
fully reflecting the writer's handling of the topic. Let's have an
example. This is part of a conference between Jill, a seven year
old, and Mrs. Egan, her teacher, as recorded by Barbara Limier
In the Atkinson. School study:

Mrs, E: Where do you keep,a cockateil?
Jill: In ecage!
Mrs. Like Munchkin? (resident guinea pig)
Jill: No. A bird cage! .

Mrs. E: Oh! A bird cage!
Jill: Yotilcnoi, that! (exasperated)
Mrs. E: But if I were a person who didn't know what ,a cock-

ateil was, I might be confused by that.
Jill: Mmmm. (tolerant)
Mrs. E: Think now,' Jill, about Gus. Does he always stay in the

' cage?
Jill: No.
Mrs, E: No?
Jill: Of course not! He got bir by the dog!
Mrs. E: You're kidding! The dog bit him?
Jill: Yeah! He ate one of the feathers and then threw up.

(voice becoming higher and more animated)
Mrs. E: Oh, no! So Gus gets out of the cage on purpose. Do

you let him out? Or is it a mistake?
Jill: No! The dog comes in the den, and now he knows

not to come in when the bird's on the floor.
Now let me get- this-straight. The-bird comes-out-of-
the cage because you want it to come out of the cage.
You open the door?

Jill: Whit a choice. 44 o
td

Mrs. You mean he knows.hoi to open the door?

Mrs. E:

Jill: No, we open the door!
Mrs. E: Alright. You ask Gus if he wants to come out and if

hen does he comes out of the door.
Jill: No. It's his choice.
Mrs. E: So you just leave the door open and he ...
Jill: (Not letting her finish) YEAH'

For ten minutes they discussed details of the bird like this.
Then it was time for Jill to decide whit information to add to
the book. Mrs. Egan did not decide. she guided Jill's selection

process. The directive, pushing teacher began to move back
from her position of control so that she could return respons-
ibilitylor the writing to the child. At the end of the morning

Jill had made extensive content additions and developed her

story further.
The idea of a pyramid of things to attend to in this way is a
nice one, but a lot of teachers of writing have the feeling that
the conventions have somehow got to be fitted in pretty quick.
When you look-at a piece which ,-.as got invented spelling, there
a voice inside you reminding you about the outside world.

That voice is real. I mean, that writer will be pUnished in soviet;
for not spelling well, for not having good handwriting and for
using poor grammar, before thaf person is punished for poor
information. That happens so much that the teacher's instinct
to save this person from punishment is not an unreal one. The
interesting thing in our data is that when writers become the
ownets of the piece and don't rent it, they just talk differently.
Most writers rent their pieces and the teachers own them.
Renters speak differently from owners: renters say, 'Let him

fix it I pay my rent'; owners say, 'In the spring we're gonna
re-seed the lawn, in the Tall we're going to put in a new partit-
ion here with an opening between the kitchen and the dining
room'. Now what happens is that the owners and the owner
ship occurs at the point of the information get very, fussy
about the appearance of the place. So in reality the surface
features are helped more by ownership than by renting, and
that comes up again and again in the data. When writers take
overthey say, 'Oops, I mis-spelled the word'; the teacher
doesn't even have a chance to get a word in there because they
don't want their property to not, be respectable in the neigh-
bourhood of the community of writers.
Would you agree that the attitudes and strategies you have
found to be most helpful to the development of writing are
more difficult to achieve in secondary than in primary schools

Yes. It's much more difficult. No question. So many things
happen in secondary schools that make the teaching of writing
difficult, that violate'all that we know about process: the inter
ruptions in the life of a secondary teacher, the things that take
the control of teaching itself away from that teacher in the
classroom. When a teacher's control is taken away, they take
control away from the kids. If the teacher has more autononi,
more control over time over the time in the day and how th

,can use theit curriculum.- that person can listen. But it's very
hard for a person who feels she's going to become redundant
tomorrow, being spied on day and night, whose kids have to
take an examination at the end of four weeks, that person
cannot control. How can that person listen? How can that
person set it up so that the writer teaches them? It's very, ver
hard. Someday we need to shoW how the structures that
teacheri have to work under, in fact, take control from the
teacher, who in turn is forced to take it away from the learne
The teachers we've been working with had a lot of autonomy
and they had it because the Head knew kids and was confider
in herself and was able to be specific with the teachers about
what they knew about the protess of teaching. I started to
write something about this problem, it was going to be in my

bdok. The reason stopped writing it-was,-it-would provide
too many.excuses not to do something tomorrow ...

Donald Graves' boos Children Write will be published in the U.K. by

,Ifehrernana in 1982.



Donald Graves
The Professional Nudist
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Donald Graves is a crusader committed to
teaching children to write as a means of

expression. This genial Professor of Education at
New Hampshire University in the United States
was in Australia late last year as'esest of the
Primary English Teaching Association at the

Third International Conference on the Teaching
of English, held in Sydney. He is to make a
return visit next year. The PETA publication, A

Donald Graves-In Australia, was published "'"31
recently. During his stay In Australia, Professor
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ill Walla espesurkt.-
we Melia tem:hors hays Is

become professional nudists. Cur
we wander. round our mese,

fully cubed. loosing owerkkie-
shoulders at their state of unarms so
we can aiticien the of well,

their minds.'
Graves has turned sway from mere

- theories of how children learn to write
and designed a practical research pro-
ject. He is processing informationthat
is forcing educational theorists to

.
rethink traditional teaching ap-
preached. His main contention is that
teachers. in their anxiety to cope with
society's pressure for basic literacy' in
primary school and subject specielies-
tion in secondary, deny children the
right to 'gain control' of their own
writing development and find personal
relevance in it. What the cldld writes is
really the anther's 'property': No
wonder the child, not 'owning it', soon
loses interest. But to chws will cob,
understand this /ad *other writing
problems of children when they do
some regular wilting themselves in
doorman conditions. !Teachersshould
be practising writers,' says Graves,
'then they'd understand writings&
process, aid find out why it's as
natural to avoid writing as it is to
avoid really teaching it.'

By doing at least coos piece of writing
each weak alongside the children, a
teacher is reminded that writing is not
just a matter of getting Ps conven-
tions or mechanics correct. Writing is
above an a thhiking problem. of &dies
cqt what to say, and bow to arrange It
effectively. Teachers too, fend writing

difficult. By exposing their own prob.

'We still tell kids:
Choose a topic from the
three on the board
you have 30 minutes to
write . . . 30 minutes
then chop. Who can
write in that kind of
situation? So we
teachers get the essays
that such an approach
deserves: trite, cliched,
boring.'

you how. Yet English teachers try to
teach writing as theory, as generalised
advice. They don't understand that
writing is a craft to be practised:
Writing is doing. Children learn by
example and by doing.

'Surveys show that 90 per cent of
children start school believing they can
write, whams only 15 per cent believe

tbay can Their printery instinct is
to make marks. They mark marks on
everything before they come to school

walls, sidewalk, wet cement,
steamed windows. It's a kind of self
statement: I am here.

Isms with writing. teachtTs so egocentric, they're absolutely

Egocentric

'When children start writing they're

Moreover. if you know bow
te sash* know bow to take apart.
W faellitates learning to read.

- It's it ime.'
Graves' enthusiasm is infectious.

You feel that what he's saying is true.
Half-forgotten stirrings of your own
six-yeerold self begin to haunt the im-
agination. He tells about a teacher who
started her group of first graders (d:-
year-olds) by handing out writing
books shed covered with- wallpaper
leftovers, each with a 'child's name
clearly printed on the cover. 'This, is
your own writing book' she told the
'so you can begin writing now if you
like.' After grave reflection. they all
did: a few could already write
sentence., some wrote only their
names, others 'scribbled' or simply
drew pictures. Not one child said 'I
coal wales'. Only two out of 25 said. 'I
can't welt For those two, the teacher
wrote 90 of their spoken words on the
board se they could copy whatever
they could, figuring out the words for

themselves
'Yea can't rush kids' learning pro-

cess,' says Graves. 'They've &lit to get
a thing straight in their heads before
they can make sense of it. So you Wait

and you wait, .. Our research into
bow professional writers work has been
vitally important because it shoies
that good writing takes time lots of
it.'

Graves and his two associates inter,
viewed 60 professional writers. They
found that none of them I'not one)
considered they bad really learnt to
write at school. Why? Because they
weren't given time to figure out what
they wanted to say. 'The amateur, you
see, thinks that the first draft is what
writing is about: You sit down and the

--aildrostamtiksY-sronotnionsintkgrfearless.-Writing-is-a_magic_codannd_vaiting_pourt-lkot.
The knows it

struggle to clarify meaning..
may.they want to learn it. Our teacherly doesn't work that *ay. He knows that

'When you go to a pottery class, you stance has been that children should good writing emerges through a sue.

El!"4J,..) don't expect a teacher to thrust clay is learn to read and then get into writing. cession of slogging drafts draft aft.

your hands and soy:Throw its You sz On the contrary, studies show that draft after draft. It's the hard work of
the arena



You can't kids through the
complex process learning to write.'

Karate

So waiting is
high-pressured
About. learning
victims of thcharate
still tall kids: choose a
three on the board
minutes to write :.. 30

short Who can write in
situation? SO we
essays that such an a
trite, cliched and boring.'

To conduct his practical
Graves chose a small rural school Iith
a 'strong' principal. ('We needed 110113)1

one strong to field any curly questions
_f_resusarents end there ware some')

t. But in our
with its anxiety
ties, we're all
approach. 'We

from the
have 30

then
kind of

get the
deserves:

The school at Atkinson, New Ramp'
shire, itideal because it incorporates a

20

a.
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cross-section of families 'from the
poorest to the affluent'. He doesn't
presume to till that/Ischia what to do,
how to run their classes: ('If you're a
guest in a house, you don't begin with
a lesson in housekeeping. The impor.
tent thing for us is to watch what the
teachers do and how they do it.) But
after two years the teachers have
become deeply involved in the
research.

He began with 10 children, choosing
them for their differences, the anti-
thesis of a random sample. ('Some kids
could hardly hold a pencil; a couple
could write seven-eight pages at a sit-
ting.') He also follows the development
of two 'perimetor' groups of about 160
children. ('We have wall-to-wall data.

\ We "zeros" everything the kids
\write" As well u note-making, tape-
re?idhill iteeileing', his team
employs audio-visual research. A
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'Later there is a stage
when children begin to
look critically at their
work. And they don't like
what they see . . . this is
a crucial period the
child's writing
development. He has
realised that he doesn't
have the freedom to do
exactly as he likes. He
doesn't need the teacher
or peer 'group Ao tell
him. It's like ripping a
blindfold from a highwire
walker over Niagara.'

camera, set high. captures a child's
hand as he writes, while a lapel
microphone picks up even sub-audible
words as he talks to himself. Children
learning to write and spell commonly
speak words again and again before
spelling them out on paper. Ina Rus-
sian experiment, elementary children
were instructed to hold their mouths
open. or to immobillee their tongues
with their teeth while they wrote.
Prevented from articulating words,
they made six times as many spelling
errors.

'Yet,' says Graves, 'we still tell kids
to 'Stop talking'!' But during their
writing time they need the stimulation
of hearing words. And nearly-all begii-
ning writers need first to draw. A
drawing provides a context for the
words that will follow. In speech, the
context is simply assumed. In writing,
you have to state the context.

We watch the kids as they draw and
we sidle up, take and le* and ask:
'What are you going to write? In-
variably, they say: Walt ar2-4 s.
Which moans: I'm not really .sure yel.;
wait till I get the context dear and
then I'll be able to write. We must let
theni alone to take their time. If we
hurry them, we turn them off, they get
uptight about writing.' .

Graves' point is that the children are
already writing about what matters
to them, wen though their symbols
may mien little to anyone else, in-
cluding the teacher. His voice carries
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conviction as he says, 'Egocentricity
mars its own protective amour. The
child Deeds R. At this stage be doesn't
penes to consider whether anyone else
elan melentand what he's doing. U his
writieg isn't being understood. then
it's net hie fault. His audience has the
problem, He doesn't.'

nreskthrough

A pent Irreekthrough mem when a
chili it bet reeds back his own writing

and Brads that he can understand it.
A barb video clip shows the exact
seams. lin-yearold Joke looks up
with a widi Ipostassous pia and an
learailene espression in his bright
arm 'I don't bow how I doed their
And Graves bugs him. sharing his
moment of discovery.

Bet biter there is a stage when
claims begin to look critically at their
wart. Aad they don't like what they.

finny tea «y It's dumb: Stupid.
Last year. is Bret grade, I could write

hat arm I can't write any more,')

'Ilia is a modal period in tbs child's
=Meg thwelopment. He has realised
she be demon haws the freedom to do
madly as be likes. He doesn't need the
towbar or his peer group to tell him.
We like ripping a blindfold from a
highwhe walker over Mama. But the
child ow has to Bed his own way
threugh. is his own time. Its a natural
paws. al afflIkIIIIIISIOt. At Bret, the
eilld see writing "He wasn't
tislaiddal sheet sodium. Now. be's not

'Writing is persomil--1
exposure we English
teachers have to become
professional nudists.
Currently, we wander
round our rooms, fully
clothed, peering over kids'
*wider' at their state of
madness so we can
criticise the shape of
well, their minds.'

So what does he do? 'He does what
the professionals have learnt to do.'
Graves' expreesion is triumphant. 'He
rewrites and rewrites, with the teacher
intervesing when she's asked during
the all-important writing ccifersoces.*

Regular cnatoone consultations
'conferences' between toucher and
student are the cornerstone of really
teaching writing, Graves says. These
usually take only three to five minutes,
but extend if the teacher senses a
child's need. In the conference. the
teacher helps the child to articulate
what it is be's trying to write, to
develop his meaning, to 'Make same'
far an suclirce.

What abaft the 'esecharrics' hand-
writing. punctustion, spelling gram-

'Don't start emPlisaising error*. What
yen pay attiestins to, you reinforce. I:
you beep on errors. the children mail

led they awl write. Wherein. in *I
they are brig to write at en ow
mous rata 'Thresegh writing itself am
also through tits conferences. as ter
months go by. the mechanics iznprov,
rapidly. It's a sort of natural learnini
through activity, interest and **mph
It's so much better than direct ee
WW1 aldlle.tasdang through borim
embilese. Tee Ilee in today's school
mach skills are mere push-ups for
gam arm; played.

'Bore, product is important
what we're about. But we mustn't los
slight of the perms with our coasters
emphasis on Product and error. An
remember that the productt:only in
proves if the person develops. That'
why it's **Important to get teaches
writing'

. .

G"Ives himself Is a member of
wrirm tg. group, committed to writ
every day. Gliafirscrequeet on arrive
at a Sydney motel was fora typewrite
His routine is to CUES back from a fly
kilometre run, eat breakfast, then s
down at the typewriter.)

Yes, Professor Donald Graves is
crusader. Yen mold any be's America
dynamic counterpart to Britain.* II
Chips- while !asking like a Pfil
'hick. He constaad strike. the
childhood chords that still vibes'
within all of us. If well only listen.

Professor Graves , be returning
Australia nest July at conduct inservii
coarser on has writing tertelting methods.

Laurel Dauntorll 4 a
Sydney freelance
writer and creative
writing coarse
teacAer.



WRITING READINESS
An experimental program demonstrates that

children can and want to write much sooner than
we had thought. Its findings are likely to

'upset some educational apple carts.

1
n Mary Ellen Giacobbe's first-
grade classroom at the Atkinson
Academy, a public school in At-

kinson, New Hampshire, a little girl
named Phebe is sitting cross-legged on
the floor in a corner of the room read-
ing through a pile of books..She has
chosen them trom shelves packed
with a couple of hundred similar
books, slim little volumes bound with
dental floss and covered with brightly
colored wallpaper sample' s. Donald
Graves. head of the Writing Process
Laboratory at the University of New
Hampshire and a tamiliar tigure ,in
this 'classroom. leads a visitor over to
Phelk and askf, her to read one of the
books out loud. She is glad to comply.

"The 66.600.1vti1e Space Flight,"
she reads, fluently and accurately.
"My 78-man crew was going crazy
from gases that were leaking is
through the holes the unexpected me-
icor storm had caused. My crew was
so sick they were nothing but trouble.
They had been beating me on my head
with an oxygen tube.

"'All nght!' I said. 'Line up at the
door.'

"They lined up at what they
thought was the door. I pressed a but-
ton. 'Whoosh. They were in the gar-
bage tank. . -

"'That's that: I said.
"Something had gone wrong. The

spaceship had stopped. I opern:d the
emergency window. I was right. It had

'stopped. I decided to explore I put on
my spacesuit and opened the door I

wandered into a meadow.
"Suddenly a bearlike creature

appeared!',
"The bear chased me The hear soon

got lost I headed hack to the hip lust

BY ANTHONY BRANDT

then I saw how many holes the mete-
or storm had caused.

"I went in 'the ship to find some-
thing to *chit up with. I found some
old tools and some metal and patched
the ship.

"On the way back I turned on the
meteor deflector."

And who, the visitor asks Pheb&
wrote thii remarkable little book

fruitful collaboration between Atkin-
son teachers and Don Graves. Graves,
an educator in his early 50s, is a
friendly man with the low-key. reas-
suring manner of a doctor: he confess-
es, in fact, to having once had ambi-
tionsan that direction. Instead, he has
become an innovator in the teaching
of writing and one of the leading re-
searchers in.the tield. Among his col-

it

I
Learning writing through "re-gluon": Researcher Don Graves works with a

third-grader at New Hampshire's Atkinson Acadenw

"Barbara wrote it," she says matter-of-
factly. Barbara is one of Phebe's class
mates. Each of the 6-year-olds in Mrs.
Giacobbe's class has written ti.e or
six "published" books like the one
Phebe was reading.

We have heard a great deal about the
"writing CTISIS" in the United States.
There is obviously no writing crisis at
the Atkinson Academy.

The Atkinson children's protium-
cv in writing is largely the resub

6116 .

leagues, he is admired as a pioneer.
Graves's research. which was fund-

ed by a S240.000 grant trom the Na.
tional Institute ot Education, was
done at Atkinson, where he spent long
hours in Ihe classroom studying the
processes that children tallow as they
develop their ability to write, and vid-
eotaping the children at work on their
stories He is now writing a book, a re-
port ot his tindings entitled Writing
Teal her. and Children tt nrl,, to jvc



son can truly make it his own.
His switch to writing, be insists on

pointing out, was somewhat opportu-
nistic in that be was under the impres-
sion that not much had been done
with that field, and that it might be
more open to exploration than would
reading. He was right. Very little re-
search was being done on writing, and
what had been done was being ig-
nored. No one, moreover, was doing
the kind of research that Graves
thought should be done. Virtually no
researchers actually' spent time with
children, 'watching them think out a
piece of writing, develop it, change it,
throw it away, start it over again. All
of them were looking at the writing
that kids were doing, but not the pro-

., cess that was producing it. It wasn't
that people weren't interested,' but
practically no money was going into
writing research, and the kind of re-
search Graves envisioned is quite ex-
pensive to do. Then the so-called writ-
ing crisis came along, and things be-

/ gan to change.
The problems with writing in the

United States are not lust media hype.
Government publications and inter-
nal memos are so poorly written that
some states have had to pass "plain
English" laws entorcing standards of

brevity and clarity on the writing pro-
duced by government agencies. Presi-
dent Carter. shortly after his inaugu-
ration. issued an executive order to
federal bureaucrats to write their end.
less memos and reports in readable
English. Business people constantly
complain that secretaries, iunior ex-
ecutives. even highly touted MBAs,
can't spell, can't construct grammati-
cally correct sentences, can't express
themselves clearly in writing.

Bdare he began his Atkinson
protect, Graves traveled all
over the United States and to

England and Scotland, with the aid of

Ford Foundation money, to talk with
leaders in the field of research on writ-
ing. At the same time, he also did a
great deal of additional spadework on
his own and finally produced a 180 -

page manuscript that he promptly °re-
duced to 28 pages "so that people
would read it" His report, Balance
the Bastes Let Them Write. is ando-
qUent plea for increased attention to

'writing, which includes fascinating
hits of intormation about the depth of

W
hen children are encouraged
to write regularly, Graves
says, their scores on
standardized tests of reading'
'really pop, the cork."

t the writingcrisis in the United States.
Graves notes, for example, that the
volume of first-class mail is dropping,
evidence that people are writing fewer
letters. He found out from a sample of

representative school districts that
they were buying less lined paper,
which is used mostly for writing.

In the long run, Graves's research
will probably haye its most important
impact on our expectations of what
young children can do. Like the poet
Kenneth Koch, w' o encouraged ghet-
to children to write poetry, Graves has
uncovered some extraordinary talent
in the children whom he studied. He
speaks about one third-grader who sel-

dom revised anything she wrote be-
cause it came out exactly the way she
wanted it the first time. He quotes one
of her lines: "A cheetah would make a
sports car look like a turtle." A first-
grade box named Michael regularly
turned out long, elaborate. well-devel-
oped stones tumished with such lines

as: "As I glanced out the window. I
saw the boy creeping along the fence
like a spider." Michael handled words
like "simpathetaclly" his own spell-
ingwith consummate case. The ac-
complishments of the less talented
children were even more revealing.
One boy didn't even speak until he
was 4 years old, and came to first grade
well behind the others in terms of de-
velopment.-By the end of tiist grade,
he was writing competent stories and

revising them.
The important thing in teaching

children to write, Graves says, is not
to put too much emphasis in the be-
ginningon spelling, punctuation, and

grammar; those things come later, as
the beginning writer gains confidence
in his ability to express his thoughts
and feelings and becomes more versa -
tile in using that ability. A young
writer with a developing sense of his
own voice, a growing command of
what he wants to say, will pick up

(11(,)?

spelling and good grammatical prac-
tice as he needs them. The research at
Atkinson demonstrated this tellingly;
these children were generally far
ahead of their age level in their knowl-
edge of mechanics, even though they
had never been taught mechanics for-

: mally. Mechanics were taught as the
occasion demanded as aids to clarify-
ing whatever a child wanted to say.

Graves thinks that his research
findings, thoUgh developed with
small children, have obvious implica-
*tio'ns for the teaching of writing at all
levels. and he is working on other
fronts to alleviate the writing crisis.
He's part of a group of faculty mem-
bers at the University of New Hamp-
shire who meet regularly to criticize
one another's writing in an attempt to
improve their own writing skills. He
was also on the faculty of the Vermont
Writing Protect, one of many spin-ofts
of the Bay Area Writing Protect, a na-
tional program of annual summer in-
stitutes designed to teach public-
school teachers how to teach writing,
and to help them with their own writ-
ing, too. It's hard to teach children to
write if you can't write yourself, and
Graves feels that teacher training of

this sort is essential.
Most important, Graves believes in

the power of writing as an activity, a
process, a way of learning about one-
self and the world. "Writing it nothing
else teaches you what it is to know
something," he says. Writing that gets
things right. that says precisely what
you want it to say, is a goal you reach
only by mastering your material; for
most people it's a struggle, but in the
process of struggling you find out ex
actly -what you know and don't know.
Take kids through that process, says
Graves, and "they develop a much
deeper sense of what it is to know." g]
Anthony Brandt a lournabst IS currcnt'ii
working or a book abort the American

Dream



published later this year by Heine-
mann. It is a book that could very well
change out ways `of thinking about
how children are taught to write in
the United Statei.

Perhaps Graves's most important
achievement is documenting what
some good teachers have recognized
intuitively: that children can and
want to write a lot sooner, and a lot
more often, than most people think.
"If kids dare given the chance to write,
they will," says Graves. He arranged
to give them the chance at the Atkin-
son Academy, where, from 1978 to
1980, he did research with children in
the first through fourth grades. During
their first day in school In the fall. of
1978, the 22 children in Mrs. Gia-
cobbe's first-grade class were given
writing materials and asked to write
something. Only two of them said
they didn't know how; the rest sat
down and wrote. They couldn't spell
or punctuate, of coursesome of
them weren't even sure about all the
letters of the alphabet7but they were
more than willing io write, and Mrs.
Giacobbe made it a policy that they
would write every day of the school
year. Most writing instruction doesn't
begin until considerably later, after
children have learned to read; but it
was one of Graves's working assump-
tions that children are much smarter
than we give them credit for. "Most
systems undercut what kids can do,"
he says. Mary Ellen Giacobbe agrees:
"I feel very strongly now that children
come to school knowing a lot mores
than we think, they do." ,

Another important finding has to do
with revision. It was standard practice
in the research groups at Atkinson for
the teachers to go over a piece of writ-
ing with the child who wrote it, ask-
ing questions intended to help the
child clanfy what he wanted to say.
The teacher also held group confer-
ences at which other children asked
questions of the writer. As a result of
this sometimes intensive question-
ing, the children eventually developed
a Sense of audience, they knew that
they were writing not lust for them-

. selves and not iust tor the teacher, but
for everybody in the classroom. They
began to pay attention to how their
readers responded.

And they began to revise. Previous-
ly no one believed that children could
or would revise until much, much lat-

Imansommos

Children's skills in revision
develop predictably. First,
youngsters correct misspellings.
Much later, they learn to delete
irrelevant details.

er, and in the standard writing cur-
riculums the teaching of revision, if it
is taught at all, comes at the end,
sometime in the middle grades or in
high school. At Atkinson, first-grad-
ers began revising by the sixth or sev-
enth month of school, and by the time
they were lathe third grade they were
taking pieces they wrote 'through as
luny as 14 revisions. Why? Because
they wanted to "get it right," to say
exactly what they meant to say, and in
such a waythat what they meant to
say came through clearly to their read.
ers. Graves says about revision. "It's
very, very important to learn to revise
a piece .. in order to learn what it
means to deal with information and
control it, continually pushing and
pushing until it's right." One result ot
this constant attention to revision is
that the children become unusually
sophisticated about how to get clarity
and cohesion'into writing. "The way
some of these kids are talking about
writing," says Graves, "you'd swear
you were in a doctoral seminar." .

Graves has found that the process
by which children learn to revise fol-
lows a fairly predictable developmen-
tal order, beginning with mechanical
changes: Misspelled words are cor-
rected, smudges on the page are
erased, and as children learn the con-
ventions of writing, such as punctua-
tion and capitalization, these, too, arc
corrected as needed. Later on, as mas-
tery of the mechanical aspects grows,
children revise the contents of a piece,
adding information where they think
it might help clarity, locating and to
cusing on the most interesting aspects
of what they want to say, and eventu
ally reorganizing the entire piece and
excluding irrelevant information.
Graves points out, however, that the
steps are not mutually exclusive. A
beginning writer, a 6-yearold. say,
may be most concerned with correct-
ing his spelling and getting that right.
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but he will sometimes make other
kinds of changes as well, even maior
revisions in content. "From the out-
set," says Graves, "children arc able to
make changes in most ot the .
areas The order ot development is
not strict but flexible, in other words.
and it varies trom child to child.

Revision is the key to the whole
process of teaching children how to
write, Graves believes. It writing is a
way ot communicating what one sees
and thinks about the world, then the
teacher's lob should be to help the
child clarity what he writes so that
there are no barriers to keep his Judi
once trom understanding what he sees
and thinks. The seeing and the think-
ing originate with the child, not the
teacher. the teacher,plays a kind ot
middleman. what Graves Lalls a
"counterpunching" role He has to
figure out "what the kid is ablaut.
what he has in mind." and help him
resee and rethink it until it's clear.
not by telling him what to .ay but by
asking questions.

"You can't teach what the kids
don't see," Graves notes, you teach
what they do see, and only help them
to see it betterto "re-vision" it. For
instance, young children rarely see, on
their own. that their writing is Hawed

overinclusiveriess. (In this. ot
course. they aren't too ditterent from a
lit ot adult writers.) Their unrevised
stories often tollow the bed - tubed tor-
mula: The main event may be a wed-
ding, or the experience ot getting liNt
on a mountain, but the writers have
given equal space to everything that
happened to them trom the time they
got up in the morning until the time
they went to bed at night In such
cases Graves may ask. "What part ot
your story do you like best:" or "What
will interest your reader?, most:"
More otten than nut, the queNtion
helps the writer to see that cutting
out peripheral taLts will help to



for Graves, revision is the key
to teaching very small children
to write, partly because it
gives them a sense ofwriting
for an audience.

a

heighten the impact of the story.
This is not how writing is usually

taught. The standard curriculum in
the early grades concentrates on de-
veloping children's expressive or "cre-
ative" abilities, and, as they get older,

, increasing the emphasis on mechan-
icsspelling, punctuation, grammar.
Both kinds of instruction take place
more or less m vacuo. with little or no
attempt,to relate what is being writ-
ten to any possible audience besides
the teacher." Until very late in the
game, perhaps the last year or two of

high school, instruction in revision
concentrates on mechanics and only
then is some attention finally given to
the organization of information.

Perhaps even more critical, chil-
dren receive no instruction in,wrning
until they have learned to read. One
of the most significant findings oft
Graves's research, the aspect of his
work that he's now pursuing in a new
research protect. is that it children are
allowed and encouraged to write from
the beginning, then reading and writ-
ing skills will develop in tandem and
thus reinforce each other. (The idea is
not entirely new; some teachers have
!nag made a practice of writing down
stories dictated by preschoolers to let
the children see their own language in
writing.) As Graves puts it, "If you
know how to make reading, you de-

code it much better."
At Atkinson, there were no'boring

Dick and lane readers in Mary Ellen
Giacobbe's first -grade classroom. It
was her idea to "publish" what the'
children wrote and use their books,
along with some of the classic chil-
dren's books, to teach her students to
read. She typed the books in large
type. had the children illustrate them.
then bound them in the wallpaper-
covered boards. The books sat on a
shell. more than a hundred of them,
and children were tree to browse
among them at their leisure. The re-

suit? The students' scores on standard-
ized reading tests have, in Graves's
words, "really popped the cork."

ecause Graves's findings are
likely to upset more than a few
educational apple cans, he is

somewhat sensitive about his meth-
ods and tends to see himself as a bit of

a scientific maverick. His research
lacked the controls upon which scien-
tists generally insist: He didn't in-
clude any children who were not giv-
en the kind of instruction that the re-
search group received, and there were
no independent ooservers and no dou-
ble-blind studies. Graves was simply
in the classroom every day for two
years, either alone or with one of his
two assistants, Lucy Calkins and Su-
san Sowers, recording everything the
children did from the moment they
moved to the writing table until they
had finished-wratng a piece. Graves
admits that "it you don't have an ex-
perimental design with significant
controls, then the data are not regard-
ed as useful." But he contends that
this kind of direct observation is the
only way we can really find out how
children learn to write.

Not .surprisingly, Graves's scienti-
fic heroes and models are two scien-
tists who also scorned the use of con-
trols to favor of direct observation of
their subjects. One is lean Piaget and
the other is the French entomologist
lean Henri Fabre. Both men based
their theories on observation.

Graves, too, had an early interest in
biology, although in college he ma-
tored in English. During the Korean
War he served in the Coast Guard. and
while based in Boston and still unde-
cided about what he was going to do
with his life, he spent his spare time in
a pathology laboratory helping wan
post- morwms. it was then that he en-
tertained thoughts at becoming a phy-
sician. During the same period he
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took a course in Russian at Harvard.
His wait with this difficult language

.got him to thinking about how chil-
dren team their own language, which
inturn prompted him to' take some
education courses. This led him to an
interest in reading instruction, and
e-sentually to a teaching position in
-the Fairhaven, Massachusetts, school
system. In 1963, pursuing a growing
religious interest, he was ordained to a
ministry of education in the Presbyte-
rian Church. In that capacity&he
worked with Indian tribes in both up-
state New York and Maine in church -
sponsoted literacy programs. in 1968
he left the church and went back to
public-school teaching, this time in
Buffalo. At the same time he became
director of a language program in near-
by Lackawanna that offered English
instruction to no fewer than 55 differ-
ent national groups in the area, speak-
ing LI different languages. Later he be-
came co-director of urban-teacher
education at State University College
in Buffalo. He also managed to earn a
doctorate in education at the State
University of New York at Buffalo.
Finally, in 1973, he came to the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire as a profes-
sor of early childhood education.

Graves acknowledges a certain rest-
lessness in his career, buts there is a
theme underlying all these changes.
The same theme can be discerned in
his switch from the field of reading
this 4.ecialty during his years as a'
teacher) to that of writing, a move 'le
nude while he was working on his
doctorate. Graves says he became
"sick of the field of reading" because
it was hung up on reading materials
and paid too little attention to the
active acquisition of knowledge. The
emphasis in both reading instruction
and the literacy programs he was in-
volved with was unbalanced, he says;
too much weight wasgiven to the tak-
ing in of informanonMe was interest-
ed in "what people could do, as op-
posed to what they could absorb." He
draws a dichotomy between process
and product. The product is the read-
ing text Itself. or the test designed to
find out how much information you
can spit back, or the paper you pro-
duce for your teacher. Real education,
however, is a processthe active pro-
cess of reading and writing; knowl-
edge must be mainpulated and ex-
pressed, says Graves, hetore a per


